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Why WCS?
We offer the largest selection of wildlife 
and animal handling equipment and 
supplies available anywhere, backed 
by the expertise to help you effectively 
handle nuisance wildlife and animal 
management situations of all kinds.

Unsurpassed Expertise 
We’ve been dedicated to helping 
wildlife and animal control professionals, 
wildlife biologists and animal handling 
specialists capture and control wildlife 

“We provide Superior Customer Service to the Wildlife Control Professional by delivering Quality Products  
in a Timely Manner at Competitive Prices.”

WCS Mission

 Follow us on Twitter
 www.twitter.com/shopwcs 

Find us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/Wildlife 
ControlSupplies

in the field, in commercial buildings 
and in residential environments for 
over 15 years. We have developed 
our own WCS Premium Grade Bait 
products and breakthrough inventions 
such as the Collarum®, Tube Trap™, 
Sparrow Sled™, Multi-Catch Rodent 
Trap, NoMol®, Special Squirrel Trap and 
Coontroller™ along with many more in 
response to customer needs. 

Widest Selection of Products
WCS provides the most complete 
selection of wildlife and animal control 
products that enable the safe, humane, 
and effective capture and control of 
targeted species. We listen to our 
customers and add new products to 
our inventory regularly to support your 
needs. We truly are your one-stop 
resource for nuisance wildlife and animal 
control products, and are dedicated to 
saving you time and money. 

Unparalleled Support 
Professionals trust WCS as a resource 
that is committed to helping their 
business succeed. Just starting out? We 
can help you get your business up and 
running quickly with equipment, supplies 
and advice. Already in business? We can 
help you expand by providing technical 
support, industry information, training 
resources and much more! 

Outstanding Service 
Whenever you face a 
wildlife or animal control 
problem, we’re here to 
help. Our knowledgeable 
staff can help you select 

the right products and provide helpful 
advice on how to get the job done right. 
We process orders quickly to get your 
products on the way, typically within 1 
business day. 

Wildlife Control Supplies
Products for Professionals™

2014-2015

www.ShopWCS.com

The most complete selection of  
wildlife & animal control products on the market.
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What goes into a WcS™ product? 

BESt in cLaSS 
At WCS™, we strive to set the 
standard for innovative, effective 
and easy to use products . 
COLLARUM’S “dog on a leash” 
capture method provides a safe 
tool for urban and suburban 
capture of canines .

FiELD PRovEn 
WCS™ has 10+ years of hands 
on experience . Developed with 
professionals and government 
field testing, COLLARUM® is 
now used world-wide to help 
humanely capture canine .

visit page  
44-45 to learn  
more about the 
coLLaRUM®

Hyena caught 
in Iraq

With a completely below ground profile, our 
lightweight NOMOL® traps are the professional’s 
choice for inexpensive mole management . Easily 
set in pairs, back-to-back, these in-tunnel traps 
are great for bilateral catches of moles, voles and 
shrews . Excellent for deep tunnels as well as sandy 
and heavy soil . Rust Resistant Coating prolongs the 
life of your NOMOL®S . 

NoMol 4 pack A starter pack that introduces you 
to the NOMOL® trap . Comes with 4 traps, 4 dowels 
and detailed instructions on how to set .

Larger Dozen and 5-Dozen Magnum packs available. 

noMoL® Mole trap Setters
NOMOL® Mole Trap Setters make setting this mole 
trap very easy . The NOMOL® mole trap setter makes 
holding, and positioning the trigger loop 
very easy, as you have the leverage to set 
the trap and also a “handle” to hold and  
 manipulate the trap .   

Snake Guard® Snake Trap 
Humane and effective snake removal!
A live capture, single use trap with a “no-touch” removal 
method . Humane, effective and simple to use, this water 
resistant cardboard trap uses super-sticky glue strips that 
match the angle of “push off” used by a snake when crawling . 
Successfully used to capture venomous and non-venomous 
snakes . To release, transport to a remote location, pour a 
liberal amount of vegetable oil on the glue (watch to not 
submerse snake’s head in oil) and the snake should work itself 
free in under an hour .

WcS™ vet-Pro™ Gloves
Quality construction for long lasting protection!

the coLLaRUM®  
Exemplifies our approach to providing superior 
solutions for our customers

DESiGnED BY PRoFESSionaLS 
 We offer 4 styles of the COLLARUM® designed to target  
  specific canines; Coyote, Fox, Feral Dog and Wolf . We  
   also have prepared a Kit for Animal Control Officers  
    to help target feral dogs . 

noMol®  
the safest and most effective trap on the market!

visit page 54  
to learn more about  
the SnaKE GUaRD®

When choosing 
gloves for animal 

handling, you want to 
consider the potential for bite 

penetration and/or crushing force . 
Handling animals like cats with 

sharp claws and teeth, it’s more about 
penetration . Coyotes or primates would 

have both concerns . All Vet-Pro™ styles 
are made of hand-cut, split grade cow-hide 

palomino leather and a ballistic lining of DuPont™ Kevlar® felt . 
Unlike knitted or woven material, Kevlar® felt is tightly packed 
for maximum puncture resistance . Double-stitched with Kevlar 
Thread, with a loose fit for dexterity and emergency removal . A 
couple models have stainless steel staples reinforcing the hand 
to provide some crush protection . Flesh wounds are the easiest 
way for professionals to get infected, so we never skimp on 
quality . Gloves provide protection but we recommend that as 
much as possible, limit direct contact with any wildlife .

visit page 66 to  
learn more about  
vet-Pro™ gloves

visit page  
55 to learn more about 
the noMoL®

2 Toll Free 1-877-684-7262 • www.ShopWCS.com
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WCS introduces another time saving idea with its most popular 
paste bait “N .B . Squirrel & Rodent Bait . N .B . is a rich mix of 
nut oils, meats & seeds that rodents find irresistible and it 
has been a “go to” bait for professionals to attract mice, rats, 
chipmunk, gray squirrels, red squirrels and flyers since 1999 .  
Now available in an easy to apply, no-mess Tube that can be 
used with the bait gun or just applied with a plunger . The Kit 
includes a Paste Bait Gun and three N .B . Tubes . N .B . Tube Bait, 
like all of the “Premium Grade” bait products, is spiked with 
an anti-drying agent to increase the baits effectiveness . Also 
available in Single Tubes with plunger . Bait has never been so 
easy to apply!

The easiest way  
to apply paste bait!

n.B. tube Bait

WcS’s popular  
answer to pesky  
squirrels – now new  
and improved!  
Powered by a beefy double torsion spring, our  
21-gauge steel Tube Traps work both baited and  
unbaited . Curious squirrels can’t resist them . Use the regular 
style wherever squirrels are a problem When a lethal capture 
is made, the squirrel is hidden from public view . Measures 
4 .5” diameter, 15” long; Note: This is a lethal body grip trap . 

the “original”  
WcS tube trap

WcS tube trap cap
The WCS Tube Trap Cap is just the tool for increasing the 
versatility of our popular Tube Trap . Available in two styles 

– with or without an access hole . 
Choose Model A to close down 
the opening on the Tube Trap, 
or Model B to close off one end 
all together . It mounts easily just 
by sliding onto the end of the 
trap . Additionally, with its feet, 
the Tube Trap Cap serves as a 
stabilizer with mounting holes 
allowing the user to easily mount 
on a variety of surfaces .

visit page 4  
for n.B. tube 
Bait

visit page 91  
to learn  
more about  
WcS tube trap

Another benefit for WCS Professional Customers!
Get your business listed on our nationwide nuisance 

wildlife referral and educational website:  
www.animalremovalpro.com

• Gain more visibility and drive business with 
no extra advertising budget required

• Potential customers can find you based on 
geographical preference

• List your contact info, services provided, 
and locations served

• Free service for WcS nuisance Wildlife 
Professional customers

• contact us today for details!

Phone: 877-684-7262  Email: admin@shopwcs.com
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Corn Dog NWS008 
(for Raccoon & Skunk) 
This versatile bait attracts both Rac-
coon and Skunk. It has an overtone 
aroma of succulent sweet corn, 
along with a “kicker” of sweet honey, 
and contains bits of kernel corn for 
eye appeal that will entice even the 
finickiest critter. This is a great year 
round attractor.

Mellow Yellow NWS004 
(for Skunk) 
This paste bait for skunk mimics 
nature’s perfect fruit, the Bannana! 
Powerful, lingering, and intensely 
sweet. A good Spring & Summer bait 
that animals really work for. WCS 
“Premium Grade” baits will not dry 
out like some of the others, and is cat 
“resistant”.

any four 8 oz. WcS paste baits just $24! 
Draw them in With these Proven Formulas

N. B. Squirrel NWS002  
& Rodent  
N. B. Squirrel & Rodent is a rich mix 
of nut oils, nutmeats and seeds that 
squirrels and other rodents simply 
find irresistible. This bait, like all of 
the “Premium Grade” products, is 
spiked with an anti-drying agent to 
increase the baits effectiveness. 
Place on your favorite bait holder and 
position so animal must pass over the 
pan to get to it and watch the results. 
Great on all types of Squirrel, Mice, 
Chipmunks and Norway Rats. 

“Rosebud” NWS005 
(for Skunk)  
This is a loud, reach out and “grab 
ya” bait. It really holds their interest 
and is loaded with an attractant that 
inspires excitement, along with a pun-
gent odor carrying side tone. As the 
name implies, especially made for the 
“Little Stinkers”. This bait contains no 
fish and is cat resistant.

People often ask us which bait or lure is the best for attracting a target animal to a trap. The answer is, “the one  
that works best for your situation”. That’s why WCS stocks the widest range of choices for specific species and  
conditions. These non-poisonous products are made by Professionals for Professionals, with quality ingredients and  
formulations. All of our baits have been “field tested” for effectiveness. Simply put, these proven formulas save  
you time and money. 

If you’re starting out, we recommend experimenting with a few  
different baits & lures in different traps, so you can easily judge the  
results. Remember you are dealing with a wild animal and some may be  
finicky – offering variety will increase your success. More advanced  
trappers may want to experiment by mixing various  
oils and compounds. Whatever your choice, we’re  
always here at 1-877-684-7262 or  
admin@ShopWCS.com to help you  
select the right bait or lure  
for the job.

Paste Baits $7.00/8 oz.  $12.50/16 oz.  $64.95/gal. Tree Berry NWS003 
(for Raccoon, Skunk, Possum) 
Our personal favorite for a general-
purpose paste bait. This sweet smelling 
bait fills the air with its aromatic scent 
and is a combination of tree-ripened 
fruit essences and puree, along with 
an under tone of bush berries. Place on 
your favorite bait holder and position so 
animal must pass over the pan to get to 
it and watch the results. Great on coon, 
skunk & opossum.

Whistle Pig  NWS009 
(for Groundhog aka  
Woodchuck) 
For groundhog. This bait has just the 
right amount of leafy, green vegetables 
and fruit essences, which really make 
those finicky chucks, sit up and take 
notice. Long lasting and very fragrant.

 WCS “Paste Bait Sampler”
“With our Bait Sampler you get (6) 4 oz. jars of our paste  

baits that will give you a variety to attract Squirrel,  
Raccoon, Skunk and Groundhog”.

NWS010 in 4 oz. sample jars  $24.00

Applelicious  NWS014 
(for Groundhog,  
Muskrat, Raccoon, Skunk) 
Great for groundhog, muskrat, raccoon 
and skunk, this paste-based bait has 
an explosive apple aroma, designed to 
fill the air around your trap. Field-test-
ed to attract more finicky critters.

“Green Machine”  NWS016 
(for Squirrels, Rats,  
Mice, Chipmunk) 
For mouse, rat, and squirrel. Unique 
and alluring, this is a great change 
up to traditional paste baits or liquid 
lures. The smooth paste consistency 
with added essential oils attracts 
all kinds of rodents, including mice, 
rats and squirrels. Caution: contains 
peanut products and oils.  

 WcS “Premium Grade” Paste Baits

n.B. Squirrel & Rodent Bait 
Our most popular paste bait made with a rich mix of 
nut oils, meats & seeds that rodents find irresistible . 
A “go to”  for Pro’s to attract mice, rats, chipmunk, 
gray squirrels, red squirrels and flyers since 1999 .  
Now available in an easy to apply, no-mess Tube 
used with a bait gun or with a plunger . 

WcS002-1  $4.95   
Single Tube & Plunger  

WcS002-3  $10.95   
3 Pack (3 Tubes & 1 Plunger)

WcS002-Kit  $27.95   
3 Tubes & Bait Gun  

WcS101504  $18.95   
Bait Gun  
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Beaver Blaster 
NWS001 $18/4oz.   $56/16oz. 
This lure was 5 yrs. in the making. It’s some of the finest 
beaver lure ever poured into a bottle. This oily, castor-
based lure is loaded with just the right blend of essential 
oils and is ‘fixed at its peak’ of attracting capabilities. It 
stands up to the elements and will put a nice slick on the 
mud or water. Satisfaction Guaranteed!

 WcS Beaver Lure Products

 WcS trailing & attractant Products

Fruit & Nut Rodent Lure  
NWS0302  $6.00/1oz.  $12.00/4oz.  $36.00/16oz.  
This is the liquid form of our “Premium Grade” NB bait. We call this, “nut essence 
with a fruit twist.” Proven effective on all types of squirrels, chipmunks, and other 
rodents. Use as a trailing scent, leading animal into the trap, baited with N. B. Squir-
rel & Rodent Paste, it is an unbeatable combination.

"Yellow Stripe" Skunk Trail 
WCSYS01 $5.00/4oz.  $15.00/16oz.  
As the name implies, this skunk trail scent really lays down a “yellow stripe” lead-
ing to the trap. Very fragrant, and sweet smelling, will not attract cats. Lead the 
skunk right into the trap. Will work equally as well on raccoon and opossum.

“Strike-Um” Snake Lure 
WCSTJSL   $18.95/4oz.   
Snakes won’t be able to resist this powerful formula created by the pros. Just 
drop 4-6 drops on a cotton ball or sheep’s wool and place in the center of your glue 
trap. Usually takes 12-72 hours, depending on the snake’s feeding cycle. Caution: 
Keep out of reach of children and avoid contact with eyes. 

Feral Cat (WildCat) 
NWSBJ13L  $18.00/4oz. 
WildCat Feral Cat Lure (4 oz.) is just as the name implies, specifically designed and for-
mulated to be highly attractive to feral cats, in fact, all members of the feline species. 
This lure has a thick, syrupy consistency and will hold up well in all kinds of weather. 
Wildcat incites both a curiosity and feeding response with just the right blend of oils & 
essences which felines find irresistible. Use on your favorite bait holder in the rear of 
the cage or use as a trailing scent to lead the cat into the cage. 

Beaver Buffet Food Lure 
NWS006 $18/4oz.   $56/16oz. 
This paste lure has absolutely no beaver castor or oil 
added. Made for warmer weather, it has several food 
oils, plus a “curiosity kicker”. Smear on peeled sticks 
by waters edge and watch the results. Won’t arouse 
suspicion!

Beaver Castor 
NWS011 $18/4oz.   $56/16oz.  
Pure dark beaver castor, finely ground, then pre-
served. Great for beaver castor mounds or in formula-
tion of lure. Good on coon, otter, fox, etc.

GroundHog "Kokaine"   
NWSGHK1 $31.95/gal.  
Made and patented by wildlife pros for wildlife pros. Unlike those other hog baits 
this bait DOES NOT need an “eye attractant”, it works all by itself and needs noth-
ing else. We’ve had some of our referral pros testing this all over the country and 
now they are begging for more! It is simply that good. If you trap Groundhogs you 
need this bait!

"Sparrow Treat" 
WCSSP4 $18.95/gal (6 lb millet)
Sparrow Treat consists of millet (white and/or red mixture) which has found to be 
preferential to house sparrows during trap testing over a period of eighteen months. 
This is the recommended bait to use when deploying Sparrow Sleds in “big box” 
stores.  You can use a couple of pieces of white bread for EYE APPEAL to enhance 
the baiting program, but you should be using millet as your primary bait when your 
target is house sparrows.

Triple Treat Powdered Bait/Lure Combo  
WCSTT $6.95/16oz. 
Triple the power, triple the results. Unlike your typical powder baits, Triple Treat has 
additional food quality materials that enhance the fish powder base. Sprinkle some 
as a trailing scent into your cage and place about 2 tablespoons behind the trigger-
ing pan – no other bait or lure is necessary. Won’t wilt or spoil in high heat. Great for 
raccoon, skunk, opossum, weasel, mink and more. 

Groundhog Heaven 
WCSBBCR-4 
Developed originally to assist groundhogs in finding the trap entrance. Although 
quite different than Rebel Rodent in composition, its attractiveness is in fact 
quite comparable. Just lay a trail from the hole or travelway into the trap. Tip: 
When trapping woodchucks in live traps, layering the bottom of the trap with dirt 
or fresh greens seems to improve success.

Squirrel Trail Mix Trailing Scent   
WCSBBIOC-4  
Squirrel Trail Mix (formerly Blockbuster) was highly underrated as an attractant. 
During the course of a season Scott Behren’s goes through gallons of this 
product. Research  conducted showed that squirrel traps which used this product 
only as a trailing scent outperformed traps utilizing only bait placed in the back of 
the trap by a 2 to 1 margin. If trailing scents haven’t been a part of your operation 
in the past we highly recommend you give them a try.

Baron’s Brand 

Paste Bait Products $6.25/6oz.

Raccoon Jam 
WCSBBCG 
A very strong berry type bait for 
raccoons. Excellent for summer and 
early fall use, holds up well in heat 
and rain.

Squirrel Jelly 
WCSBBNN  
Squirrel Jelly Bait, when your nut 
type squirrel baits don’t seem to be 
producing, try this one! Works great in 
cold weather, or on finicky red or grey 
squirrels. Note: With this squirrel bait 
do not use as a prebait or outside the 
trap. New name but this is the same 
great formulation! 

Skunk Buffet 
WCSBBRP 
A non-fish type bait developed for use 
on skunks in cat sensitive areas. Out-
standing all spring and summer. Holds 
up well under rain and dry weather. 

Woodchuck Salad 
WCSBBRR 
A unique combination of wood-
chucks’ favorite foods. Strong and 
long-lasting, holds up well in rainy 
and dry weather.  

Squirrel Butter 
WCSBBSB  
If you think your peanut butter and 
seed mixes work well then it is obvi-
ous you haven’t tried this one. Second 
to none for squirrels, chipmunks, 
and ground squirrels. During cold 
weather mix some Blockbuster trail-
ing scent, this will make it creamier 
and increase the odor output. 

Raccoon Candy 
WCSBBSSC 
A very thick paste that holds up well 
in rain and heat. Excellent all year 
long. Good for cage traps. Great for 
post dormancy periods. Put up in 
plastic for durability.

Liquid Lure Products $6.50/4oz.
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Fatal Attraction   
(Fortified Shellfish) 
BBADC06 $7.00 
For Bear, Mink, Raccoon. Cuts the 
cold night air like a razor. Sharp bite 
of shellfish, top notes or oyster,  clam 
and sardine and stale undertones of 
extracts, emulsions and oils.  Absolutely 
the best there is for picky coons in chilly 
weather 

Fur King (Sweet Paste)   
BBADC04 $7.00 
For Raccoon, Skunk. Don’t let the name 
fool you – this highly effective bait 
cleans out coons around barns and 
dwellings without catching housecats. 
Loud and sweet, it creates a hunger/
curiosity effect year-round and won’t 
dry out in summer. Perfect for A.D.C. 
work. 

S-K-B Skunk Paste  
BBADC02 $7.00 
For skunk. Pungent, tart and zesty bait 
specially made for spring, summer or 
fall “grubbers”. Strong main theme of 
crustaceans backed up with vibrant  
musk/oil middle tones. Ready to go no 
matter what the season. 

Coon Grabbers are a lure and bait combination. This product is designed to be used in dog-proof style traps and can be reusable. Currently available in the following 
8 scents:

 Blackie’s Blend

 Bob noonan Lures

coon Grabbers

Thumbs Up   
BBADC09 $7.00 
Top mink, coyote and coon bait for 
early season. Heavy fresh fish paste, 
laced with bold side odors and top 
tones to carry and penetrate. A lot of 
work went into making this bait the 
best around.

Whistle Stop  
BBADC01 $7.00 
For woodchuck. Anti-dry out, heavy 
paste made from  plants chucks love 
to eat! Enhanced with several oils and 
herbs. Place a spoonful or so on fresh 
cabbage leaves or broccoli for eye ap-
peal. Works well in summer heat, too!

Boar’s Delight  
BBADC08 $5.00/1oz. 
 $17.00/4oz. 
For rabbit and woodchuck. Outshines 
other sweet or food-type lures from 
mid-late season. A great choice for 
isolating adult males and catching 
prime winter coon. 

Num-Chuck  
BBADC03 $5.00/1oz.   
 $17.00/4oz. 
Targets woodchucks and rabbits 
ONLY. Made of 100% plant base with 
no artificial oils, heavy lure has a thick 
creamy texture. Apply to apple slices 
or your favorite lure holder (e.g. cotton 
ball, bait stick). Great companion to 
your favorite bait. 

Hare Today - Gone Tomorrow 
BBADC10 $7.00  
For rabbits. A specialty bait that’s only 
available Apr 1 to Oct 1 and with a one 
summer shelf life. Rabbits are very 
finicky so freshness is a factor. This lure 
is made with plant extracts and plant 
parts added in a fruit paste base. 

Berry Sweet  
BBADC11   $7.00  
You will be amazed at the freshness 
of this new lure. Blackberry is used as 
a “blanket” to cover a Red Raspberry 
base, then it’s fortified with a sugar 
aroma to enhance the berry smell.  

$14.95/4oz.  $34.95/16oz.  $162.50/gal.

$7.95/doz.  

Cottontail Cager 
WCSBNCC  
For rabbit. Pull in territorial males and curious 
females. Lure contains heavy, pungent dose of 
mature male cottontail glands, mixed male rabbit 
urine and curiosity ingredient. Males will come 
looking for a fight, females for fun. Use on small 
piece of white cloth or similar to mimic fur and 
add fresh greens for extra appeal.

Masked Magic 
WCSBNMM  
For Raccoon. Masked Magic is a viscous lure 
with a sweet, penetrating odor. The blend 
of seven ingredients, properly aged make it 
a combination call/curiosity/food lure. They 
investigate even when not hungry. Its odor is 
clinging and long-lasting; get it on your fingers 
and you’ll need soap and water to remove it. 
Fortunately, the odor is pleasing. Raccoon really 
work for this lure. 

Muskrat Love 
WCSBNML  
A reliable, time-tested lure.  A sweet, share food 
blend with many attractive natural oils & a touch 
of mink.  Muskrat Love also attracts raccoons! 
Muskrats are strongly attracted to lure & can 
pinpoint its source quickly.  With small home ranges, 
the penetrating odor quickly spreads low, at their 
face level, across water or ground to saturate their 
range.   

Anise (WCSCG01) Fresh Shrimp (WCSCG02) Raspberry (WCSCG03)
Shellfish (WCSCG04) Ozark Special (WCSCG05) Wolfers KB (WCSCG06)
Grape (WCSCG07) Shad (WCSCG08)

Black Magic Bruin  
WCSBNBMB  $24.95/gal.
Another time tested favorite, particularly among 
Canadian outfitters, primarily used to help Black 
Bear find bait stations. Bear will relish it and 
return for more. Use as a trailing scent, this 
cannot be over applied and is completely edible. 
Apply single drop to an ounce or more of your 
favorite bait and set every few feet.

“Great for Species Specific (or Dog-Proof) traps.   
See our wide selection on page 100”
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 cronk’s Lures 
All 1oz. 

Allagash Fur Call  
OCAFC   $6.00 
Fox, coyote, wolf, bobcat, raccoon, 
marten fisher and weasel are all attracted 
to this famous lure. One of the best 
marten and fisher lures on the market. 
Contains a dash of pure skunk essence. 

All Fur Call  
OCAFC2   $6.00 
A blend of the leading musks and oils. 
Both water and land animals come to this 
one. This was Oscar’s favorite lure when 
he ran long wilderness traplines.

Beaver No. 1  
OCBEAV1   $6.00 
This is a heavy lure containing beaver 
castor, tonquin musk and several 
expensive oils. This is Oscar's best 
beaver caller. 

Beaver No. 2  
OCBEAV2   $5.50 
Contains high priced musks and oils 
blended with beaver castor.

Bobcat No. 1  
OCBOB1 $5.50 
A ‘cat lure for any climate or country. 

Bobcat No. 2  
OCBOB2 $5.50 
Makes a feline stay around the set until 
caught. 

Coyote No. 1  
OCCOY01 $5.50 A gland lure with 
power and appeal. Good at all sets. 

Coyote Supreme  
OCCOYSUP $5.50 
A high powered lure that tickles a 
coyote’s nose.

Fisher No. 1  
OCFIS01 $6.00 
This is one of the top selling fisher lures 
on the market. Contains musks, oils and a 
dash of skunk essence.

Fisher No. 2  
OCFIS02 $6.00 
A heavy lure with muskrat musk and mink 
musk plus other musks and oils. Also 
attractive to coyotes and other canines. 

Fox No. 1  
OCFOX01 $5.50 
A gland lure with that great foxy smell. 
Good at all sets.

Fox No. 2  
OCFOX02 $5.50 
This is a great fall and winter lure that 
contains 'rat musk, beaver castor, plus a 
blend of other musks and oils and a trace 
of skunk essence. 

Mink No. 1  
OCMINK1 $5.50 
Strictly a gland lure that really does the job. 

Muskrat No. 1  
OCMRAT1 $5.50 
A supreme rat caller containing muskrat 
musk and the leading musks and oils. 

Muskrat No. 2  
OCMRAT2 $5.50 
A heavy base lure that contains muskrat 
musk, oil of carrot, sweetflag and other 
muskrat attractors. 

Musky Musk  
OCMMUSK   $6.00 
Deadly, long-range, heavy lure for mink, 
rats, coon, otter and others. Good for 
serious minkers. 

Old Timers Fox Call  
OCOTFC $5.50 
Contains leading domestic and imported 
musks and oils. This is a real canine caller. 

Otter  
OCOTTER $5.50 
Works even though otter are hard to lure. 
They will come to this one. 

Predator 500  
OCPRED500 $5.50 
This is Oscar’s top selling canine lure. It is 
heavy and long lasting at sets. 

Predator 600  
OCPRED600 $5.50 
A liquid lure that is excellent for early fall 
dirt hole and flat sets.

Predator 700  
OCPRED700 $5.50 
A blend of musks, oils and fixatives that 
draws fox, coyote and bobcat.

Raccoon No. 1  
OCCOON1 $5.50 
Made with muskrat musk, beaver castor 
and other musks and oils. 

Raccoon No. 2  
OCCOON2 $5.50 
A heavy lure that reaches out to 
raccoons. 

Retch’n Gretchen Long Distance 
Predator 
DLRGLDP 
Skunk essence? Yes, but so much more. Long range 
musky and close range intense. Excellent on coyote, 
fox, badger, coon, bobcat, marten and fisher. From 
Mid-October through early December it is a go to lure. 

Two Riders Predator 
DLTRP
A blend of high grade musks and oils with 
outstanding calling attributes. Formulated for 
coyotes, fox and bobcats.

Sweet Marie Beaver 
DLSMB
A castor based beaver lure made of the finest 
northern castors. Foreign castor consistently 
creates a territorial response from beaver. 

Dirt Roads Coyote 
DLDRC
Pure cut and aged coyote glands made into a thick 
paste. Designed to bring out territorial instincts in the 
local coyote population. Good anytime of the year. 

Harding County Fox 
DLHCF
Made from quality aged glands and additives to create 
a “foxy” smell. Good any time of the year.

Drifter's Fate Predator 
DLDFP
A coyote, fox and cat lure made from the finest glands 
and musks money can buy.

Kicker Coon  
WCSDL02 $14.95/16 oz. 
Designed for use with dog proof traps and is also 
excellent for any kind of coon trapping. This lure 
contains a blend of obscure ingredients that cause 
coon to work sets aggressively. Apply to sheep's 
wool and the odor will last up to 21 days. 

Canine Kicker  
WCSDL01  $14.95/16 oz.
A "spiked-up" urine that draws out the territorial 
instinct in canines. A penetrating aroma with calling 
attributes. Effective in both fall and winter.

High Water Muskrat  
WCSDL06 $5.50/2 oz. $9.00/4 oz.
A sticky smear type lure formulated to stay put even 
through rain. Mark caught more than 350 rats in 
one check with this lure. Coon love this lure too. 

 Dakotaline by Mark Steck

Highway 61  
WCSDL06  $10.95/16 oz.
Made with a beaver meat base and powerful calling 
agents. Highway 61 keeps predators at your set.

Laughing Lady Coon Bait 
WCSDL03 $8.95/8 oz.  $12.95/16 oz. 
A coon bait/lure that sticks to about anything and 
holds up to rain and cold weather. Put it on a stick, 
bridge abutment or in a dog proof trap. 

Hurricane
WCSDL04 $8.95/8 oz.  $12.95/16 oz.
Powerful, sweet, and sticky. A sinus clearing bait that 
is deadly on coon and muskrats. Excellent on beaver 
too.

Alaskan Salmon Spread  
WCSDL05 $8.95/8 oz. $12.95/16 oz.
A sticky mink and coon bait/lure made from Alaskan 
salmon. A fishy aroma that is very edible and 
attractive to coon, mink and bear.

 Dakotaline Lures 

$5.50/1oz.  $17.00/4oz.

 Dakotaline Baits

cronk’s Skunk Essence Paste - 1 oz.
Cronk's Skunk Essence Paste utilizes pure skunk essence 
put up in a freeze-proof base, very loud. Great for placing 
above fisher & marten sets as a call lure, especially in cold 
temperatures. Good in small amounts at canine sets in cold 
weather also.There is a $2.00 special packaging surcharge 
per order.
ocSEP1 $10.95
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Woodchipper  
NWSPD001  
This is a food-type beaver lure. It 
is a favorite for the summer A.D.C. 
jobs when the beaver are extremely 
finicky. Also a great all-season lure 
used at food-type sets.

Backbreaker 
NWSPD002 
For Beaver. This is a heavy castor-
based beaver lure. It’s great for all 
times of the year, but works best dur-
ing the late full thru spring. This lure 
is a staple for many pros.

Beaver Plus 
NWSPD003 
This is a curiosity-type beaver lure. 
It works all year and it brings in 
otter and raccoon too. This lure will 
increase your catch.

Coon Candy 
NWSPD004 
This very sweet lure is too attractive 
for raccoons to pass up. It works very 
well around areas where pets roam 
free. This is also a great A.D.C. lure 
for summertime use.

Muskrat #1 
NWSPD005 
This muskrat lure has the ingredients 
that muskrats crave. It works well at  
all lured sets. Has proven itself all 
over the United States.

Canine Select  
NWSPD006 
This curiosity paste canine lure 
drives them nuts. This lure works 
great on fox, coyote, cats and Rac-
coon. Doesn’t get ‘em rolling.

 Dobbins Lures

$5.50/1oz.  $18.00/4oz.

All Call 
NWSPD009 
For bobcats, raccoons, otters and a 
call lure for all the canines. It’s loud 
and reaches out to where you need 
to go.  

Mississippi Special 
NWSPD010 
Mississippi Special is a canine 
food lure made to stimulate the 
appetite of the most finicky canines. 
During tests, it was found also to be 
attractive to Bobcats, Raccoons and 
Otter.  

Tri-Nitro 
NWSPD016  
This is a canine/cat liquid curiosity 
lure. It uses brain material for the 
base and is very weather resistant.  It 
works well in dirt hole and flat sets.  

Old Grey Buzzard 
NWSPD017 
This is a grey fox lure that works in 
the late season when others quit 
working.  

G.L 40 
NWSPD011     
This is a red fox gland lure that has 
added ingredients to make it attrac-
tive all year long.  

Purrfect  
NWSPD012 
This is a Bobcat Gland lure formu-
lated to take advantage of the cat’s 
curiosity, hunger and passion. 

Klondike Call Lure 
NWSPD013 
A penetrating lure by Paul Dobbins. 
This lure is for canines and ‘cats. It 
is an excellent cold weather lure for 
predators. 

Dobbins Economy  Pack 
Six 1 oz. Lures  
NWSPD007  $27.50 
For coyote, fox and bobcat. If you’ve ever wanted to try Dobbin’s 
famous lures, here’s a pack at the right price! Six 1 oz. bottles of 
Woodchipper, Backbreaker, Beaver Plus (all beaver), plus Coon 
Candy, Muskrat #1 and Canine Select.

Dobbins 3-Pack 
1 each 4 oz. 
Woodchipper, Backbreaker, Beaver Plus 
NWSPD008  $45.00 
With this combination of in your lure pouch, you’ll be ready to stack 
up some “flat tails”!  
 

General information on common nuisance animals* 
 Breeding   Birthing  Weaning 
 Timeframe Gestation Timeframe litter Size Timeframe

Bats
April-May 2 months June-July Avg. of 2 3 weeks  
      Capable of flight 
     in 3-4 weeks

 Grey Squirrels 
Mid winter 42 to 45 days Spring 2 to 7 Between 
(Jan-Feb)  (March-April) Avg. 3 8 – 10 weeks 
Late Spring/  Late Summer  Young begin
Early Summer  (July-Sept)  to leave
 (May-June)    nest 7-8 weeks

 Raccoon 
Late January 63 days March to May 3 to 5 Between 
 to Early March   Avg. 4 2 to 4 months. 
     Young will
     venture out with  
     female around  
     8 weeks

 Skunk  
February to 62-68 days Late April 2 to 10 Between
 Late March   to early June Avg. 6 6-8 weeks.
     Young become  
     active with  
     female around  
     7 weeks

Woodchucks (Ground Hog)   
 April to May 32 days Between 5 to 2 to 8 Early March 
   6 weeks  to late April

Mole – Eastern or Star Nose

litter Size  Tunneling Rate Travel Rate life Span

2 to 8  18’ per hour 80‘ per minute Can live up to  
Up to 3 litters   in both directions 7 years,
per year    most die  
    within first 3

*Information provided for eastern U.S., other areas might vary

Hanging Bait Crevice Devices
WCSPTB-Kit 100 pack $21.95
Ditch those annoying pipe cleaners . Just  
draw these grooved bait sticks through your 
favorite paste bait and hang them from their 
wire hangers in your cage trap . You’ll have  
the proper amount of bait and a whole lot  
of extra time .
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Dunlap’s Lures and Baits

Muskrat JDMRAT 
This lure has a musky odor that really calls them in. Hard 
to keep muskrats out of your traps with this lure.   

Otter JDOTT 
A combination gland and food lure that  has produced 
great results in the north and the south.

Predator JDPRED 
If you’re looking for something new and different, this is 
it. This lure contains essential oils and musks that are 
attractive to all predators.

Rat-a-tat-tat JDRTT 
Has a super sweet berry smell that grey fox can't 
resist. You don't have to use a lot to get their attention. 
Excellent for coon as well.

Red Gland JDRG 
You can't underestimate a great red fox gland lure and 
this one is just that - GREAT! Many cats, coyotes, red 
and grey fox have fallen to this lure. It flat out smokes 
them.

Lures $5.00/1oz.  $17.00/4oz.

Beaver JDBEAV 
A castor based lure that has caught 1,000's of beavers. 
Works all year north, south, east and west.

Bobcat JDBOB 
A unique lure that really brings in bobcats. Gets and 
holds their attention.

Coon Fish JDCOONF 
A heavy fish lure that is highly attractive to coon and 
mink.

Death Coyote Gland JDDCG 
Coyote glands aged to bring these ole wary dogs to flat 
or post sets.

Coon Sweet JDCS 
A very sweet coon lure that really draws them in. Works 
great smeared on dog proof traps or pocket sets.

Finese JDFIN 
A super fishy lure with castor, musks and high quality 
essential oils that gray fox and bobcats love. 

JD’s Predator Gland JDPG 
A gland lure that will get the job done on all predators. 
Use in the north or south.

Long Call JDLC 
A very strong call lure that works great for all predators. 
Many top oils and skunk essence calls them in from a 
long distance.

Mink  JDMINK 
A food/gland lure which will pull mink in to your sets. 
Works great on pocket or block down sets.

Big Pile Fish DP Coon Bait  
JDBPFCB  $8.00/16oz. 
This is a good go to bait for later in the fall. Real fish 
taste and designed for dog proof traps. Use this bait if 
you want to catch a big pile of coon.

Big Pile Smoked Fish DP Coon Bait  
JDBPSFCB  $8.00/16oz. 
Good go to bait for later in the fall. Real fish taste and 
smoke for a call lure. 

Big Pile Very Berry DP Coon Bait  
JDBPVBCB  $8.00/16oz. 
Designed for use in dog proof traps and is highly 
attractive to raccoons. Has a sweet taste and a berry 
smell coons can't resist. 

Smoked Fish DP Sauce  
JDSFDPS  $15.00/16oz.  
This sauce has it all. Fishy taste and a smoky smell that 
will drag the coon in. Just add your bait to the dog proof 
trap and pour on the sauce. Works great as a call or for 
a scent trail.

Very Berry DP Sauce  
JDVBDPS  $15.00/16oz. 
This special sauce has a very berry smell and sweet 
taste. Just add bait to your dog proof trap and squirt on 
Very Berry Sauce. Coon come a runnin'.

Choke Cherry DP Sauce  
JDCCDPS  $15.00/16oz. 
A very strong wild cherry smell and a sweet taste. 
Works great on bait in dog proofs and as a trailing 
scent. 

Baits   

Sweet Anise DP Sauce  
JDSADPS  $15.00/16oz. 
Looking for a strong smell to call in the coon and a 
sweet taste when they get there? Just add bait to your 
dog proofs and apply sauce. Also a great call lure and 
trailing scent.

Depredador Paste Bait   
JDDPB  $12.00/16oz. 
Highly attractive to all predators. This bait has a beaver 
base and just the right touch of essential oils predators 
love. 

Location Predator Bait  
JDLPB  $12.00/16oz. 
This bobcat base predator bait has been tested in the 
north and the south. It has a tainted sweet smell with a 
kick of mink musk. Use alone or with a gland lure.

Smear Bait  
JDSB  $6.95/16oz. 
Will stick to anything. These baits work great in dog 
proof and cage traps and are ideal for smearing on 
bridge walls, trees, etc. Each flavor has a very strong 
odor. Available in Black Anise, Choke Cherry, Shellfish 
and Wild Grape. Please specify flavor when ordering.
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Badlands Bob 
WCSJGBB 
For canine and bobcat. This lure has a 
bobcat gland base, and will appeal to 
bobcats in a variety of uses! One of the 
very best combination ‘cat and canine 
lures made. No other lure smells even 
remotely like this one.

Blaster Bonanza 
WCSBB-4 
For canine and raccoon. An extremely 
attractive food/curiosity lure. A 
completely different base than other 
Bonanza Lures. This lure will make 
canines and coon lick, scratch, and 
hang around a set.

Bobcat Gland 
WCSJGBG 
Simply put, a quality, mellow ‘cat gland 
lure (4 oz.). No fillers, only the best 
glands are used. Works excellent on 
cats, as well as canines. Try this on any 
canine set, you will see the results.

Bonanza Cold 
WCSBC-4 
For canine, bobcat, skunk, fisher and 
martin. A loud reaching call lure. Can 
be used at or above the set. Great on 
canines, as well as cats, fisher, and 
marten. If you want SKUNK, this is it!

Bonanza Mild 
WCSBM-4 
Year after year, John’s biggest seller. A 
mild, grease based scent that predators 
will want to lick, grab and bite. Great at 
gang sets for canines and cats.

Boss 
WCSBOS-4 
Graham’s Boss Lure is beaver castor 
based and makes open water trapping 
easy.  It creates an intense curiosity 
and territorial response to old trap 
shy beavers. It is made of good quality 
northern castor.

Cache Creek 
WCSJGCC-4 
Graham’s Cache Creek Lure is beaver 
castor based and topped off with a 
unique smell to appeal to all beavers. It 
is another top quality lure to be used in 
any situation, and is completely different 
than other beaver lures you’ve used. 

Charlie Bob 
WCSJGCB-4 
Graham’s Charlie Bob Lure is a food/
curiosity type lure that is mellow, 
lingering and fragrant. The base is made 
of elements of a cats diet, plus two 
curiosity calls. On top of that, there is a 
hint of cat nip. 

Cow Country 
WCSJGCOW-4 
Graham’s Cow Country Lure is a high 
intensity curiosity lure. Its mellow, mild 
odor is non-offensive, even in warm 
weather. A great alternate for gang 
setting, especially in the early season. 
T-bones are tailor-made for this lure – 
really whacks the coyote pups. 

Fur country Lures by John Graham

$18.00/4oz.  

Crossfire 
WCSJGCF 
A loud, fragrant food based lure. This 
was designed as a concentrated 
paste to draw canines and cats to 
capture locations. For the money, a 
good reliable attractant. 

Deception (Coyote Gland) 
WCSCGLD 
Coyote with a capital “C”, made from 
pure fresh glands. The natural smell 
of coyotes concentrated. One of 
John’s personal favorites on canines, 
and has helped catch a lot of Big Tom 
bobcats over the years. Even “shy” 
coyotes will respond, hungry or not.

Enticer   
WCSFGLE  
For fox. Made from fresh fox glands, 
but with an extra “kick” to entice 
“fickle fox”. One of John’s personal 
favorites, he carries a jar of this in his 
bag year-round. One of his biggest 
selling lures.

Excitor 
WCSJGEXC-4 
Only the best red fox glands are used 
to make Graham’s Excitor Lure. This 
top quality gland lure is very natural 
and really provides super attraction at 
any type of set. Capitalize on the foxes 
reaction to smells of its own kind. This 
is the most concentrated red fox gland 
lure on the market. Can be used year-
round. Thick and creamy. 

Fall Fox  
WCSJGFF  
This is a NEW lure by John Graham. 
All the bases are covered with this 
lure-food: curiosity, greed, etc. Capi-
talize on what makes a fox tick. Don’t 
let the name fool you, it will catch 
coyotes and ‘cats too. All season, all 
purpose.

Gatorade 
WCSJGGAT-4 
Gatorade Lure is Different with a 
capital “D”. It will get responses 
from coyotes when all else fails. Very 
effective on ”fickle” coyotes. A definite 
territorial “enrager” at coyote sets. 

Home Brew 
WCSJGHB-4 
Home Brew Lure is a natural curiosity/
call lure probably unlike anything 
you’ve tried. Very hard to burn-out 
due to its blend of natural ingredients. 
A very pungent odor. If you need 
something new to throw at them, try 
this canine and cat lure. 

Magnolia Beaver 
WCSJGM  
A blend of beaver food they can’t 
resist, it works well all seasons. 
Paste type consistency for use in wet 
conditions, the base of this lure alone 
will attract beaver, but by blending in 
several food/curiosity ingredients you 
get a superior beaver food lure.

Muskrat Call 
WCSJGMRAT-4 
Muskrat Call Lure is made with plenty of 
spring rat glands and other ingredients 
that pull them in from a distance. 

Ol’ Three Toes 
WCSJGOL3-4 
Ol’ Three Toes Lure uses fresh coyote 
glands as the base with another 
ingredient blended in to give it a faint 
underlying odor that really preys on 
coyotes’ territorial “kick” response.  Can 
be used alone or with urine. 

Pride Rock 
WCSJGPR-4 
Pride Rock Lure will really make a ‘cat 
work a set without leaving until its 
curiosity is quenched.  It is very mild 
and is super attractive at short range.  
This lure is best when placed at about 
10” – 12” above ground level, beyond the 
trap, with proper blocking. Works in all 
weather. 

Purfection 
WCSJGPUR-4 
Purfection Lure was perfected on a 
Montana badlands trapline.  Its sweet 
mellow odor will cause ‘cats to really 
work a set, leaving lots of tracks where 
you need it most – on the pan. The base 
of this lure would attract ‘cats on its own, 
but with a blend of other ‘cat calling 
ingredients, it is ‘purfection’ as far as 
bobcat lures go. Not a “minty” lure like 
some others, but a real bobcat taker. 

Seduction 
WCSJGSED-4 
Seduction Lure is made from the same, 
pure fresh glands as Deception, with 
passion ingredients blended in.  This 
lure holds special attraction to adult 
coyotes. A great alternate lure for gang 
setting, especially in late winter.  Seduc-
tion works especially good straight on 
post sets.  

Super Bonanza 
WCSSB-4  
For canines. One of the hottest lures 
available. This is essentially Bonanza 
Mild with some “kickers” added. The 
result is a quality curiosity/call type 
lure with a “sweet skunk” smell.

Tomcat 
WCSBGLT  
Without a doubt, the best bobcat lure 
on the market today. Gland based, 
with passion and curiosity ingredients 
added to make a superior, all around 
cat lure. This lure will call cats from 
a distance, yet won’t cause them to 
“shy” from a set, like some lures seem 
to do. A great canine change-up lure.

Wiley Coyote 
WCSJGWIL-4 
Wiley Coyote Lure is coyote gland 
based, aged and boosted with other 
ingredients.  Will work as a gland lure or 
curiosity type of attractant.  Especially 
effective in mid to late winter.  Weather-
proof and lingering at a set.  
  

 Fur country Paste Baits  

$11.95/16oz. 

Cat Creek 
WCSCCP
This is a thick, heavy, paste bait made from a ground bobcat meat base. It is 
attractive to canines, bobcats and raccoon and has proven itself on thousand 
of animals on John Graham’s own trap line. 

Double Cross 
WCSJGDC
Made entirely from fresh animal products with loud food type calling agents 
blended in. The result is a bait predators will scratch and dig for. Popular with 
canine and bobcat trappers.
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Bam! Bam!  
GRAWBB-4  $9.00/4oz. 
Mink will swim small streams to get at this fresh, 
natural and long lasting odor.

Big Boar Coon Bait   
GRAWBBOAR-8 $14.00/8oz. 
Made especially for the Dog Proof Coon traps. Thick, 
heavy, and sticky. Stays where you put it. Once a coon 
tastes this bait he will eat all he can get. Comes in 
handy squeeze bottle for easy application to D.P. traps 
or can be used in water pocket sets or as a smear bait 
on large rocks or trees. 

Big Stinky  
GRAWBS-4 $9.00/4oz. 
Big Stinky has risen to be the all-time top coon bait. Its 
attraction to passing coon is unsurpassed.

Cowboy  
GRAWCB-8 $9.00/4oz.  $14.00/8oz. 
Contains a formula that will attract coyotes in any 
season and under any conditions. It works alone or 
in combination with lures and is an easy-to-use paste 
that will not freeze. 

Fat Cat  
GRAWFC-8 $14.00/8oz. 
Finicky cats are easily taken in foothold sets using this 
bait, and many are reporting very good success using 
it in cage traps. 

Mustang Sally  
GRAWMS-8 $14.00/8oz. 
Grabs coyotes' attention without spooking them and 
triggers a natural desire to actually lick or eat this bait.

Sweet Pete  
GRAWSWP-4  $9.00/4oz. 
This coon bait has a “sweet” base, yet has a 
penetrating odor that won't wash out in rainy weather.

Prairie Fire  
GRAWPF-8 $14.00/8oz. 
A canine bait made from natural ingredients that 
create a rough-mild, mouth watering odor which 
causes all canines to really investigate a flat set or 
readily try to dig it from a dirt hole set.

Grawes’s Baits

Cat Puddy – Cat #1 GRAWCP 
A rich, thick, powerful and pasty lure that keeps the 
cat's attention on your set. 

Chain Saw – Beaver #1 GRAWCS 
Made with a base of aged castor, then blended 
together with three very important essential 
ingredients.

Dakota Grand – Coyote #2 GRAWDG 
A lure that will last many days at a set. It's blended 
with a rich native musk that works year-round.

Fisher Getter GRAWFG 
A heavy, long reaching, non-freezing lure that no 
fisher will pass up. 

Gray Ghost GRAWGG 
A concentrated and thick lure that will attract fox, 
coyote and coon.

Grey Stone GRAWGS 
A gland lure that really excites and removes fear from 
those finicky grey fox.

K-7 GRAWK7 
Paste-type lure that coyotes, fox, cats and coon can 
not leave alone. 

Mink Pack – Mink #2 GRAWMP 
Contains a curiosity scent that is unbelievably 
attractive to mink. 

Musky – Mink #1 GRAWMM 
A large buck mink is always on the lookout for an 
intruder and is sure to stop and investigate this lure. 

Grawes’s Lures

$5.50/1oz. $18.00/4oz.

Rascal – Fox #2 GRAWRF2 
Deadly attractive to all the canines. One of the most 
versatile fox lures on the market.

Ratty Ratty GRAWRR 
This will definitely attract a greater number of rats 
to your sets than the common apple, cherry or 
wintergreen. 

River Horse – Beaver #2 GRAWRH 
This will take those old trap-shy beaver. Versatile 
and worth every cent. 

Snare Paste GRAWSP 
When this lure is applied to brush or weeds a couple 
of feet high it causes the predators to pace back and 
forth in the trails to locate the odor. 

Snow Cat – Cat #2 GRAWSC 
A potent lure that really pulls cats off their line of 
travel.

Winter Load – Fox #4 GRAWWL 
Contains an oily skunk essence and can be used 
right at the set or on a weed or post three feet above 
the ground. 

Yote Duster – Coyote #1 GRAWYD 
Made entirely from clean cut coyote glands. A thick 
and long lasting lure that really “Yotes” a set. 

Sweet Skunk (4oz. Only) GRAWSS 
A dynamite lure that is also great for compounding 
your own lures and will improve any lure or bait. 
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K-9 Stopper NWSBJ16-8  $7.00/8oz. 
This is a non-meat formulated egg blended bait that can be used alone or in combi-
nation with a lure.  This bait has a unique odor which causes an aggressive digging 
response by predators.  A great pre bait formula. 

Long Liner NWSBJ08-8  $11.00/8oz. 
(Fortified Paste Bait for Canines) This highly concentrated paste bait is so powerful 
that it may be classified by some as a lure, however don’t be misled. This bait packs 
a wallop. Canines find it equally attractive both early and late season. It really makes 
them dig to get at that alluring morsel. ½ teaspoon or less is all that’s needed per set. 
Long lasting and it won’t wash away or dry out.

Night Stalker NWSBJ18-8  $8.00/8oz. 
For canine. (Chunk Bait) Jameson’s UltraBlend.  Use 1 or 2 pieces of bait per set. 
Rebait only after a catch.

 Jameson’s Ultra Blend Baits
$7.00/8oz.  $13.00/16oz.   $65.00/gal.

Formula One Paste Bait NWSBJ02 
This full-bodied herbal based bait is developed form the woodchuck’s favorite 
food sources. Built with full strength food call ingredients that complement the 
bait without overpowering the rich natural aroma. Chucks find this lush fragrance 
difficult to pass up at any time of the year.

Formula Two Paste Bait NWSBJ03 
A unique but different blend of herbs and oils that woodchuck can’t resist. Like 
“Formula One” this bait has a lush green base that is also a proven staple food 
of woodchuck. The baits aroma can’t be matched in calling power attracting 
woodchuck to cage traps. Use with broccoli suspended in the back of a cage for 
eye appeal!

Nutcracker NWSBJ04 
For mouse rat and squirrel. This fortified paste bait spells “lunch time” for all 
species of squirrels and nut eating rodents. This is a rich nut flavored blend of the 
squirrel’s favorite foods, all in one unique bait. Smear some bait on a few walnut 
shells or a handful of acorns for eye appeal. Place bait in the back of your cage trap 
so traveling squirrel can see it easily. The sweet nutty fragrance of Nutcracker will 
do the rest. Very durable and weatherproof. A great all season bait.

Grub Stake NWSBJ05 
A powerful and proven skunk bait that was tailor made for the nuisance control 
operator. This is actually a complex blend of food call ingredients with a sharp side 
odor added for a push. The result is a natural sweet/sour aroma that skunks find 
irresistible. Used with a few cracked eggshells for eye appeal, this bait can’t be 
beat in performance. It’s heavy, durable and attractive year round. 

Fireball NWSBJ09 
Heavy Paste Bait. A rich blend of natural food odors and uncommon oil extracts 
that are put up in a durable edible base. A proven bait in both warm and cold 
temperatures. It also contains a special “wetting” agent that holds scent longer 
and increase the active life of this all season bait. This bait has been proven to hold 
its sharp fragrance.

Urban Wildlife NWSBJ11 
This universal paste bait has quite an impressive track record. Professional trap-
pers and A.D.C. personnel have used it for 20 plus years. This enticing bait is the 
result of many years of scent formulation experience. Virtually cat proof by nature.

Peaches & Cream NWSBJ15 
One of the most popular choices for nuisance wildlife specialists. Rich, edible 
base with fresh aroma of peaches and vanilla can’t be ignored. Nationwide field 
tests show it stands up to hot summer sun and substantial rain without losing 
effectiveness. 

Chuck Relish NWSBJ19 
Chuck Relish is a product consisting of a unique base material that in and of itself 
is an excellent bait when used as a standalone. It is the result of 2 years of testing 
various materials and determining those that are well accepted as preferred food and 
odor choices of woodchucks. 

 Jameson’s Ultra Blend Lures
$5.00/1oz.  $15.00/4oz.   $40.00/16oz.

Formula One L.T.S.  
NWSBJ02L  
A powerful, curiosity odor that is a 
proven call lure to the woodchuck 
when applied to some type of leafy 
greens for eye appeal. You cannot find 
a better combination. It can also be 
used alone as a trailing scent. Just 
apply a few drops of lure to the ground 
at the burrow or den entrance and lead 
the scent trail to the cage trap.

Formula Two L.T.S.  
NWSBJ03L 
A rich blend of food odors that has 
been specially formulated for wood-
chucks. This is a selective nuisance 
control product that is tailor made for 
vegetation eating animals. In addition 
to Woodchuck, Rabbits find both 
Formula One and Two very attractive 
as well. 

Nutcracker L.T.S.  
NWSBJ04L 
For mouse, rat and squirrel. Heavy oil 
based food call lure developed specifi-
cally for all nut-eating rodents. Its nutty 
fragrance will endure arid climates and 
still give off its unique nutty fragrance. 
Excellent for leading squirrels into cage 
traps and works wonders with our 
Nutcracker Paste Bait. 

Nite Flyer L.T.S.  
NWSBJ06L 
For flying squirrel. A balanced blend of 
naturally occurring wild nut essences 
combined with a spike of wild fruit to top 
off the mix. Flyers are very impressed 
with this product and that’s all that 
counts.

Piney Bluff L.T.S.  
NWSBJ10L 
A target specific lure built for the pesky 
pine grove loving red squirrel. This wild 
nutmeat blend was formulated with a 
light touch of mellow pine fragrance. 
Nothing compares to Piney Bluff for 
effective red squirrel work.

Skunk Mate L.T.S. 
NWSBJ12L 
This all season lure trailing scent 
will prove to be an “ace in the hole” 
for all NWCO’s. This lure, with the 
addition of small marshmallows for 
eye appeal can be a real winner. This 
works great with “Grub Stake” paste 
bait. 

Peaches & Cream L.T.S. 
NWSBJ14L 
For raccoon, skunk and opossum. 
Distinct aroma of ripened peaches 
with soft touch of sweet cream. Use 
as trailing scent with Jameson’s 
Peaches & Cream bait. 

Chuck Matrix L.T.S.  
NWSBJ08L 
A true woodchuck gland lure made 
according to the same rigid stand-
ards as our canine gland lures. This 
excellent formulation was built to 
allow controlled odor emission (in 
hot temperatures also), which aids in 
the active life of the lure. This can be 
used alone with eye appeal or with 
our Formula One or Two Paste Baits.
$5.50/1oz.   
$18.00/4oz.  
$44.00/16oz.

Jameson’s Specialty Lures

Bat Call NWSBJ01-4  $15.00/4oz. 
For use in bat traps and proven to be a valuable asset to any wildlife control opera-
tor’s business. Use in bat traps for removal purposes or in bat house applications 
as an attractant. Bat Call will promote faster response time and acceptance in 
either situation. Excellent for bat houses when used in conjunction with structural 
exclusion work. 

Chuck Mate Lure NWSBJ07L  $7.00/1oz.  $18.00/4oz. 
A true woodchuck gland lure made according to the same rigid standards as our 
canine gland lures. This excellent formulation was built to allow controlled odor 
emission (in hot temperatures also), which aids in the active life of the lure. This 
can be used alone with eye appeal or with our Formula One or Two Paste Baits.

Erminenator Gland Lure WCSBJ17L-1  $6.00/1oz.  $16.00/4oz. 
Erminenator Weasel Gland Lure is Bob’s latest addition to his Ultra Blend line of lures. 
This is a thick paste lure with plenty of weasel musk infused into it. This is a limited 
supply product based on the scarcity of quality weasel glands. 

Power Call (Magnum shellfish) NWSBJ17-8  $9.00/8oz. 
For coyote, fox, mink and raccoon. Sharp, full bodied and long lasting. Power Call has 
it all with a striking odor of shellfish, tuna and fresh fish paste as a base. A power 
boosting ingredient has been added for that needed push in cold temperatures.

Trail Mate will pull the animal to the lured area. Many hard hitting coon and canine 
trappers use it as a stand alone lure and just squirt it in a pocket or down into a hole 
set and then get on down the road quickly not wasting any time. Its fast, easy and 
productive. Developed in two formulations. $15.00/16oz.
Trail Mate - Type 1 NWSBJ15L-16  For Coyote, Fox, Bobcat 
Trail Mate - Type 2 NWSBJ16L-16  For Bear, Mink and Raccoon  
 

Jameson’s canine Baits
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Multi-Berry NWSJR001 
Very sweet bait that won’t attract cats. Great on skunk, raccoon, woodchuck and opossum. 

Groundhog Paste Bait NWSJR002 
Vegetable base makes it highly attractive to hogs and other plant-eating wildlife. 

La-Pew NWSJR003 
Designed specifically for skunk. This paste bait’s pungent aroma attracts even the 
most finicky of critters. 

Cherry NWSJR004 
For raccoon, opossum, skunk and more. Loud cherry aroma. 

Sweet Corn NWSJR005 
For raccoon. Sweet aroma of corn.  

Persimmon NWSJR006 
For raccoon. Ripe persimmon aroma. 
 

Woodchuck Liquid  
NWSJR007  
For taking woodchucks in box traps. 
Use as trailing scent to trap and on 
lettuce leaf inside.

Erie Special 
NWSJRES 
For fox, coyote, bobcat and rac-
coon. Chunks of fish put up fresh and 
preserved give this bait a lasting fish 
smell. Try it on water lines for great 
results. Works all season. 

 J.R. & Sons Liquid Lure    

$5.00/1oz.  $19.00/4oz.  $72.00/16oz.

Mystic Mink 
NWSJR008  $5.50/oz.
For mink. It is a Gland, food and call. Use 
one capful per set. Good all season. 

 J.R. & Sons chunk Bait    

$12.00/16oz.  

Finicky Fox 
NWSJRFF 
For fox, coyote, bobcat and rac-
coon. All-meat and chunked for your 
convenience. Aged and preserved just 
right, with special ingredient added for 
spice. Good all season.

 J.R. & Sons Paste Bait  
$5.00/4oz.

Groundhog #2 Lure nWSGDHL2   $10/4.5oz. 
For woodchuck. Used with success on Leggett family traplines for 25 years! Totally 
liquid lure has mild pumpkin aroma and can be dispensed from a squirt bottle – a 
few drops are all you’ll need for lure or trailing scent. Irresistible to garden-chewing 
hogs. Do not combine with other bait, lures or urines.

Coon Exciter Lure nWScE  $12.95/4oz. 
For raccoon. Designed for year-round coon trapping and A.D.C./NWCO work. Totally 
liquid lure has a beaver castor base and comes in handy squirt bottle. Great for box 
traps and dry land sets. Do not use with other baits, lures or urines.

 Leggett’s Lures 
 Feline Exciter Lure nWSFEX-4  $12.95/4oz.

The Leggetts have brought in hundreds of cats on this trusty lure. A few drops 
are all you’ll need. Totally liquid, it comes in handy squirt bottle – no lure holder 
necessary. Do not use with other baits, lures or urines. 

Coyote & Fox Exciter Lure  nWScFE1  $12.95/4oz. 
For cold weather. Fewer traps dug out, fewer non-targeted species and equip-
ment that remains uncontaminated. Use this mild odor lure year-round in dirt hole 
or on backing of urine post sets. No other bait or urine needed.

Beaver   nWSLB  $4.00/1oz. $14.00/4oz. 
Made with castor and other ingredients to trigger a desire to eat and a territorial 
response. 

Muskrat   nWSLM  $4.00/1oz. $14.00/4oz.  
Has a sweet smell that triggers a very strong response to eat. Use on pocket sets, 
slides and feed beds.   

Raccoon   nWSLR  $4.00/1oz. $14.00/4oz. 
A  sweet and attractive food lure that is highly effective at any type of set. 

Skunk & opossum nWSLSo  $10.00/4.5oz.
Excellent for use with cage traps. Place a few drops from the entrance of the den 
into the cage trap, with a few drops behind the treadle. Re-lure after each catch 
or heavy rain.  

"What's the difference 
between Bait & Lure?"

We get asked this question often, so take a look 
below at generally accepted definitions: 

• Baiting covers all actions related to attracting 
animals to approach a trap . Unlike blind or 
positive set traps that rely on the animal’s use of 
trails or pathways, baited-traps entice animals to 
leave the trail and investigate . 

•  Bait refers to materials that stimulate an animal 
to act on its natural desire to eat . Baits are 
typically solid or pastes . Lures on the other hand 
encompass a wider variety of enticements . 

• Lures usually are categorized as food, territorial/
sexual, or curiosity . Food lures function on the 
same principle as baits, except that lures are 
generally a more liquid consistency . Territorial/
sexual lures exploit the instinct of animals to 
protect their property and females . Curiosity lures 
take advantage of animal desire to investigate 
new smells . 

WCS carries one of the largest selections of Baits 
& Lures, from tried & true old favorites to new 
formulas!
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Brown Sugar 
MJ08L 
For mink, otter, fox and coyote. Brown 
Sugar is a thick blend of high grade 
mink glands and musk oils from food 
sources that mink prey upon every day.  
Full of drawing power, designed for 
the slippery bucks. Also an excellent 
otter lure.

Canine Candy 
MJ05L 
Canine Candy performs all season long 
on coyote, fox, and timber wolves and 
is exceptional on all cat species as 
well. A “deadly sweet” change-up to 
gland based lures. 

Cherry Red 
MJ01L 
For fox. Cherry Red is a pure fox gland 
lure that never goes out of style. Fresh 
preserved glands are mixed with prop-
erly aged glands with a pinch of urine 
to produce that “foxy” smell that really 
slams ‘em. 

Flattail Frenzy 
MJ09L 
For beaver. Flattail Frenzy is not a 
plain castor paste, but rather a liquid 
lure containing castor, oils and highly 
alluring musks designed to increase 
success at all baited beaver sets.  
When you place a drop on the water, it 
actually swirls and dances as it heads 
off downstream looking for beaver.

Fox Frenzy 
MJ02L 
Fox Frenzy is a lure you can depend 
heavily on all Season long for red and 
gray fox, badgers, coyote, bobcat, lynx 
and most main predators. It is a thick 
blend of fox glands and musks that is 
truly different.

Predator Frenzy 
MJ03L 
Predator Frenzy is a phenomenal lure 
made from red fox, coyote and bobcat 
glands. The curiosity aspect of this 
gland combination can not be overstat-
ed. Predators love it! What a concept, 
the 3 glands that attract many of the 
primary predators all in one bottle.

Crawfish Bait MJCFB-16 
For canines, raccoon, mink and otter. Crawfish Bait is a tremendous seller across 
the U.S. in the Mark June’s line. This crawdad based bait attracts animals that 
feed on crayfish including canines, raccoon, mink and otter. Field testimonials say 
“This stuff is amazing”. 

Widowmaker MJWMB-16 
Widowmaker - Predator Paste Bait made of non-tainted bobcat meat base 
designed to catch targeted animals. (Tainted meat tends to catch non-targets) 
You can smell the top-grade mink glands and beaver castor in this bait, and high 
grade agents like lanolin keep the bait “going and going” in harsh wet or dry 
weather. Great for use for coyote, fox, bobcat, lynx, badger, marten, fisher and all 
meat eating predators.

Ringtail Cocktail MJRC-16 
Ringtail Cocktail - Coon Bait, to get superior results from raccoon bait it has to 
reach out and call masked bandits wherever they travel. This all season coon 
bait does just that. Years of catching piles of raccoon led Mark to this powerful 
formula. A #1 selling coon bait. Thick and Powerful!

 Mark June Lures
$18.00/4oz.  $58.00/16oz.

 Mark June Paste Baits
$11.00/16oz.

Primetime Coon 
MJ10L 
Primetime Coon is for those who like a 
food based raccoon lure. Extremely per-
meating musks plus shellfish essence 
as a kicker.  In the Mark June line of 
lures, this is a top seller every year!

Ridgerunner Coon 
MJ11L 
For raccoon and muskrat. Ridgerun-
ner Coon is the super sweet partner to 
Primetime Coon. A food based lure with 
a strong, minty aroma, this call can be 
used anywhere raccoons are found, but 
best along waterways. This lure really 
dissipates and works great on those 
muggy, warm, foggy nights. Also great 
for attracting muskrats!

Shell Fire 
MJ12L 
Shell Fire is pure, uncut shellfish oil 
with an additive for extra punch.  There 
aren’t many products that even begin 
to compare with this fine oil when it 
comes to pure calling power for ca-
nines, cats, raccoon, mink, otter, fisher, 
marten or muskrats.

Silent Stalker 
MJ07L 
Silent Stalker is a gland based bobcat 
lure with ingredients that are proven cat 
attractants. When going after bobcat, 
you don’t want to mess around with 
underperforming lure.

Songdog Supreme 
MJ06L 
Songdog Supreme is an all-weather 
lure that contains the same formula as 
the bestselling Fox Frenzy, except it’s 
loaded with aged and fresh cut coyote 
glands instead of fox glands. Great at 
attracting coyote.

Windwalker 
MJ04L 
Windwalker is a predator food lure with 
a thick, syrupy consistency. For those of 
you who like a pinch of pure quill skunk, 
it’s in there. The seven ingredients used 
to make this lure are all natural to a 
predator’s diet so there is nothing to 
spook them off. It’s effective at all types 
of sets. Great on your canines, all cats, 
badgers, marten and fisher.

Cold Roller NOCR 
For canine. Cold Roller is a non-meat 
food call lure found invaluable at flat 
and projection sets as well as dirtholes.  
Very sticky and syrupy. Great when 
you’re trapping in an area for the first 
time as this is a penetrating, far-reach-
ing lure.  

Coyote Gland NOCG 
Coyote Gland Lure is thick, creamy and 
loaded with aged glands processed 
locally. All the same principles that go 
into Night Owl’s fox gland lure goes into 
this lure. If you’re serious about target-
ing coyotes you should have this lure in 
your bag of tricks! 

Creekside Call NOCC 
Creekside Call is an honest to goodness 
all call lure. Excellent on muskrats and 
mink, but can be used early season for 
canines and raccoon. 

Crossbones NOCB 
For canine and fisher. Crossbones is 
an LDC lure with unmatched calling 
abilities. Pure skunk odor that won’t 
get hidden under a blanket of greasy or 
waxy film.  Introduced in 2003, this lure 
is one of Night Owl’s top call lures.

High Honors NOHH 
For canine. High Honors Lure is a 
base of ground mice that makes 
this lure a universal attractor for 
many predators. Carefully blended 
ingredients added to the base en-
hances the food odors in this lure.  

 night owl Lures

$17.00/4oz.  $52.00/16oz.

 

Ontario NOOBL 
Ontario Beaver Lure is a castor based 
lure crammed full of castors from 
beavers taken from tributaries of Lake 
Ontario and upper NY state. Only 
premium dark grained, eastern castors 
are considered when compounding 
this lure. 

Red Tornado NORT 
Red Tornado is a mild meat-based food 
lure with a blend of musks and castors 
that provides a melllow call ideal for 
early and mid season canines, rac-
coon and southern cats. Creamy paste

Plum Loco NOPL 
A very unusual and complex four 
part base goes into producing Plum 
Loco. A sweet and sour smell drives 
raccoon crazy. Certain to be differ-
ent from any other product you’re 
using. An original paste formula you 
won’t find copied.

Red Fox Gland NORFG 
Red Fox Gland Lure is thick, creamy 
and loaded with aged glands that are 
processed locally. This is real gland 
material and as foxy as it gets. 
 



Chipmunk Lure 
WCSRE20   $5.00/1oz.  $14.00/4oz. 
Finally a lure that’s is not attractive to squirrels, but deadly on those chipmunks.

Coon-SB 
WCSRE23   $3.00/1oz.  $10.00/4oz.  $22.00/16oz. 
On-Target’s Coon SB lure was originally compounded to attract skunk, but during test-
ing it was found that raccoons came from far and wide to get to it. This lure will shine 
at all times of the year and calls wildlife in from a very long way.  Very strong, so a little 
goes a long way.  Not attractive to cats! 

Flying Squirrel Lure 
WCSRE18   $5.00/1oz.  $14.00/4oz.  $39.95/16oz. 
This special lure is designed for use on flying squirrels that do not respond to any 
other bait or lure. It was tested extensively in many parts of the country and proven 
extremely effective on both flying squirrels and red pine squirrels.

Garden Fresh 
WCSREGF   $5.00/1oz.  $14.00/4oz.  $35.00/16oz. 
This product was specially manufactured per Rob’s instruction. It is a combination 
of different vegetable essences and has a long lasting odor that will lure ground-
hogs during the late summer and fall, until they go into hibernation. This product is 
also very effective for striped skunks in mid to late summer.

Hog Juice 
WCSREHJ   $5.00/1oz.  $14.00/4oz.  $35.00/16oz. 
For woodchuck. Contains essential oils from as far away as Holland. This lure is 
absolutely deadly during the Spring and Summer of the year. You trail this liquid 
from the hole to the trap, using a large leaf of cabbage for eye appeal.

Liquid Chuckster  
WCSRELC   $5.00/1oz.  $14.00/4oz.  $35.00/16oz. 
Rob uses this liquid in conjunction with the chuckster paste during the summer 
months. NWCO’s across the country have written testimonials regarding its effective-
ness. You only need several drops. (This product will attract raccoons).

Liquid Grub 
WCSRE22   $3.00/1oz.  $10.00/4oz.  $22.00/16oz. 
After approx. 10 years of testing, Rob Erickson believes this product will dramatically 
improve your success ratio when trapping both grubbing and roaming skunks. This 
lure is NOT to be trailed into the trap. Place a tablespoon at the back of the trap, 
forcing the skunk to cross the pan, trying to reach the lure.

Skunk Trailing Lure  
WCSRE17-16   $11.00/16oz. 
Rob wishes he had the secret formula that would get skunks to respond to live 
traps 100% of the time when they are in their grubbing mode. He can’t promise 
that but, this lure will definitely help.

Sweet Coon Lure 
WCSRE16   $4.00/1oz.  $14.00/4oz. 
A unique blend of rocky raccoon’s favorite sickeningly sweet essential oils. Won’t 
catch cats and works all year. A little goes a long way.

Red Fish Powder 
WCSRERFP   $6.75/16oz. 
For raccoon. This unique product was developed by Rob specifically for summer 
A.D.C. work. It is not affected by heat and can be used as a trailing scent. Just 
sprinkle about 2 tablespoons leading into the trap and a little at the back. Use all 
times of the year. 

 on target Liquid Lures
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Acorn Paste 
WCSRE03 
Very mild smelling, attractive to all 
kinds of squirrels and chipmunks. Try 
it as a change-up for a finicky squirrel.

Anise Paste 
WCSRE14 
Bring ‘em in with the tempting 
licorice-like scent of anise. Coons of 
all sizes can’t say no. 

Apple Paste 
WCSRE08 
For raccoons, woodchuck and muskrat. 
Just as the name implies. A very 
strong sweet odor of apple that is 
great for all species.  

Bacon 
WCSRE11  
For raccoon, opossum and skunk. A 
must for any nuisance trapper doing 
summer work. Tallow fat oil base 
means it can’t be washed away or 
dried up when exposed to elements.

Bacon & Cheese  
WCSRE15 
For raccoon, opossum and skunk. 
On-Target’s Bacon with added cheese 
attractant. Tallow fat oil base means 
it can’t be washed away or dried up 
when exposed to elements.

Big Time 
WCSRE10 
Big Time has an anise smell to it, but 
has a honey base. It is a very sharp 
distinct aroma that is very attractive 
to coons. 

Checita - Banana 
WCSRE09 
This is another of our favorite paste 
baits. It is very attractive to skunks in 
the Spring. It is also very effective for 
raccoon all year round. 

Chuckster Paste 
WCSRE26 
This bait works very well for late 
spring and early summer groundhogs.  
It hangs on the stick and can’t be 
washed off. 

Golden Maize/ Sweetcorn 
WCSRE06 
For raccoon and skunk. The sweet 
smell of sweetcorn is what makes 
this bait a real coon slayer. In 
the early summer and all the way 
through Fall

Grub Paste 
WCSRE24 
Effective bait works on both roam-
ing and grubbing skunks. Give it 
a chance when other attractants 
aren’t doing the trick. 

 on target Paste Baits

$5.50/6oz.  $60.00/gal.

Honey-Gland  
WCSRE01 
This is fantastic bait for both raccoon 
and skunk during the summer and fall 
of the year. It has a gland base and 
plenty of honey to keep their undivided 
attention at the set until they get 
caught 

Raspberry 
WCSRE12 
For raccoon and opossum. Forget the 
breakfast jam. This long-lasting bait 
has a powerful aroma that’s sweet, 
sugary and irresistible to coons

Smoked Fish 
WCSRE19 
For raccoon. This unique paste is a 
combination of smoked fish that has 
been aged to perfection then blended 
with just the right amount of tallow 
fat oil. Although it is semi solid during 
the cold weather, it is still very easy 
to work with. During the hot summer 
it will liquefy but still give off the odor 
necessary to draw critters from long 
distances. 

Squirrel Paste  
WCSRE04 
This bait blows peanut butter and 
sunflower seeds off the face of the 
earth. It has 7 different nut essences 
and plenty of real nuts and grains to 
boot. 

Strawberry 
WCSRE13 
For raccoon. Commercial jams and 
jellies don’t hold up under bad weather 
or retain their aroma. This bait is cost-
effective and works ten times better.  

Sweet Tooth  
WCSRE02 
This bait will attract raccoon from 
very long distances, as it has an 
intense sweet burning odor no coon 
can resist. 

Tuti Fruit/Persimmon  
WCSRE07 
This bait has a very strong odor of 
over ripe fruit. An excellent summer-
time bait for raccoon, skunk, opossum, 
and muskrat.

Very Berry/Loganberry  
WCSRE05 
By far the best selling raccoon paste 
bait that Rob produces. It only takes a 
little smeared on a stick to produce a 
sweet berry odor that carries for long 
distances.

Economy Hog Pack $37.95
WCSRE25

1 each 4 oz.  Garden Fresh, Hog Juice, Liquid Chuckster



Predator control Group Lures by clint Locklear 

Blitz Coon  
CLBC04-4  $15.00/4oz.  
Packs a real punch.  Loud, it cuts 
through the night , wild smelling sweet 
and has a strong calling background 
odor to really push the sweetness out 
there. This one really gets the coon.

Bobcat RUB Lure  
CLBR04-4  $11.00/2oz. 
Developed on Clint Locklear's personal 
bobcat trapline. If you are using rub, 
projection or walk-through style sets 
for bobcats, this is a must have lure. 
This lure demands a rubbing and licking 
response from bobcats. There is no 
reason to re-lure for three weeks. Its 
compounded odor will still be calling the 
high dollar bobcats for weeks at your 
sets. 

Bobcat Trailing Scent  
CLBTS-16  $29.00/16oz.  
Designed for trapping bobcats with cage 
traps and at cubbie sets. It lines up the 
bobcat to enter the front of the cage and 
gets him to enter the trap to work your 
set.  

Booty Call Bobcat Gland  
CLBCB-2  $10.00/2oz. 
Full strength, only quality glands 
collected for this one, thick gland lure 
you can count on all year. Can be mixed 
with urine. Booty Call gets 'em!

Booty Call Coyote Gland  
CLBCC-2 $10.00/2oz.  
This is a full strength, thick gland lure. 
Urine does compliment and should be 
mixed in this gland lure. Mix 4 oz. urine 
to 2 oz. Booty Call Coyote Gland Lure. 
Effective year round. 

Coon Crush  
CLCC-32  $12.00/32oz.
Made for use with dog proof traps. A 
mixture of crushed candy, candy bars, 
cookies and coon approved grains. 
This bait is completely dry, so it will 
not freeze. Easy to use and is not 
messy. It also works great with cage 
traps.

Primal Paste Bait  
CLPPB-16  $12.00/16oz.  
The combination of odors make this 
predator bait a huge fur taker. Use 
alone or with lure and urine.

Delta Red  
CLDR-4  CLEN $20.00/4oz.  
The formula came from an old school 
USDA beaver man that piled up the 
beaver in the delta country. The color 
is red for a reason. If more lure makers 
would respect beaver knowledge, they 
would know why the chemical that gives 
Delta Red its color is s o powerful. A 
must have on any real beaver adventure. 

Enrager  
CLEN-2  $9.00/2oz.  
This is Clint's king beaver scent during 
the fur season. You'll have one ticked off 
beaver on your hands when he smells 
this odor in the air. Castor based.

Enrager II  
CLEN2-8  $18.00/8oz.  
Liquid form for speed. It does have a 
castor base, but the overtone odor is a 
mild food and an exotic musk. Great on 
castor mound sets and to lead a beaver 
up an old slide through a snare or body 
grip trap. 

Flat Tail Call  
CLFTC-2  $9.00/2oz.  
Flat Tail Call has netted Clint hundreds 
and hundreds of beaver both winter and 
summer. Clint won't hit big water without 
this trusted beaver call lure. 

Fur Check  
CLFC-2  $10.00/2oz.  
A thick lure that calls out and grabs the 
predator's attention. Works great on 
dirt holes and flat sets. The name really 
says it all. 

Grey Getter  
CLGG-2  $9.00/2oz.  
Real coon killing lure that very few 
grey fox can leave alone. Overtone of 
persimmons, plus a few special musks, 
will demand a reaction. Use on dry land. 

Paw Placer  
CLPP-2  $10.00/2oz.  
Great change up over a normal gland 
lure. Use like a normal gland lure and 
hold on. Excellent coyote lure. 

Raccoon Gland Lure   
CLRG-2  $10.00/2oz.  
A must have for trapping and getting 
the attention of big boar raccoon. A 
high quality raccoon gland lure that 
stops them in their tracks. 

River Raider   
CLRR-2  $9.00/2oz.  
A sweet side with a biting side that 
is great in the cold, reaching out and 
calling them in. Clint's “go to” lure on 
his coon long lines.  

Unfair Advantage  
CLUA-4  $20.00/4oz. 
The first lure of its kind. Unfair 
Advantage does not work off of odor, 
but sight appeal. It glows in the dark 
up to 12 hours each night, causing 
curiosity and intrigue from several feet 
to as far as the animal can see. The 
daylight charges the lure each day. 
This lure is a killer on bobcats, coo, 
fox, and beaver. Just smear a little on 
a tree, stick, grass clump or flag at or 
around your set. 

XXX Call  
CLXXX-4  $20.00/4oz.  
Sticks to trees and weeds, and is loud. 
It is loaded with pure quill skunk, but 
has other screaming musks that really 
carry on the wind. Works great on 
coyotes, cats, coon, fox, fisher and 
marten.

Yote Dope   
CLYD-4  $20.00/4oz.  
A true wolfer scent that keeps taking 
and taking coyotes. This is not a true 
gland lure, but a true coyote serial 
killer. It is heavy in fresh clean glands, 
but has a twang that cuts through the 
night air.   

Predator control Group Baits by clint Locklear
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WcS™ Skunk Essence  
 100% PURE QUiLL 
WCSSKUNK
1 oz. $29.95
100% pure skunk essence 
– NOT a tincture! Works 
great as a trapping or cover 
scent. Put up in 1 oz. glass 
bottles, with caps that are 
triple dipped in hot wax. 
Sealed and packed with 
odor absorbing material to 
prevent smell from leaking. 
None better! 

Gator Bait  
CLGATOR-16  $14.00/16oz. 
A strong, powerful and long lasting 
predator bait that Clint depends on 
to finish up the stragglers on his fur 
and control lines. As you can tell by 
the name, this is not your standard 
bobcat, deer or beaver based bait.

Monster Grizz Bait  
CLMGB-16  $10.00/16oz. 
The bait Predator Control Group 
uses on its own fur and control lines. 
Almost all coon will exchange their 
hide for a little taste. This bait is also 
great as a standalone coon lure in 
dirt holes and pocket sets. Coon want 
to eat it and keep coming back for 
more. Works year round. 

Federales  
CLFED-16  $12.00/16oz. 
Loaded with natural predator calling 
ingredients and oils that reach out 
and stop a coyote in his tracks. You 
will see digging and milling around 
your sets. This bait is penetrating and 
fills up the air around a dirt hole set 
or a sneaky flat set. Works well in the 
sleet, snow and freezing cold, but also 
calls in coyotes all spring, summer 
and fall. Great for raccoons, grey fox, 
otter and red fox.  

Boss Dog  
CLBD-4  $20.00/4oz. 
Loud and long lasting. This lure reaches 
out to the animals pursuing. Should be 
used at temperatures above 20 degrees. 
Works great in the summer heat. 

Cat Collector  
CLCC-4  CLCF $20.00/4oz. 
This lure is thick, can be smeared, 
handles the sun and sheds water. It is a 
three part bobcat lure. There is an exotic 
food base, two powerful musks and a 
strange side odor that stops cats. It is a 
lure that they have to get close to. If you 
want to catch a lot of cats, you cannot go 
wrong with Cat Collector. 

Cat Fancy  
CLCF-2  $10.00/2oz.  
Clint’s main cat taker formula. Not only 
is it full of musk and glands, it has an 
aromatic mint oil to reach out farther from 
the set. 

Coon Crack   
CLCC1-16  $14.00/16oz. 
Made specifically for DP traps. Add a few 
pieces of dog food on the lip of a DP. Pour 
a little Coon Crack on the dog food and 
let a little fall inside the trap. Once a coon 
gets this lure/bait into its mouth, they are 
yours! He simply will not leave any in the 
trap. Once a raccoon gets some Crack in 
their mouth, the stimulant cranks up the 
coon and they will not want to stop eating 
Coon Crack. 

Damage Complaint  
CLDC-2  $9.00/2oz.  
Developed for the warmer climates. It's 
a food lure to a degree, but not many 
beaver in the U.S. Have ever smelled the 
real plant this odor comes from. Curiosity 
in high gear!



Alley Cat WCSTJAC 
For feral cat. This is a bobcat gland based lure that 
was formulated with high dollar spotted cats in mind. 
It works equally well on ferals, mountain lions and 
during testing in Missouri and New Mexico proved 
effective with grey fox. Tests in Mississippi found it to 
outperform other cat lures taking bobcats consis-
tently.

Bittersweet WCSTJBS 
Bittersweet is specially formulated to stay put in the 
dog-proof style enclosed traps. Pre-bait your traps 
and set with confidence. Raccoons will work the trap 
until captured or cleaned out. 

Cat Rub WCSTJCR
The name says it all. Cats will rub their chins, necks 
and body along anything you apply this lure to. Apply 
to rock ledges, tree branches and other eye level 
solid objects, with a trap up close. A wooden stick 
in the back of a cage is deadly with Cat Rub applied. 
Has been used in cages putting an end to many 
chicken-stealing Bobcats. Tests well on feral cats as 
well.  

Collarum Bait WCS014 
This one was formulated to be used on the Col-
larum™ cable restraint for canines. Causes an 
excellent “bite & pull” response. M44’s, grubstake 
and dirthole sets are all great uses of this canine 
food lure/bait. As an extra bonus we have found it 
to be an excellent spring skunk and raccoon bait. 
This bait is also known as “Silence”.

Fisher Red WCSTJFR 
Fisher RED was created to be especially attractive 
to Fisher in the Northeast. RoundUp was used as a 
starting point and tweaked to produce Fisher RED. 
A very good choice for multi species trapping, hav-
ing equally good results reported while targeting 
coyotes, raccoons, fisher, and marten.

McRat WCSTJMcR 
The hottest  attraction available for muskrats.   Excel-
lent for use on float and pocket sets as well as food 
piles and edges of houses.   A food attraction that 
when used on floats will require a twelve hour check!  

Outreach WCSTJOR 
OutReach is a louder food based lure. OutReach has 
a boost to carry it in extreme wet or frozen conditions, 
but not so loud that it would be less effective in warm 
dry conditions. Use year round in food sets such as dirt 
holes, grub stakes, etc. Strong enough to pull in Fisher, 
Marten, and Fox during the northern fur seasons. Can 
be used as a very effective call lure or in very small 
amounts directly at the set.

Porky WCSTJP1
When targeting Porcupines, Porky One is the only 
lure you will need. Highly attractive, and really makes 
them work the set.

 Proline Lures
$18.00/4oz.  $56.00/16oz. 

RK’s Predator Plus – 16 oz.  
(Bobcat meat based) 
RKPP-16 $12.00 

Based on the world famous “Nelson Bait” 
with a few extras. This bait is made from 
aged bobcat meat, has plenty of mink 
musk, rat musk & beaver castor, plus a few 
extras that make it even better than the original. Highest 
quality full strength ingredients are used.   

Rat Bang WCSTJRB 
Results are at least equal to McRat.  It passed the 
same tests with super results.  We formulated this 
one achieving the same reaction we saw with McRat.  
Muskrats are sometimes very attracted to differences 
in their environments.  Using a combination of sets with 
different attractants can be very productive.  Half the 
sets with McRat and half with Rat Bang will achieve 
superior results.

Roadrunner  WCSTJRR 
Roadrunner is a very special food lure that can stand 
on its own. It will work equally well on all carnivores. 
Attractive to coyote, fox, feral dogs, dingoes and jackals. 
Made of fresh animal products, this lure holds up well 
in all conditions as a mild food attractant. Extremely 
attractive to coyote when used as an early season lure. 
Works very well for “bite & pull” response devices like 
the Collarum. 

Roundup WCSTJR 
RoundUp is designed as a Raccoon food lure intended 
to pull them in regardless of current food availabil-
ity. Great in cages, dog proof type traps or dirt hole 
sets. Equal results at the water or high dry ground. 
RoundUp is attractive to urban raccoons stealing the 
pet’s food, grubbing in the lawn or raiding the garbage. 
This is a versatile lure that can be used for canines, 
raccoons, fisher and marten with great results.  Every 
bit as good a canine lure as a raccoon lure, especially 
in warm weather.

Saber Tooth WCSTJST 
Saber Tooth is formulated with the Coyote in mind and 
has extra curiosity ingredients that are very attractive to 
all coyotes. Use as a curiosity lure for all canines. Has 
proven itself equally effective on Cats!

Selector – Coyote WCSTJS 
Selector – Coyote is a premium Coyote Gland Based 
Lure. Use at Flat or Post Sets. Has that little EXTRA 
bang!  Selector – Coyote  is Gary’s choice for Spring 
and Summer coyote trapping. It performs well all 
season. 

Selector – Fox WCSTJSF-4  
Selector-Fox is of the same great quality as the origi-
nal Selector with a primary FOX gland base. A Must 
Have lure for sets targeting Fox at Flat sets, urine post 
and other territorial-type sets.

Big Cat  
(for Mountain Lion)

WCSTJBC 
$22.00/4oz.  $68.00/16oz.  

A very high quality mountain lion 
gland lure, this is as pure as it gets and 
should work very well as a curiosity 
lure for all predators and of particular 
importance for research population 
studies involving mountain lion or 
other large feline. Only quality fresh 
lion glands are used in this product 
and quantities are extremely limited.

SilverTip WCSTJST0-16 
This is a NEW product designed specifically for badger. 
SilverTip will attract badgers to cages or traditional 
dirt hole sets equally well. Badger will aggressively go 
after this food-type lure. Other predators will also be at-
tracted to SilverTip and makes a great multiple species 
choice. 

Sweet Sabotage WCSTJSS 
For summertime beaver. This lure has that little extra 
that works well in Hancock-type and other live trap 
situations for those castor shy beaver. This lure is a 
blend of many other attractive ingredients and works 
well on summer beaver. Has shown to be a great 
groundhog, squirrel and other rodent lure as well.

Target WCSTJT 
Highest Quality Beaver Gland Lure. Made from only 
fresh ground glands. Will take young and old beaver 
alike. 

Underground WCSTJU 
Underground was formulated to cause moles to work 
the area under the trap. Using Underground will improve 
your chances with moles that dig around or under 
set traps.  Apply to soil directly below trap triggers on 
scissor (Out-o-Sight) or harpoon traps and between the 
jaws of the NOMOL® mole traps. Because of its fresh 
insect base, the lure has been extremely effective on 
Raccoons that are grubbing in lawns.  We suspect it will 
prove effective for Armadillos and Skunks as well.

Wildcat WCSTJWC 
ProLine’s fresh meat product, specifically designed for 
bobcats. A great all-around Cat attractant, this bait/
lure combination was used during the filming of Gary 
Jepson’s trapping videos. Pair it with Alley Cat for 
bobcats or with “Big Cat” for mountain lion. 

Baits & Lures
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  Westchester Wildlife Lures

 Westchester  Wildlife Target WCS  
 Lures Species Code 2 oz. 8 oz. 

Liquid Peanuts  Mice, Rats,   
Rodent Lure Chipmunks, Squirrel WeStLP-2 $9.95 n/a
This chemically formulated lure is highly concentrated and emits an extremely 
penetrating smell of peanuts. Only 1 - 2 drops are necessary per application. 

Magnum Maple  
Raccoon Lure Raccoon WeStMM-8  $3.49 $14.95
MAGNUM MAPLE is a SUPER new raccoon lure by Westchester Wildlife. It has 
a loud, very sweet scent of maple that raccoon and similar animals find irresist-
ible. Comes in liquid form only for easy application. Place a few drops leading 
into the cage and some on an absorbent lure holder in the rear of the trap. Super 
attractive.

Sweet Berry treat Raccoons, Skunks,  
Multi-Purpose  Woodchucks, Possum, 
Liquid Lure Rats & Mice WeStSBt-8 n/a $14.95
Very easy to use, comes in a flip-top bottle, very fragrant!

Melon Madness  Woodchuck WeStMMWL $3.49 $14.95 
The strong sweet smell of melon will draw in the woodchucks. Just a few drops 
is all that’s needed.

Java Joe Paste Bait  Raccoon WeStJV-6  6 oz. $6.00  
A paste base with the strong smell of coffee and a great change up bait to  
attract raccoons to cage traps.

Quality Urine
WcS “Premium Grade” Urines

Our own top-quality attractor and 
fear reducers . Humanely collected 
from meat fed stock, these urines are 
the purest we can produce .

 WCS Code 16 oz. gallon

Black Bear NWSBEARU $10.50 $52.00

Bobcat NWSBOBU $9.00 $45.00

Coyote NWSCOYU $7.00 $28.95

Red Fox NWSFOXU $7.00 $26.00

Mountain Lion NWSMTLIONU $11.50 $57.00

Rabbit NWSRABU $8.00 $40.00

Raccoon NWSRACU $7.00 $32.00

Wolf  NWSWOLFU $10.50 $52.00 

Wild Boar (Hog) NWSBOARU $7.00 $30.00

Woodchuck  NWSWOODU $9.50 $48.00
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Beaver castor
Ground  and Preserved
 Size Price

NWS011 1 oz. $5.50
 4 oz. $18.00
 16 oz. $56.00

Beaver oil Sacs
Ground and Preserved
 Size Price

WCSBSAC 1 oz. $5.00
 4 oz.  $16.00
 16 oz. $54.00

Bobcat Glands  
Ground, Aged and Preserved
 Size Price

BobGlNd 1 oz. $5.00
 4 oz. $16.00
 16 oz. $54.00 

coyote Glands
Ground, Aged and Preserved
 Size Price
CoyGlNd 1 oz. $5.00
 4 oz. $16.00
 16 oz. $54.00 

Mink Glands
Ground  and Preserved
 Size Price

MinkGlNd 1 oz. $6.00
 4 oz. $20.00
 16 oz. $62.00 

Animal Extracts

Muskrat Glands
Ground  and Preserved
 Size Price

MratGlNd
 1 oz. $6.00
 4 oz.  $20.00
 16 oz. $62.00

Red Fox Glands
Ground, Aged and Preserved
 Size Price

RfoxGlNd 1 oz. $5.00
 4 oz. $16.00
 16 oz. $54.00

Skunk Essence
100% Pure Quill, None Better!  
Limited Availability
 Size Price

WCSSKUNK 1 oz. $29.95

tinctured Skunk Essence
Very Strong Tincture, less costly 
alternative to Pure Quill
 Size Price

WCSSTINC 1 oz. $7.95
 4 oz. $24.95

Hard-core Raccoon Lure
WCS901-1  1 oz. $3.95
WCS901-4  4 oz. $12.95

Instructions: Soak 10 – 20 drops of 
Hard-Core into a cotton ball or another type of scent dispenser. 
Place it so the raccoon must pass over the trap to reach the lure. If 
the lure is 6” to 12” above the ground or water, it will attract them 
from a greater distance. Add another 5 – 10 drops of lure every 5 
to 7 days, depending on conditions. 

WiLDLiFE RESEaRcH cEntER

tREnt MaStERSon'S  
TRUCKLOAD COON BAIT
WcStMtcB  $8.95/Pint
Catches coon by the truckload . Fur trappers and 
control trappers go to bait . A fish based pellet with 
a sticky sweet sauce . Effective early to late season . 
Designed for dog proof traps . Works great in cage 
traps . Trent recommends approximately 2 oz . of bait 
per dog proof trap for best results . Freeze Proof! 



Lure and Baitmaking suppLies

Make your own  
baits and lures 
WCS has everything you need to 
make your own secret formula
Bases & Preservatives

Looking to experiment with your own bait recipes? Let WCS provide 
the ingredients! Start with a base like our fruit base, Propylene 
Glycol or Tallow as a basic mixing paste and mix in your own 
choice of essential oils. Then add preservatives and stabilizers like 
Sodium Benzoate, and Glycerin to give your baits long life and 
staying power. Have a question? Call us at 1-877-684-7262.  

Fruit Base
Our secret recipe fruit base is an excellent starting point for 
paste baits. We specially formulate it to absorb your oils well. 
Want to try making your own paste bait? Start with this fruit 
base and mix in your own choice of essential oils!

NWSPB005-16  16 oz . (approx . 50 sets) $6.00
NWSPB005-GAL Gallon (approx . 3-400 sets) $28.50 
NWSPB005-5G  5 Gallon Pail “Bait Maker Special” $115

Propylene Glycol  
Propylene Glycol, (USP) High Grade. Commonly used as a 
tincturing base. If using as an antifreeze at dirt sets – mix 
1 part glycol to 3 parts water and apply in several layers 
at the set.

NWSPB3 16 oz . $5.95 Gallon $23.95

Glycerine  (StABiLizeR)
Add body to urine and prevent its evaporation and freezing with 
our high quality glycerine. Great as an antifreeze, stabilizer, 
binder, etc., but NOT a preservative.  
NWSPB2  16 oz . $5.95  32 oz . $9.95 Gallon $26.95

tallow Base 
An all-purpose waterproof base for a canine lure or 
bait.

NWSPB004 1 lb . $2.75 5 lbs . $12.50

Sodium Benzoate  (PReSeRvAtive)
Sodium Benzoate (Bait Makers Compound) Use 2 
tablespoons per pint or 1 cup per gallon to preserve fresh 
or aged meat or fish baits.

NWSPB001  16 oz . $4.95 5 lbs . $20.00

Lanolin (anhydrous) Base
Lanolin is a natural, waterproof emollient derived 
from sheep wool. It is commonly used to create 
a bait or lure that will withstand harsh weather 
conditions, i.e. rain. It acts as a moisturizer for 
use in cosmetics and skin and hair care products. 
Lanolin can soothe burns as well as irritated or 
dry skin and helps retain moisture. Lanolin can be 

added to soap and bath and body products for a rich, creamy lather. It also has other 
uses such as a lubricant.

WCSLANP  16 oz. $14.95
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Glass Bottles
Boston Round 
 1 oz. WCS1ozBRG-1  $0.85 each
Boston Round  
 4 oz. WCS4ozBRG-1 $1.80 each
Boston Round  
 16 oz. WCS16ozBRG-1 $3.50 each

Glass Jars
Wide Paragon 
 1 oz. WCS1ozGJ-1 $1.05 each
Wide Mouth  
 4 oz. WCS4ozGJ-1 $1.80 each
Wide Mouth  
 16 oz. WCS16ozGJ-1 $2.45 each

Plastic Dropper cap for Boston Round
 1 oz. WCSdRoP-1oZ  $0.35 each

Glass Dropper cap for Boston Round
  1 oz. WCSdRoP01-1oZ $0.45 each
  4 oz. WCSdRoP-4oZ $0.65 each

Plastic Bottles
Flip Top 
  4 oz. NWS4oZCYl-1 1.10 each
 16 oz. NWS16oZCYl-1 1.25 each
  32 oz. NWS32oZCYl-1 1.45 each

Spray Top
  16 oz. WCSPST16-1 $2.40 each
  32 oz.  WCSPST32-1 $2.40 each

Bottles, Jars & visual applicators

Plastic Jars with Lid 
4 oz. NWS4oZJ-1 $1.10 each
8 oz. NWS8oZJ-1 $1.25 each
16 oz. NWS16oZJ-1 $1.45 each

cotton Swabs CoTSWAB  $1.95/100 Pack
These long handled Cotton Swabs are excellent for lure application at sets. No 
more walking around your set looking for a stick to use to get lure out of the bottle. 
These long cotton swabs solve the problem.

Sheep's Wool 
WCSWool-1 $3.95/1 Bag WCSWool-2  $6.95/2 Bags   
WCSWool-3 $9.95/3 Bags
Spice up your sets with Sheep's Wool instead of cotton or ground litter. Sheep's 
wool makes an excellent pad in dirt holes to put lure or bait on.  Predators are 
attracted to the natural smell of sheep.

Lure capsules     
lURECAP-12  $2.95/doz.    lURECAP-60  $12.95/5 doz.
Lure Capsules produce a steady flow of odor in all conditions. Used in trapping at 
sets with lure or urine or in hunting with masking scents or attractants.

Scent Eggs WCSBRSE  $11.95/doz.
Scent Eggs make excellent trapping lure holders at flat sets and are also effective 
when using masking scents while predator calling. 
   



deer/eLk/moose attractants

Buck-nip  
 An intense curiosity 
deer scent that is to a 
deer like cat-nip is to 
a cat . This deer lure 
really attracts bucks 
early-season and works 

great all season long . Buck-Nip 
buck lure is made from secret 
plant derivatives and does not 
contain urine .
WRC320  1oz.  $6.95

Doe in Estrus  
 A powerful sexual 
attractor . Contains 
natural doe urine with 
estrus secretions care-
fully collected from 
whitetail does . This 
lure triggers the sexual 

attraction instinct of Whitetail 
bucks .
WRC225  1oz.  $5.95 

Buck-Fire   
 A special synthetic 

formula . High powered 
rut time attractor, that 
really attracts whitetail 
bucks . Smells like Es-
trus Scent/Attracts like 

Estrus Scent . Contains no urine 
or animal by-products .
WRC40400  1oz.  $6.95 

Mega-tarsal Plus 
A super effective ter-
ritorial intrusion scent . 
Made with tarsal scent 
and urine drippings, 
WRC also added a very 
secret, special musk 

that really gets the dominant 
buck going . Effective early fall all 
the way through the rut .
WRC430  1oz.  $6.95

Select Doe 
Urine  

 The perfect lure for 
non-rut hunting . A 
mild, non-threatening 
territorial attractor, 
this buck lure con-

tains non-estrus doe urine that 
masks human scent, appeals to 
curiosity instinct of the buck, and 
then acts as a calming agent to 
reduce fear .
WRC410  1oz.  $5.95

trail's End #307  
  A complex blend of 
natural ingredients 
developed through 
years of extensive 
testing in the field on 
wild whitetail deer . It is 

 Wildlife Research center

truly an outstanding buck scent 
packed with natural deer calling 
ingredients, some of which are 
not well known, but are highly 
effective . This powerful deer 
attractant really brings in bucks 
all season, but especially during 
the rut . The World's Best Buck 
Lure since 1983 .
WRC307   1oz.  $7.95  
 4oz.  $17.95

trail’s End #307 
trophy Leaf  

 This powerful deer 
attractant solid scent 
wafer type product 
is extremely effective 
all hunting season & 

during the rut . Scent is infused 
directly into the Trophy Leaf 
dispenser .
WRC127  4-pack  $8.95
 

Special Golden 
Estrus
Special Golden Estrus 
is the super fresh, 
premium natural doe 
urine with estrus secre-
tions that buck’s just 

can’t resist . Each glass bottle of 
Special Golden Estrus is labeled 
with its own serial number and 
“Use By” date, so you know  
it’s fresh .
WRC405   1oz.  $9.95  
 4oz.  $27.95

Golden Estrus  
trophy Leaf
The super premium 
scent Golden Estrus is 
available as a Trophy 
Leaf . Scent is infused 
directly into the Tro-

phy Leaf dispenser . 
WRC125  4-pack  $10.95

Golden Estrus Gel 
Thick like honey and 
long-lasting . This su-
per thick buck lure will 
just about drive bucks 
wild .
WRC408 1oz. $9.95

#1 Select Estrus 
Contains natural doe 
urine with estrus secre-
tions and just a touch 
of musk added that 
makes it even hotter . 
This buck lure is the 

real deal and very effective dur-
ing the rut . It’s the smell they've 
been waiting for .
WRC401 1oz.  $6.95  
 4oz.  $15.95

active-Scrape  
 A full spectrum scrape 
hunting deer scent for 
use at real and mock 
scrapes . Active-Scrape 
buck lure is a blend of 
doe urine with estrus 

secretions combined with buck 
urine – this deer scent is natural 
and the real thing . The smell of 
a strange buck in his territory 
enrages the dominant buck, 
while the smell of a doe sexually 
arouses him . Scrape Hunting: 
The best way to hunt bucks .
WRC240  1oz.  $5.95  
 4oz.  $13.95

Hot-Scrape Kit 
Jump starts your 
mock scrape with a 
two step process . 
This kit includes 24 
oz . of Mock Scrape 
Conditioner and 8 oz . 
of Scrape Activa-

tor . The conditioner removes 
foreign odors from the mock 
scrape, and then adds a fresh 
scraped earth smell . The activa-
tor activates the mock scrape by 
adding a complex combination 
of odors found in a real scrape .
WRC245  $17.95 

Bull-Rage  A 
natural bull elk urine 
lure that drives the 
big bull wild . This elk 
scent pulls the trigger 
on a bull’s herd-pro-
tective instinct . Use 
with Caution, scent 

enrages dominant bull elk .
WRC450  1oz.  $6.95  
 4oz.  $15.95

Elk Bugling Scent  
A unique blend of 
really intense cow 
elk urine with in-heat 
secretions combined 
with bull elk urine . 
This elk scent is the 
smell the bull is look-
ing for when he ap-
proaches your bugling 

position from down wind . Use 
with Caution .
WRC460  1oz.  $6.95  
 4oz.  $15.95 

Elk-Fire   
An extremely intense 
elk scent that contains 
cow elk urine with 
in-heat secretions to 
let them know one is 
ready . This strong natu-

ral elk lure is deadly when used 
during the rut and when bugling . 
Use with caution .
WRC455  1oz.  $6.95 
 4oz.  $15.95 
 
Ultimate Moose Lure  
 The best moose at-

tractant you can use . 
WRC’s secret synthetic 
formula really attracts 
bull moose, and cows 
like it too . This moose 
scent is highly effective 

all season .
WRC20480  1oz.  $8.95 

Golden Scrape  
Ultra-Premium doe 
urine with estrus secre-
tions, combined with 
premium buck urine 
– Special Time Release 
Formula! Enhanced 
with subtle tones of 

fresh scraped earth and Territo-
rial Musk . Extremely effective at 
both mock scrapes and natural 
scrape locations . Really heats up 
a scrape . 
WRC242-4  4oz.  $17.95

Magnum Scrape-Dripper  
The smart dispenser 
that keeps a scrape 
fresh and working . 
Operates for 2 to 3 
weeks! The Magnum 
Scrape-Dripper is the 
deadliest method 
known to keep a 
scrape fresh and work-

ing . It drips your buck lure only 
during the day to make sure the 
buck works the scrape during 
the day . This allows the user to 
pattern the buck . The combo 
package includes the Magnum 
Scrape-Dripper, 4 oz . bottle of 
Active-Scrape buck lure and the 
WRC Moch-Scrape secrets DVD 
to help you increase your success 
when scrape hunting .
WRC381  $14.95
WRC385  Combo Pack  $24.95  
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indian Doe Urine
A natural, non-estrus urine you 
can use all season to arouse 
a buck’s curiosity and to mask 
your scent .
lH507  1.25oz.  $6.20

Bucks Gone Wild Lure
A mixture of fresh urines from 
a young submissive buck and 
mature doe in estrus . Triggers an 
aggressive urge in mature bucks 
to seek out the competitor . Bucks 
will pursue the scent to its source, 
very often with out regard to their 
safety and surroundings .
lH976  1.25oz.  $8.30
lH978  2oz.  $11.30 

Bowhunter Deer Lure
The ultimate attractant and 
masking scent for the bowhunt-
er . A special blend of pure musk 
and “passion tonic” that brings 
game in close . Effective for any 
big game application .
BH700  1.25oz.  $6.20

original indian Buck Lure
This legendary lure has led 
to more hunting success than 
any other lure ever made . Its 
naturally  strong formula stops 
bucks in their tracks and draws 
them in . Effectively hides human 
scent too .
lH500  1.25oz.  $6.20
lH502 2oz.  $10.30
lH503 4oz.  $13.40

interdigital Gland Scent
Pure and Potent . Just 3 or 4 
drops move bucks and does 
from cover . Attracts them any 
time of year . 100% natural .
NWSJR012  1.25oz.  $9.30

Swamp Buck Beaver  
castor Lure 
The perfect curiosity scent when 
hunting near swamps . Made 
from beaver castor, its aroma 
will bring out the curiosity of 
wise monster bucks .
lH518  2oz.  $8.30 

tarsal Gland Scent
Natural glandular secretions  
collected during the rut . At-
tracts and covers . (not pictured)
lH514  1.25oz.  $9.30

Premium Rut Lure 
100% fresh estrus Whitetail 
doe urine with natural phero-
mones, hormones and steroids . 
Glass bottles, with sprayer . (not 
pictured)
lH554  1.25oz.  $9.30 
(cold weather)
lH555  1.25oz.  $9.30

  Pete Rickard’s Deer Lures

Quick Draw 
Quick Draw is an all 
around deer scent . It 
can be used pre-rut, 
rut, and post-rut . You 
can use it at mock or 
existing scrapes . It 
can also be used as 

a trailing or positioning scent . 
(Please note) Use sparingly, as it 
triggers intruder response .
NWSJR009  1oz.  $7.50

Buck’s Joy
This potent attractor makes a 
mature, healthy, in-rut buck act 
stupid when he gets a whiff . 
Compounded with hot doe 
urine and preserved with a 
secret ingredient that enhances 
the calling power . 
oCdEER01  1.25oz. $8.95

Ruttin’ Buck
This lure is in-rut buck urine that 
makes the dominant buck turn 
into a fighting machine . Not 
recommended that this deadly 
lure or any of Cronk’s attractor 
lures be placed on a hunter’s 
person .
oCdEER02  1.25oz. $8.95

Big Scrape Lure 
A trophy buck lure for the rut 
proper . The dominant buck 
urine in this one is superior to 
doe urine for attracting large 
bucks .
BBdEER01  1.25oz. $6.00

  Blackie’s Blend Deer Lures

Buck’s Fantasy Lure
Thick and tacky . This lure is best 
used early season before the 
rut and late season after the rut .
BBdEER02  1.25oz.  $6.00

Points Galore Lure
 Extremely musky . This lure will 
provoke mature bucks .
BBdEER03  1.25oz.  $6.00

Buck Rouser
A 100% sexual gland lure 
that arouses the mating urge 
in any healthy mature buck . 
Compounded from properly 
collected and preserved tarsal 
musk blended with other sexual 
glands and secretions . Use 
at scrapes – natural or mock . 
Works well at natural crossings .
oCdEER03  1.25oz. $8.95
 
Hoof Musk
Blended with a portion of in-
heat tarsal musk . Captures and 
holds this potent odor using 
a special tincturing process .  
Caution: Watch your back track . 
Deer will follow this scent trail .
oCdEER04  1.25oz. $8.95
 

  oscar cronk’s Deer Scents

  J.R. & Sons Deer Lures

Bucks temptation 
Bucks Temptation 
instinctively brings 
out the sexual drive in 
deer . Works excellent 
at mock or existing 
scrapes . Can also be 
used as a trailing scent 

or positioning scent . This is one 
deer lure you do not want to be 
in the woods without!
NWSJR010  1oz.  $7.50

 J.R. & Sons Deer Scent Pro Pack 

This Pro-Pak was put together with the 
serious hunter in mind . These three 
scents give you the most natural smell 
available today, to attract deer full circle .
Includes one each of: 

tarsal+ Scent
Use directly at mock or existing scrapes . 
(Note) Quality Tarsal should always be 

used sparingly, as it does create an intruder response . This in turn will 
scare off smaller bucks in the area . Two or three drops per scrape is 
sufficient for starters . 

Pre-orbital Scent
Use at mock or existing scrapes . Apply on branches above scrapes 
to give that final youch . This gives you a full circle of natural scent to 
complete your lure station!

interdigital Scent
Used as a training scent to mock or existing scrapes . Make two to three 
different trails leading to your scrape . A cowple of drops every ten to 
fifteen feet leading to your scrape will bring him right in . 
NWSJR012  3-pack  $19.95

deer/eLk/moose attractants
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essentiaL oiLs, musks & tinctures
acorn oil
Strong, earthy, acorn odor. At-
tractive to coon, bear, deer and 
muskrat. Also good as a masking 
scent when hunting.

  Size Price

Eo0001 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

almond oil
Has a piercing and long lasting 
odor that is great for raccoon, 
bear, squirrel, and muskrat.

  Size Price

Eo0053 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

amber oil
Amber Oil has a strong mint 
odor, and is popular in fisher, 
marten and canine formulations.
  Size Price

Eo0060  1oz. $5.00
  4oz. $17.00
  16oz. $52.00

ambergris oil (imitation)
Top notch ingredient that holds a 
great attraction to raccoon, mink 
and most predators.
  Size Price

Eo0061  1oz. $5.00
  4oz. $17.00
  16oz. $52.00

ambrette Musk oil
This is a synthetic musk with a 
very sweet odor. Very attractive 
to muskrat, beaver, raccoon and 
fox. Often used in any formula-
tion calling for musk.

  Size Price

 Eo0075 1oz.  $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

anise oil
A strong black licorice odor. Ex-
cellent for raccoon and muskrat. 
Also good for beaver, bear, fisher 
and marten. 

  Size Price

Eo0002  1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

apple oil
It has got a powerful odor that 
is much stronger than actual 
apples. Excellent for muskrat, 
raccoon, beaver and bear.

  Size Price

Eo0003  1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

asafoetida Powder
Excellent for canines, and attrac-
tive to cats in lure formulations.

  Size Price

ASAPWdR  1oz. $6.00
  4oz. $21.00
  16oz. $62.00

asafoetida tincture
Excellent for canines, and attrac-
tive to cats in formulations. Easier 
for mixing purposes than the 
powder.

  Size Price

ASATINC 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

asafoetida Pure Gum
Excellent for canines, and attrac-
tive to cats in lure formulations. 
This is the real deal. None Better.
  Size Price

ASAGUM 1oz. $6.00
  4oz. $21.00

Banana oil
Smells just like its name, only 
stronger. Sweet, tropical
banana odor. Excellent for rac-
coon and skunk.

  Size Price

Eo0004 1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Bergamot oil
A very aromatic citrus odor. Good 
for muskrat and beaver.
Used in many lure formulations.

  Size Price

Eo0007  1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Birch oil
Good for raccoon and muskrat. 
Excellent for beaver also. Has 
a sweet, attractive odor.  Great 
when used straight also.
  Size Price

Eo0008  1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Blackberry oil
Has a rich, intensely sweet odor 
that is highly attractive to rec-
coon, grey fox and bear.

  Size Price

Eo0065 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Black Walnut oil
A vibrant, deep odor that is 
highly attractive to all rodents.

  Size Price

Eo0055  1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Butter Pecan oil
This gives an overwhelmingly 
sweet, butter pecan odor that is 
highly attractive to raccoon, as 
well as all rodents.

  Size Price

Eo0047  1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Butterscotch oil
Very loud butterscotch odor. 
Excellent for raccoon and bear.

  Size Price

Eo0048 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

caramel Essence oil
Strong caramel odor that is excel-
lent for raccoon and bear also 
attractive to muskrat and beaver.
  Size Price

Eo0076 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

carrot Seed oil
Carrot Oil has a very fragrant car-
rot odor that muskrats find highly 
attractive. Supreme Quality!

  Size Price

Eo0010  1oz. $10.00
  4oz. $36.00
  16oz. $135.00

catnip oil – imitation
Stronger than genuine catnip oil, 
and is excellent for bobcat,
lynx, and feral cats. Also used in 
formulation for other furbearers.

  Size Price

Eo0011  1oz. $5.00
  4oz. $17.00
  16oz. $52.00

catnip Leaves – Genuine
100% Genuine Natural catnip. 
Prepared in a powder form. Can 
be mixed with your own bait 
preparations or sprinkled on the 
ground directly at set.

  Size Price

I001CN  1oz. $3.50 
  4oz. $12.00 
  16oz. $36.00

cheese Essence oil
Gives off a powerful blue cheese 
odor that is excellent for canines 
and skunk.

  Size Price

Eo0012  1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

cherry Essence oil
A nice wild cherry odor that is 
attractive to muskrat, beaver, rac-
coon and bear.

  Size Price

Eo0013 1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

civet Musk oil – imitation
This is a synthetic oil that is at-
tractive to all animals.

  Size Price

Eo0066 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Earth Fragrance oil
Fresh and earthy odor. Good as 
a natural set scent and as a cover 
scent while hunting.

  Size Price

Eo0067 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Fennel oil
A similar odor to Anise Oil, but 
slightly less intense. Good in lure 
formulation for raccoon, muskrat, 
beaver and bear.

  Size Price

Eo0077 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Fig Extract oil
Light and attractive sweet fig 
odor. Highly attractive to rac-
coon, grey fox and bear. 

  Size Price

Eo0016  1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Grape Essence oil
Gives a strong ripe grape odor. 
Highly attractive to raccoon, grey 
fox and bear.

  Size Price

 Eo0019  1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00
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Honey Essence oil
A nice light honey odor. Good for 
raccoon, bear, fox and beaver.

  Size Price

Eo0020  1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Loganberry oil
Very sweet penetrating odor. 
Excellent for raccoon, skunk and 
bear. 

  Size Price

Eo0021  1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Lovage oil tincture
A compelling passion ingredi-
ent that is highly attractive to 
canines. 

  Size Price

Eo0068 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Melon oil
Has a sharp, sweet odor. Excel-
lent for woodchuck and raccoon.

  Size Price

Eo0051 1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Methyl Paraben
An anti-fungal agent (powder) 
used as a preservative.

  Size Price

AMETHPARA 1oz. $6.00
  4oz. $19.00
  16oz. $57.00

Muscaro type Musk oil
A synthetic musk that is very at-
tractive to most furbearers.

  Size Price

Eo0069 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $15.00
  16oz. $54.00

Muskrat Musk – imitation
An excellent substitute for real 
muskrat glands. Works fine in any 
lure formulation calling for the 
real thing. Thick and pasty just 
like real, ground rat glands.

  Size Price

Eo0078 1oz. $5.00
  4oz. $17.00
  16oz. $52.00

Peanut Butter oil
Produces a heavy, permeating 
peanut butter odor. Excellent for 
squirrel, raccoon and bear.

  Size Price

Eo0079 1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Pennyroyal oil
Strong mint odor. Good for 
muskrat, raccoon, beaver and 
nutria.
  Size Price

Eo0064 1oz. $6.00
  4oz. $21.00
  16oz. $62.00

Peppermint oil
Gives a strong peppermint odor 
that is highly attractive to musk-
rat and raccoon.

  Size Price

Eo0042 1oz. $4.50
  4oz. $15.00
  16oz. $48.00

Persimmon oil
A sweet and alluring odor. Very 
attractive to most animals.

  Size Price

Eo0052 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Phenyl acetic acid
Light aromatic honey odor. 
Excellent for raccoon and bear. 
Crystalized.

  Size Price

APAAC 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Poplar Bud oil
Creates a strong poplar odor that 
is highly attractive to beaver. Also 
good for raccoon and muskrat.

  Size Price

Eo0036 1oz. $4.50
  4oz. $15.00
  16oz. $48.00

Prune oil
Sweet candy odor that holds a 
strong attraction for raccoon and 
bear. 

  Size Price

Eo0080 1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Rhodium oil
Permeating mint odor. Good 
for muskrat, nutria, raccoon and 
beaver.

  Size Price

Eo0063 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Shellfish Essence oil
Shellfish is a potent attractor for 
raccoon and mink. Use straight or 
mix in formulation. Synthetic.

  Size Price

Eo0044 1oz. $3.25
  4oz. $9.00
  16oz. $22.00

Shrimp Essence oil
Shrimp is also an excellent at-
tractor for raccoon, mink and 
otter. Again, use straight or in 
formulation.

  Size Price

Eo0058 1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Smoke Fragrance oil
Burned flesh odor. Add to fish 
or meat based baits and fish oil. 
Excellent for canines, raccoon 
and bear.

  Size Price

Eo0081 1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

Spearmint oil
A very sweet, spearmint odor. 
Good for muskrat and raccoon.

  Size Price
Eo0082 1oz. $4.50
  4oz. $15.00
  16oz. $48.00

Sweet corn oil
Excellent for raccoon, beaver, 
muskrat and bear. A very sweet 
and very effective odor.

  Size Price
Eo0039 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

Sweetflag (calamus) oil
An alluring, sweet odor that is 
attractive to raccoon, beaver and 
muskrat.
  Size Price
Eo0056 1oz. $4.50
  4oz. $15.00
  16oz. $48.00

Synthetic Fermented  
Egg (SFE)
Rotten egg odor. Excellent for ca-
nines, alone or at urine post sets. 
Great for skunks.

  Size Price
Eo0083 1oz. $4.00
  4oz. $14.00
  16oz. $43.00

tonquin Musk – Siberian
This is a synthetic musk that is a 
top attractor for all animals. Very 
high in quality.

  Size Price
Eo0090 1oz. $16.00
  4oz. $58.00

tonquin Musk tincture
This is a tincture of synthetic 
Tonquin musk. Excellent for at-
tracting all animals.

 Size Price
Eo0073 1oz. $4.50
  4oz. $15.00
  16oz. $48.00

valerian Root Extract oil
Very effective for canines and 
cats. Used in many lures for a 
wide variety of animals.

  Size Price

Eo0038  1oz. $5.00
  4oz. $17.00
  16oz. $52.00

vanilla oil
Vanilla Oil is highly attractive 
to raccoon, deer, beaver and 
muskrat.

  Size Price
Eo0071 1oz. $3.50
  4oz. $12.00
  16oz. $36.00

White Musk
A natural, animal like scent that is 
highly attractive to all predators. 
Also known as Xylol Musk,
and is a top shelf ingredient.

  Size Price
Eo0084 1oz. $5.00
  4oz. $17.00
  16oz. $52.00

Ylang-Ylang
Attractive to canines, felines, rac-
coon, muskrat and beaver. Can 
be used straight as a lure or in 
formulation. 

  Size Price
Eo0059  1oz. $15.00
  4oz. $52.00

essentiaL oiLs, musks & tinctures
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Bat  controL 

Bats Out of the belfry, the attic and the chimney!

Batcone® Products
Durable Batcones are a humane, one-way exclusion devise for 
ridding any building of unwanted bat colonies – forever . Since they 
cannot grip the slippery inside of the Batcone, bats have no way to 
crawl back in . Set these Batcones with a slight downward slope to 
make it easier for bats to exit . Once excluded, seal the exit points 
with mesh and Todol Foam or Solar Seal .

Batcone® Pro-cone™ 
Newly redesigned to meet 
the durability needs of the 
professional . Now available in 
heavy duty injection-molded 
plastic, versatile Pro-Cones 

come with a built-in solid flange and mounting holes . Can also be used 
to exclude flying & red squirrels, sparrow and starlings . Available in 
three different styles: Corner, Round and Square .

Batcone®  
White cedar
Bat House is made 
out of long-lasting 
white cedar . The 
attractively appealing 
bat house is perfectly 
suited for housing up 

to 50 bats . The outside of the bat 
house has been sanded smooth, 
while the inside has been left 
rough to allow the bats to easily 
climb up in to it . This bat house 
measures 24"L x 9"W x 3"D and 
has a 5 .5" opening at the bottom 
for bats access . 
BCBH-SM $63.95

These territorial little insect-eaters are great for the environment, but not for your client’s peace of mind.  
We have the answer. Our selection of exclusion, bat-proofing and housing products will help ensure that bats  
set up their homes elsewhere. 

 Code Description Dimensions Price

A WCS01002 Bat Mansion - Houses 200-300 bats in five chambers 25” x 11” x 11” $65.00  
  plus an attic, which provides for greater temperature stability.   5 Chambers
  Bats seek most comfortable temperature by moving up  
  or down inside the house. A popular house because of  
  its large capacity.
B WCS01001 Bat Condo - Accommodates over 50 bats and is 19.5” x 9.5” x 7.5” $50.00  
  ideal for a nursing colony. The vertical house contains 4  4 Chambers 
  chambers and can be easily mounted by a hanger on a  
  building or a tree.
C WCS010035 Sunshine House (Small) - Houses up to 100 bats.  17” x 13” x 6.5” $42.95  
  Includes a large, screened landing platform, roughened 2 Chambers  
  interior surface and echolocation slots on the  
  sides to help bats locate the hollow cavity.
D WCS01003 Sunshine House (Large) - Houses up to 200 bats. 17” x 17” x 6.5” $50.95 
  Includes a large, screened landing platform,  2 Chambers 
  roughened interior surface and echolocation slots  
  on the sides to help bats locate the hollow cavity.
E WCS00133 BATchelor Pad - Houses up to 30 bats in a single chamber. 20” x 10” x 3” $34.95 
  Features include a large screened landing pad, 1 Chamber
   roughened interior surface and an echolocation slot.  
  Designed for cooler locations preferred by  
  solitary males, but also suitable for a small nursing colony.

F WCS01134 Mini Bat House - House a few bats in this small 16”h x 8”w x 3-3/4”d $22.00 
  version of the “BAT”chelor Pad. Comes complete with 
  echo-location slot and screening against the back

Pro-cone™ 
PCCRNR-1 CORNER Single $12.95
PCCRNR-12 CORNER Dozen $147.00
PCRND-1 ROUND Single $12.95
PCRND-12 ROUND Dozen $147.00
PCSQR-1 SQUARE Single $12.95
PCSQR-12 SQUARE Dozen $147.00

Pro-cone™ Flanges
PCFLNG-6   (round hole)  
Vinyl Flanges  (6-Pack) $15.00
PCWiReFLNG-6   (round hole)  
Wire Mesh Flanges  (6-Pack) $19.95

Batcone® ii – Bat Excluder 
For fast, easy installation, this model can’t 
be beat . The reusable, long lasting cone 
attaches quickly with pushpins, nails staples 
or even duct tape . Polyethylene excluder is 
6” long and comes with four flexible tabs at 
one end to attach over entry/exit point . 

BCeX-1    Single  $12.95
BCeX-12   Dozen  $147.00

A B C d E F

coveside conservation 
Products  
high-quality and handcrafted 
in Maine from Eastern White 
Pine . Each includes a hanger 
for easy mounting, and detailed 
instruction . 
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Bat call Bat Gland  
Paste Lure
Use to attract bats to bat houses . 
This paste gland lure has proven 
to be a valuable asset . Bat Call 
will promote faster response time 
and acceptance to a new home . 
Excellent for bat houses when 
used in conjunction with structural 
exclusion methods .
NWSBJ01-4  $15.00

Bat HoUSES



Bat netting
Keep ‘em out . Stiff but pliable black poly netting is great for exclusion and/or creating bat valves (also known as one-
way doors) . Not easily chewed or ripped . Easy to form against buildings, this netting can be stapled or held in place 
with Hercules Putty [see page 35] on aluminum or vinyl sided structures . 1/4” is stiffer than a common window screen, 
though not as stiff as 1/6” . Call for larger sizes and custom cutting .
NWS3018-10 ¼”- 14’ x 10’   $35.95
NWS3018-50 ¼”- 14’ x 50’   $165.00
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Bats Removal & 
Exclusion Simplified
with Alan Huot Featuring Jim dreisacker 
This DVD takes you through inspecting 
properties for signs of bats, effective 
exclusion methods, proven tools & 
supplies and important information to 
know about bats. 1hr:18 mins.

WCSBAtS  $24.95

Professional Foam Gun Kit 
Includes 12” Pageris foam gun; three 32 oz. cans of Pur-Black foam; 1 
full-size screw-on foam cleaner; one 5 oz. can of Pur-Clean; three needle 
tips, three syringes and a flexible plastic tube. Comes in a handy green 
plastic molded carrying case. 
NWS603C $185.95

Pur Black Gun Foam
Especially developed for outdoor use. Stops gases, water, sound and pests. Black 
color blends into surrounding environment and never looks dirty. Perfect for roofers, 
pond installers & nuisance control professionals. To be used with a foam gun. 
Sandable and paintable. 12 dispensed gallons.
NWS0601 750 ml $16.95
NWS0601C (case of 12) $179.95

Hercules Putty
Use this all-purpose black 
adhesive putty to secure 
traps, bait stations and 
bat netting . Won’t run 
in heat, unaffected by 
cold and easily removed 
with putty knife or hands . 
Sticks to all kinds of surfaces and leaves 
floors stain-free .

WCSHP01  $13.95

B3X Exclusion Strips
B3X Exclusion Strips are an exciting new 
and innovative exclusion product for birds, 
bats, insects, and more! Place strips behind 

shutters, in ridge vents, 
fill gaps along roof lines, 
or seal off attic vents . 
The “compression 
anchor technology” 
constructed of reticulated 
polyurethane material 

allows installation without adhesives or 
tools . Each box contains 32 two-foot strips, 
for a total of 64 linear feet
WCSDv8-32  $88.95

Solar Seal® #900
A premium adhesive/
sealant based on terpolymer 
technology which offers 
an alternative to silicone 
& urethane sealants . 
Exceptional weather 
resistance, adhesion, elongation and 
color stability . Great for exclusion work! 
Available in white, clear and black .
SS900  $5.50/ single  $63.00/case of 12

Dripless  
EtS 3000  
caulking 
Gun

Ergonomic design for the professional, 
these guns address weight, balance and 
stress while applying caulk and sealants. 
The grip has been designed to keep the 
wrist in a natural and balanced position.

etS3000  $17.50

Bat  controL 

NWS7100-10 1/6” - 14’ x 10’  $42.95
NWS7100-50 1/6” - 14’ x 50’  $198.95  Call for larger sizes.

More foam and exclusion 
products on pages 41 & 42.
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tRaPS & nEtS

WcS “EZ” catch 
Bird trap
Proven to work, easy to use, 
safe for the birds – that’s 
why we trust our EZ Catch 
Bird Traps. A spring-loaded 
gentle nylon net closes like a 

clamshell over the birds when they trigger the bait pan, to trap 
them quickly and effectively. The metal mesh base frame is 
powder coated for rust resistance. Can be mounted on walls, 
buildings or placed in trees. Base and net are green to blend 
with surroundings.  

WCSRC17  $65.95 
17” x 17” x 2.5” – (Woodpecker)
WCSRC24  $77.95 
24” x 24” x 2.5” – (Crow/Duck/Grackles) 
WCSRC36  $117.95
36” x 36” x 2.5” – (Duck/Chicken)

WcS “EZ” catch Bird trap with 
Remote trigger
We took our effective EZ Catch Bird 
Trap and added a unique remote 
trap trigger that provides an onsite, 
manned operation for selective 
capture. Rigorously field-tested, 
with a maximum effective range between 100’-150’ and 
success up to 200’ depending on terrain and interference. 
When you need to monitor capture and select specific targets, 
the EZ Catch with Remote Trigger is a powerful solution.

WCSRC36-Remote  $363.95 
36”x36”x2.5” (ships at 90lb rate)

WcS Large  
Pigeon trap 
Just call it the Pigeon Hilton. 
Our extra-large trap holds 45-
60 birds at a single setting and 
comes in 6 convenient panels. 
Extra panel can be used as 
a separator when removing 

birds. 8 non-stick bobbin-type doors (4 each end), plus 1 large 
cleanout door. 14 gauge wire, 1” x 2” mesh. 4’L x 3’W x 2’H. 
WCS tip – place on flat roof or plywood and bait 
with whole corn to avoid attracting smaller birds 

WCSPPt  $169.95

WcS Wooden Bird 
House trap for 
Sparrow
WCS’s Birdhouse with a Twist! 
Sparrows invading bluebird boxes, 
bird feeders and other enclosed areas 
cannot resist this non-lethal trap when 
it’s placed in their flight path. On the outside, this looks like a 
normal birdhouse with a hole just big enough for a sparrow. 
Inside, a spring-loaded door snaps shut when the sparrow 
lands on a perch below the opening. A convenient fluorescent 
orange sticker on the door shows you if it’s been closed. 

NWSStWH   $38.00

WcS Multi-catch Sparrow trap
No moving parts to worry 
about! Bait this economical, 
multi-catch trap with seed 
or breadcrumbs in gathering 
areas and sparrows won’t be 
able to resist investigating. 

Two entry points and side release door. Made of 1” x ½” 
galvanized wire mesh. Measures 16” x 12” x 8”. 

WCSKBSPWt  $34.95

“Starling Stopper” trap
WCS’s unique, no-fuss way to 
humanely remove young starlings 
from bathroom and dryer exhaust 
vents. A clear plastic one-way 
door allows birds to enter while 
an exposed mesh end to the 
outside allows the mother to call and feed her young until 
you’re ready to free them. Detachable nose cone for easy bird 
removal.

JPSS  $43.95

WcS Sparrow 
Sled Live trap
A unique solution for 
professionals providing 
services to “big box” 
retailers, factories and

 hangers. When suspended from 
the rafters, this trap’s sled-
shaped base allows for a landing 
location (or bait area) and keeps 
any debris from falling

onto unsuspecting employees and customers. Front entry 
compartment has a funneled door and cone funnel to back 
compartment; back compartment is equipped with a mesh 
box that holds 2 water bottles for thirsty captured birds. Trap 
made of 1" x ½” mesh and measures 24”L x 12”W x 12”H. Sled 
measures 33”L x 13.5” 4”H. 

WCSSPWSLDe $119.95 

WcS Mist nets
A dependable solution for small 
bird capture and control. Net is 
threaded with horizontal cords to 
form pouches for starlings, sparrows 
and pigeons to fall in. Very fine, very 
strong, and folds to fit in a sandwich-
sized plastic bag.

WCSMN10x20  10’ x 20’  $59.00
WCSMN10x40  10’ x 40’  $89.00

WcS “Starling catcher”™ 
There is nothing like it on the market. This 
wooden trap contains 2 chambers for live 
capture of starlings. It measures 14.5H x 8W 
x 9D and is perfect for capturing those pesky 
starlings. A fluorescent circle helps to notify 
user once the trap has been triggered to close 
a door containing the live starling.   
WCSSC-1   $79.95

Safeguard Bird traps  
The Safeguard Bird traps are 
constructed of 1” x ½” -14 
gauge galvanized wire with 
three sizes to provide flex-
ibility to meet various bird 
control situations. 
Small Capacity Pigeon: 
NWS53490 28”x24”x8”  $59.95
Large Capacity Pigeon: 
NWS53500 84”x24”x8”  $134.95
Sparrow Trap (shown in pic): 
NWS53835 24”x16”x10”  $104.95 

tomahawk Grackle trap 
Bird control simplified. 
Unique funnel design of 
double trap doors encour-
ages birds to move forward 
toward the bait until they’ve 
locked themselves in. Pre-

assembled with small wire mesh openings.
tLt503 36” x 16” x 12” $47.25

Scan for  
Video

WcS Pigeon trap  (LoW PRoFiLe) 
Perfect for tight spaces (ledges, 
patios, billboard catwalks – you 
name it). 2 bobbin-type doors 
have unique “feet” that prevent 
jamming and 1” x ½” mesh that 
prevents hawks from feeding on 
captured birds. Holds 6-10 birds. 
24”L x 12”W x 7”H.

WCSPGLP  $36.95

Scan for  
Video
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Bal-chatri noose trap – Standard or Extra-Large 
Our Bal-Chatri trap has been used and tested by many Falconers. They work very well for trapping Red Tail Hawks and American Kestrels. Made 
in a rectangular dome shape with a double dome wire wall inside to keep mice or bait animals from chewing up the nooses. The wire mesh is 
large enough to keep even the smallest mice inside. A double wire spring latch door is located on the bottom of the trap to put bait animals in 
through. The trap comes with a minimum of 50 nooses made from 25 pound camo mono-filament line and the wire mesh is painted dull gray or 
tan to take off the glare.
WCS5008   Standard (8.25” x 10.25”)    $89.95  
WCS5025  extra Large (10” x 18”)  $149.95



WcS net Blaster™
Eliminate the need for explosives . Developed in conjunction 
with APHIS and the USDA Wildlife Services, the WCS Net 
Blaster™ is the first-ever air propelled net cannon specifically 
for capturing wildlife .
Field Tested 90% capture rate on birds within 12’-18’ 
Efficient Compressed air launches 4 .5 lb . projectiles attached 
to the net
Versatile Shoots multiple size nets
Safe Built-in safety features and remote trigger
Includes

 » WCS Net Blaster™ with 20-gallon 150 psi tank
 » 12-volt Remote Trigger
 » 50’ Electric Cable (Extensions to 250’ Available)
 » 6’ Air Fill-hose with Ball Valve
 » 4 Steel Weights with O-rings
 » 2 Tie-down Anchors

SP-10500 WCS Net Blaster™ $5995 

Call us toll-free at 1-877-684-7262 for appropriate  
net size for your situation

WcS net Blaster™ nets
40’ x 40’ Net Blaster Net with skirt is constructed of M250 
HTTP Black Knotless Mesh, border is 1/8” Polyester Braid, 8’ 
lead lines are 1/4” Polyester Braid, knotted to attach to net and 
hog ringed to finish off .  Skirt depth is 18”

MNB-4040-1 (1” Mesh)  
Recommended for Pigeon/Starling/ 
Grackle/Waterfowl sized species   $1365

MNB-4040-4 (4” Mesh)  
Recommended for Deer  
sized species   $1195

nothing but net!  
a great shot every time.

REPELLEntS & DEtEREntS

A wide choice of repellents for winning the flight wars. 

Migrate™ for turf by Rejex-it
Repel geese and grazing birds with this non-toxic, 
taste-aversion agent. Grass growth re-treatment 
required. (EPA REG 58035-9)    
WCSM-GAL-S gallon $99.95
WCSM-GAL-C 4 gallon case $370.00

invisidye for Migrate™ 
Produces an unpleasant color to the birds to add to their training 
to leave an area. In addition to the bad taste. Invisidye makes 
turf an unpleasing color that triggers trained birds before they 
taste that this is not going to something good to eat. Treats 100 
gallons; Use 2 tsp per gal. No Sales in NY. (EPA EXEMPT)

WCSM-iDYe-1  16 oz .  $42.95

4 the Birds
For the busy bird control expert. Discourages 
roosting or perching on inside supports and 
outside vegetation. Lasts for months.  
Active ingredient: Polybutene.  
(EPA REG 8254-5-56)

WCS677-Gal  $42.95 
Transparent Liquid, 1 Gallon

WCS677C  $158.95 
Transparent Liquid, Case of 4 Gallons

PiGnX® 
The first ever EPA approved Bio-Repellent for birds. This is 
the first pigeon bio-pesticide that does not contain polybu-
tene. PIGNX® is eco-friendly, harmless to birds, mammals 
and humans. (EPA REG 844-18-1)  
BBRt1001-1  (10 oz . tube)   $21.95
BBRt1002-12  (case 12 tubes)   $240.00

Golden Eagle  
thermal Fogger 
(Electric Start XL,  
Model 2610, Series 3)
Designed for large indoor warehouse use  
and outdoor insect/pest control. This handy 
tool can dispense oil-based insecticides, fungicides, germicides, 
disinfectants, odor control and other chemical products and 
excels at reaching hard-to-get places. New electric starting 
system gives it greater reliability and fuel efficiency. Complete 
with instruction manual, batteries, auxiliary start cable, 2 cleanout 
brushes, tool kit (export only) and spare parts kit (export only). 
58500  $1980.00

Fog Force™ by Rejex-it
Designed specifically for fog application. 
Like Migrate for Turf, it contains Methyl 
Anthranilate, a nontoxic agent with no 
adverse effect on people, pets or animals. 
Very effective on nuisance birds roosting 
in warehouses, loading docks, porches and 
other open areas. (EPA REG 58035-7)

Fogging agent for flocks 
WCSFF-GAL-S Gallon $179.95 
WCSFF-GAL-C 4 gallons/case $700.00

Bird controL 

Scan  
for Video
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BirdGard PRo  nWS0033  $199.95
Repel birds with crystal-clear digital recordings of enemies 
and distress calls. The Bird Gard® Pro is designed for smaller 
applications with coverage up to 1.5 acres. It features a 
built-in amplifier and speaker and mounts easily to a post 
or fence using the included mounting bracket. The unit 
comes pre-recorded. The BirdGard units can be fitted with 
a variety of digital chips to address various nuisance bird 
situations. System includes generating unit with built-in 
speaker, power adapter with 50 feet (15 meters) of cable, 
weatherproof enclosure and mounting bracket. Optional accessories: External 
speaker, 5-watt solar panel, battery cables with clips.

Popular chip Sets
Residential Woodpecker (-12A) Pigeon  (-42A)
Agricultural (-1A) Sparrow  (-53)
Marine  (-2A) Crow  (-7A)

NWS0010X extension speaker w/100’ cable $49.95 

Solar Panel comes with a battery cable with red (positive) and black (negative) 
alligator clips at the end for attachment to a 12 volt battery and a power plug 
to connect to the Bird Gard unit. The kit also includes a mounting bracket and 
hardware to attach the solar panel to a post or pole. 
WCS0099  5 watt Solar Panel and Mounting Kit $150      
WCS0094  15 watt solar panel  $275

Battery cable comes with 10 feet (3 meters) of cable with red 
(positive) and black (negative) alligator clips at the end for 
attachment to a 12 volt battery . NWSB-0010  $16.95

Build a bigger wall of sound.

Bird Gard SUPER PRo 
nWS0041  $579.95
Bird Gard’s most popular unit! With 
the same quality components as the 
PRO PLUS, The SUPER PRO features 
4 external speakers with built-in 
amplifiers, giving it coverage up to 
6 acres. 

Complete system includes the generating unit with four built-in amplifiers, power 
adapter with 50 feet’ of cable, four external speakers (each with 100’ of cable) 
and a 10’ battery cable with clips. Optional accessories: 15-watt solar panel, four 
external speakers in a single enclosure.

Popular chip Sets 
General Harassment (-10) Super Starling (-90) Woodpeckers (-12A) 
Starlings (-40)  Crows & Gulls (-27) Pigeons (-42) 
WCS46SA  Speaker enclosure with 4 speakers $229.95
WCS0094  15-Watt Solar Panel & Mounting Kit $275.00

Safely and effectively repels birds 24/7.
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ovocontrol® P “Birth 
control” for Pigeons
OvoControl is a ready-to-use bait 
that interferes with the reproduction 
of treated pigeons, causing the 
population to decline . This effective 
and humane technology is especially 
useful for managing flocks in larger 
areas without having to resort to 
poisons and their associated risks .
oVo-P   30 lb . Bag     $199.95

ovocontrol® tripod Feeder Kit
OvoControl® P Automatic Feeder kit includes:
• Automatic bird feeder with 360¬∞ broadcast footprint
• Up to 25 ft. throw radius; feeds up to 150 birds
• Holds more than 100 pounds of bait
• Programmable, digital timer and controller
• Lightweight - easy to assemble
• Operates on a 6-volt battery
• Solar charger and rechargeable battery
INMFH-30Kit  $210.00

	  

Bird Gard PRo PLUS 
nWS0035  $339.95
Extend your coverage up to 3 acres 
with the PRO PLUS. Two speakers 
create diverse sound coverage 
patterns. Solid-state electronics are 

contained inside a NEMA-rated control box, making this system suitable for 
most any weather condition. 

System includes generating unit with two built-in amplifiers, power adapter 
with 50’ of cable, two external speakers (each with 100’ of cable) and a 10’ 
battery cable with clips.

Popular chip Sets 
Woodpecker (-12A) Sparrow (-62)  vineyard (-39) 
Super Starling (-40) Crop Guard (-10)  orchard (-41)  
 

Birds, especially migratory birds, provide 
enjoyment and recreation for many and 
greatly enhance the quality of our lives. 
These colorful components of natural 
ecosystems are often studied, viewed, 
photographed, hunted, and otherwise 
enjoyed.

Unfortunately, bird activities can conflict 
with human interests. Birds may depredate 
agricultural crops, create health hazards, 
and compete for limited resources with 
other more favorable wildlife species. The 
management of bird populations or the 
manipulation of bird habitats to minimize 
such conflicts is an important aspect of 
wildlife management. Problems associated 
with large concentrations of birds can often 
be reduced through techniques of dispersal 
or relocation of such concentrations.

WCS carries a variety of products 
that address two general approaches 
to dispersing bird concentrations (1) 
environmental or habitat modifications 
that either exclude or repel birds or make 
an area less attractive, and (2) the use of 
frightening devices.

Some info from: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
DigitalCommons@unl.edu
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EXcLUSion (or physical deterrents)

BirdSlide™

When total exclusion for ledges, eaves, angle irons, I-Beams 
and most “L” shaped ledges is the goal . As many bird control 
experts know, there are ledges where heavy pressure (nesting 
birds) demands an exclusion system, and netting may be visually 
unacceptable . BirdSlide completely protects the ledge against all 
bird species; they simply can’t get a grip and “slide” right off the 
ledge . BirdSlide comes in Beige and Grey, but can be painted to 
match any color to blend into the structure .
For ledges 6”, the flat base simply glues or can be screwed to a 
clean surface . For narrow ledges, the “fin” can be trimmed down; 
for wider ledges an extension can be added .

SL-B00 BirdSlide Beige (52’ case)  $249
SL-G00 BirdSlide Grey (52’ case) $249
SL-B10 BirdSlide Small End Cap Beige L&R (5 Sets) $38.00
SL-G10 BirdSlide Small End Cap Grey L&R (5 Sets) $38.00
SL-B15 BirdSlide Large End Cap Beige L&R (5 Sets) $78.00
SL-G15 BirdSlide Large End Cap Grey L&R (5 Sets) $78.00
SL-B20 BirdSlide Extension 6” Beige (52’) $138.00
SL-G20 BirdSlide Extension6” Grey (52’) $138.00
SL-B25 BirdSlide Seam Connectors Beige (12) $32.25
SL-G25 BirdSlide Seam Connectors Grey (12) $32.25
SL-SC00MC   BirdSlide Mounting Clips (100) $28.50

Bird Barrier Bird-Shock Flex track
Perfect for high pressure areas and 
on all species of pest birds . This low-
profile ledge deterrent system provides 
intermittent electric bursts, giving birds 
a non-lethal but effective conditioning to 
stay away . 

Flex track is:
Flexible and Adaptable 
A low-profile electrified track that conforms 
to any architectural configuration .  Flex-Track 
curves up and down, and side to side; and 
the stainless steel strapping gladly follows 
the PVC base without wrinkling .
Virtually Invisible Flex Track is only ¼ of an 
inch high and is available in a wide variety of 
colors to match the structure . Hard to notice 
close-up and virtually invisible from the 
distance . Cannot be seen looking up from 
below .
Long-Lasting Made from UV stabilized PVC 
and Stainless Steel, Flex Track will be in 
service far longer than its five-year warranty .
Humane The intermittent shock is painful, 
but does not hurt the birds . (It simply 
teaches them to stay away, long-term .)

Warning  Do not install in areas easily accessible to pedestrians .  

We’re with you every step of the way. WCS stocks a wide variety 
of quality exclusion products and we’re ready to help you custom 
design the best bird control system for your needs. We can even 
assist in preparing a quote for your client. Just call 1-877-684-7262.

Big clients, big buildings, big job?

A  Trim Area
B  Slide
C  Bottom
D  Backside Flex-Track 50ft roll 

BS-FB50  Black $179
BS-FBG50 Beige $179
BS-FG50  Gray $179
BS-FR50  Brick Red $179

12v. Solar Charger 
BS-CS30  
Up to 500 ft of 
track $175
BS-CS20  

Up to 1,000 ft of track $250

2 d-cell Battery 
Charger
BS-CS15  
Up to 200 ft of 
track $65

120v. Charger 
BS-CP30  
Up to 500 ft of 
track $55
BS-CP20  

Up to 2,500 ft of track $95

lead-out Wire 50’

BS-LW10 Black $45.15
BS-LW30 Beige $45.15
BS-LW15 Gray $45.15
 
BS-Q01 Quick-Tap Jumpers 
(30 pack) $50.00
BS-Q15 100 Straight 
Connectors (50 male/50 
female) $38.00
BS-Q20 100 Corner 
Connectors (50 male/50 
female) $38.00
BS-tD10 Digital Tester $63
BS-WL10 Warning Labels – 
1 pack (10) $7.75
to-Q15 Deluxe Wire 
Stripping Tool $27.00
to-Q20 Connector Crimp 
Tool $48.00
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Bird-Flite 
Bird-Flite is installed on thousands of U .S . buildings with an incredible 
success rate, even under heavy bird pressure . Its thin, stainless steel 
rods and U .V .-resistant polycarbonate base are extremely durable 
and it is also the least conspicuous spike product on the market . 
Unlike similar products, Bird-Flite’s spikes are blunted, preventing 
injury to birds or unsuspecting workmen . Bird-Flite’s wires are spaced 
1 .5 inches on center-far enough apart to repel pigeons, yet avoid 
entrapping debris . The base can be glued or screwed in place . 
Available in one foot lengths, each section can be broken into smaller 
sections to accommodate any architectural configuration .

BP-F100-10 Narrow, 10’ 
Case Pack $29.50
BP-F100-20 Narrow, 20’ 
Case Pack $59
BP-F100-100 Narrow, 
100’ Case Pack $295

BP-F200-10 Wide, 10’ 
Case Pack $32.50
BP-F200-20 Wide, 20’ 
Case Pack $65
BP-F200-100 Wide, 100’ 
Case Pack $325

BP-F300-10 X-Wide, 10’ 
Case Pack $39.50
BP-F300-20 X-Wide, 20’ 
Case Pack $79
BP-F300-50 X-Wide, 50’ 
Case Pack $197.50

Daddi Long Legs® 
The Daddi Long Legs is in a class by itself . This unique design 
deters gulls, pigeons, and other large birds from landing in open 
spaces such as flat roofs or air conditioning units, as well as on 
street lights and other hard-to-protect areas . The thin, stainless 
steel rods rotate in the breeze and wave menacingly, interfering 
with birds as they attempt to land .

DD-4000 Daddi Long Legs 4’  $36.00
DD-6000 Daddi Long Legs 6’  $40.00
DD-8000 Daddi Long Legs 8’  $45.00
DD-B100 Daddi Long Legs PVC Glue Base (ea .)  $5.00
DD-B105 Boat Base for Daddi Long Legs (ea .)  $6.00 

Narrow – 2 ½”, Wide - 4 ½”, X-Wide 8”

nixalite 
For troublesome roosting birds and climbing animals . With 120 
points per foot on its 4” x 4” spikes for maximum coverage (vs . 
others with 32 points), Nixalite is the high end in bird control . Flexibly 
bends around corners and edges and attaches with friction clasps for 
easy removal . Durable, corrosion proof, pesticide-free all stainless 
steel construction .

NiX-S-10 (5) 2 ft sections $60
NiX-S-100 (25) 4 ft sections $500  Call for larger quantity quotes . 
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Bird-B-Gone Polycarbonate Bird Spikes 
They come in two-foot sections, 50 feet per box, and are made from 
a UV protected polycarbonate plastic . The spike strips are available in 
three different widths; 3”, 5” & 7”, to accommodate the area of the 
surface being treated . The base of the spike is 1 .5” wide, and can be 
glued, nailed, or tied down to most surfaces . Offered in a variety of 
colors including crystal clear, brick red, light grey, brown, black, white 
and tan, and carry an industry leading 5-year guarantee .

BBG2000-7 Bird-B-Gone Polycarbonate Bird Spike 7” $122.50  
BBG2000-5 Bird-B-Gone Polycarbonate Bird Spike 5” $122.50
BBG2000-3 Bird-B-Gone Polycarbonate Bird Spike 3” $122.50

Indicate color choice crystal clear, brick red, light grey, brown, black, 
white and tan .

Adhesive for Bird-B-Gone Spikes 
ADBoND-CLR   Clear  $9.50 
ADBoND-WHt   White  $9.50
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PYRotEcHnicS, LiGHt &  
noiSE MaKERS

Harass congregating birds with these 
powerful tools. Pyrotechnics are especially 
effective on geese, starlings and sparrows.  

LaUncHERS 
The most affordable solution for deterring 
geese, ducks, pigeons or vultures.

Single Shot 
Launcher 
Launches a 
15mm banger 
or screamer 
cartridge . 

Rugged, dependable and low in price . 

NWS15MMSSL  $36.

Double Shot 
Launcher  
Automatically 
re-cocks after 
the first banger 
or screamer 
15mm cartridge 

is fired, allowing you to fire a second 
cartridge quickly.
NWS15MMDSL  $45.00

15mm Bird  
Bangers with 
Blanks (EXEMPt) *
Launched from a 
single or double shot 
launcher with the aid of a 6mm blank, the 
15mm Bird Banger travels 75-150’ before 
exploding with a loud bang. An excellent, 
humane tool to scare birds and wildlife from 
crops, landfills, fish farms and feed lots. The 
exempt Bird Bangers do not require an ATF 
Explosives license.
NWS15MM-BB  $52.50  
(100 Rounds w/ Blanks)

15mm Bird 
Bangers EXP**
Similar to the Exempt 
Bird Bangers, but with 
a louder bang that 

also effectively startles unwanted birds and 
animals. Includes blanks. The Bird Bangers 
EXP are only sold to government entities, 
airports, landfills and those possessing a 
Bureau of ATF Explosives License.
NWS15MM-BB-eXP   $52.50
(100 Rounds w/ Blanks) 

15mm Screamer Siren with Blanks *
Launched from a 
single or double shot 
launcher with the 
aid of a 6mm blank, 
the 15mm Screamer 
Siren travels 250-300’ 
making a siren-like sound as it flies.
NWS15MMBS  $47.25 
(100 Rounds w/ Blanks)

6mm Blanks *
Required for 
Screamer Siren 
Blanks. 
NWS6MM  $8.00  
(100 Rounds) 

Bore Scrubber Launcher  
cleaning Formula
NWSBSCRUB  6 oz . Aerosol $11.75

cannonS
Inexpensive to operate, low maintenance 
and undeniably loud. A propane cannon is 
best suited to agricultural and other wide 
open spaces where flocking birds congregate. 
The loud report scares them away.

M3 Single Bang Propane cannon
Produces single bangs using flint ignition. 
Each flint provides up to 1,000 ignitions.
WCSRJM3  $319.75

M4 Single Bang Propane cannon
Produces single bangs that can be 
regulated from one bang every thirty 
seconds to one bang every twenty 
minutes. The piezo ignition system 
operates without batteries or electricity 
and produces up to 200,000 ignitions.
WCSRJM4  $364.75

Roto Mat Revolving Platform
Enables the Scare-Away Propane Cannon 
to change direction each time it fires, 
extending the effectiveness of the cannon 
in all directions. Shown above with M4 
canon mounted.
WCSRJRM  $299.50

M8 Single Bang Propane cannon
Produces six bangs within 90 seconds. 
Three bangs are fired in the first 30 
seconds and three additional bangs are 
fired at irregular intervals. Frequency of 
six-shot series may be adjusted from one 
series every 45 seconds to one every 20 
minutes.
WCSRJM8  $424.75

clock timer
Battery-operated, this 
timer activates and 
deactivates the Scare-
Away LP Gas Cannon 
automatically, with no 
winding necessary. 
Operates for an entire 
season on just one AA 
battery.
WCSPo125  $126.00

Bird Phazer 
Laser 200  
This is an 
effective tool to 
disperse starlings, 
sparrows, 
pigeons, Canada 
Geese, wild 
turkeys and other 
bird species at 
dusk and night 

without the use of shotguns or pyrotechnics.
BPL200 $184.95 
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* NOTE: Purchase of exempt Bird Bangers, Screamer Sirens & 6mm blanks purchase require a completed Wildlife 
Control Statement. The blank ATF form can be obtained from us.

** NOTE: Bird Bangers EXP require a Bureau of ATF Explosives License. This must be obtained directly from the ATF.  
This requirement is waived for government agencies, airports and landfills.

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL: All pyrotechnic products are considered hazardous material and as such are applied a 
separate HAZMAT fee by the shipper that is passed along in the shipping charges. This items can only shipped via 
ground services only. No expedited shipping methods are allowed.

thunder “Banger”  
Boom Stick
The Thunder "Banger" Boom Stick 
is proven safe, portable, and a cost 
effective option for wildlife control . 
Providing a loud shotgun sound, it 
efficiently moves nuisance birds from 
exterior areas .  Extensively tested 
and extremely cost effective when 
compared to alternative methods of 
bird control .  Great for dispersing large 
flocks of Grackles, Starlings, Crows, 
and Geese!  The unit is charged with 
a standard MAP-Pro gas canister (Not 
Included) which is readily available and 
low cost . (26” long x 4” diameter)    
te-t100  $324.95



Bird controL 

attack Spider
Chase away damage-
causing wood-
peckers and other 
nuisance birds . 
Activated by sound, 
this battery-operated 
spider quickly drops 
down on an 18-inch string while making a 
loud noise . Then it climbs back up the string 
to await another stimulus . Use enough units 
to protect your home; we recommend 1 unit 
every 10 feet in problem areas . Requires 2 
AA” batteries (not included) . 

WCSAS-S  $13.95

Edge Decoys by Expedite
Rid properties of unwanted birds with a 
safe, humane and cost-effective solution . 
these Decoys project a life-like 3D photo 
on weather-resistant material for ultimate 
durability and effectiveness . Easy to set up 
and take down, they can be moved as need 
to different areas .  

WCSCoY2S $29.99

Dead Goose Decoy Kit
Nobody likes a dead goose, especially live 
geese . Formed in a lifelike “agony” position, 
this Goose Guard convinces live geese there 
are predators in the vicinity - hence the 
fresh “kill” . Can be used on land and water 
(water applications must be anchored so they 
won’t float away) . A minimum of two decoys 
must be used for flocking geese to believe 
predators will return to inflict more damage . 
Includes two decoys in “killed” position, plus 
chord and anchors for water applications .

NWSDG01K  $109.95

Jackite Eagle
Looks just like the real thing! This 
handcrafted kite will soar and swoop 
menacingly in variable or gusty winds to 
frighten prey away . To install, attach to a 
flexible pole using heavy gauge fishing 
line or stainless steel lead wire and crimps . 
Made of Tyvek with high quality inks to resist 
fading . Ideal for open areas or to augment 
other systems . 

NWSKite51 Unassembled $58.95
NWSKite52 Assembled $68.95

Gator Guard
This 25-inch life-
sized alligator is 
enough to make 
any goose, duck 
or fish-eating bird 
keep away from the areas they love . Floats 
in water to avoid spoiling the look of a 
property . Made of durable weatherproofed 
urethane foam with UV coating . Includes 
anchor hook on bottom .  

WCSGG01  $67.00

Spray away by Havahart
After detecting animals or birds 
with infra-red sensors, Spray 
Away releases 3 seconds of 
water from an attached garden 
hose to chase wild animals 
away . Adjustable sensitivity 
detector and random spray 
pattern prevents animals from 
growing accustomed to the 
sprayer . A 180-degree front 
sweep with infrared motion 
detection combines with a 
water spray up to 35 feet to 
protect up 1000 square feet . 
Uses 9-volt battery power for 

thousands of activations .

WCS5266  $58.00

Master Series Lone Howler  
Flambeau Outdoors Master Series 
Lone Howler coyote decoy . Wire-
framed faux fur tail is bendable, 
posable & moves in the wind . 
Bungee leg system for sitting, 
standing or laying positions . The 
lone howler is designed to draw 
the attention of rival coyotes, it 

incites a coyotes territorial and dominance instincts . Also great as a 
deterrent to species that coyote prey on like geese . Move it daily to 
give the birds an uneasy feeling of a moving predator .  
5985MS-StANDARD  $75.95
5986MS-FLoCKeD  Fur Fabric Covering  $99.95

Yote' Decoy  
This is a life-
sized, lightweight 
coyote decoy that 
works great for 
scaring nuisance 
birds such as 
geese . Can also 
be used with any of our predator calls . Gives 
the coyote a sense of “ease” seeing another 
coyote when coming in to a call . Single stake 
allows for easy and quick set up . Decoy will 
rotate on stake with the wind and free moving 
furry tail adds lifelike realism .  
WCSYD  $43.95

Spray-away Elite  
The Spray Away Elite by Havahart is a motion 
detector sprinkler animal repellent system that is 
water-based and works by detecting an animal’s 
heat and movement with infrared sensors . Once 
detected, the system releases a sudden burst of 
water to scare the animal away . An adjustable 

sensitivity detector and random spray pattern prevents animals 
from growing accustomed to the sprinkler . Instead of a hose, it 
utilizes a water basin that holds 3 .5 gallons of water and lasts for 
approximately 35 activations . The basin can be buried for discreet 
nuisance animal protection .  
WCS5268  $179.99

viSUaL ScaRinG tacticS

Flock Reflector
The Flock Reflector 
uses sunlight and wind 
to create flashing lights 
during daylight hours in 
an effective deterrent 
for seagulls and other 
migratory birds, as well 

as woodpeckers . Made from aluminum 
and plastic, its weatherproof construction 
will provide years of service . The Flock 
Reflector can be screwed or glued into 
place . Great for buildings, boats, and 
agricultural applications . 
FF-St-019  $68.95 
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viSUaL ScaRinG tacticS

Exploit Nature’s instinct. Use in isolation or 
combination with exclusion and repellents.    

Star-Burst Holographic tape 
Frighten them with flashing eyes. 
“Starburst” Scare Tape is an extremely 
reflective material in sunlight and has 

a hologram effect that resembles eyes. 
Hung in short segments, it’s especially 

effective on woodpeckers.

WCSStARBRSt 2”x290’L $14.95

Bird Scare Flash tape
Protect territory from marauding birds. When strung  
around an area, this tape flashes brilliantly, scaring  
fliers away. Effective, environmentally friendly and  
safe for animals. 

NWSoC2-1 290’ 12mm Red/Silver $6.95

Bird Flasher 
  Dangling on the outside corner of a 
  building, this wind-blown flasher is an 
  effective stop sign for intrusive 
  woodpeckers and swallows. For best 
 results, install within 20 feet of the damage and cover 
 holes or knock down nests as soon as it is up. Note: Avoid 
 attaching to metal chimney caps as sound from spinning 
 flasher may carry through structure.

WCSWBR $9 .50

Scare Eyes
Scare Eye Balloons are used for woodpeckers 
and other small birds like sparrows, etc. The 
bright colors, large eyes and hanging reflective 
streamers on this 12” diameter balloon are 
threatening to birds - they think they’re being 
watched by a predator.

NWSSeB–Y (yellow) $9.50
NWSSeB–B (black) $9.50

terror-Eyes 
Drive bird gangs away! This terror-eyed vinyl 
inflatable predator can be used for parking lots, 
building roofs, airports, marinas, highway & bridge 
underpasses, granaries, orchards, vineyards, 
feed lots, farm fields, gardens and homes.

NWSBXv001  $32.75

octopus Bird Scarer 
Give double the warning to birds with scare 
eyes and flashing mylar streamers. 

NWSoC1  $10.50

Guardian  
Holographic owl
Guardian Holographic Owl has been University 
tested with positive results for bird control. The 
bright flash of the unique holographic feather 
pattern, large eyes and movement deters the most 
persistent birds from destroying personal property.  
Simply hang the guardian owl in the problem areas.  
Made of durable plastic to withstand outdoor 
elements.  Each Guardian Owl measures 16” tall 

and 8” wide.  Great for repelling birds from: orchards, crops, boats, 
docks, barns and homes.
GoWL-1 $9.95
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WEB oUt – insecticide & Web Preventer
Web Out, an EPA 25(b) exempt product, kills 
spiders and prevents spider webs on any surface 
that may support spider web development .
NWSNWo-32   32 oz . Spray Bottle  $12.95  
NWSNWoC-32  Case of 12   $129.95   
NWSNWo-Gal   Gallon   $36.95   
NWSNWoC-Gal  Case of 4   $139.95

terro-Pco Liquid ant Bait
Terro-PCO controls and kills all common household 
ants and their colonies, including Argentine, Ghost, 
Cornfield, Pavement, Acrobat, White-footed, Little 
Black, Odorous House, Crazy, Big-headed, and 
other sweet-eating ants . It can be used indoors and 
outdoors, and has no unpleasant odor . Terro-PCO 
can be diluted with water to increase volume for large infestations .
WCStPCo1-S   16 oz . Spray Bottle $9.95  
WCStPCo1-C  Case of 12 $78.95
WCStPCo2-S  Gallon $49.95  
WCStPCo2-C  Case of 4 $177.95

Gotcha Sprayer Pro  
Spray-n-Dust System
The Gotcha Sprayer Pro Spray-N-Dust System 
is a convenient kit that contains all the tools 
you need for dealing with hard-to-reach nests . 
The Gotcha Sprayer Pro adaptor enables 
you to attach and trigger virtually any type of 
aerosol can from the end of an extension pole . 
The Powder Duster is the perfect way to apply 

insecticide dust . It can be used by itself or mounted in the Gotcha 
Sprayer Pro . The System also includes a Scraper for the removal 
of difficult to reach nests . This system can be screwed onto any 
extension pole, but for added convenience it includes a Smart-Lok 
adapter for use with a quick-release Smart-Lok pole .
4MP17C   $85.95

niban Granular ant Bait
Niban Granular Bait is the best professional grade, 
all-around bait for targeting the two most prominent 
invading pests you deal with: cockroaches and ants . 
Niban’s new formula includes a tougher, weatherized 
granule that will last longer than any other on the 
market, providing you with a more effective kill 
between quarterly visits . This is the industry’s only 
granular bait with the power of borates and our patented formula . 
It was formulated with a concern for the environment, it’s easy to 
use and it has produced amazing results since it was created . Niban 
targets a wide spectrum of pests and can be used both indoors 
and out . That means you can spec one product more often, serving 
a greater variety of customers while enhancing the profitability of 
your business .
WCSNiB-S  $22.95  
WCSNiB-C Case of 6  $109.95

insect controL

aleco airStream Perforated insect Barriers
Aleco AirStream Perforated Insect Barriers allow air to flow in 
while keeping unwanted pests out.  A completely unique and 
innovative product – it's unlike anything currently available.  It's 
great for commercial, restaurant, and manufacturing applications 
and helps keep facilities cooler longer while improving a building’s 
appearance.  All Aleco strip doors arrive ready for installation, 
including the MaxBullet strip door mounting system and vinyl PVC 
strips of your choice.  Available in amber or clear, it's tough enough 
for handcarts, pallet jacks, and forklifts.

WCS443565 Clear  $137.95 Amber  $149.95   
Airstream Perforated PVC Strip Door Kit – 4’X 7’

WCS443571 Clear $242.95 Amber  $262.95   
Airstream Perforated PVC Strip Door Kit – 6’X 8’  

WCS443577 Clear $549.95 Amber  $93.95   
Airstream Perforated PVC Strip Door Kit – 8’X 10’ 
To view our entire inventory, visit us at www .ShopWCS .com .

Sterifab (DiSiNFeCtANt & iNSeCtiCiDe)
One of the most hardworking disinfectant and 
insecticides on the market . Perfect for cleaning up bird 
droppings, bat guano and raccoon feces . Or use it to 
wipe out lice, bed bugs, ticks, dust mites, bacteria, 
fungus, mold, mildew and viruses . And did we mention 
it deodorizes too? Dries in 15 minutes and leaves no 
residue . No dilution required . (EPA REG 397-13) – 
registered all states . Ships ground only .

SFD-GAL  RTU – Gallon $39.95
SFD-GAL-C  RTU – Gallon Case (Case of 4) $137.50

Mosquito Sentry® Repellent System
When you turn on the Mosquito Sentry® repellent 
system, a vaporized repellent fog is dispersed 
into the air for an instant veil of protection . This 
repellent system now features up to 2000 sq . ft . of 
coverage and provides you with up to 20 hours of 
mosquito-free time in your yard or on your patio 
with just 1 fill-up . This convenient unit is designed 
for use with Mosquito Sentry® repellent, a blend 

of all-natural plant oils that is safe for use around people, pets and 
food that eliminates the need for smelly candles, messy traps, Deet 
or harmful sprays . The remote control, low-level warning light and 
automatic shutoff provide convenience while the 100% natural 
repellent provides a veil of protection from mosquitoes and biting 
insects .
GS388D $279.95

Mosquito Sentry® Repellent
The Mosquito Sentry® 1-Gallon Natural Ready-to-Use 
Repellent is a blend of 100% green, natural plant oils, 
so you can safely enjoy your deck or patio without 
mosquitoes . Simply pour this repellent into the 
Mosquito Sentry® Repellent System (not included) to 
quickly repel pests . The repellent’s all-natural formula is 
designed for safe use around people, pets and food .
MoSQReP2  $18.95
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deer products

Our new line of fencing products by Tenax will 
provide you with all the security you need to 
protect your gardens, shrubs, and lawn from a 
multitude of ground-based roaming and foraging 
animals.

These quality deer fences are made of long lasting, rounded tensile 
polypropylene and supported by posts constructed of .055 hot zinc-dipped 
galvanized steel. For an even stronger barrier, choose a steel Hex web 
fence of PVC-coated galvanized steel.

Many sizes and strengths are available in order to provide just the right 
level of protection for your specific need. A variety of available gates will 
allow access for you and your equipment.  Aside from their strength, they 
come in UV stabilized black, making them practically invisible!

These fences also make excellent pet enclosures.  You'll rest easier 
knowing that your family pet cannot escape your property and is safe 
from external predators.

Choose from:
Standard – For general protection from deer and other large mammals
Extra/Maximum Strength – For large acreages (orchards, vineyards, 
farms, etc…) where deer populations and winter weather are at their 
worst
Steel Hex – For severe deer problems and those requiring a “chew 
proof” fence

Whether protecting an orchard, farm, or just your back yard, this is the 
fence for you!

Choose from our large selection of fencing, gates, and posts, as well as 
all the tools you’ll need to install and maintain your new fence!

tenax Products

Tenax Deer Fencing

Product Code Type & Size Price

1A120244 Standard Strength C-Flex 6’ x 330’ $272.95
1A120246 Standard Strength C-Flex 7.5’ x 330’ $299.95
1A120389 Extra Strength C-Flex P 5’ x 200’ $164.95
1A120390 Extra Strength C-Flex P 7.5’ x 330’ $384.95
1A120197 Max Strength C-Flex Hd 5’ x 100’ $140.00
1A120109 Max Strength C-Flex Hd 8’ x 100’ $246.00
2A120085 Steel Hex Web Black Coated 5’ x 150’ $245.95
2A120087 Steel Hex Web Black Coated 7.5’ x 100’ $266.95
2A120393 Post 1 5/8” Vinyl Coat W/Sleeve  
 & Cap for 7.5” Fence $195.95
2A120187 End 2 ½” System 1 5/8” Brace for  
 7.5’/8’ Fence $139.95

All Driveway Gates are designed with 2 ½” support posts, 1 5/8” 
brace posts, and a 1 3/8” inner frame pipe.  Access Gates come 
with a 1 5/8” support frame and a 1 3/8” pipe inner swinging gate.
Product Code Type & Size Price

2A120194 Access Gate 6’H x 3’W including  
 Mounting Frame $173.95
2A120191 Access Gate 7’H x 3’W including  
 Mounting Frame $177.95
2A120192 Access Gate 7’H x 4’W including  
 Mounting Frame $185.95
2A120200 driveway Gate 7’H x 8’W $264.98
2A120098 driveway Gate 7’H x 10’W $276.95
2A120199 driveway Gate 7’H x 12’W $287.95

Accessories and Tools – See the full line of accessories and tools 
and everything you’ll need to install your new fence on our website.
Product Code Type & Size Price

2A120122 dome Cap – decorative for 1 5/8”  
 Post - Black $2.95
2A120104 Monofilament Black 12 ga  700 lb - 500’ $45.00
2A120251 Ground Stakes – 12“ Kinked – 30 Pack $21.95
2A120319 Tie – Stainless Steel Black Coated  
 14” – 100 Pack $34.95
2A120090 Tie – Self locking 120 lb. UV Hvy  
 duty 14” – 100 Pack $15.95
2A120376 Cutter Puller Tool for Stainless  
 Steel Ties $69.95
2A120374 Cutter Puller Tool for Self locking Ties $19.95
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Deer Shield® Pro & Super Pro
Deer Shield® products use high quality proprietary digital recordings of aggressive, 
hostile and territorial deer that trigger a fear and flee response in deer .  Available in two 
models Deer Shield Pro and Deer Shield Super Pro .

deer Shield Pro 
incorporates a built-
in motion sensor so 
sounds are triggered 
only when a deer 
enters the protected 
area . The motion 
sensor covers 50 feet x 50 feet (2500 
square feet) in fan pattern .

0070-1A  $250.00 

deer Shield 
Super Pro 
includes 
one PA 
extension 
speaker with 100 feet 
of cable . From one to 
four speakers can be 
connected to the control unit protecting up 
to 6 acres . This unit does not have a motion 
sensor . Sounds are broadcast at random 
time intervals and in a random order .

0073-1A-1PA   $545.00

The University of Nebraska-Lincoln contributed to the development of the Deer Shield.

Electronic Deer Repellent
Give deer a firm “keep away” message. The 
repellent’s posts attract deer with a lure 
scent, then repel them with 400 volt shock. 
Includes 3 posts, covering approx. 1000 
square feet of total area. Two AA batteries 
(not included) will give life of one year. 
NWSEdR01 $60.00

Deterrents

Spray-away Elite  
The Spray Away Elite by Havahart is a motion detector sprinkler 
animal repellent system that is water-based and works by detect-
ing an animal’s heat and movement with infrared sensors.  Once 
detected, the system releases a sudden burst of water to scare the 
animal away. Instead of a hose, it utilizes a water basin that holds 
3.5 gallons of water and lasts for approximately 35 activations.  
The basin can be buried for discreet nuisance animal protection.  
WCS5268  $179.99

Shake-away®

Shake-Away® 100% organic animal repellent safely & effectively repel 
animals like deer, rabbits, cats and more from damaging your plants, 
shrubs, and garden. Shake-Away®'s patented formula uses predator 
scent, in the form of non-toxic urine granules, to create the illusion that 
predator animals are present. When an animal detects predator scent 
its natural survival instinct compels it to leave and avoid that area.
80045-28.5oz  Critter Repellent Granules 28.5 oz.  $16.95
80035-5lb   Critter Repellent Granules 5 lbs.  $29.95
80035-28.5oz   deer Repellent Granules 28.5 oz.  $16.95
80035-5lb   deer Repellent Granules 5 lbs.  $29.95 

Spray away by Havahart
After detecting animals or birds with infra-red sensors, Spray Away releases 3 
seconds of water from an attached garden hose to chase wild animals away. 
Adjustable sensitivity detector and random spray pattern prevents animals from 
growing accustomed to the sprayer. A 180-degree front sweep with infrared 
motion detection combines with a water spray up to 35 feet to protect up 1000 
square feet. Uses 9-volt battery power for thousands of activations.
WCS5266  $58.00
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Bobbex Deer Repellent 
Create forage-phobia with this nontoxic foliar 
spray. Its natural ingredients and wintergreen 
scent create an odor and taste that is offensive to 
deer, but pleasant to the applicator. Long-lasting 
and non-burning, it leaves a slight visible residue 
that lasts up to 2 months and won’t wash off in 
rain. Nutrient-rich for plant vitality.    
(concentrate)
B550100  Quart   $32.95
B550105  ½ gallon   $52.95
B550160  2.5 gallons   $126.95
B550115  5 gallon pail  $208.95

(ready to use)
B550110-RTU Quart   $16.95
B550170-RTU  
48 oz. RTU Pump Spray  $26.95
B550200-RTU Gallon   $30.95
 



one stop shopping gets it done fast.
We’re here to help with the widest selection of nuisance wildlife 

and animal handling equipment and supplies anywhere!

YOUR TIME IS 
VALUABLE!

chimney products

ChimneySaver® products have been manufactured for over 25 years and have stood the test of time. You can have 
confidence when you choose ChimneySaver and know that you’re getting the longest lasting products on the market.  
Designed for professional use, these are great products for add-on services when doing wildlife removal or exclusion work 
around chimneys and other masonry.

Draft King - Single Flue
HY-C designed their single flue caps for outside mounting to the flue liner, ensuring unrestrictedventilation . 
The stainless steels cap’s durable 16 gauge base is slightly turned-in on the bottom to create a tight seal on 
the flue tile and comes with hex-head bolts for installation . Chimney’s without a flue time extending above 

 Outside   Item code  Item code
 Tile Size Item code  Stainless Steel   Galvanized
 (inches) Stainless Steel  Price (painted black) Price (painted black) Price

9” x 9” SS99U $47.00 SS99P $53.50 CBO99P $31.50

9” x 13” SS913U $54.00 SS913P $60.75 CBO913P $35.00

13” x 13” SS1313U $59.00 SS1313P $65.25 CBO1313P $38.00

13” x 18” SS1318U $74.00 SS1318P $80.00 CBO1318P $43.00

18” x 18” SS1818U $90.00 SS1818P $96.75 CBO1818P $55.00

9” x 18” SS918U $69.00 SS918P $75.75 CBO918P $40.00

12” x 16” SS1216U $77.00 SS1216P $83.00 CBO1216P $43.50

11” x 11” SS1111U $67.00 SS1111P $74.00 CBO1111P $40.00

15” x 15” SS1515U $90.00 SS1515P $96.75 CBO1515P $55.00

20” x 20” SS2020U $99.00 SS2020P $105.75 CBO2020P $63.00
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crownSeal
CrownSeal is a premixed, 
trowel grade, elastomeric 
coating that forms a flexible 
waterproof membrane to 
protect chimney crowns . 
300023 (2 gals) $99.95 
  

chimneySaver® Products

crowncoat
CrownCoat is a brush-able 
“quick drying” sealant to 
protect chimney crowns from 
the elements . Premixed and 
ready to apply .
300008 (2 Gals)  $106.95

chimneySaver
ChimneySaver was the first 
water repellent product 
developed specifically for 
chimneys and has been 
used by Pros for 20+ Years . 
Reduces water penetration 
by 99 .9%
300031 (3 Gals)  $114.95   

FlashSeal
FlashSeal is a versatile and 
easy to use flashing repair 
system that, when dry, 
forms a flexible waterproof 
membrane . Comes in three 
colors .
300049-Black (1 Gal)  $59.95
300050-Brown (1 Gal)  $59.95
300051-White (1 Gal)  $59.95



chimney products 

15 x 37 8 BT1537K-8 $122.00 BBT1537K-8 $87.25

10 BT1537K-10 $126.00 BBT1537K-10 $90.75

14 BT1537K-14 $138.00 BBT1537K-14 $99.50

17 x 29 8 BT1729K-8 $107.00 BBT1729K-8 $70.00

10 BT1729K-10 $111.50 BBT1729K-10 $72.75

14 BT1729K-14 $121.00 BBT1729K-14 $79.75

17 x 35 8 BT1735K-8 $121.00 BBT1735-K8 $87.25

10 BT1735K-10 $126.00 BBT1735K-10 $90.75

14 BT1735K-14 $138.00 BBT1735K-14 $99.50

17 x 41 8 BT1741K-8 $122.00 BBT1741K-8 $87.25

10 BT1741K-10 $126.00 BBT1741K-10 $90.75

14 BT1741K-14 $138.00 BBT1741K-14 $99.50

17 x 49 8 BT1749K-8 $156.00 BBT1749K-8 $106.75

10 BT1749K-10 $162.00 BBT1749K-10 $111.00

14 BT1749K-14 $177.00 BBT1749K-14 $121.00

17 x 53 8 BT1753K-8 $156.00 BBT1453K-8 $106.75

10 BT1753K-10 $162.00 BBT1453K-10 $111.00

14 BT1753K-14 $177.00 BBT1753K-14 $121.75

17 x 58 8 BT1758K-8 $171.00 BBT1758K-8 $117.00

10 BT1758K-10 $178.00 BBT1758K-10 $121.75

14 BT1758K-14 $195.00 BBT1758K-14 $133.50

17 x 64 8 BT1764K-8 $208.00 BBT1764K-8 $140.50

10 BT1764-10 $216.00 BBT1764K-10 $146.00

14 BT1764K-14 $237.00 BBT1764K-14 $162.25

Bigtop™ – Multi-Flue
Mulitple flue tiles in close proximity can make capping tricky .  Enter the BigTop™ .  Hy-C's multi-flue covers attache 
to the mortar crown and come complete with Tapmark masonry screws and silicone adhesive .

10 x 14 8 BT1014-8 $71.00 BBT1014-8 $42.75

10 BT1014-10 $74.00 BBT1014K-10 $44.75

14 BT1014-14 $81.00 BBT1014-14 $48.75

13 x 19 8 BT1319-8 $91.00 BBT1319-8 $60.50

10 BT1319K-10 $94.00 BBT1319-10 $62.75

14 BT1319K-14 $103.00 BBT1319-14 $68.75

14 x 14 8 BT1414-8 $72.00 BBT1414-8 $55.00

10 BT1414-10 $75.00 BBT1414-10 $57.25

14 BT1414-14 $82.00 BBT1414-14 $62.75

17 x 17 8 BT1717-8 $91.00 BBT1717-8 $60.50

10 BT1717-10 $94.00 BBT1717-10 $62.75

14 BT1717-14 $103.00 BBT1717-14 $58.75

14 x 21 8 BT1421K-8 $91.00 BBT1421K-8 $63.25

10 BT1421K-10 $95.00 BBT1421K-10 $65.75

14 BT1421K-14 $104.00 BBT1421K-14 $72.00

14 x 26 8 BT1426K-8 $101.00 BBT1426K-8 $70.00

10 BT1426K-10 $105.00 BBT1426K-10 $72.75

14 BT1426K-14 $115.00 BBT1426K-14 $79.75

14 x 30 8 BT1430K-8 $113.00 BBT1430K-8 $71.50

10 BT1430K-10 $117.00 BBT1430K-10 $74.25

14 BT1430K-14 $129.00 BBT1430K-14 $81.50

14 x 34 8 BT1434K-8 $119.00 BBT1434K-8 $82.50

10 BT1434K-10 $123.00 BBT1434K-10 $86.00

14 BT1434K-14 $135.00 BBT1434K-14 $94.25

 Base  Item code  Item code
 Size Height Stainless   Galvanized
 (inches) (inches) Steel  Price (painted black) Price

 Base  Item code  Item code
 Size Height Stainless   Galvanized
 (inches) (inches) Steel  Price (painted black) Price
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 customized chimney caps with WcS 

Odd sizes? Tricky flues? Give us a call at 1-877-684-7262 and we can help customize chimney 
caps to your precise specifications. Here are a few things to keep in mind when sizing up your 
job: 
 » Custom models can be created for top mount or outside mount applications. 
 » When determining proper cap size, make sure the cover height measures a minimum of 5” 

from the top of highest flue tile.
 » In situations where oil, coal, or wood pellets are used as primary source of heat, do not use 

aluminum or painted-black galvanized steel covers.

A & B – measurements of the crown of the chimney; C, D, measurements for each of the flues 
in the chimney (inside measures); E – measurements from outside of each flue to the long side 
of the crown: F measurements from the outside of each flue to the short side of the crown 
and measurements between each flue, if multiples.
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HY-c Dryer vent 
Create a no-go zone around 
your vents . Birds, squirrels 
and rodents cannot chew 
through this cover’s heavy-
duty construction . Stainless 
steel mesh won’t rust or corrode . Easy to 
install over most 3" or 4" dryer and bathroom 
exhaust vents . White powder coat finish . 7 x 7 
x 4½ (5/8" mesh) .

RVG-dVG-1 Single $20.75
RVG-dVG-6 6 pack $117.95

Universal Dryer vent 
Bird Guard 
We’re a big fan of 
these molded plastic 
guards, available in 
brown or white . They’re 
inexpensive, paintable 
and far superior to wire mesh models . A 
really nice business add-on for wildlife 
control professionals . 

NWSdV01B  Brown – single $3.95
NWSdV01B-12 Brown – dozen $42.00
NWSdV01W White – single $3.95
NWSdV01W-12 White – dozen $42.00

crown vent Guard 
Developed by plumbers, 
these all-season 
weatherproof guards 
prevent debris and critters 
from getting inside roof 
ventilation, main stack 
vents or unscreened vent 
pipes . Patented two-
piece twist lock makes 
installation a breeze . 
Available in white or black 
PVC, they are suitable for 1 ½” - 4” PVC 
roof vents .

WCSVG101-WHTE White $12.99
WCSVG101-BlK Black $12.99

Poly coated vent covers 
Add an extra 
margin of safety 
against critters 
getting into 
attic fans and 
roof vents . Easy 
to install, these 

black polyurethane, ½” x ½” vinyl-coated 
wire covers blend in and last long . Some 
assembly required . Color: Black

NWS14155-4  $129.95  
14” x 15” x 5” 4-pack
NWS262610-5  $239.95 
26” x 26” x 10” 5-pack

no-Pest™ vent (Low profile) 
Keeps pests out of exhaust 
vents, saves energy, and is 
practically maintenance-free. 
Its unique, dual door design 
prevents birds, mice, and 
other pests from entering the 
vent. The outer door creates 
a vortex effect, drawing addi-
tional external air to provide 
more door lift and flush lint 
away. This is the highest air 
flow, cleanest operating vent 
available. Comes in white or 
brown.
WCSNPVW-1  White $11.95
WCSNPVB-1  Brown $11.95

Energy Saving  
Dryer vent cover  
Keeps outside air out as well 
as birds, bugs, and rodents; 
as opposed to conventional 
dryer vents, where out-
side air enters your home 
through the exposed dryer 
vent, which means higher heating bills in 
winter and higher cooling bills in summer. It 
can be painted and easily mounted over a 4" 
vent pipe.
WCSHEC-1   Single $15.95
WCSHEC-6 6-pack  $89.95

Supurr-vent 
Louvered 
vent Hood
Opens with ease 
for maximum 
exhaust flow

• Curved louvers for quieter operation
• Durable weather resistant
• Available in Brown and White
HS4W-1 White Single   $3.95  
  dozen   $20.25
HS4B-1 Brown Single    $3.95
  dozen    $20.25

Retrofit Weep  
Hole covers
Weep holes on masonry 
may be necessary to vent 
moisture, but they open the 
door to pests like rodents, 
snakes, lizards and insects 
(mice need just ¼”) . Slam that 

door shut with these innovative covers that 
maintain the indoor air quality objectives 
accepted by US EPA . Allow weep holes to 
drain/vent and prevent mold growth inside 
wall cavities . Cut to height needed and 
apply with clear caulk . (5”h x ½” W x 1”d) 

WCSWHV25 25 pack  $25.95

Kritter 
caps
Kritter Caps 
are the 
perfect fit 
to install in 
Vinyl-Sided 
corner caps 

where rodents, bats, insects, and other pests 
like to travel .  They simply snap into place 
so no tools are necessary . They are self-
secured (dab of silicone caulk optional) and 
are completely hidden once installed .
SCI354  $37.50
  

Garage Door Rodent Guard       
This kit includes all you need to protect 
one of the most vulnerable spots of enter 
for rodents in to your home or office .  The 
kit includes (2) six inch pieces of metal, 
painted white, bent in a V-shape design 
to be secure to the bottom of the garage 
door weather seal . Kit also includes a 
cleaning pad for use prior to installation 
and 2 stripes of adhesive to secure the 
guards .  Installs in less than 10 minutes!
WCSRG1 $8.50
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ventGUaRD PLUS vent cover
Roof vents are the most common entry point 
for raccoons, squirrels and birds . Control 
the wildlife and protect your roof vents 
by covering them with VentGUARD PLUS . 
VentGUARD PLUS protects roof vents against 
wildlife, falling debris, hail, shingle mold, and 
damage from snow removal . Powder coated 
strong galvanized steel, engineered to resist 
denting, peeling, fading and extreme weather . 
Manufactured in gun smoke grey . Easily 
paintable to match roof color . 16 .5” x 22” x 
4 .8”H
WCSRd50  $39.99
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 Outside   Item code  Item code
 Tile Size Item code  Stainless Steel   Galvanized
 (inches) Stainless Steel  Price (painted black) Price (painted black) Price

HY-c Roof ventguard™
This product prevents raccoon, opossum, squirrel and other pesky animals from entering structures through roof 
vents . Most roof vents are made of a plastic material with simple window type screening or no screening at all . Ani-

mals can and do chew through these vents to enter the attic where they can destroy wiring, cause leaks and do severe damage . Made from 
heavy duty 18 Gauge expanded metal mesh in Stainless Steel or Galvanized .  Tapered units nest inside each other for easy transport and can 
be fastened with roofing nails, caulk or tar .

7 x 7 x 9H RVG77-1 $24.00 RVG77P-1 $29.00 RVG77G-1 $15.50

RVG77-3 $69.50 RVG77P-3 $84.50 RVG77G-3 $42.50

11 x 11 x 13H RVG1111-1 $35.50 RVG1111P-1 $41.00 RVG1111G-1 $23.50

RVG1111-3 $103.50 RVG1111P-3 $120.00 RVG1111G-3 $67.50

16 x 16 x 5H RVG1616-1 $43.50 RVG1616P-1 $49.00 RVG1616G-1 $21.50

RVG1616-3 $127.50 RVG1616P-3 $144.00 RVG1616G-3 $61.75

25 x 25 x 12H RVG2525-1 $65.00 RVG2525P-1 $70.50 RVG2525G-1 $26.50

RVG2525-3 $191.00 RVG2525P-3 $207.50 RVG2525G-3 $74.00

30 x 30 x 12H RVG3030-1 $97.00 RVG3030P-1 $102.50 RVG3030G-1 $42.00

RVG3030-3 $285.00 RVG3030P-3 $301.50 RVG3030G-3 $104.75 3 -Signifies 3-Pack

Soffit vent covers by HY-c 
These 4"x16" soffit vent guards will protect soffit vents against 
wildlife intrusion . Available in galvanized or stainless steel and in 
three powder coated finishes: black, gray or white . The vent covers 
prevent small animals such as birds, squirrels and other rodents 
from entering structures through soffit vents . Sold in packs of  
10 covers .

VG0416G-10B Black Galvanized (10-Pack) $97.25
VG0416G-10G Gray Galvanized (10-Pack) $97.25
VG0416G-10W White Galvanized (10-Pack) $97.25

VG0416S-10B Black Stainless Steel (10-Pack) $149.25
VG0416S-10G Gray Stainless Steel (10-Pack) $149.25
VG0416S-10W White Stainless Steel (10-Pack) $149.25

Foundation vent covers by HY-c
These 10" x 18" foundation vent guards will protect foundation 
vents against wildlife intrusion . Available in galvanized or stainless 
steel and in three powder coated finishes: black, gray or white . The 
vent covers prevent small animals such as birds, squirrels and other 
rodents from entering structures through foundation vents . Sold in 
packs of 10 covers

VG1018G-10B  Black Galvanized (10-Pack) $124.50
VG1018G-10G  Gray Galvanized (10-Pack) $124.50
VG1018G-10W  White Galvanized (10-Pack) $124.50

VG1018S-10B  Black Stainless Steel (10-Pack) $179.25
VG1018S-10G  Gray Stainless Steel (10-Pack) $179.25
VG1018S-10W  White Stainless Steel (10-Pack) $179.25
  

Hardware cloth
Used for exclusion or fabrication, this is 
galvanized after welded wire, available in ½” 
or ¼” mesh, utilizing hard drawn wire, that 
adds strength, rigidity and uniformity to the 
mesh . A heavy zinc coating provides maximum 
protection and extra durability . Hardware 
Cloth has an unlimited number of applications 
around the home, business or farm .

½” mesh rolls all 100’ in length:
WCSHC1224 (24” wide)  $64.95
WCSHC1236 (36” wide)  $94.95
WCSHC1248 (48” wide)  $121.95

¼” mesh rolls all 100’ in length:
WCSHC1424 (24” wide)  $59.95
WCSHC1436 (36” wide)  $88.95
WCSHC1448 (48” wide)  $116.95

 1/2” x 1/2” 1/4” x 1/4”
 16 Gauge Wire 23 Gauge Wire



  

FoaM PRoDUctS

todol Foams
For best results, we follow the manufacturer’s 
advice: shake the can well, keep its temp-
erature above 60ºF, leave it on the gun to 
prevent moisture from entering. Note: except 
for Pur Black NF, these polyurethane foam 
sealants require foam guns for application.  

Pur Black Gun Foam
Especially developed for outdoor 
use. Stops gases, water, sound 
and pests. Black color blends into 
surrounding environment and never 
looks dirty. Perfect for roofers, 
pond installers & nuisance control 
professionals. To be used with a foam 
gun (see selections below). Sandable 

and paintable. 12 dispensed gallons.
NWS0601 750 ml $16.95
NWS0601C (case of 12) $179.95

Pur Fill 1G Foam (Beige)
Todol’s versatile foam, in beige. 
Used on a Foam Gun, this is very 
economical, with unlimited start-
ups and closures. USDA approved. 
Excellent for sealing around windows 
and doors. 12 dispensed gallons.
NWS0606 750 ml  $15 .50
NWS0606C (case of 12) $175.00

iPF Professional Hot Spice 
Foam
A perfect weapon for the Pest 
Control Professional! This closed cell, 
expanding foam contains 600 ml of 
natural scented aroma (hot spice) 
to deter insects, birds, rodents and 
small animals. 9 dispensed gallons. 
Used on a Foam Gun.

NWS0604 600 ml $16.95
NWS0604C (case of 12) $179.95

Pur Black nF Foam
Keep this single-use, straw dispensed 
canister in your truck as a backup or 
use it for smaller-sized rodent and 
bat exclusion. Ozone-friendly, Todol’s 
Pur Black foam works on all kinds of 
outdoor jobs. 5 dispensed gallons.
NWS0605 400ml  $10 .95
NWS0605C (case of 12) $102.00

Pageris Plastic Syringe 
Fits over the nozzle so needle can screw right 
on. Great for hard-to-reach places. Sold in 
10-packs.
NWSPA01-10 10-pack   $4.50

Pageris needle tip
Fits on end of Pageris syringe to help deliver 
a fine stream of foam to effectively seal small 
cracks and crevices. Metal with green base. 
Sold in 10-packs.
NWS0705  $3.50 

Pageris Flexible tubing 2’
Extend the reach of your Pageris foam guns into 
inaccessible areas . Attach by stretching one end 
over gun nozzle . A little duct tape helps ensure 
tubing stays attached for the entire job .
NWSFt01 $2.00

Economy Foam Gun
This reusable, economical 
all-metal gun adjusts product 
flow to reduce waste, and 
is hermetically sealed to 
prevent hardening of product 
inside. Long barrel model is 
perfect for hard-to-reach places.
WCSFGe Standard Barrel 5” $32.95
WCSFGB Long Barrel 30” $85.00

cLEanERS

Pur clean 
To clean uncured foam, a convenient 
acetone solvent in spray form. Good 
for spot cleaning during and after a 
job.
NWS0704 4 .5 oz . $7.50
NWS0704C (case of 12) $78.00

Gun cleaner – Pur Fill 1G
Screw this acetone cleaner onto your 
Pageris gun to get the most out of each 
foam cartridge purchase, to remove 
uncured foam and extend the life of 
your gun in one easy step. Only use 
when the flow of foam stops or slows.

NWSGC01 500 ml can $11.95
NWSGC01C Case of 12 $135.00 

GUnS & accESSoRiES

Professional Foam 
Gun Kit 
Everything you’ll need 
for professional results 
every time. Includes 12” 
Pageris foam gun; three 
32 oz. cans of Pur-Black 
foam; 1 full-size screw-on 
foam cleaner; one 5 oz. 
can of Pur-Clean; three 
needle tips, three syringes and a flexible 
plastic tube. Comes in a handy green plastic 
molded carrying case. 
NWS603C $185.95

Pageris  
Foam Gun 
The industry’s 
standard and 
essential equipment 
for any NWCO. The 
Pageris gun gives 

complete control with no messy clean-ups and 
wasted foam. Built to last, with stainless steel 
barrel and Teflon-coated adaptor, it’ll pay for 
itself many times over. Can be loaded with 
black, white or beige foam. 
NWSeCo   12” nozzle  $75.00

Pageris  
Foam Gun - Long 
Extend your reach with 
the Long Pageris foam 
gun. The 24" barrel is 
just right for reaching 
the toughest of spots, 
like under soffit from near the top of a 40' 
ladder. 
NWS0707 26” nozzle $137.50

Plastic case (see kit for pic) 
Keeps your 12” Pageris Gun and accessories 
clean and protected between uses and 
always ready for the next job . Tough molded 
plastic construction .
NWSCASe01  Green Molded for 12” gun  $45.95

excLusion
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Solar Seal® #900
A premium adhesive/
sealant based on 
terpolymer technology 
which offers an 
alternative to silicone 
& urethane sealants . 

Protect your investments with high 
performance chemistry that provides 
exceptional weather resistance, 
adhesion, elongation and color 
stability . Great for exclusion work!  
Available in white, clear and black .
SS900C   clear   $5.50 
SS900W   white   $5.50
SS900B   black   $5.50
SS900C-12   (case of 12, clear)   $63.00
SS900W-12   (case of 12, white)   $63.00
SS900B-12   (case of 12, black)   $63.00

Dripless  
EtS 3000  
caulking 
Gun
Designed for the professional, these 
guns address weight, balance and 
stress while applying caulk and 
sealants. The grip has been designed 
to keep the wrist in a natural and 
balanced position, while the squeeze 
handle comfortably accommodates 
the fingers and allows them to guide 
smoothly over its surface.

etS3000  $17.50
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Dig Defence® Animal Control Commercial 
Grade (DDAC) - is an easy to install perma-
nent barrier which will cost-effectively fix 
problems that previously mandated back-

breaking hardware cloth buries or repeated 
trapping. DDAC is a simple, quick, trenchless, 
humane, drive-in below ground barrier that 
secures foundations, decks, sheds, electrical 
substations, zoos, barns and ranches against 

invasive wildlife and keeps pets from dig-
ging out of yards. DDAC, made in the USA 

out of high quality 4 gauge galvanized steel, 
each unit measures 15” H x 4’ long.  Once 

installed it protects properties from skunks, 
opossums, raccoons, porcupines, foxes, 

groundhogs and other animals. A great solu-
tion for all those open spaces accessed by 

not wanted wildlife visitors.

DDAC-CG -40 $189.95 (40’ kit)
Dig Defence® Commercial Grade

40’ kit includes (10) 4’ units

copper Mesh
A rust-free solution for 
thousands of exclusion 
projects. This round 
metal stocking stretches 
like a slinky and can be 
stuffed in holes and 
voids to keep out rats, 
birds, bats – you name it. Use it alone to 
allow for free airflow or use it with foam to 
make an impenetrable barrier to rodents.
WCSLM01 100’ $29.95 
WCSLM02 400’ $99.95

Xcluder™ Stainless Steel Fabric
The best mouse, rat and insect prevention 
tool professional’s use is now available for the 
consumer to prevent rodents and pests from 
finding their way into any structure! Xcluder™ 
is made from a blend of coarse stainless steel 
and poly fibers to form a highly resilient and 
impenetrable barrier against rodents and pests. 
100% non-toxic, environmentally safe, easy to 
install and guaranteed.  Xcluder™ won’t shrink, 
stain, pull out or corrode.
WCS162720-S   $10.50  
1" x 4’ Roll - SINGLE (Bag of 3 rolls)   
WCS162720-C $115.95  
1" x 4’ Roll - CASE (3 rolls per bag/ 
12 bags per case, 144’)   
WCS162707-S $24.50  
4" x 10’ Roll - SINGLE   
WCS162707-C $116.95  
4" x 10’ Roll  - CASE (5 rolls)   
WCS162715-S $21.95   
6 Pack Blocks 2” x 2” x 7 .5”  

Xcluder™ Wrap
Xcluder™ the best mouse, 
rat and insect prevention tool 
professionals use is now 
available as an adhesive 
backed wrap to prevent 
rodents from chewing 
into wires. Xcluder™ is 
made from a blend of 
coarse stainless steel and poly fibers to form 
a highly resilient and impenetrable barrier.
WCS162800   2” x 10’ roll   $59.95 
(box of 2) 
WCS162801   4" x 10' roll   $47.95
WCS162802   8” x 10’ roll   $81.95

the Xcluder™  
Pest control Door Sweeps 
Sweeps are ideal for: Restaurants, Food 
Processing Facilities, Hotels / Motels, 
Schools, Food Distribution Centers, and 
other facilities that require reduced or 
eliminated chemical pest control. Worn, 
missing, or damaged door sweeps are 
one of the most common entry points for 
mice, rats and other pests. Xcluder™ Pest 
Control Door Sweeps feature the patented 
Xcluder™ fill fabric providing a barrier 
that is virtually impenetrable to rodents 
and other pests.  Available in 36” and 48” 
lengths.
WCS162600   36”  Clear $57.95
WCS162604   36”  Dk Bronze     $59.95
WCS162608   36”  Gold $62.95
WCS162620   48”  Clear  $74.95

Installation Tool available
DDAC-Tool  $135.00

B3X Exclusion Strips
B3X Exclusion Strips are an exciting new and innovative 
exclusion product for birds, bats, insects, and more! Place 
strips behind shutters, in ridge vents, fill gaps along roof 
lines, or seal off attic vents . The "compression anchor 
technology" constructed of reticulated polyurethane material 
allows installation without adhesives or tools . Each box 
contains 32 two-foot strips, for a total of 64 linear feet
WCSdV8-32  $88.95
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All Collarum models are made of 
stainless steel and have one of 
three reusable cable options:

Relaxalock: relaxing lock designed 
for live capture, specifically for dogs 
trained to leash, choke chain or collar

Shurlock: non-relaxing lock designed to 
hold canine with minimal damage 

Lethalock: non-relaxing lock designed 
for quick kill and less fur damage

Each Collarum includes a complete set of 
assembly and setting instructions plus 
instructional DVD. If you’d like to see the 
Collarum at work, visit www.collarum.com

WCS’s Standard Bearer for Humane Canine Capture

We set out to find the best humane canine 
capture trap on the market, and feel we’ve 
succeeded. The Collarum® throws a secure, 
non-choking cable loop over a canine’s 
head and around the neck, making capture 
faster, easier and more humane than ever 
before. The Collarum is recommended for 
capturing dogs, foxes, dingoes, coyotes 
and wolves. Unlike other canine traps, the 
Collarum delivers three major advantages. 

100% CANINE-SPECIfIC.  
The adjustable trigger uses a “bite and pull” 

action (similar to the proven M-44 cyanide 
gun action), not the “push or depress” 
mechanism employed by conventional 
traps. Unlike other capture devices, the 
only animals caught during the Collarum’s 
development and trialing were canines. 

PROVEN HUMANE METHOD.  
from day one, the Collarum was designed 
to meet International Humane Standards. 
Through testing in conjunction with 
the USDA’s National Wildlife Research 
Center, we’ve made a number of 

improvements, including our latest, a 
Relaxalock cable that ensures even more 
“dog-friendly” captures when needed.

IDEAL fOR ALL AREAS. 
Light, compact and easy to hide, the 
Collarum poses little risk to humans, 
livestock and pets—a particular advantage 
for Animal Control Officers in high traffic 
and high visibility areas. Since 2002, the 
Collarum has been proven in urban backyards 
and landfills, coyote-plagued pastures 
and remote rural settings worldwide.

www.collarum.com

PRovEn HUManE MEtHoD. 
Through testing in conjunction with the 
USDA’s National Wildlife Research Center, 
ensured Collarum had proven results for 
Humane Capture of Canines .

100% caninE-SPEciFic.  
The adjustable trigger uses a “bite 
and pull” action (similar to the 
proven M-44 cyanide gun action)

DESiGnED  
BY PRoFESSionaLS

coLLarum® 
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coLLaRUM® Deluxe  FoR CoYote
Heavy duty and humane . In a study conducted by the USDA’s 
National Wildlife Research Center, coyotes caught with the 
Collarum showed no significant injuries . Includes base unit, 1 
complete 3/16 cable with Shurlock, shock spring and double stake 
swivel . 2 bite pieces, 4 extra clips, instructional DVD .

NWSCDM.001  $76.95

coLLaRUM® FoR WoLF
The Base is modified to include a longer trigger & throw arms and 
the cable is made extra strong with a stainless steel lock, 3/16 7x19 
aircraft cable, heavy duty shock spring, stainless swivel and more . 
Includes extra clips, bite piece, instructions and DVD .
NWSCDM.005WoLF  $145.95

coLLaRUM®  FoR FoX
Has 1” shorter throw arms than coyote model to allow for size . 
Includes base unit, 1 complete 3/16 cable with Shurlock, shock 
spring and single stake swivel . 2 bite pieces, 4 extra clips, 
instructional DVD .

NWSCDM.003  $76.95

coLLaRUM®  FoR DoMeStiC DoG
Has Relaxalock cable and lighter throw springs than coyote model 
for shorter set periods . Includes base unit, 1 complete 3/16 cable 
with Relax-A-Lock, shock spring and double stake swivel . 2 bite 
pieces, 4 extra clips, instructional DVD .

NWSCDM.002  $96.95

animal control officer Special   ACo SPeCiAL
All you need for dog capture in one complete kit . Includes an 
instructional video on DVD, Field Guide and Setting & Assembly 
Instructions, along with the following components:
•  Domestic Dog 

model Collarum
•  Rebar stakes (2) 

for anchoring the 
cable

•  Pegs for anchoring 
the baseplate

•  Screw link on cable 
for easier transfer 
of canine

• Prepared bait cap
•  4 oz . jar of canine specific attractant bait
•  Bait Spreader for applying bait
•  5 ft . security cable for theft prevention
This is a complete kit, right out of the box, nothing else necessary 
for capturing canines .

ACo Special - Complete Kit NWSACoSP  $135.95

 

Accessories
conversion Kits
Increase or decrease the size of capture cable and arms to 
accommodate different canines .

NWSCKF.01 Coyote/Dog to Fox $25
NWSCKC.01 Fox to Coyote $25
NWSCKD.01 Fox to Dog $25

Replacement cables   (CABLeS oNLY)
Although the Collarum cable is reusable, it will not last indefinitely . 
On average, 3-4 coyotes can be caught before replacement is 
necessary; the cable will last much longer with foxes or dogs . 

RC3.01 3/16” cable, 40”L, w/Lethalock $6.95
RC3.02 3/16” cable, 39”L, w/Shurlock $6.95
RC3.03 3/16” cable, 40”L w/Relaxalock $11.95
RC3.04 3/16” cable, 36”L, w/Relaxalock (fox) $11.95
RC5.01 5/32” cable, 35”L, w/Shurlock $6.95

Replacement cables   (CoMPLete:  
iNCLUDeS SHoCK SPRiNG & ANCHoRiNG SWiveL)
RC3.01C 3/16”  cable, 40”L, w/Lethalock $8.95
RC3.02C 3/16”  cable, 39”L, w/Shurlock $8.95
RC3.03C 3/16”  cable, 40”L, w/Relaxalock $13.95
RC3.04C 3/16”  cable, w/Relaxalock (fox) $13.95
RC5.01C 5/32” cable, 35”L, w/Shurlock $8.95

Miscellaneous Supplies
Keep your Collarum working smoothly and efficiently 
with these supplies and replacements.

CCD.SPR.01L  Throw Spring (L)  $3 .00
CCD.SPR.01R Throw Spring (R  $3.00
tRG.001  Trigger $5.00
CoL.CSP.001  Cinch Spring $7.50
CoL.eXtRARM-CoY Throw Arm (Left or Right) $6.00
CoL.eXtRARM-FoX Throw Arm (Left or Right) $6.00
NWSBDSS-12  Dbl . Stake Swivels (dozen) $6.95 
WCSSSHD-12  Single Stake Swivels (dozen) $5.95 
WCSPit53C-1  Inline Paws-I-Trip Shock Springs (each) $2.50
WCSPit53C-12  Inline Paws-I-Trip Shock Springs (dozen) $24.95
NWSCLP  Extra Clips (dozen) $5.00
NWSSCP1  Soaker Hose Bait Cap $1.00
NWStCP1  Bait Cap “T” (single) $2.50
NWStCP1-12  Bait Cap “T” (dozen) $24.00
NWStCP1F  Bait Cap “T” w/ fur ea . $3.50
NWStCP1F-12  Bait Cap “T” w/ fur (dozen) $36
WCS014  Collarum Canine Bait 4 oz $18.00
NWSRB18-12  18” Rebar Stakes (dozen) $24.95
JHooKS12  J-Hooks Rivets (dozen) $1.60
JHooKS100  J-Hooks Rivets (100) $12.95

Single Stake SwivelsDouble Stake Swivels

coLLarum®
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coLLaRUM® instructional video   (DvD) 
Jumpstart your efforts to capture wily canines. Our patented Collarum (page 28) is a unique live capture device, catching these curious 
animals in a humane collar. This informative new and improved DVD covers all you’ll need to know about effective setting, including 
bedding, location and safety. 20 min.

WCSCvt-01 $12.95



Keeping Everything Under Control
When you’re handling animals, the last thing you should have to worry about is the durability of your equipment. We find the best and offer the best 
solutions that are tailor-made for tricky captures.  

Hand nets
WcS Hand capture net
The professional choice for 
close quarters bat capture 
and even squirrels in the 
fireplace! Our net’s soft, 
¼” black nylon mesh keeps 
animals safe and comfortable, 
while the 5” foam grip handle 
makes for easy gripping . 11”w 
x 15”l x 12”d . 

WCS3401  $14.95

WcS™ Magnum net
The standard for brute 
strength, durability 
and professional grade 
performance . We make 
our Magnum with a tangle-
free, super soft nylon 
netting – safe for large 
birds, domestic animals 
and wildlife . Then we add 

an extra heavy-duty aluminum handle with 
a double walled frame and extendable 4’-8’ 
reach . 32” x 41” teardrop hoop, weighted 
48” deep net and 2” mesh accommodates 
animals to 60 lbs . and is ideal for goose 
control . Handle requires assembly . Two 
lengths available .  

NWS8430-Kit1 96”  $155.95 
NWS8430-Kit2 48”  $119.95

WcS™ Bat-Bird Mammal net
A versatile favorite for small animals . This 
square net holds bats to cats and comes 
with a tough 6’ aluminum handle that 
telescopes to an incredible 18’! With soft, 
fine-mesh black netting . 17” x 19” D hoop, 
24” deep Micro Mesh net with ¼” mesh .

NWS3543  $56.95

Dura-Flex By tomahawk
Tomahawk doesn’t mess around when it 
comes to net construction . Their flexible 
Standard and Heavy nets boast full 1” 
aluminum shafts and solid polycarbonate 
hoops . The Dura-Flex fits flush against hard 
surfaces, allowing you to stand upright while 
netting and restraining, while a tie-off cord 
provides a comfortable 3’ of space beneath . 
Too small to prevent animal entanglements, 
the ¼” nylon mesh won’t unravel or weaken 
from adjacent tears . Two layered woven 
nylon hem around the hoop . 24” neoprene 
slip-free grip and a shaft that holds up to 
heavy jobs . 48” deep . 

Standard dura-Flex with Shaft 
Perfect for cats, small/medium dogs, 
bats, birds, raccoons and rodents . 60” 
circumference and ½” x 5’ polycarbonate 
hoop . 
SN201 3’ Shaft  $130.50
SN202 4’ Shaft  $135.50
SN203 5’ Shaft  $140.50
SN200 Standard Replacement Net $79.50  
 

Heavy dura-Flex with 
Shaft
A great choice for cats, 
dogs, raccoons . 96” hoop 
circumference and 5/8” x 8’ 
polycarbonate hoop .

HN301 3’ Shaft  $163.90
HN302 4’ Shaft  $174.90

HN303  5’ Shaft  $185.90
HN300  Heavy Replacement Net  $96.50

Quick Draw collapsible net 
For one-handed 
capture! Held in a belt 
clip at your side, the 
net comes into play 
instantly with the flick of 
a wrist and the touch of 
a button . The handle’s 
auto-telescopic action 
and the net’s knotless 
design give a tangle-
free performance 
every time . Made of durable, lightweight 
aluminum, this triangular net is great for 
corners or walls and sturdy enough to 
handle even the big animals . Includes 
handy tote bag for transport and storage .

QN100 $29.99 
(15” x 14” hoop; 19” to 28” handle; 19” net .)
QN101 $34.99 
(23” x 17” hoop; 25” to 40” handle; 24” net .)

McLean Folding net 
Spring-loaded and 
ready to fire . We like the 
telescoping McLean for its 
5/8” soft nylon mesh, 
gentle and strong 
on small birds and 
mammals . But we’re 
also very fond of the 
anodized, corrosion-
resistant aluminum 
handle (21 ½”, 4’ 
extended) and the 
elastic front portion 
of the triangular net – 
very handy for corners, 
columns and irregular 
surfaces . All this, and 
it’s small enough to 
fit in an included belt 
scabbard . 15 ½” long,  
21 ½” across, 21” deep . 

WCSMFN $99.95

nets, poLes & graspers 
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throw nets
throw net 
When getting close to an animal is almost impossible and conventional nets  
haven’t worked, throw nets can save your day . Thrown like a Frisbee, they’ll safely  
capture birds, cats, dogs and wildlife . With a little practice, you’ll find they are  
easy to use and can be very accurate . Netting is nylon with weighted perimeter .  
With smaller mesh openings for tighter jobs . 

NWSTN4 4’ Throw Net w/ 1” openings $85.25
NWSTN6 6’ Throw Net w/ 2” openings $96.50
NWSTN8 8” Throw Net w/ 4” openings $108.95

Poles
Ketch-all Poles 
Our personal favorite is also 
the number one choice 
of wildlife professionals 
around the world . Ketch-
All’s looped poles handle 
almost any animal in 
any situation – up a 
tree, under a building, 
down a storm drain 
– you name it . In addition to 
restraining cats and dogs, 
professionals have used 
them for the humane capture 
of bears in the California 
mountains, wolves on the 
Alaskan tundra and alligators 
in the Florida everglades . 
Made in the U .S .A . since 1952, 
these tough poles are quality-
constructed from aircraft grade aluminum . 
A draw cable locking mechanism allows 
for various loop sizes and a quick release 
on the back of the pole makes for 
controlled handling . When retracted, 
extended versions work well as heavy 
restraining devices . In a variety of sizes:

3’ Standard Ketch-All Pole Favored in 
kennels for cats and small dogs .  
NWS0901-3  $70.00

4’ Standard Ketch-all Pole The most 
popular pole for general use . 
NWS0901-4  $77.00

5’ Standard Ketch-all Pole When you 
need additional length and a larger 
noose .  
NWS0901-5  $86.00

4’ - 6’ Ketch-all Pole Extending/retracting 
version can reach where you can’t . 
NWS0901-4-6   $105.00

7-12 ft. Extension Ketch-All Pole Great 
for rescuing animals from waterways, trees 
or storm drains .  
NWS0901-7-12  $143.00

28” Baton Type Ketch-all Pole For small 
animals in confined areas like cages . 
NWS0901-28  $67.00
Leather Baton Holder for 28” Baton 
NWS0907    $11.95

Stainless Steel Poles
The Stainless Ketch-All Pole is a 
high quality constructed device 
crafted of Stainless Steel for 
maximum durability . Designed 
for the humane  handling of 
animals while affording maxi-
mum protection to the handler . 
Used by animal handlers &  
wildlife control professionals 
in all 50 States and the District 
of Columbia, as well as many 
foreign countries .

NWS0901SS-4  $107.00  
4’ Stainless Steel Pole

NWS0901SS-5  $114.00  
5’ Stainless Steel Pole

Ketch and  
Release Poles
In addition to the proven and  
trusted spring loaded release 
mechanism, Ketch-All has  
added a unique emergency release 
feature: a simple lift and slide of the 
knob allows the cable loop  
to drop away . Ketch-All  
has retained the essential  
swivel head mechanism,  
now redesigned for  
emergency release and  
quick, easy reattachment  
of the cable, making the Ketch & 
Release All Pole unlike any other on 
the market .

NWS0902-3 $88.00
(3 foot)
NWS0902-4 $94.00
(4 foot)
NWS0902-5 $102.00
(5 foot)

Ketch-all Replacement Parts
WCSCC01-4’ $21.95  
4 ft . cable complete with spring, ball 
and plastic 
WCSCC01-5’ $23.95  
5 ft . cable complete with spring, ball 
and plastic
WCSCC01-4-6 $23.95  
4 - 6ft . cables complete with spring, ball 
and plastic
WCSCC01-7-12 $33.95  
7 - 12ft . cables complete with spring, 
ball and plastic
WCSCH01 $25.00  
Head - complete with hair-guard, lock 
ring and collar
WCSCR $14.75
Chuck & Ring (for extension pole) 
WCSHG01 $3.00  
Hand grip (designate if for standard or 
extension pole) 
WCSRK01 $6.75
Release Knob- with washer (designate 
for standard or extension pole) 
WCSTG $5.00 
Tooth-guard (fits all poles)

animal Graspers 
Humanely handle small animals and 
fractious or feral cats . Tongs have 
a sturdy aluminum construction, 
smooth jaws with rubber covers 
and contoured handgrip for gentle 
and effective capture . Available in 
two lengths .

NWSCG28 28” $70.95
NWSCG38 38” $75.95

Jaw covers
When an instant grip is 
important, rubber covers are 
key . These replacement jaws will 
keep your graspers good as new . 
Great for animal control officers and 
professionals handling small to 
medium sized animals . 4” .

NWSAAGS  (Set of 2) $ 12.95

nets, poLes & graspers
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Golden 
Eagle thermal 
Fogger  
(Electric Start XL, Model 
2610, Series 3)
Designed for large indoor warehouse 
use and outdoor insect/pest control . 
This handy tool can dispense oil-based 
insecticides, fungicides, germicides, 
disinfectants, odor control and other 
chemical products and excels at reaching 
hard-to-get places . New electric starting 
system gives it greater reliability and fuel 
efficiency . Complete with instruction 
manual, batteries, auxiliary start cable, 
2 cleanout brushes, tool kit (export only) 
and spare parts kit (export only) . Built to 
order . 

58500 $1,980.00

Repellents
MULti-PURPoSE

Bobbex-R  
animal Repellent 
 (RABBitS, GRoUNDHoGS, 
CHiPMUNKS, SQUiRReLS, 
voLeS)
Feed your plants while 

repelling nibbling critters. This rain-fast spray, made 
from natural and recycled ingredients, has an odor 
and taste that chewers find offensive but remains 
harmless to wildlife. Used year-round, this spray 
slowly releases its nutrients and helps plants retain 
moisture, protecting against drought and frosts.  
(concentrate) 
B550120   Quart  $29.95 
B550130 ½ gal .  $50.95 
B550185  2 .5 gal .  $126.95
B550135  5 gal .  $208.95
(ready to use)
B550125-RtU Quart RTU  $19.95
B550190-RtU 48 oz . RTU Pump Spray $30.95 
B550205 1 gal . RTU  $39.95 
 
critterRidder  
 (SKUNK, WooDCHUCK, DoGS, CAtS, 
SQUiRReLS, RACCooNS)
USDA-approved for organic garden-
ing, this granular repellent’s pepper-
based formula produces a powerful 
odor and taste barrier. Can be used 
inside, in non-living areas, and 
outdoors on lawns, gardens and trees. One 
application lasts up to 30 days. Not for use on 
food crops. 

WCS3142S 2 lbs . $14.25

DEER/ELK

Bobbex Deer Repellent 
Create forage-phobia with this nontoxic foliar 
spray. Its natural ingredients and wintergreen 
scent create an odor and taste that is offensive to 
deer, but pleasant to the applicator. Long-lasting 
and non-burning, it leaves a slight visible residue 
that lasts up to 2 months and won’t wash off in 
rain. Nutrient-rich for plant vitality.    
(concentrate)
B550100  Quart  $32.95
B550105  ½ gallon  $52.95
B550160  2 .5 gallons  $126.95
B550115  5 gallon pail $208.95
(ready to use)
B550110-RtU Quart  $16.95
B550170-RtU 48 oz . RTU Pump Spray $26.95
B550200-RtU Gallon  $30.95
 

GEESE & nUiSancE BiRDS
Bobbex-G Geese Repellent 
concentrate

Eject grazing geese from the 
field . Bobbex-G is a special 
formulation designed to 
supplement the applications of 
fertilizers and leaves a taste that 
geese can't stand . Won't wash 
off with rains, hosing or irrigation . 
Also works on wild turkey . Lasts 
up to 8 weeks .

B550140 ½ gallon $46.95
B550155 5 gallon pail $195.95

Fog Force by Rejex-it
Designed specifically for fog 
application. Like Migrate for Turf, 
it contains Methyl Anthranilate, a 
nontoxic agent with no adverse 
effect on people, pets or animals. 
Very effective on nuisance birds 
roosting in warehouses, loading 
docks, porches and other open areas. Excellent 
for all flock birds.

WCSFF-GAL-S Gallon $179.95
WCSFF-GAL-C 4 gallons/case $700.00

Migrate™ for turf by Rejex-it
Rid your ground of geese and 
grazing birds . This nontoxic, taste-
aversion agent is formulated from 
a food grade ingredient, Methyl 
Anthranilate (MA), a naturally 
occurring compound with reduced 
risk to environment . Grass growth 
re-treatment required .

WCSM-GAL-S Gallon $99.95
WCSM-GAL-C (4 gallons/case) $370.00

invisidye for Migrate™ for turf
Used to provide a visual association with 
Migrate to introduce both a bad taste (Migrate) 
and unpleasant color (Invisi-Dye)
WCSM-iDYe-1 16 oz . $42.95

Ready to Repel All Intruders
Productivity, safety or just plain sanity – there are lots of reasons for wanting to keep animals away from buildings and outdoor areas. That’s why 
we have repellents and deterrents for everything from fruit trees to forests, attics to ponds and restaurants to golf courses. Have a question about 
ingredients or proper application? Give us a call at 1-877-684-7262. 

Shake-away®

Shake-Away® 100% 
organic animal repellent 
safely & effectively repel 
animals like deer, rabbits, 
cats and more from 
damaging your plants, 

shrubs, and garden . Shake-Away®'s patented 
formula uses predator scent, in the form 
of non-toxic urine granules, to create the 
illusion that predator animals are present . 
When an animal detects predator scent its 
natural survival instinct compels it to leave 
and avoid that area .
8004520-28.5  Critter Repellent Granules 
28 .5 oz . $16.95
8004520-5  Critter Repellent Granules  
5 lbs . $29.95
8003520-28.5  Deer Repellent Granules 
28 .5 oz . $16.95
8003520-5  Deer Repellent Granules  
5 lbs . $29.95 

repeLLents & deterrents
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Raccoon Eviction Fluid
These will help to move 
nursing raccoons out of 
difficult to trap locations. 
Apply to a cloth or tennis 
ball and toss in the 
direction of the where the 
animals are located.

Raccoon eviction fluid

NWS1115-1 1 oz . $14.95
NWS1115-4 4 oz . $39.95
NWS1115-16 16 oz . $129.95

repeLLents & deterrents 
REPELLEntS & DEtERREntS

4 the Birds
For the busy bird control  
expert. Discourages roost- 
ing or perching on inside 
supports and outside vegetation. 
Lasts for months. Active 
ingredient: Polybutene.

transparent Liquid
WCS677-Gal Gallon $42.95
WCS677C Case of 4 Gallons $158.95
transparent Gel tube
NWSBRG-1 10 oz . $5.95
NWSBRG-12 case of 12 $62.95
 
Pignx®

The first ever EPA approved Bio-Repel-
lent for birds. This is the first pigeon bio-
pesticide that does not contain polybu-
tene. PIGNX® is eco-friendly, harmless to 
birds, mammals and humans.  

BBRt1001-1  10 oz . tube  $21.95
BBRt1002-12  case of 12  $240.00

MoLE/GoPHER

Dr. t’s Mole out Granules
Great for use on lawns, golf 
courses, flower beds, play-
grounds and turf recreational 
areas. A biodegradable, natural 
castor oil coats the moles’ food 

source and encourages them to relocate. 
Lasts 2-3 months.

NWSMo5  5 lbs . $13.00
NWSMo5C  5 lbs . (case of 6) $62.00

RaBBit

Bobbex-R animal Repellent
Protect gardens and plantings from 
pesky herbivores with this year-round 
repellent. Made from natural and recycled 
ingredients, it’s harmless to animals and 
insects and free of petrochemicals. Plus 
Bobbex-R’s protective mixture won’t wash 
off in rain, helping plantings retain their 
moisture in frosts and droughts. 
B550120 Quart Concentrate $29.95

RoDEntS

Evac Botanical Rodent Repellent
EVAC Botanical Rodent 
Repellent is an EPA reduced 
risk “green” product made 
with plant fibers, fragrance oil, 

and balsam fir oil that is 
placed in a convenient 
throw pack.  The EVAC 
rodent repellent packs 

have a pleasant pine scent which rodents  
DO NOT like.
NWSevAC-6  Package of 6 Pouches:  $29.99
NWSevAC-24  Pail of 24 Pouches:  $112.95

SnaKES

Dr. t’s Snake-a-Way®

Ring areas with powerful 
protection. Dr. T’s granular 
repellent contains naphthalene 
and sulfur, which interfere with 
a snake’s sensory reception and 
drives it off. 2-3 months. Keep 
away from children and pets.   
NWSSA1112  4 lbs . $14.95
NWSSA1112C  Case of 6 $81.50

Snake out®

The active ingredients in Snake 
Out® are natural oils, and are 
exempt from EPA regulation. 
Does not contain naphthalene 
and it is biodegradable. It 
will not harm lawns, gardens, 
flower beds or other desirable 
plants when used as directed 

and can be used in areas where children and 
pets play. You can apply it around homes, 
yards, landscaping, gardens, foundations, 
barns and outbuildings, garages, woodpiles, 
sheds, campsites—anyplace where snakes 
may be a problem.
WCSNSo-1   4 lbs .  $18.95
WCSNSo-C  Case of 6  $104.95

Raccoon

vanish Raccoon Eviction Paste
Vanish is a natural by-product of boar 
raccoon, which are predators to female rac-
coons during the birthing 
period. When placed in 
a den area, the female 
instinctively senses that 
a danger to her young is 
nearby. It has the consis-
tency of a thick, creamy paste and has been 
formulated to stand up well in all weather 
conditions. Easy to handle, it will stay where 
it is placed. 
WCStJv-4  4 oz . $39.95 16 oz . $129.95
WCStJv-tube (syringe tube 2 to 3 
applications)  $18.95

ELEctRonic DEtERREntS

Electronic 
Deer 
Repellent
Give deer a 
firm “keep 

away” message. The repellent’s posts 
attract deer with a lure scent, then repel 
them with 400 volt shock. Includes 3 posts, 
covering approx. 1000 square feet of total 
area. Two AA batteries (not included) will 
give life of one year. 

NWSeDR01 $60

Spray-away Elite  
The Spray Away Elite 
by Havahart is a motion 
detector sprinkler animal 
repellent system that is 
water-based and works 
by detecting an animal’s 
heat and movement with 
infrared sensors.  Once 

detected, the system releases a sudden 
burst of water to scare the animal away. 
Instead of a hose, it utilizes a water basin 
that holds 3.5 gallons of water and lasts for 
approximately 35 activations.  The basin 
can be buried for discreet nuisance animal 
protection.   
WCS5268  $179.99

DeterrentsDetour
DeTour is a rodent management tool . 
This is the first FIFRA 25b exempt 
rodent bio-repellent and it has 
applications for interior and exterior 
rodent management applications for 
cleanouts, maintenance and preventive 
programs .   
PX1001S 10 oz . $20.95   

PX1001C (Case of 12) $240.00

Rat-out Gel
Rat-Out Gel is a 
non-toxic, green 
rodent repellent 
that excludes or 
re-routes rats, 
mice, squirrels, 
gophers and other mammals . It is an instant 
“off-switch” for rodent activity . Exclusion jobs 
can be done on the spot, and trapping and 
baiting programs can be reinforced with Rat-
Out Gel . Rat-Out’s garlic smell deters rodents 
before they touch it . If they contact it, they 
don’t like the feel of it .  
WCSRo1-3 (3 – pack of 1 oz  
syringe tubes)  $12.95
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End the Rat and Mouse Game
An infested warehouse or grain store, a home with children, a restaurant in the city – for every imaginable rodent problem, there’s 
a solution. Whether you’re developing a large control plan or just need a couple of mouse traps, we have the traps, glue boards and 
bait stations for the task.

Strong enough to hold a 1 lb. rat!
Hercules Putty
The rodent professional’s best friend . Use this 
all-purpose black adhesive putty to secure 
traps, bait stations and bat netting . Placed 
in the four corners of a glue board, Hercules 
Putty will even help hold a full pound Norway 
Rat! Won’t run in heat, unaffected by cold and easily removed 
with putty knife or hands . Sticks to all kinds of surfaces and 
leaves floors stain-free .

WCSHP01  $13.95

Lethal
Big Snap-E   (MoUSe oR RAt) 
Sanitary, safe and simple to set . This reusable, easy-clean snap 
trap has “finger-free” removal and pre-formed holes in the base 
plate for surface mounting . Durable polystyrene and steel . 

Big Snap-E Mouse Trap

NWSBSM  Single  $2.50
NWSBSM12  Dozen  $25.75
Big Snap-E Rat Trap

NWSBSR  Single  $4.25
NWSBSR-12  Dozen  $46.50
NWSBSR-24  Case of 24  $79.95

Electronic trap  (MoUSe oR RAt) 
Get a high-voltage guaranteed kill 
in 5-10 seconds, with no poisons or 
snapped fingers . The trap takes 4 AA 
batteries, with blinking green indicator 
light when activity is detected . Safe 
for use around pets and children .

Electronic Mouse Trap 
NWSM2524  Single  $19.95
Electronic Rat Trap 
NWSM240  Single  $42.95

Rat Zapper  (MoUSe oR RAt)
A deadly shock kills mice and rats quickly 
and humanely, with no accompanying blood 
or gore . These ingenious traps, powered 
by 4 batteries, have a red light that signals 
when a catch has been made . We find it 
baits well with ordinary dry cat food .

 WCSRz-Ultra  $47.95

victor Standard   (MoUSe oR RAt) 
Familiar wooden snap trap with metal pedal . Set in baited or 
unbaited manner on flat surface perpendicular to wall . Keep 
trigger end towards wall .
Standard Mouse Trap
NWS1500  Single  $.79
NWS1500C  Case of 72  $29.50
Standard Rat Trap
NWS03t4  Single  $1.99
NWS03t4C  Case of 12  $16.95

victor Professional traps  (MoUSe oR RAt) 
Specifically designed for professional pest management . A unique 
trigger control allows you to use sensitive setting for normal 
situations or firmer setting for places with vibrating machinery or 
manufacturing operations . 
Professional Mouse Trap with expanded trigger
NWS1701  Single  $.99
NWS1701C  Case of 72  $32.50
Professional Rat Trap with expanded trigger
NWS1702  Single  $2.50
NWS1702C  Case of 12  $18.95

trapper t-REX Rat trap
The Trapper T-REX Rat Trap is one of the most versatile rat snap traps 
on the market . High-trigger sensitivity and interlocking teeth make for 
a quick, humane kill with almost no possibility of escape . A removable 
bait cup unscrews from the bottom for easy and clean 
baiting . The T-Rex can be placed inside the Protecta Rat 
bait stations, or on the SB357 Magnetic Trap Base .  
WCSSt2000  Single   $6.45    
WCSSt2000C  Case of 12   $56.45

Mini-Rex
The Mini-Rex is a smaller, mouse-size version of the 

powerful T-Rex Rat Trap . The Mini-Rex embodies the 
most up-to-date snap trap design and technology . 

With better trigger sensitivity and more powerful trap 
velocity, Mini-Rex’s patented interlocking teeth capture mice with 
unmatched holding power .  
WCSSt2024  Single  $1.75    
WCSSt2024C  Case of 24  $30.95

victor Power Kill 
An easy to set, durable, and powerful rat snap trap . 
The design eliminates the need for fussy trigger wires and can be set 
with one hand by simply rolling back the strike bar – just pull back and 
“click!” Its standard shape allows for easy placement in the Protecta Rat 
bait stations, as well as the SB357 Magnetic Snap Trap Bases .
M144-1  Single  $3.25    M144-PCo-12 Case of 12  $36.00

“Sure Kill” Magnetic Snap trap Base with trap
The Sure Kill  Snap Trap Base uses powerful 
magnets to secure rat-sized snap traps to metal 
surfaces such as structural beams, pipes, ducts, 
dumpsters with over 35 lbs of holding power . 
Provides a fast and secure way to mount traps 
in difficult locations . Comes complete with (1)

Big Snap-E Rat trap; can also accommodate Victor Power Kill, Trapper 
T-Rex and other similar rat traps .
WCSSK357  (Base and trap) $9.95

MoUSE & Rat tRaPS
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Wind-Up Multiple catch Mouse trap
Wind-up repeating live trap that’s safe to use around children and 
pets . Mice investigating the tunnel trip a paddle and are pushed 
inside . Made of galvanized steel, this trap catches several mice in 
one setting and does not have to be reset after each catch . When 
full, simply slide back the lid to release .  

Jte425  $11.45

victor tin cat
A multi-catch live trap favored by food plants, 
grocery stores and warehouses . Large entrance 
holes allow up to 30 mice in, but not out . Air 
holes on side and optional see-through 
plastic lid for easy inspection . Galvanized 
steel, non-rust trap can be set baited or 
unbaited .

NWSM312  Single (solid top)  $11.00
NWSM312C Case of 12  $125.00
NWSM308  Single (clear top)  $12.00
NWSM308C Case of 12  $135.00

tin cat Glue Pad
Designed specifically to fit Victor Tin Cat . 

M309-1   Single  $1.00   
M309-72 Case of 12 $22.00

J.t. Eaton Repeater Multiple catch Mouse trap
The J .T . Eaton Repeater Multiple Catch Mouse Trap is durable, 
economical, and easy  to use . It can be used with glue boards or 
simply by itself for catch-and-release situations . Its 
sturdy galvanized construction is tough 
enough for professionals . 

Jte420-S Single (solid top)  $8.45   
Jte420-C Case of 12  $86.95
Jte420CL-S Single (clear top)  $8.95   
Jte420CL-C Case of 12  $95.95

Live

 GLUE PRoDUctS

Nontoxic and rodenticide-free, glue boards are safe for homes, 
hospitals and restaurants. Place along walls (but not in front of entry/
exit holes or corners) to intercept rodents between their food source 
and nesting sites. Apply vegetable oil to release accidental “catches”  
of pets and children.

 
victor M320 Mouse Glue Boards
These Glue Boards are the most economical we stock!  Great for 
floor, countertops or anywhere you detect sign of where mice 
routinely travel . Measures 8 .5” x 5” .   
M320-1  Single  $.55   
M320-72  Case of 72  $17.95

catchmaster “Gluee Louee” Rat Glueboards
Easy on the pocket, tough on rats . Glue comes pre-scented with 
food attractants . Cuts easily for contoured applications . Measures 
12" x 6" .  

NWS60RBS  Single $1.49
NWS60RBC  Case of 60  $68.95

catchmaster Giant Rat Glue Board 
Will hold even the largest Wild Norwegian rat . Stronger than 
conventional glue boards, Giant Rat can also catch multiple mice 
in high infestation areas . Fold and cut for situations requiring 
irregular shapes . We recommend using Hercules Putty to stop rats 
from dragging when caught . Measures 15" x 8 .5" .  
NWS24GRB  Single  $3.50
NWS24GRBC  Case of 24 $68.95

catchmaster 48 glue trays
(Case of 48 / 24  2-packs) . Available in two different styles: Standard 
(48R)  and Low-Temperature (48WRG) . A deeper plastic tray means 
that these have more holding power than smaller, cardboard 
backed traps . Catchmaster fills its 48R durable trap with glue thats 
been temptingly scented for added attraction .  The 48WRG is a 
low-temperature version for use in structures during cold weather 
and walk-in refrigeration units . The adhesive used in the 48WRG is 
effective in temperature as as low as 0 F . Trays measure 10" x 5" . 
NWS48R-C Standard  $60.95  
NWS45WRG-C  Low temp $77.75

trapper Bulk Glue
An adhesive formulation scientifically  designed 
to capture rodents over a wide range of 
temperatures . Trapper Glue is designed for those 
who wish to make their own glue boards for 
unique control situations .

BeLLtJ2520-S Gallon  $42.95

PRovoKE Professional Rat attractant
A food-based attractant that has been specifically 
designed to meet the unique behavioral 
characteristics of rats . Since rats are driven more 
by scent than taste, PROVOKE for rats contains a 
unique blend of scents that Norway and roof rats 
find enticing . (Not a rodenticide . Attractant only)

WCSPRov2-9 8oz. $14.95
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J.t. Eaton Gold Key Mouse Depot
A tamper-resistant mini bait 
station that offers excellent 
versatility. Its slim format 
& triangular shape allow 
for placement along 
walls, in corners, or screwed 
vertically to walls through one of the pre-
drilled mounting holes. A window in the lid 
allows for quick checks of bait levels and the 
clear bait tray makes cleanout a cinch. 
Jte907W  Case of 12  $29.95

Protecta RtU 
Ready to use on crafty mice. 
Place this unique station, with 
its strategically angled holes, 
flush against a wall or snug 
in corner. An interior baffle 
system leads mice right to the 
bait block. Like the Protecta 
Mouse, it comes with a two-
pronged key and durable 
plastic construction that won’t let you down. 
*Bait not included.  
PS2620C  Case of 12  $25.45

Protecta LP patented  
Rat-Sized Bait Station 

The low profile 
is perfect 
for placing 
under pallets. 
This heavy-

duty plastic station is 3 3/8” tall and 9” 
deep – small enough for all kinds of indoor 
use. Use flush against wall or in corners. 
Accommodates block baits, liquids, cereal 
baits and Super-Sized Blox, but won’t fit 
snap traps. *Bait not included. 
LP2625C  Case of 6 $62.95

Jt Eaton top Loader 
Bait Station 
Deliver bait to areas 
where you can’t fit a 
normal station. The 
top-loading design has 
room for seven 1 oz. 
bait blocks, and automatically reloads bait 
into feeding compartments as rodents eat. 
Mount this rugged, weatherproof station 
high on rafters, beams and ceiling girders 
for excellent results. *Bait not included. 
WCS902  Case of 6 $69.95

Protecta Keyless Bait Stations
Provides tamper-resistance without a key, 
making servicing fast and easy. The stations 
lock with a quick twist of the lid and unlock 
with a coordinated squeeze and twist. 
WCS731338 Case of 12  $35.95

Bait StationS

When you want to keep bait or traps secure from children, pets and clients, enclosed bait stations are the way to go. We have both indoor 
and outdoor stations, with some models that can hold traps, blend in with the environment and protect bait from the elements. 

trap-Friendly 
(indoor and outdoor)
The below items can be used with rodenticide  
but also are large enough to hold some of the 
more common rodent snap traps. Traps that 
 work in these stations are listed under each.

PRotEcta  
Sidewinder Bait Station 
The most versatile and time 
efficient station available. 
It opens to the side, like a 
book, giving technicians  
easy access to the station 
when it’s placed along walls 
where rodents travel.  
WCS706409  Case of 6  $73.45 

Protecta Mouse-Sized Bait Station
Our top-seller! Simple to use and immune 
to abuse, this tough plastic station can act 
as a monitoring device and trap . A two-
pronged key locking mechanism makes it 
tamper-resistant . Fits up to four 1 oz . bait 
blocks – great for high volume infestation .  
Fits Snap-E mouse or Victor standard or 
Pro mouse traps . *Bait not included . 
PS2539C  Case of 12  $43.95

Protecta Rat-Sized 
Bait Station 
An economical station 
that won’t dent and 
ding when you throw 
it in your truck . Rats 
enter through one of 
two openings and into 
a chamber with 2 bait 
areas . Big Snap-E Rat and Victor Power Kill 
Rat traps fit in station . Metal screw-lock 
and standard locking prongs for superior 
tamper resistance . Measures 9”L x 8 ¼"W  
x 4 ¼" H . *Bait not included . 
PS2540S  Single $15.95
PS2540C  Case of 6  $74.95

Jt Eaton Rat-Sized  
Snap trap Station
Hide snap traps from inquisitive 

animals (and humans) . Easy to 
load, with dual entryways, 
station fits two rat-sized 
taps . Durable, rust-resistant 

galvanized steel makes it a 
dependable, hard-wearing tool 

for professionals .  Fits big Snap-E and 
Victor Standard or Professional Rat Traps 
and Victor Power Kill .  
401StSS  Single  $11.95
401StSC  Case of 6  $64.95

For outdoors
(Blends in with Landscape)

Protecta Landscape 
A tamper-resistant station that blends 
right into the landscape . Naturally textured 
“stone” comes in sandstone or granite, 
with two entry points built into the bottom . 
Plastic line tray means it’s quick and simple 
to bait and clean . Fits a T-Rex snap trap . 
*Bait not included . 
PLBSGRAN-S   Single-Granite  $22.95
PLBSGRAN-C  Case of 4  $81.95
PLBSSAND-S   Single-Sandstone $22.95
PLBSSAND-C  Case of 4  $81.95

Rodent Rock 
Fool even the most 
suspicious rodent with the 
Rock’s camouflaged entry 
points . Available in slate 
gray, or sandstone, this station 
has low profile and clamshell opening . It  
can hold a Big Snap-E Rat or Victor Power 
Kill Rat trap . *Bait not included. 
WCSRR01S-gran  Single-Granite  $19.95
WCSRR01S-sand  Single-Sandstone   $19.95
WCSRR01C-gran  Case of 4-Granite   $72.95
WCSRR01C-sand  Case of 4-Sandstone   $72.95

KRc Raptor Bait Stations
KRC Raptor 
Magnetic 
Bait stations 
are the 
latest in 
bait station 

technology .  Both feature a unique 
magnetized system that allows attachment 
directly to dumpsters, food service 
equipment, metal doors or walls . Available in 
two styles, the Raptor SL: is used baited and 
with its low profile fits almost anywhere . The 
Raptor Edge: has bait pegs to be filled with 
your favorite bait and includes a Big Snap-E 
Rat trap, when capture is the goal . Tamper 
Resistant, instant lock when closed .
WCSRAP357  Raptor SL  $20.95
WCSRAPeDGe  Raptor edge  $22.95

Jt Eaton 
Earth anchor 
Bait Station 
Securing 
Device
These are perfect for securing bait stations . 
The package comes complete with 25 
earth anchors (stakes) and a handy driver 
for installing . Each anchor has a 20” cable 
attached with a toggle at the top end to 
connect to the bottom of a bait station .
Jte913-25  $37.95
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RoDEnticiDE

Bait Block® Rodenticide - 
apple Flavored
May be used to control Norway rats, 
roof rats, and house mice in and 
around homes, industrial buildings 
and similar man-made structures. Do 

not place bait in areas where there is a possibility of 
contaminating food or surfaces that come in direct 
contact with foods. Do not broadcast the bait.
Jte709AP  $24.95
(72) 2 oz . Blocks per Pail (EPA Reg 56-74) 

Bait Block® Rodenticide 
– with Peanut Butter  
Flavorizer™  
May be used to control Norway rats, 
roof rats, and house mice in and 
around homes, industrial buildings 
and similar man-made structures. Do not place bait 
in areas where there is a possibility of contaminat-
ing food or surfaces that come in direct contact with 
foods. Do not broadcast the bait.
Jte709PN  $24.95
 (72) 2 oz . Blocks per Pail (EPA Reg 56-42)

Brigand Soft  
Bait Rodenticide
A New Force in Rodent Control! 
Brigand SB, a ready-to-use soft 
bait formulated specifically for 
the US market.  

BSB18PC  $90.95  
18 lb . Pail (EPA Reg . 87235-1)

Brigand Wax Block 
Rodenticide (WB)
A ready-to-use cast wax 
block formulated for maximum 
palatability and moisture 
resistance. 
BWB18PC  $61.95  
18 lb . Pail (EPA Reg . 87235-2)

contrac all-Weather Blox   
(MoUSe oR RAt) 
Multi-edged, single feeding bait 
blocks that stay fresh whatever the 
weather. Contains the anticoagulant 
Bromadiolone, authorized by USDA for 
use in federally inspected meat and 

poultry plants. Colored blue for safety.
612806  $84.45
18 lb . pail (EPA Reg 12455-79)

contrac with Lumitrack
Bell Laboratories’ popular rodent 
bait, CONTRAC, is now available 
with Lumitrack, a special additive 
that makes rodent droppings 
glow bright green under UV light. 
CONTRAC with Lumitrack is a 

single-feeding anticoagulant rodenticide containing 
the active ingredient, Bromadiolone.  
795599  $89.95
18 lb . Pail (EPA Reg #12455-133)
 

Get rid of rodents FaSt 
with Fast-Kill® Brand 
rodenticide.
Quickly knock down rodent populations 
with Victor® Rodenticides—the mouse 

poison and rat poison brand consumers trust!  The new 
premium formula in Fast-Kill® Brand eliminates rodents 
fast, leaving your propertyclean and fear-free.  Fast-Kill 
brand contains super-fast-acting Bromethalin for a speedy 
death, as well as high-quality ingredients that rodents find 
irresistible. Fast-Kill Brand is easy to use, too. 6 lb bucket of 
Blocks, for indoor/outdoor use in bait stations.

WCSM2020  $39.95 
6lb . Pail (EPA Reg #47629-11)  

FaStRac all-Weather Blox 
The active ingredient, Bromethalin, is 
Bell's fastest-acting rodenticide formula-
tion. An acute bait, FASTRAC gets unsur-
passed rodent acceptance and control, 
killing rats and mice in one or two days, 
often within 24 hours! More rats and mice 
can be controlled with less bait because 
rodents stop feeding after eating a lethal dose. Technicians 
save money and bait with FASTRAC BLOX.
675978  $72.95
4 .2 lb . Pail (EPA Reg 12455-95)

Final all-Weather Blox   
(MOUSE OR RAT)
A popular choice for moist conditions. 
Hard multiple-edged bait is made with 
food-grade ingredients and contains 

Brodifacoum, a powerful anticoagulant. Recently 
reformulated for greater palatability. High visibility red. 
795096  $94.45
18 lb . pail (EPA Reg 12455-89)
795095   $100.95
(Case of 4 – 4lb pails)
 
FoRMUS Blox 
Contains the powerful single-feed, 
second-generation anticoagulant, Brodi-
facoum, in an economical 15g BLOX. 
Specifically developed to appeal to mice, 
every ingredient in FORMUS was chosen 
with a focus on mice - with the ultimate aim of controlling 
the most difficult mouse infestations.
WCS4015  $101.95
18 lb . Pail (EPA Reg 12455-108)

Kaput Mouse Blocks  
 (MOUSE, RAT, VOLES)
The only product approved in the U.S. 
to control white-footed and deer mice, 
two prime carriers of ticks with Lyme 
disease. Poison bait contains the active 

ingredient warfarin, shown by the EPA to pose a lower 
risk to non-target animals than other commonly used 
compounds. 
071305 $32.95
4 lb . pail (EPA Reg 72500-7)

Kaput Place Packs 
4 lb. bucket contains 32 easy to use 2 oz. 
place packs with green colored grain 
bait, and the rodenticide is Warfarin. Kills 
Norway & Roof rats, house mice, voles.
WCS403S  4 lb . Pail  $32.95  
Case/4 Pails (EPA Reg 72500-6)  $119.25 

victoR® Multi-Kill® Brand 
Ditenacoum Block  
Made with a powerful single-feed anti-
coagulant.  Multi-Kill® brand is the ideal 
bait for year-round rodent control.  Made 
in the USA, Multi-Kill® brand baits use the 

highest quality, bakery grade ingredients that rodents find 
irresistible.  Some of these premium ingredients, such as 
oats, have been left whole to further entice rodents by 
appealing to their desire to gnaw.  Block baits are made in 
the form of extruded blocks — similar to the method that 
is used for making dry dog foods.  The block is extruded in 
a unique shape designed to provide an attractive gnawing 
item for rodents.  
WCSM2030  $70.95  
18 lb . Bucket (EPA Reg 47629-16)  

terad3 BLoX 
Bell’s expertly combines the most recent 
advancements in bait formulation to yield 
a highly weatherable BLOX with the low 
hazard benefits of the active ingredient, 
Vitamin D3. A dense, tightly compacted 
1-oz. extruded BLOX with superb durability and weather-
ability. Incorporating an advanced preservation system, 
TERAD3 BLOX is mold and moisture resistant. Its high 
melting point keeps the bait stable in temperatures as high 
as 200 degrees F.
785630  $112.95
18 lb . Pail  (EPA Reg 12455-106)

terad3 Pellets
Bell’s pelleted rodenticide PMPs the 
low hazard benefits of the active ingre-
dient, Vitamin D3.  TERAD3 with Vitamin 
D3 kills anticoagulant-resistant rats and 
mice yet substantially reduces the risk 

of secondary poisoning.  It also poses low toxicity to birds.  
Its broad label makes it an excellent choice for controlling 
rodents at agricultural and animal production facilities, 
warehousing and food processing plants, as well as for 
commercial and residential accounts. 
785629  $42.95
18 lb . Pail (EPA Reg 12455-105)

t1 MoUSE™ Pre-Baited Disposable Bait Station
This baited disposable station includes an acute rodenticide containing the active 
ingredient Bromethalin. The station meets the highest level of tamper-resistance 
recognized by the EPA. The T1 Mouse™ is your go-to station when you are 
concerned with security, quality and convenience. (EPA REG 12455-121)
798731-1  Single  $2.95   798732-4  4-pack  $9.95
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SnaKES

Humane Solutions for Snake Removal
We love snakes, but we know that they aren’t always welcome visitors. Along with quality- 
made tongs and hooks for professional handlers, we carry traps and repellents that make  
removal safe and easy. 

snake controL 
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Snake Bagger  
One of a kind dual bags for safety and the ability to have a backup when one bag is in 
use. Light weight 2 lbs. 2 bags 48’’ in length 1 inner/1 outer designed with a sleeve on the 
bottom corner. Triangular aluminum frame made from aircraft grade aluminum with strong 
comfortable handle. Features two safety snap locks on bag frame for quick release. All 
parts are anodized for a quality finish. 

NWS100-SN-BG  $84.95

SnaKE tRaPS & LURES

WcS SnaKE GUaRD® Snake trap 
A live, single use trap with a “no-touch” removal 
system. Humane, effective and simple to use, this 
closed cardboard trap contains a super-sticky glue 
pad. A snake entering from either end cannot escape. 
To release the snake, transport the trap to a remote 
location and pour a liberal amount of vegetable 
cooking oil on the snake and the glue. The snake will 
usually work itself free in under an hour.

NWS0105  Single  $21.95
NWS0105C  Case of 12  $229.95

cahaba Snake trap & Glue Pads

Weather-resistant and commercial-grade, 
this plastic trap protects the glue pads used for 
trapping snakes or other rodents. Used with the 
appropriate-sized pad, it easily handles all kinds of 
nuisance snakes indoors or out. When the snake is 
caught, the glue pad and snake can be tipped into a 
bucket.  

WCSCStL  Large w/ 3 glue pads  
 32”L x 10”W x 2 .5”H  $53.95
WCSCStS  Small w/4 Glue Pads  
 16”L x 5 .25”W x 2 .25”H  $29.95
WCSCCSt Lrg Collapsible w/1 Glue Pad 
 32”L x 9 .5”W x 2 .5”H  $26.95
WCSCStRL Large Glue Pads 3 pack  $10.50
WCSCStRS Small Glue Pads 4 pack  $4.60

Strike ‘Em Snake Lure 
Snakes won’t be able to 
resist this powerful formula 
created by the pros . Just 
drop 4-6 drops on a cotton 
ball or sheep’s wool and 
place in the center of your 
glue trap . Usually takes 
12-72 hours, depending on the 
snake’s feeding cycle . Caution: 
Keep out of reach of children and 
avoid contact with eyes .
WCStJSL-4 4 oz . $18.95

tonGS & HooKS

Snake tongs   
The finest snake tongs on the 
market! Designed and field-
tested these tongs withstand 
years of daily use. Contoured 
pistol grip handle ensures gentle 
squeezing. Tumbled grips have 
no sharp edges or rough spots 
to damage you or the animal. 
Reliable stainless steel 

cable securely attaches snake grip to the 
handle. Not just for snake work, our cust- 
omers tell us that these tongs are a great  
extra set of hands.
25”: For cages or smaller working 
areas . Because of its short length, 
caution is advised .
40”: Most popular . Comfortable for an 
average-sized person .
52”, 60” and 72”: Extra length 
provides an extra margin of safety 
when extra reach is required .

Standard Tongs have an anodized 
aluminum shaft 0 .045” thick .
0801-25StD 25” Snake Tongs 
$56.00
0801-40StD 40” Snake Tongs 
$58.00
0801-52StD 52” Snake Tongs $67.00
0801-60StD 60” Snake Tongs $79.00
0801-72StD 72” Snake Tongs $99.00
Super Tongs, perfect for lifting heavy 
snakes, have an aluminum shaft with interior 
walls twice the thickness ( .090”) of the 
standard . 
NWS0801-25SUP 25” Snake Tongs $74.95
NWS0801-40SUP 40” Snake Tongs $74.95
NWS0801-52SUP 52” Snake Tongs $84.95
NWS0801-60SUP 60” Snake Tongs $99.95
NWS0801-72SUP 72” Snake Tongs $114.95

Dr. t’s Snake-a-Way®

Ring areas with powerful 
protection. Dr. T’s granular 
repellent contains naphthalene 
and sulfur, which interfere with 
a snake’s sensory reception and 
drives it off. 2-3 months. Keep 
away from children and pets.   

NWSSA1112  4 lbs . $14.95

Gentle Giant Snake tongs 
A humane handling solution.  
2 ¼” extra-wide jaws gently disperse 
pressure over a greater surface area of the 
snake’s body, reducing the risk of injury and 
eliminating much of the snake’s stress. Triple 
rubber-coated top jaw gives a secure hold, while 
polished lower jaw reduces the snake’s ability to 
move forward. Made of aircraft-grade aluminum 
tubing with concealed stainless steel cable and 
spring. Color: Blue.

WCSGG-t40 40” $79.95 
WCSGG-t60 60” $103.95 
WCSGG-t72 72” $124.95

Standard Snake Hook
The snake handler’s #1 tool! With 
a slightly flexible stainless steel 
shaft and 3 ½” wide aluminum hook 
in red, this tough hook is the most 

widely used one on the market. Hook end made from 
solid anodized aircraft-grade aluminum. Measures 
40”. 

WCSStD-HK  $28.95

Heavy Duty collapsible  
Snake Hook
A super-strong solution for 
backwoods trips and foreign travel. 
Our collapsible hook has grooved 
tubes to prevent rotation and a 
thick shaft made from aircraft-
grade aluminum. We’ve even 
anodized the hook end! Extends 
from 17-39”, with a 3 ½” diameter 
opening. Do not use to pin snakes 
or to lift or flip debris. (Red)

WCSHDCL-HK  13” to 
35” $43.95

Snake out®

The active ingredients in Snake Out® 
are natural oils, and are exempt from 
EPA regulation. Does not contain naph-
thalene and it is biodegradable. It will 
not harm lawns, gardens, flower beds 
or other desirable plants when used 
as directed and can be used in areas 

where children and pets play. You can apply it around 
homes, yards, landscaping, gardens, foundations, barns 
and outbuildings, garages, woodpiles, sheds, camp-
sites—anyplace where snakes may be a problem.
WCSNSo-1   4 lbs .  $18.95
WCSNSo-C  Case of 6  $104.95
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Mole Solutions Made Easy
Every year WCS works hard to dig up the most effective mole solutions on the market.  from our 
own unique and field-tested NOMOL® to trusted brands like Victor and Nash, we have everything 
you need to customize your control methods. Note: all featured traps and baits are lethal. 

BELoW GRoUnD

noMoL® by WcS
The safest and most effective trap on the market! With a completely below ground 
profile, our lightweight NOMOL® traps are the professional's choice for inexpensive 
mole management . Easily set in pairs, back-to-back, these in-tunnel traps are great 
for bilateral catches of moles, voles and shrews . Excellent for deep tunnels as well 
as sandy and heavy soil . Completely safe for use around children, pets and lawn 
equipment . Rust Resistant Coating prolongs the life of your NOMOLS® . 

NoMol 4 pack A starter pack that introduces you to the NOMOL® trap . Comes 
with 4 traps, 4 dowels and detailed instructions on how to set . 
NWSNM01  Package of 4  $20.95 
NWSNM01C  Case - 16 pkgs of 4  $285.00

NWSNMDz1  Dozen  $55.99 
NWSNMDz5  Magnum (5 Dozen)  $249.95

NoMol Triggers Replace lost triggers, not the trap .  
NWSNMt Package of 12 Triggers $12.95

NoMol Booklet by Stephen Vantassel with Alan A . Huot All you need to 
know about using NOMOL® traps .  
WCSNMB01 $10.50
 

noMoL® Mole trap Setters
NOMOL® Mole Trap Setters make setting this 
mole trap very easy . All of the mole traps on the 
market require a reasonable amount of physical 
strength to set . The vast majority require that you have forearm 

strength the compress the springs of the trap when setting . The NOMOL mole trap setter 
makes holding, and positioning the trigger loop very easy, as you have the leverage to set 
the trap and also a “handle” to hold and manipulate the trap .  For some, these setters make 
setting this mole trap very manageable . WCSRC009  $9.95

Tips For  
Successful Trapping

Trapping is the 
most reliable 
method of 
mole control.

Moles create 
two types of tunnels:  Travel and feeding.  
Locate the main travel tunnels and set with 
mole traps or use bait for effective success.

The best time to trap moles is in the spring 
when newly-made surface tunnels are easy 
to spot and when pregnant females are 
about. 

fall is another good time before moles move 
deeper for the winter. They begin to reopen 
old tunnels and throw up new mounds. 

Though spring and fall are optimal trapping 
times, success can be enjoyed in other 
seasons except in very cold or dry weather.

cinch Mole trap
A smaller version of the Cinch Gopher trap used successfully by the U .S . 
Forest Service . Placed directly in the tunnel system, back-to-back, the 
Cinch Mole trap relies on its powerful steel spring and jaws for effective 
capture . Just open up the tunnel and set in pairs . 
NWSCT02 2 Pack  $27.50 
NWSCT02-12 Dozen  $140.00

Moleinator
The smaller version of the original Gophinator developed in CA, this 
stainless steel trap sets completely underground .
WCSMolE1 Single $7.50 
WCSMolE12 Dozen $83.50

Learn mole 
removal 
from the 
master
MoLES: Removal 
Made Simple  (DvD) 
by Alan A. Huot

Nobody knows moles better than Alan 
– trust us, we work with him . And in this 
practical, “how-to” video, he takes you into 
the field to learn all about mole biology and 
habits, traps and trap choices, common 
mistakes and problem areas . Then he goes 
back for results, so you see what really 
works . If you’re dealing with moles, this is 
the best instruction you’ll find . 55 min .

WCSMoLe-DvD $19.95

Just wanted to let you know the 
Nomol traps I bought are the 
best, easiest to use mole solution 
ever. Second to none! I can't say 
enough good things about how 
effective they are. Just got a few 
to try and have trapped a mole 
every time I've used it.  

– David B., WA
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Underground Mole Lure
WCStJU-4 4 oz. $18.00
Formulated to cause moles to work the area under the trap . 
Using Underground will improve your chances with moles that 
dig around or under set traps . Apply to soil directly below trap 
triggers on scissor (Out-o-Sight) or harpoon traps and between 
the jaws of the NoMol mole traps . 



 

SPEaR-tYPE

victor Spear Mole trap
Easy to set and particularly effective in mole-damaged 
gardens and lawns . Equipped with six pronged spears, 
this trap comes with a safety pin to eliminate false firings . 
Moles are killed when they trigger the spears .

NWS02t5  Single $12.25
NWS02t5-6 Case of 6 $72.95
Note: Due to its partial above ground profile, the 
above trap should be used with caution around pets and children .

SciSSoR-tYPE 

victor out o’Sight Mole trap 
Strength and durability are the hallmarks of 
Victor’s Out O’ Sight traps . With its malleable 
iron jaws and powerful spring, this trap’s 
scissor action provides an effective and 
professional in-tunnel solution . Each trap 
comes with a pair of tongs to make setting 
easier and positioning in the tunnel simpler . 
Once set, Out O’ Sight traps have a 50% 
profile above ground .  

NWS0600 Single with setters $8.75
NWS0600-12 Case of 12 $99.95

Little Woodie – out o'Sight Scissor trap  
trigger Modifier  
The battle with dirt mound speed bumps is over! This tunnel choke 
slides conveniently over the trigger pan of an Out O’Sight trap to 
save you time and effort . Developed by expert Tom Schmidt, “The 
Mole Man,” it’s especially designed for use in dry and sandy soils or 
mulch that just won’t pack . Made of redwood and tempered copper 
for years of service . (Trap not included)

NWSLW01  Single $3.25 
NWSLW01-12 Dozen $34.95

Mole Spade
Set Victor Out O’Sight Mole Traps super-
quick. This spade has durable twin metal 
blades that slice through the hardest of soils. 
Simply step down on the spade to cut two 
slots in the sod and through the tunnel. Long 
48” wooden handle for easy carrying and 
positioning.

WCSMS1  $45.00

talprid Mole trap
Designed for safe, easy use, TALPIRID Mole 
Trap features dual springs for maximum power 
and curved jaws that scoop moles for im-
proved capture . The trap’s yellow foot pedal 
makes setting “hands free .”

WCS787280-1   Single  $20.45 
WCS787280-4   Case of 4   $78.95LooP-

LooP-tYPE

nash Mole trap 
Trustworthy and consistent . Similar in 
trigger action to spear traps, this easy- 
to-set trap pulls its loops upward over  
the mole for effective lethal results .  
Simple for homeowners to check and no 
bait involved . The Nash works best in 
shallow tunnels, in clean soil free from rocks 
and roots, and has a large above ground 
profile .    

NWSNMt01 Single $15.95

MoLE Bait (Lethal)

Kaput Mole Gel Bait 
Uniquely attractive to 
moles and the only gel-
based poison bait on the 
market . The patented, 
EPA-approved formula can be applied glove-free with a simple 
injection . Great for steep tunnels and molehills that defy lethal trap 
placements . (EPA REG 72500-2) 

WCSKMGB-1  3 oz . tube $17.95
WCSKMGB-10 Case of 10  $159.95

talpirid Mole Bait
The best mimic of a mole's natural 
food source – earthworms . One 
talpirid worm contains a lethal dose 
of bromethalin and works quickly, 
sometimes killing within 24 hours . 

Special added enhancers ensure attraction and acceptance . (EPA 
REG 12455-101)    

WCS738614  Box of 20 Worms $44.95
WCS738614C Case of 5 Boxes (100 Worms) $212.95

victor Mole  Worms
Intended for use in underground tunnels and runways, 
Moleworms look and feel virtually identical to 
real earthworms, and are specially formulated 
to be extremely palatable to moles . When 
eaten, the active ingredient Bromethalin 
works quickly to dispatch the mole . 

moLe controL 

Zero in on your chosen animal with targeted traps.
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Dr. t’s nature Products® Mole out® 
Mole Repelling Granules (5 lbs .) is made of 
natural ingredients that provide effective 
mole control for lawns, cemeteries, golf 
courses, playgrounds and more! This mole 
repellent product coats food sources of 
the mole . The natural oils upset the mole’s 
stomach, making them leave the area, 

conditioning them not to come back .

NWSMo5  $13.95



gopher controL 

cinch Pocket  
Gopher trap
NWSCt01 Single $13.75
NWSCt01-12 Dozen $140.00
 
Death Klutch Gopher trap
NWSDK-1   
Single $4.95
NWSDK-12  Dozen $51.95

 

Gopher “Getter” trap - Redwood 
Box trap
NWSGG01  Single  $11.25
NWSGG01-12  Dozen $121.95
 
Macabee Gopher trap
NWSMAC-1 Single $7.95
NWSMAC-12  
Dozen $79.95
NWSMAC-24  
case of 24 $150.00
 

 
the “Gophinator” Lethal  
Gopher trap
WCSGoPH1  Single $7.95
WCSGoPH12  Dozen  $83.50

BlackBox Gopher trap
0625-1  Single  $11.50
0625-12  Dozen $126.00

answer for the control of  
Pocket Gophers
J .T . Eaton ANSWER for the Control 
of Pocket Gophers comes in a 10lb 
pail containing (40) 4oz blocks . This 
bait provides long-term control with a 
single application . ANSWER uses the 
active ingredient Diphacinone, and is 
less hazardous than other gopher baits 
containing strychnine or zinc phosphide . 
The uniquely shaped blocks are designed 
to fit conveniently into the burrows . They 
also have excellent moisture resistance 
and maintain palatability after extended 
time in the burrows . (Not for sale in 
Eastern US .) (EPA REG 56-57)
WCS277  $34.75

Gopher-Pro
The Gopher-Pro is the ultimate tool for the 

control of pocket gophers . Reliable, 
effective, fast, and durable, the 
Gopher-Pro is designed for deep 

burrow placement of your favorite 
gopher bait . Simply insert into the 
burrow, remove the center stake, 
and using the attached funnel pour 
the appropriate dosage directly into 
the burrow through the 1” diameter 
barrel . Applying gopher baits into 
deep burrows and tunnels has never  

been easier!
NWSGP-92512  $44.95

Kaput-D Pocket Gopher Bait
Kaput-D Pocket Gopher Bait is a red 
grain containing the active ingredient 
Diphacinone . It effectively kills gophers on 
lawns, golf courses, rangeland, and other 
non-crop areas . It can easily be applied 
with the Gopher Pro tool and usually 
kills within one week . Unlike products 
containing strychnine or zinc phosphide, 
Kaput-D has an antidote as well . (EPA REG  
72500-12)
091105  5 lb . Pail $30.00

Scan for Video
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GoPHER

Gophers can be a tricky pro-position so we carry a variety of different traps.  All are proven effective.  
Different styles allow the user to pick the one they are most comfortable with setting.

Pocket gophers are medium-
sized rodents ranging from 

about 5 to nearly 14 inches to 
36 long (head and body) . Adult 

males are larger than adult 
females . Their fur is very fine, 

soft, and highly variable in color . 
Colors range from nearly black 
to pale brown to almost white . 

The great variability in size 
and color of pocket gophers is 
attributed to their low dispersal 
rate and thus limited gene flow, 
resulting in adaptation to local 

conditions .
 

Thirty-four species of pocket 
gophers occupy the western 
hemisphere . In the United 

States there are 13 species . The 
major features differentiating 

these are the size of their 
forefeet, claws, and front 

surfaces of their chisel-like 
incisors . Northern pocket 

gophers are typically from 6 
½ to 10 inches long . Their fur 
is variable in color but is often 

yellowish brown with pale 
underparts . Botta’s (or valley) 
pocket gophers are extremely 

variable in size and color . Botta’s 
pocket gophers are 5 inches to 
about 13 ½ inches long . Their 
color varies from almost white  

to black .

information from:
University of Nebraska - Lincoln

DigitalCommons@unl.edu           
The Handbook -  

PREVENTION AND CONTROL 
OF WILDLIFE DAMAGE - 1994

Pocket Gophers



Hill Blair Hog Ring 
Pliers & Rings
A professional’s best 
friend when constructing 
water flow control devices 
or culvert protectors out 
of woven wire . These malleable iron pliers 
have adjustable set screw and work on 1” 
copper-coated rings with pointed end .
NWSRRHM-1  $8.95  
Hog Ring Pliers for 1” rings (without spring) 
NWSRRHS-1  $10.95  
Hog Ring Pliers for 1” rings (with spring) 
NWSRNH3  $3.25  
1” Rings, 100/box
NWSRNH3-10  $26.75  
1” Rings, 100/box - 10 pack

LaDDER & accESSoRiES

LeveLok Ladder 
Leveling System
Give your ladders 
the same level 
footing as the ones 
used by the largest 
utility companies . 
Attached to the bottom of almost any 
extension ladder, these rock-solid, 
adjustable levelers have feet that bite 
both hard and soft surfaces (ice, gravel, 
snow, dirt) . Hands-free operation makes 
them great for stairwells and uneven 
terrain . Automatic safety lock . Self-
cleaning and corrosion-resistant . 

LL-StB-1AA pair $131.95

LeveLok Quick connect Ladder 
Leveling System
The snap on, 
snap off version 
of LeveLok’s 
adjustable levelers . 
Install the base unit, 
then use levelers 
where and when you need them . 5-star 
rating from Amazon customers .   
LLQC Base Unit (pair) $45.25
LL-StB-1QC  $78.95  
LeveLok Snap-on Leveler for LeveLok 
Quick Connect (single)

Levelok Quick connect System 
Base Units
Set of two 
KeyLok¬Æ 
Quick 
Connect 
Base Units for 
KeyLok¬Æ 
Levelers only 
(one for left 
rail, one for 
right rail) . Includes installation instructions 
and all mounting hardware .
LL-QC  $45.25
These are the Base Units only . Levelok 
Quick Connect Levelers sold separately .

corner Buddy Ladder Stabilizer 
complete w/ hardware
Bolt this buddy to your 
ladder and free your job 
of worry . Rounded “claw” 
grips corners, round and multi-
dimensional constructions with rubber 
bumpers . Remove easily for storage . 
Coated in yellow for visibility . 
WCSCB Complete w/hardware $54.95
WCSCB2 Hardware Kit $16.95

Ladder 
Stabilizer
Get a sure grasp 
of the wall . This two-pronged stabilizer spans 
the width of your straight ladder and grabs 
onto surfaces with its non-marring rubber 
tips . Strong and lightweight . Spans 48” .
WCSLS48 $31.95

Flat Ladder Hook
Convert your single ladder to a roof 
ladder . Steel hooks clamp easily to 
the top two rungs and fit both round and 
D-rung styles . Powder coat painted blue .
WCSFLH $14.95

Rolling Roof Hooks
Roof jobs made easy . Roll your 
ladder up steep surfaces on the hook’s 
casters, then flip the ladder over to 
catch the hook on the peak . Your single 
ladder now lays flat and secure . Fits 
both round and D-Rung styles . Not for 
Type III ladders . Use in pairs . 
WCSRRH Rolling Roof Hook  $20.95
WCSRRC Replacement Caster $3.00

Ladder Mitts  (PAiR)
Protect the ends of your 
ladder from scratching 
or marring house siding . 
Professionals, take note – this 
is a courtesy your customers 
will notice . 
WCS611 $12.95 

Pivit Ladder tool 
Level any ladder in seconds – 
even on stairs! This tool has 
hundreds of rubber “gripper 
feet” that cling to tiles and 
slippery areas, giving you a 
stable surface for ladder 
legs . Or try it on a roof as 
a platform for toolboxes . The 
portable Pivit has 11 functions, 
requires no bolts or clamps to install 
and is completely adjustable . Works on 
stepladders, too! Rated at 500 lbs . as ladder 
jack and ramp . 

WCSPLt  $93.75

Roof Boot  (PAiR) 
Make steep roofs 

safer . These roof boots secure walkboards, 
toeboards and flat ladders on up to a 
20-pitch roof . Easy to handle and set-up . 
One pair .  
WCSRB  $55.95

HoG RinGS & PLiERS
Hog Ring Model  
Pliers & Rings 

Make quick work of attaching 
nosecones, constructing vent 
covers or trap making . These 
pliers fit both ½” and 3/8” hog 
rings, with a spring-loaded 
action and vinyl-coated handles 

for easy clipping . Exceptionally tough, 
they’ll last a lifetime . Pair with galvanized, 
14 gauge blunt tip Hog Rings . Single ring 
installation .
oSCXX  Pliers $16.95
X0GB430-1  ½” Galv . Blunt tip, 1 lb . $3.95
X00GB530  3/8” Galv . Blunt tip, 1lb . $4.50

J-Style Pliers & Ferrules
For when a wider clip (or ferrule) 
is needed . J-Clip pliers and 
J-Clips make for quick single 
ring installation when modifying 
or repairing traps, vent covers or 
other wire mesh items .
JPL51612  $18.95
J51612z  J-Clip Ferrules  (1 lb .) $5.95

P7 Pliers & Rings
A versatile tool for bird netting, making 
and repairing small cages, closing 
bags and more . Pair with 16 gauge 
blunt tip C-Rings . Rings come 
in a strip similar to “staples” 
and are fed into the pliers to 
save time .
WCSP7  Plier $53.95
RiNG616G50B-S  1⁄2” 16 ga . Galv . 
C-Rings 2,500 rings $22.50

Ringer tool 
No more sore hands, 

wrists and arms! Just 
feed a strip of fifty 9/16” 

blunt-tipped hog rings 
into the Ringer Tool in a 
“clip fashion,” position and 
squeeze the handle grip . 
The ring automatically 

closes tightly around 
material . We love having the Ringer Tool 
around for joining wire to make cages, 
nosecones or attaching bird netting 
to cable systems . Pair with 15 gauge 
galvanized C-Rings . 

GLF-9/16 9/16” Stanley Ringer   $81.95
RiNGR15G50B-S 9/16” 15 ga . Galv . Blunt 
D-Ring (2,500 rings) $35.00

tooLs & suppLies 
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Xtend & climb telescoping 
Extension Ladders

These ladders are built 
for heavy-duty use 
in commercial and 
contractor settings . 
They are super strong, 
open and close with 

ease, and feature a 
no-pinch closure system . 

ANSI rated 1A to 300 lbs . 
Extends to 12-1/2 feet (Model 
780p) or 15 feet (Model 785p) 
and closes to 3 feet . Features 
angled thumb release, non-slip 

end caps, carrying handle and 
closure strap .  These are great for indoor 
use and anywhere where compactness 
and portability are required . 
780P $249.99  (12 .5 feet)
785P $269.99  (15 feet)

tooLs & suppLies 
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Safe-t Ladder Extension System
The Guardian Fall Protection 
Safe-T Ladder Extension System 
is designed to attach to the 
top of a ladder to provide a 
safe and easy transition from 
the ladder to a raised surface . 
It requires no tools, drilling, or 
bolting to install, and is one 
of the most effective means of 
improving the safety of nearly 
any ladder .
G10800  $159.95

Basemate Ladder Leveler 
System
One of the most innovative 
ladder safety products available 
on the market, the Basemate 
Ladder Leveler System is 
ideal for ladder climbing 
applications on uneven 
surfaces . Easily attachable to nearly 
any ladder, this stabilizer equalizes 
uneven terrain by allowing the attached 
ladder to adjust in-line with the structure 
being climbed, all while still maintaining 
a solid base . It also functions to provide 
a wider and more stable ladder base 
for applications on level ground, and is 
compact, lightweight, and tested to support 
maximum loads of up to 1,200 pounds .
G2475  $139.95

Ladder Rung Step
The Ladder Rung Step is 
specially designed to reduce 
worker fatigue by expanding 
the foot support of the ladder 
rung to which it is attached . 
Compatible with nearly any 
ladder, the Ladder Rung 
Step is made from durable 
and lightweight aluminum, and its patented 
design allows it to be installed quickly and 
easily without any tools . To make working 
from ladders easier, more efficient, and 
more stable, use the Ladder Rung Step .
G2477  $37.95

Lock-n-climb
The Lock-N-Climb is ideal for 
providing additional stability 
and weight capacity in ladder 
climbing applications . It is 
compatible with nearly any 
extension ladder from 16 to 40 feet 
in height and installs easily within 
a few minutes . Composed of 6061-grade 
aluminum, the Lock-N-Climb is both 
lightweight and supremely durable, and can 
withstand loads in excess of OSHA, ANSI 
A14 .2, and ANSI A14 .5 regulations .
G2460  For 16’ - 20’ Ladders:  $169.95
G2465  For 24’ - 40’ Ladders:  $184.95

Ladder Stability anchor
The Guardian Fall 
Protection Ladder Stability 
Anchor is specially 
designed to promote 
compliance with OSHA 
regulation 1926 .1053(b)(1), which states, the 
ladder shall be secured at its top to a rigid 
support that will not deflect .The Ladder 
Stability Anchor functions to clamp to a roof 
(without any penetration of the substrate) 
and then secure to the top rung of a 
ladder with either 2 or 3 foot long Velcro 
straps, ensuring that the ladder will not 
fall or move . It is composed of lightweight 
aluminum for superior durability, and 
requires no special tools to install .
G10808  $69.95

GEnERaL tooLS

30” Metal 
Bending 
Brake
Get a 
professional 
look when 
bending wire 
mesh or sheet metal up to 22 gauge . Very 
handy to have in your truck for repairing 
louver vents and boxing in dormer soffits . 

WCSG9952  $92.95

Stainless Steel  
inspection Mirror
An indestructible must-have . 
Rectangular, 2” x 3 ¾” mirror, or round 3 
¾” adjusts to any angle and extends  
from 10” to 26” . Chrome plated brass 
handle with cushioned grip . 

R4074371 Rectangle $24.95 
R4074385 Round $24.95

telescoping inspection Mirror 
(Glass)
Mirrors are a great “extra eye” to have for 
chimney flues, above dampers, over drop 
ceilings, etc . This telescoping inspection 
mirror is long, strong and lightweight .
 » Clear glass mirror for perfect reflection .
 » All-angle ball joint holds mirror firmly for 

360° viewing .
 » Telescoping handle is strong, long & 

lightweight .
 » Comfortable textured cushion grip keeps 

handle secure in wet or oily hands .
 » 2 ¼” mirror diam . Telescopes from 6 ½”  

to 36 3/8”

NWSHtC-2  $10.75

Dripless EtS 3000 caulking Gun
Designed for the 
professional, these 
guns address weight, 
balance and stress 
while applying caulk 
and sealants. The grip has been designed 
to keep the wrist in a natural and balanced 
position, while the squeeze handle comfortably 
accommodates the fingers and allows them to 
guide smoothly over its surface.
etS3000  $17.50

Booger Retriever
The Booger Retriever will allow 
you to “retrieve” almost 
anything you drop without 
having to set foot on 
good old terra firma . It’s 
lightweight, pocket-sized and made of durable 
1/8” hardened steel .  When set, the weight of 
the Booger will trip the spring-loaded trigger 
and close its fingers around the dropped item . 
Holds up to 25 lbs . 
Note: Booger Cord Sold Separately
WCSBGR $24.95

Monk Mechanics 
3D textured 
Hand cleaning 
towels  
Removes grease, oil, 

ink, paint, dirt and grime . Large 9 .6” x 12 .5” 
Special 3-D textured fabric towels grab and 
hold grease and grime . Formulated with 
ORANGE OIL for SUPERIOR CLEANING 
POWER and MOISUTURIZERS for SUPERIOR 
SKIN CARE .
WCS45072  Canister of 72 Hand 
towels – SiNGLe       $12.95
WCS45072C  Canister of 72 Hand 
towels  - Case of 6  $64.75
WCS45101  Bucket of 130 Hand 
towels – SiNGLe       $18.95
WCS45101C  Bucket of 130 Hand 
towels - Case of 4     $72.75



tooLs & suppLies 
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Streamlight Stinger 
The #1 selling rechargeable flashlights in the country . 

Stinger Rechargeable Flashlight w/ AC & dC Chargers  
(15,000 candlepower) 
The perennial favorite . The Stinger’s powerful Xenon  
bi-pin bulb produces 15,000 candlepower and smoothly 
transitions from spot- to flood-beam . Made of water-
resistant, machine tooled aircraft aluminum with  
push-button switch . Includes 1 spare bulb in tailcap . 
7 3/8” L . 10 oz .   
NWSSLt75014  $108.00

Streamlight PolyStinger w/ AC & dC Chargers 
(15,000 candlepower)  
A lighter, non-conductive version of the original 
Stinger . Encased in almost indestructible nylon 
polymer, the PolyStinger gives up to 15,000 
candlepower . 7 3/8” L . 8 .7 oz .  
NWSSLt76514  $92.95

Ultra Stinger w/AC & dC Chargers (70,000 candlepower)  
The mother of all Stingers . Use the Ultra’s powerful 70,000 candlepower to illuminate the 
toughest spots, knowing that the unbreakable polycarbonate lens with scratch-resistant 
coating won’t suffer . Made of machined aircraft aluminum anodized black against corrosion 
inside and out . Adjustable focus (spot to flood), 30-hour life Xenon bi-pin bulb and push-
button switch with momentary or constant “on” settings . 11 .75” L . 1 .1 . lbs .  
NWSSLt78014  $123.00

Streamlight Vulcan AC/dC dual Filament  
An industrial light that will never let you down . If one 
filament in the 8W safety bulb goes, the second filament 
provides an instant backup beam . Spot, bi-pin bulb provides 
up to 70,000 candlepower with very long run time . Virtually 
indestructible ABS thermoplastic case is waterproof to 
100 feet . Rubberized cushioned grip handle . Includes 
rechargeable battery, 120V AC (outlet) and 12V DC (car 
lighter) cords, mounting rack and shoulder strap . 7 ½” L x 5” 
w x 6 ½” H . 3 .3 lbs .  
SLt44200  $104.95

Streamlight accessories
12V dC Cord for Car  
Plugs into your vehicle’s cigarette lighter 
to recharge all models of Streamlight 
rechargeable cradles, holders and sleeves .  
NWSSLt22051  $12.95

Streamlight Stinger Nylon Holster  
Keep your Stinger flashlight handy and 
protect it from bouncing around inside 
your tool bag . Fits the Stinger, Stinger XT & 
PolyStinger .  
NWSSLt76090  $13.95

Streamlight Stinger Replacement Bulb 
NWSSLt75914  $14.95

Ultra Stinger Replacement Bulb 
NWSSLt78914  $10.00

Streamlight Stinger Battery  
It’s always a good idea to have one battery 
charging and one inside your flashlight . 
Fits Stinger, Stinger LED, Stinger HP, 
Stinger XT, Stinger XT HP and PolyStinger .  
NWSSLt75175  $25.95

Ultra and Super Stinger Battery  
Fits Ultra Stinger, Super Stinger and SL-
20XP-LED .   
NWSSLt77175  $32.95

Inova X5 Ultra Violet light Titanium Flashlight
Inova X5 Ultra Violet Light Titanium Flashlight, very convenient, and 
great for detecting rodent urine . Innovative design and engineering: 
Performance criteria drive every consideration in optics, electronics, 
materials, thermal and power management, durability and usability .

Mi-X5Mt-Uv  $36.95 

ScoPES

BR200 video 
Borescope
The perfect tool for 
challenging 
inspections! 
Capture video 
and still images 
that can be played back on the detachable 
wireless monitor, or downloaded to your PC .
BR200  $299.99

tRaiL caMERaS

covert Special ops coDE BLacK 
Scouting camera
The Covert Special Ops 
“Code Black” Camera will 
instantly send pictures to 
your phone or email account . 
The Code Black with invisible 
LED flash is perfect for 
wildlife scouting, security, and 
surveillance . Requires a SIM 
card (Available from AT&T 
for $9 .99 per month) . 2014 
Model has improved antenna, sturdier case 
and now operates on 3G cellular service for 
improved quality and reception . SMS: now 
you can send texts to your Code Black to 
update phone numbers and email addresses . 
Change picture mode / video mode . acquire 
a picture, location and turn the MMS feature 
on and off!
WCS2427  $379.99
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GEnERaL tooLS

LintEater Dryer vent cleaning 
System by Gardus
A super-quick way to remove 
dangerous lint build-up . When 
attached to your power drill by the 3’ 
flexible rods, the LintEater’s rotating 
auger brush easily navigates the 
turns common in most vent systems . 
Adapters (included) then allow you to 
use the air from your dryer or a shop 
vacuum/blower to completely suck out 
the lint . System also includes blockage 
removal tool, large lint trap brush, 
operator’s manual and demo DVD . 

RLe202 10pc . System $31.95
R-4203613S Lint Catcher $6.95 
R-3203612 12’ Extension Kit $16.95

Booger combo Pack
The Booger Combo Pack 
combines the Booger 
Retriever and 36' 
of Booger Cord 
conveniently packed in 
a zippered twill pouch . 
This water-repellent pouch is a large 7" x 
7" size and has two Velcro strips for easy 
attachment to your belt or treestand and 
convenient storage in your toolbox .
WCSBGRKit  $39.95



atrix Express HEPa vacuum 
Weighing in at just 4 lbs ., this little beast 
is one of the lightest portable vacuums 
around . The mighty 730 watt motor is ideal 
for bed bugs and bees . Replacement HEPA 
cartridge filters install with a snap . Includes: 
two HEPA filters ( .3 micron retention), 6’ 
clear hose, 25’ power cord, crevice tool, two 
20” extension wands, deluxe carrying bag, 
shoulder strap .
vACeXP-iPM  Quart capacity  $249.00
HEPA Cartridge Filters (2 pack) 
730333 $43.95 

Deluxe Backpack
Free your hands while you tackle the tough 
jobs . Backpack can adjust to fit either 
the Atrix Omega or High Capacity IPM 
vacuums . (Vaccum not included) 
vACPACK $85 .00  
for Omega IPM and High Capacity Vacuum 
 

Bug  
Sucker!

tooLs & suppLies 

HEPa Backpack Pest vacuum
The Atrix Backpack HEPA Vacuum/Blower 
with three-quart dry particulate filter is 
ideal for any situation that involves a lot of 
cleaning, such as stairs, draperies, blinds, 
etc . Its ergonomic and a comfortable fit for 
all sizes, and weighs only 10 pounds . Great 
for cleaning up insects, insect eggs, rodent 
feces, bat guano, etc .
BUGBP1  $189.95
Replacement filter bags (5 pack) 
BUGBPG6-5  $19.95

vacUUMS

atrix omega Green Supreme  
iPM HEPa vacuum
With its over-heat protection and high-
impact Starex flame retardant polymer 
construction, this HEPA vacuum is the 
perfect choice for ash, dust and attic debris . 
A powerful 120 volt motor fits nicely in only 
a 19”x7” space, and weighs only 12 .5 lbs . 
Accessories fit in the lid . Includes: one HEPA 
filter ( .3 micron retention), 9’ clear hose, 16” 
flexible wand, 25’ power cord, crevice tool 
and utility nozzle, two 20” extension wands, 
shoulder strap . 
vACoMeGAS-iPM 12 .5 lbs . $349.00
oF612He Cartridge Filter $49.00

atrix High capacity  
HEPa vacuum
Bring on the bat guano . This brawny 5 
gallon high capacity vacuum with self-
contained HEPA filter cartridge is capable 
of tackling any big job, from cockroaches to 
termites to rodent droppings . Weighs only 
10 lbs . when the filter is empty . Includes: 
one 5 gallon HEPA filter, 9’ clear hose, 16” 
flexible wand, 25’ power cord, crevice tool 
and utility nozzle, two 20” extension wands .
AtiHC-iPM $479.95  
5 Gallon capacity (16 lbs .) 
Replacement HEPA Filter
421-000-005 $79.95
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Meyer vantage-vac
The Meyer Vantage-Vac is a highly 
portable,yet powerful gas powered removal 
vacuum . Whether the insulation is wet, fire 
damaged or smoke damaged, the Vantage-
Vac has power to spare to handle even the 
most difficult insulation removal jobs .Please 
note: This item ships via Motor Freight Only .  
Please call us for a freight quote .
422AvAN $4,628.00

Meyer insulation Blowing Machine
The Meyer Model 220 Insulation Blower 
is specially designed for DIY, rental 
businesses and professional contractors 
who require a powerful insulation blower 
with simplicity for ease of operation . This 
machine offers excellent portability due 
to a rugged, yet lightweight construction . 
The Model 220 Solution Series draws from 
decades of experience building contractor 
grade machinery for all types of insulation 
materials .Please note:This item ships via 
Motor Freight Only . Please call us for a 
freight quote .
220AiBM  $3,863.00

atrix vaccums Meyer vaccums



SPRaYERS

Fogmaster Jr. 
When a space is too small for an 
industrial fogger and too large for a 
trigger sprayer, use the Fogmaster Jr . 
to disperse lightweight oil- or water-
based fluids for odor control . Made 
of corrosion-resistant nylon, vinyl and 
polyethylene to last job after job ., Easy 
to use . Just twist off the power head,, 
pour in deodorizer or disinfectant 

mixture, And replace cap . Rotary valve allows you to fine tune the 
output from fine light fog to coarse mist . Quart capacity .

WCSFoG-1  1 Quart  $104.95

Electric atomist Sprayer™

Conserve expensive chemicals and 
deodorizers with this Ultra Low Volume 
(ULV) sprayer . Designed to reduce 
droplet size, the Atomist emits an ultra-
fine mist on your chosen area . Use it 
for odor and pest control, to reach into 
cracks and crevices or in the garden . 
Fine to heavy spray settings allows for 
adjustment for a variety of situations . 
2-gallon capacity .

WCS1026B 2 Gallon $224.95

LiQUiD concEntRatES

citrus neutrox  (oDoR CoNtRoL) 
A water-soluble, neutralizing deodorant 
with a fresh citrus fragrance that lasts 
for hours . Not a masking agent, this 
concentrated product destroys malodors 
produced by organic sources and 
odor-causing deposits . It contains no 
hazardous ingredients, is non-flammable 
and will not harm surfaces that are water-
resistant . Leaves no residue when used as 
a surface spray, a fog or when diluted in 
cleaners . 32 oz . and gallon sizes available .

NWSCN01-32  32 oz .  $8.95
NWSCN01-32C 32 oz . Case of 12   $89.95
NWSCNG02-GAL  Gallon  $19.95
NWSCNG01-4  Case of 4 Gallons  $74.95

oDoR contRoL & DiSinFEctantS

No Smells, No Germs, No Fuss

Epoleon   (oDoR 
CoNtRoL & CLeANiNG) 
Zap animal odors instantly! 
Epoleon’s all-natural 
and biodegradable 
compounds attack odors 
by chemical reaction, 
counteraction and 
absorption, allowing 

it to react with a variety of gases (acidic, neutral and alkaline) 
simultaneously . Eliminates odors like urine, skunk or dead animal . 
The concentrated, water-based formula leaves no residual scent, 
is non-toxic and is USDA approved . NnZ contains an additional 
detergent for surface cleaning . (Not a disinfectant)

WCSN100-S  N-100, ½ Gallon concentrate  $48.95
WCSN100-C  N-100, ½ Gallon (Case of 10)  $450.00
WCSNnz-S  NnZ, ½ Gallon concentrate  $31.95
WCSNnz-C  NnZ, ½ Gallon concentrate (Case of 10) $290.00

Kennelsol   (DiSiNFeCtANt & oDoR CoNtRoL)
A multi-purpose germicide, detergent 
and deodorant that leaves a 
clean, wintergreen scent . Effective 
against a range of animal-specific 
pathogens, including the canine 
parvovirus . Recommended for use 
in kennels, pet shops, tack shops, 
veterinary clinics, animal life science 
laboratories, breeding and grooming 
establishments, equine farms, airports, 
households and hotels . Bactericidal 
at 1:64 dilution (2 oz . per gallon of water) . HC (High concentrate) 
dilution is ½ oz . per gallon of water . (KennelSol EPA Reg# 62472-1 . 
KennelSol HC EPA Reg # 62472-2) 

WCSK16S  16 oz .  $8.95
WCSK16C  Case of 12 -16 oz . $79.95
WCSK128S  Gallon  $34.95
WCSK128C  Case of 4 Gallon  $114.95
WCSK5GC  5 gallon – Pail  $114.95
High Concentrate - 1:256 dilution ratio 
WCSKHCGS  Gallon  $54.95 
WCSKHCGC  Case of 4 Gallon  $194.95

DSv (Disinfectant, Sanitizer, virucide)  
By Nisus, an all-in-one solution that is highly effective 
against multiple disease-causing agents .

- Kills harmful germs, bacteria, fungi and viruses
- Prevents and eliminates mildew
- Disinfects hepatitis, hantavirus, avian flu, HIV  

and more
- One gallon of concentrate makes 64 gallons  

of solution
WCSDSvS  Gallon  $21.95

WCSDSvC  Case of 4 Gallons  $76.95

odor controL 

Animal control work can mean fighting a lot of unpleasant smells – skunk spray, urine, feces, bat guano, dead wildlife, blood – the list goes on. 
To win the war, we offer a range of products that neutralize air and surfaces. These scented and unscented products don’t simply mask odors, they 
eliminate them. To destroy dangerous bacteria, choose a product described as a disinfectant. 
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REaDY-to-USE

Fresh Wave commercial iaQ   
(oDoR CoNtRoL) 
Neutralize skunk, dead animal, bat guano, 
feces and urine odors . Ecosorb is a non-toxic, 
environmentally-safe and biodegradable 
product made with natural organic compounds 
and food grade surfactants . Ready-to-use 
right out of the bottle . Leaves no scent behind . 
Remove children and pets from treated areas 
until surfaces are completely dry . 

FWiAQ-Gal Gallon $33.50
FWiAQ-C 4 gallon case $114.00

Fresh Wave   (oDoR CoNtRoL) 
An excellent “green” solution for households . 
This neutralizer’s biodegradable, non-toxic 
solution contains natural plant extracts and is 
safe for use around people and pets . Three 
different products available: spray in a non-
aerosol can, gel in a jar (great around cat litter 
boxes) and candle . Leaves a clean, natural-
smelling environment .

WCSFWCRG-S  Continuous Release Gel - 16 oz  $11.95
WCSFWCRG-C Continuous Release Gel - 16 oz . (Case of 12) $132.00
WCSFWSPRY-S 8 oz . Spray  $7.95
WCSFWSPRY-C 8 oz . Spray (Case of 12)  $87.00

odor assassin   (oDoR CoNtRoL) 
Odor Assassin's super-concentrated formula 
can eliminate the strongest animal odors, 
(skunk smells haven't a chance), but is safe for 
use in ordinary businesses and households . 
Easily applied from an aerosol-free can, it 
leaves the natural scent of fresh-picked oranges 
or lemon & lime . USDA approved for use in 
kitchens .

lemon-lime 8oz . non-aerosol can 
WCSoA01-104403  Single  $6.95 
WCSoA01-104403C Case of 12  $64.80

orange 8oz . non-aerosol can  
WCSoA01-17062  Single  $6.95 
WCSoA01-17062C  Case of 12  $64.80

Crisp Apple 8oz . non-aerosol can  
WCSoA01-111146  Single  $6.95
WCSoA01-111146C  Case of 12  $64.80

Mixed Case 
WCSoA01-MiX  Case of 12  $64.80

Fire-D & odor control Foggers   (oDoR CoNtRoL) 
When a fogging machine isn’t practical or electric power isn’t available, 
Fire-D ”One Shot” and Scented Odor Control canisters are a great 
heavy-duty solution . Close all doors and windows and turn off fans . Place 
aerosol fogger on top of a drop cloth in the center of the area to be 
treated . For best results, leave treated area undisturbed for 1 hour . Use 
one can for every 10,000 cubic feet of space . 
“one Shot” Fire-d Fogger - 5 oz . Canister  
NWSFiReD  Single  $5.50 
NWSFiReD-C  Case of 12  $52.75
odor Control Fogger - original - 5 oz .  
NWSoCF  Single  $5.50 
NWSoCF-C  Case of 12  $52.75
odor Control Fogger - Cinnamon - 5 oz .  
NWSoCFCiN  Single  $5.50 
NWSoCFCiN-C  Case of 12  $52.75
odor Control Fogger - “New Car” - 5 oz . 
NWSoCFNWC  Single  $5.50 
NWSoCFNWC-C Case of 12  $52.75

odor Pet (oDoR CoNtRoL)
Specially formulated for animal care facilities 
and veterinary clinics . A concentrated odor 
counteractant and cleaner, Odor Pet contains 
a stabilized bacterial spore system that breaks 
down organic waste (blood, urine, fecal stains) and 
removes odors . Debris is reduced to a solution 
of CO2 and water . This biodegradable, non-toxic 
neutralizer is a great choice for cleaning cages, 
runs, floors, drains and other high traffic areas . Safe for use around 
animals and children . Fresh black cherry scent . 
Note: Odor Pet is not a disinfectant . We recommend following up with a 
treatment of KenneSol in situations where removal of organic bacteria is 
desired .

WCS5400-S  RTU 24 oz . – Single  $12.95
WCS5400-C   RTU 24 oz . – Case of 6  $53.95
WCS5410-S  ½ gal – Single  $29.95
WCS5410-C  ½ gal . Case of 4   $115.95
WCS5420  5 gallon pail  $169.95

Sterifab (DiSiNFeCtANt & oDoR CoNtRoL)
One of the most hardworking disinfectant and 
insecticides on the market . Perfect for cleaning up 
bird droppings, bat guano and raccoon feces . Or 
use it to wipe out lice, bed bugs, ticks, dust mites, 
bacteria, fungus, mold, mildew and viruses . And did 
we mention it deodorizes too? Dries in 15 minutes 
and leaves no residue . No dilution required . (EPA 

REG 397-13) – registered all states . Ships ground only .

SFD-GAL  RTU – Gallon $39.95
SFD-GAL-C  RTU – Gallon Case (Case of 4) $137.50

Earthcare odor  
Removing Bag
Used by Wildlife/Pest Control 
Professionals to remove dead 
rodent odors, urine and feces 
odors, skunk odors, as well as 
odors from chemicals, cigarette 
smoke, and Earth Care Bags do 

not have to come into contact with dead rodent 
or odor causing agent . Simply place the bag near 
the odor and in 24 hours the odor will be gone .
B193892-1   Single   $13.95
B193892-6 Six Pack   $72.00
B193892C Case of 12    $119.95

Earthcare  
Skunk odor  
Removing canister
Absorb skunk odors anywhere: 
indoors or outdoor, on carpet, 
floors, dogs, concrete or lawns 
without chemical or fragrances . 
Covers 100 square feet . Non 

toxic, biodegradable and safe for Planet 
Earth . It is also safe around children and 
pets even if eaten .
eCoe-S Single Canister $5.95 
eCoe-C Case of 12 $54.95

Earthcare odor  
Eliminating  
Granules
EarthCares Odor Elimi-
nating Granules absorb 
pet urine odors from all 
surfaces (carpets, lawns, 

dog runs, concrete litter boxes & cages), 
musty mildew odors in all areas (basements, 
crawl spaces, outdoors and indoors), Skunk 
Odors, chemical odors, etc . without chemi-
cals or fragrances .
BU9G-S Single Bucket $32.95
BU9G-C Case of 2 buckets $62.00

odor controL 
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tank clamp
Secure your CO2 tank in a vehicle or 
stationary workspace . Two sizes available 
to fit 20 lb . or 50lb . cylinder .

NWS0122 Fits 20 lb . cylinder $49.95 
 Fits 50 lb . cylinder $53.00

BLitZ captive Bolt  
Stunner Gun Kit
The most powerful stun gun available in 
its category . The heavy-duty, nickel-
coated BLITZ is built tough in Germany 
to withstand the worst conditions . 9mm 
center fire blank cartridge provides a 
high velocity penetration and gun is 
easy to use and maintain . Comes with 
150 center fire cartridges, replacement 
parts, protective molded carrying case, 
cleaning supplies and Hoppes Plus 
solvent . 

35-310  $448.95

WcS™ Galvanized  
Euthanasia chamber
Euthanasia is a process with legal and 
ethical responsibilities, and we take it 
very seriously . Our CO2 chamber is the 
industry-standard for humane dispatch, a 
cost-effective product that gives minimal 
distress to wildlife . Measuring 14” x 14” 
x 38”, it is capable of handling traps up 
to 36” long for simple top loading . We 
use all galvanized steel for long use and 
rust-resistance and include a clear viewing 
window in the lid . A screw-type port in the 
lower portion makes it easy to link the gas 
bottle . Includes hose for connection to a 
CO2 regulator (regulator sold separately, 
see below) . 

NWS0123-Galv  $250.00

co2 Regulator
An essential 
component 
for delivering 
gas safely and 
humanely . 
Attached to 
the CO2 tank, 

the regulator monitors pressure via two 
gauges . One gauge reads the gas pressure 
being delivered to the tank, giving you 
an accurate reading of the CO2 flow . This 
helps you minimize gas waste and ensures 
the animal is receiving the proper gas 
distribution . The other gauge reads the 
tank pressure itself and is an excellent 
indicator of how much gas is left . Never 
deliver gas to tank without a regulator .   

NWS0121  $95.00

aluminum Syringe adaptor  
(12cc or 3cc) 
Use for injecting 
skunk with 
euthanizing fluid 
or administering 
medications . 
Includes an 
aluminum base 
Adaptor that screws into any threaded 
painter pole/broom handle (Not Included), (1) 
standard plastic syringe with rubber tip and (1) 
16 ga . 1” needle . Aluminum parts are covered 
by a lifetime warranty .
WCSPS12CC  $49.95  
12 cc Aluminum Pole Syringe with 
Adjustable Tip
WCSPS3CC $49 .95 
3 cc Aluminum Pole Syringe   

 euthanasia
WcS 
Electronic c02 
Saver
Eliminate worry 
about extended 
gas flow . 
Connected to 
a regulator, this 

digital, automatic shut-off device controls 
the on and off flow of CO2 delivered to 
chamber and allows for programmed 
timing . Enter the time interval you want 
the gas to be set for and the saver will 
automatically shut off the CO2 after it has 
elapsed . A mounting bracket allows you 
to hang the unit on the regulator knob, 
making connections easy and convenient . 
Save your precious time and gas supplies .  

Co2ASo $250.00

Regulator

Co2 Saver

Chamber

Euthanasia Setup
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Jab Stick Syringes
Jab Stick Syringes require you to press the 
syringe into the animal and apply forward 
pressure to inject it . Each jab stick is 36” 
long and are available in either 3cc or 12cc 
sizes .  Each comes with a syringe kit - (2 
Monoject syringes and six needles .) 
This product is intended for use according 
to your local and state laws and regulations
PS03 3cc $51.49
PS12  12cc    $51.49

needles - 18 gauge x 1”  (6 PACK)
WCS1825RN-6pk  6 pack  $3.00

Syringes – 12 cc with needle  (6 PACK)
WCS71-652-S   6 pack  $3.95

12cc Pole Syringe  
thumb operated with  
Pvc tube carrying case
Our pole syringe enables the  
user to fill and administer  
up to a 12cc dosage  
working the injection  
from the end of  
the pole for  
safety of both the  
operator and wildlife .  Includes (2) syringes 
and (6) needles . Syringe will pass through 
¾”+ opening . 

Available in 4 lengths
tSP-19    (19”L)   $55.95 
tSP-47    (47”L)   $63.95
tSP-37    (37”L)   $59.95 
tSP-57    (57”L)   $67.95



personaL saFety

Play it Safe

SaFEtY EQUiPMEnt

Survivair opti-Fit™  
Full Facepiece 
Respirator
Bat guano, 
raccoon feces, 
attics filled 
with insulation, 
chemicals in 
enclosed spaces 
– these are 

conditions that call for the Full Facepiece . 
This HEPA filter respirator is National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH) approved . The high-grade soft 
silicone face pieces include a pliable oral/
nasal mask and a double sealing flange with 
rolled edges for optimum fit . A distortion-
free lens with anti-fog and anti-scratch 
coatings provides a panoramic view of 
your environment, with no blind spots to 
trip you up . 
This full face respirator, with 5-point strap 
provides optimum fit, comfort and superior 
optics .  It is a professional quality piece of 
equipment and is great for those clean-
up jobs in restricted spaces .  HEPA filter 
cartridges sold separately .
768000  Medium   $119.95
778000  Large  $119.95

Survivair Premier –   
Half-face Respirator
When the possibility of 
inhaling of toxins, 
dusts and spores 
is a threat, a half-
face respirator is 
the answer . This 
flexible, silicone 
rubber mask gives a tight 
seal against the face and is very easy to 
clean . Pair with our Crews Verdict Safety 
goggles for full protection . HEPA filter 
cartridges  – sold separately . 

SUR312000-med  Medium  $29.95
SUR313000-lrg  Large  $29.95

Survivair P100 
HEPa filter
The only HEPA filter 
we recommend . For 
use on both full and 
half Survivair masks . 

Includes 4 filters (2 pair to carton) . 

SURt105110  $47.95

crews verdict Safety Goggle
We think everyone 
in wildlife control 
should have a pair 
of these goggles. 
Their clear lens area 
(coated for anti-
fogging) shields against the liquids, sprays, 
dusts and debris we often encounter. A 
transparent PVC frame offers a wide field of 
vision, while the foam lining and adjustable 
elastic strap give a comfortable fit over most 
prescription eyewear. You only have one pair 
of eyes – protect them! 

2410F  $7.45

tyvek Suit with Hood & 
Booties

Keep your skin safe from a variety 
of dangerous and irritating 
contaminants. Tyvek suits are 
made from Spunbonded Oelfin, 

a high-density polyethylene 
that can’t be easily scratched or 
compromised. This lightweight, 
low-linting and anti-static material 

forms an inherent barrier against 
dangerous liquids and dusts. The 

new fit comfort design has a zipper front, 
elastic wrists, extra room in the back and 
integrated hood and booties. Reinforced in 
areas prone to wear. 

WCS1414L  Large  $7.25
WCS1414XL  X-Large  $7.25
WCS1414XXL XX-Large  $7.75

tyvek Booties
Tyvek’s durable booties slip on over your 
work boots to provide an extra layer of 
protection . Disposable . One size fits all .

FC440S-10pr 10 pair  $9.95
FC450-100pr 100 pair  $99.00

StinGinG inSEct PRotEction

Bee Smoker
A quality smoker is an 
essential part of your 
tool kit . We offer the best 
we could find – a shielded 
stainless steel model with 
a superior bellows design 
that produces excellent 
smoke output . American-made, this 
smoker has hooks for hanging on the side 
of the hive, bottom rests and hinge pins 
with keepers that last and last . 4”x 7” .

WCSM927  $46.95
Long Burning Smoker Fuel 1 lb . 
WCSLBSF-1LB  $2.95

Sting Resistant 
Leather 
Gloves
Enjoy great 

dexterity when working 
on your hives. These sting 

resistant gloves have an incredibly 
soft feel.  Long white cotton canvas cuff 
has a vented section and elastic gathering. 
Specify Medium, Large or X-Large.
M011372M-MeD  medium $26.95
M011362L-LARGe  Large $26.95
M011352XL-X-LARGe  X-Large $26.95 

chilly veils – over the Head
The beekeeper’s dream, and now  
available from WCS! Our premium 
 quality veil is 100% cotton, with  
the finest high thread count  
and super-strong fault-felled  
stitching . While other veils  
use three, the Chilly Veil has four heavy-
duty boning hoops to ensure it will 
always hold its shape . We guarantee 
you’ll be satisfied . One size fits all .

WCSMLv $48.95

Beekeeping Full Body Hat-veil combo cotton/Poly 
coverall (pictured)
Total coverage for total piece of mind. This full body cotton/polyester 
suit features leg zippers for easy on/off, elastic leg and wrist cuffs, two 
front side pockets and a chest pocket. Accompanying Hat/Veil is extra 
comfy and fits all sizes. Spring steel band rings keep the veil away from 
the head and hat flips back when unzipped.

v01170M  Medium-Chest 40-42  $88.85
v01170L  Large-Chest 44-46  $88.85
v01170XL  XLarge-Chest 48-50  $88.85 
v01170XXL  XXLarge-Chest 52-54  $88.85

Pocket veil (not pictured)
A nifty and inexpensive nylon veil. Lightweight and flexible enough to fit in your pocket, 
it’s designed to be worn with any cap or hat. Keep a couple for guests and one in the 
glove compartment for swarm captures.  
WCSPv  $14.95
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PERSonaL SaFEtY

Your tools are replaceable. You are not. Guard yourself against bites, scratches and infection with our selection of 
field proven protective gear from manufacturers who never cut corners on safety.



personaL saFety

GLovES

Latex Disposable Gloves 
Animal sediment and carcasses of rabies 
carriers hold nasty surprises. Stock these 
disposables in your truck and business 
to keep you and your employees safe. 
Non-sterile. Powdered for easy removal. 
Ambidextrous. Size Large

WCS5060-L-S Box of 100 $8.79
WCS5060-L-C Case of 1000 $79.95

choosing vet-Pro Gloves

When it comes to choosing gloves, we always start by asking 
whether we want more protection from penetration or from 
crushing. Handling the sharp teeth of cats (penetration) will 
require less steel plating than, say, the jaws of a coyote (crushing). 

flesh wounds are the easiest way for professionals to get infected, 
so we never skimp on quality. It’s important that you use gloves as 

Warden Junior 15” 
A quality first pair of gloves you’ll use 
again and again . Cuff typically ends 
mid arm . Excellent for small animals, 
with less restriction than the 23” .
WCSvP02-S/M-JR  
Small to Medium  $99.95
WCSvP02-L-JR Large  $99.95

Warden 23” 
When you need greater coverage 
than the 15” . Cuff typically ends at 
elbow . A favorite of vets, humane 
societies, animal wardens, breeding 
farms, university labs and reptile 
handlers .
WCSvP04-S/M  
Small to Medium  $109.95
WCSvP04-L  Large  $109.95

Trapper 22” 
Perfect for use over heavy clothing 
or foul weather gear . The Trapper 
22” has a much wider cuff than 
the Warden, with a durable nylon 
cinch strap built-in . Trappers, EPA 
Inspectors, animal rescue teams, 
SPCAs, Animal Control officers and 
animal wardens love these gloves . 
WCSvP01-L Large only $139.95

Magnum 22”  
For maximum crushing and puncture 
resistance . The Magnum 22” has 400 
stainless steel safety bars built into 
the hand, clinched on the back and 
front of fingers, to disperse force and 
shield against penetration . The choice 
of vets, wardens, humane societies, 
zoos, exotic animal handlers, hunters 
and animal rescue teams .  

WCSvP03-L Large only $164.95

animal Handling vet-Pro
All Vet-Pro gloves (except the Forester) are made of hand-cut, split grade cow-hide palomino leather and a ballistic lining of 
DuPont Kevlar felt . Unlike knitted or woven versions, Kevlar felt is tightly packed for maximum puncture resistance . Double-
stitched with Kevlar thread, with a loose fit for dexterity and emergency removal . The Forester glove’s palm is lined with 
Kevlar and the cuff is double thick palomino leather . Style descriptions are listed below .
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nitrile Exam Gloves (50 pair)
The best nitrile glove available today. The 
low modulus Nitrident Stretch is periwinkle 
blue and stretches like a latex exam glove 
but is completely synthetic. The glove has 
a light peppermint fragrance and fingertip 
texture. The Nitrident Stretch also provides 

excellent tactile sensitivity. Perfect for those who are sensitive to latex.
52AM604S  $15.95

Warden Pro-Max 22” 
Developed for use with feral cats, 
snakes, dogs, reptiles, and rabid 
animals . Double lined in hand and 
cuff portion . Heavier felt lining used 
with good dexterity .
WCSvP05-L-Custom     
Large Only    $134.95

Forester 22” 
Developed with steel safety mini-
bars clinched to the back and front 
of hand portion of glove to provide 
the maximum in protection of 
high hazard areas from puncture 
wounds . Configured very similar to 
the MAGNUM but with many more 
mini-bars installed in the palm and 
finger areas . Cuff is double-thick 
palomino leather .
WCSvP06-L  Large Only  $174.95

E
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protection and as much as possible limit direct contact with the 
animal. The use of a capture pole or animal grasper is always best 
(see page 47), with gloves used as a backup solution if the animal 
gets free from the capture tool. While no glove is puncture proof, 
our entire Vet-Pro selection is highly puncture resistant and will 
last you a long time when properly cared for. 
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Build Your Knowledge—and Your Business!
WCS is your resource for books, CDs and DVDs filled with practical advice from field experts. Whether you’re just starting out or a seasoned pro, 
there’s always something new to learn from these customer favorites.

reFerence

Books
GEnERaL

Wildlife control 
technology Magazine 
Subscription  (1 YeAR) 
A great industry source for timely, 
how-to information on Wildlife 
Control. Discover new methods 
and expert tips, keep updated 
with local regulations and learn about training and 
events in your area. A favorite of Nuisance Wildlife 
Professionals, Park District employees, Animal 
Control Officers and ground superintendents. Bi-
monthly (6 issues).

NWSWCt Subscription - 1 yr $34.95

trapper and Predator caller 
Subscription  (1 YeAR) 
Get insider knowledge on trapping 
and fur management. Each issue 
has “how-to” articles by the 
country’s most knowledgeable 
trappers and predator callers, info 
on vital industry trends and up-to-
date reports from state trapping 
associations, plus the most thorough wild fur market 
report in North America. 10 issues.  

WCStPCSUB Subscription - 1 yr $18.95

Wildlife Damage inspection 
Handbook (3rd Edition) 
by Steve Vantassel with  
Tom olander

Steve’s famous handbook is now 
revised and updated! All you need 
to know about damage inspection 
– from getting started, to phone 
and on-site assessments, to 
species recognition and problem solving – is in 
here. Includes color and black & white photos, and 
sections on identifying by hair, bones, feces and egg 
damage. 180 pages.  

WDiH-3eD $85.00

Dominion Over 
Wildlife?  
(An Environmental 
Theology of Human-
Wildlife Relations)
by Stephen M. Vantassel
In this book, Stephen Vantassel 
investigates the biblical, ethical, 
and scientific arguments employed by the CAR 
movement concerning human-wildlife relations.

WCSSvDoW  $30.00

Best Practices for Wildlife control 
operators 
by Paul d. Curtis and  
Jill Shultz

Discover the most practical, 
step-by-step approach 
to integrated wildlife 
management. Focusing on 
best practices for wildlife 
control and the prevention of wildlife damage, 
this “how-to” training manual offers a broad 
array of tools, techniques and resources for any 
professional seeking solutions for the field. Includes 
a clear decision-making model, basic biology 
and natural history of nuisance species, safety 
recommendations and discussion of ethical and 
legal issues. 350 pages. 

WCSBPWCo $154.00

Wildlife Forensic Field Manual 
by the Association of Midwest Fish and 
Game law Enforcement officers (4th 
Edition) 

Become an expert in analyzing 
animal remains. Admirably clear, 
this illustrated manual covers the 
basics and subtleties of field work 
– including gender determination, 
animal hair, time of death, carcass 
wounds, animal age, bone, claws 
and feathers. The choice of wildlife law enforcement 
officers during poaching investigations, and a 
valuable addition to your bookshelf. Expanded edition 
is snap ring bound, 4” x 7” for easy portability, with 
some color plates. 220 pages.

WCSFFM1 $48.95

veterinary Forensics: animal  
cruelty investigations 
by Melinda Merck
A detailed, practical reference for 
veterinarians, pathologists and 
investigators. Written by a leading 
expert in veterinary forensics, 
the book gives clear directions on 
crime scene investigation, forensic 
testing and forensic pathology 
findings, as well as guidance on handling evidence 
and conducting evaluations that will hold up in court. 
Extensive appendices include forms for examination 
and reporting. Illustrated.  
344 pages.

WCSvF1 $89.95

the Practical Guide to 
the control of Feral cats
by Stephen M. Vantassel
This book details the biology, sign, and 
control methods useful for feral cat 
management.
WCSPGCFC  $20.00

the national Wildlife 
control training  
Program Book (vol.1)
by Stephen M. Vantassel, Paul d. 
Curtis, and Scott Hygnstrom. 

A collaborative effort between the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln and 
Cornell University. The authors bring more than 70 years of 
experience in the field of wildlife damage management to 
this book. While many excellent educational materials are 
available, they typically specialize in a particular species, 
control method, or simply lack information on the latest 
control techniques. 251 pages. 

WCSNWCt-voL1  $40.00

national Wildlife control training 
Program - volume 2
By Stephen M. Vantassel, 
Paul d. Curtis & Scott E. 
Hyngstrom
The National Wildlife Control 
Training Program provides 
core principles and training 
techniques for wildlife control. 
It was created to provide states and companies 
with a basic curriculum to certify and/or train 
workers in wildlife damage management. This 
brand new Volume 2: Supplemental Species 
Information focuses on the latest control methods 
for common species. Like volume 1, this volume is 
certified by the National Wildlife Control Operators 
Association. 8.5” x 11”, 304 pp, 2013.
WCSNWCt-vol-2  $60.00

Procedures for 
Evaluating Predation on 
Livestock and Wildlife
This book describes the evidence left 
by a variety of predatory mammals 
and birds of the United States when 
preying upon livestock and game animals
NWSePL01  $10.00

Yard invaders - Home invaders
By Rick Shadel
This practical field 
identification guide by the 
owner of S&S Wildlife Control 
Services in Pennsylvania, 
is a classic reference book 
and very popular.  It easily 
leads you through various 
species and a variety of key 
information needed for identifying and 
resolving human / animal conflict situations. 
This is a must-have volume for the 
professional and novice alike. Spiral bound 
65 pages with over 300 color pictures.

RSYiHi-B $79.95 
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nature Wars
By Jim Sterba
Nature Wars offers an eye-opening 
look at how Americans lost touch 
with the natural landscape. All the 
while our well-meaning efforts 
to protect animals allowed wild 
populations to burgeon out of 
control, causing damage costing billions, degrading 
ecosystems, and touching off disputes that polarized 
communities, setting neighbor against neighbor.
WCSNWARS  $19.95

tRaPPinG

adjustment of  
Leghold traps 
by Charles dobbins
Very few factory production traps 
come out of the box without some 
amount of adjustment required. 
Covering coil spring, long spring, 
jump and stoploss type traps, 
this invaluable book shows you how to adjust them 
to deliver superior performance and increased 
productivity. You will capture and hold more animals 
with properly adjusted traps. Illustrated. 86 pages.

WCSPDALHt $12.00

trap Fastening 
by Charles dobbins
Virtually eliminate loss of traps 
and animals. This handy manual is 
packed with instructions on how to 
anchor and secure traps using wire, 
chain, J-hooks, Shooks, lap links, 
slides drags, grapples, etc. From 
muskrat to coyotes, you will see a 
dramatic improvement. 107 pages.

WCSPDtF $12.00

Land Sets and trapping 
techniques 
by Charles dobbins
Learn the ultimate methods for 
catching fox, coyote, raccoon 
and bobcat. Built on years of field 
experience, this comprehensive 
manual covers tools, equipment, 
lures, bait, urine, droppings, electronic attractors, foot 
hold traps, body gripping traps, stakes, drags, slides, 
dirt hole, flat sets and more! 184 pages. 

WCSPDLS $12.00

variations of the Flat Set
by Charles dobbins
Fully illustrated, this book contains a 
wealth of detail on the variations of 
flat sets that Charlie Dobbins uses in 
his work. With information on tools 
and equipment, trail set, hidden bait 
set, trash mound set, campfire set, 
rubbing set, water set, ten second 
set, remaking your sets and much 
more. 80 pages.  
WCSPDvFS $12.00

GEnERaL

BEaR

Bear Baiting and  
trapping Black Bear 
by Rich Faler
A MUST for hunting bear over bait! 
Unique to Maine as a sport, the 
techniques outlined in this 86-page 
book are the same as those used 
in many states and provinces by 
nuisance control workers and 
biologists trapping and releasing live bear for studies. 
Just as the how-to-do trapping methods will give most 
first-time bear trappers a very high success rate, the 
baiting techniques have great value to those hunting 
over bait to tag their bruin. ISBN #1-881399-07-9. 86 
pages.

WCSBBtBB $9.95

Working through Black Bear  
Management issues -  
a Practitioners Guide
Eight living species of bears roam 
the globe today. Most are imperiled 
and may be teetering on the verge 
of extinction (Servheen et al. 1999). 
The American black bear (Ursus 
americanus) is one exception in the 
trend toward scarcity. Resilient and 
adaptable, the black bear has not only survived across 
much of its historic range, it has thrived in an environ-
ment increasingly altered and dominated by human 
use.  Even as its ursine cousins continue to decline 
in distribution, the North American black bear has 
repopulated areas once thought too fragmented and 
densely populated with people to support such a large 
carnivore.
WD-4 $14.95

BEavER & ottER

Beaver and otter trapping open 
Water techniques 
by Charles dobbins
Get the straight talk on open water 
trapping methods. In this illustrated 
book, you’ll learn how to choose the 
proper size traps (foothold, bodygrip 
and snare) and the ways to make 
them produce. Includes detailed info 
on baits, food lures and castor-
based lures, locations, dry sets, underwater sets, wet 
sets, blind sets, drowning methods and fur handling. 
113 pages.

WCSPDBo $12.00

Bottom Edge otter and Beaver 
by Ken Smythe
Completely submerged, indifferent 
to flood and freezing – we love 
the bottom edge set. And Ken’s 
step-by-step manual is the perfect 
accompaniment, with illustrated 
chapters on trap selection and 
positioning, general locations, specific 
otter and beaver locations and 
weather. Perfected over 10 years, with the experienced 
input of many trappers, this book will definitely 
increase your catch. Includes 15 line drawings by Bob 
Noonan and 34 photos, mostly of locations. 63 pages. 
WCSBeoB $9.95

Predator Damage control: a State of the art and condition
This book covers the basic principles of wildlife damage control . 
General concepts plus specific recommendations and instructions 
on how to control damage by coyotes, cougars, bears, and other 
predators are included . It contains a discussion of how historically 
available predator poisons were used . 161 pages .
WCSPSC1  $19.95

Books
the Dirt Hole and its variations 
by Charles l dobbins
Everything you need to know about 
dirt hole sets, right up to the ground. 
This great guide contains Charles’s 
instructions on how to make 
numerous sets for red fox, gray fox,  
coyote, bobcat and raccoon, plus 
fitting dirt holes to different lures and 
baits. You’ll even learn how to make 
sets look like they were dug by an 
animal. 71 pages. Not shown.

WCSPDDHB $12.00

Master Land Snaring 
by Newt Sterling
Discover the secret tricks of canine 
and coon snaring, effective in all 
terrains. For over 20 years, Newt 
Sterling has been professionally 
snaring for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and private clients. In this 
illustrated guide, Newt shows you how to make sets 
where the animal tells you to, cutting out all that 
frustrating guesswork.  
58 pages. 

NWS00B9 $10.00

Bat

A Homeowner’s Guide to 
Northeastern Bats and Bat 
Problems
by lisa M. Williams and 
Margaret C. Brittingham
This book describes the important 
role that bats play in our 
environment and will explain what 
to do if find yourself sharing living 
quarters with them.
WCSHGNeB  $9.95
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Beaver Business
by Jeff dunnier
A guide to beginning the business 
of trapping beaver for fur and 
animal damage control.  You will 
learn business basics, contracts, 
bidding, marketing, public relations, 
and tips. Including the “Dunnier 
Panel System”, a fast and efficient 
way to maximize your beaver trapping efforts. The 
book also covers traps, tools, the use of explosives, 
non-target and miscellaneous catches.  92 pages with 
over 150 helpful photos and instructional diagrams.

JDBvR-Book $12.00

BiRD

How to Succeed in Urban Bird 
control 
by Bird Barrier
From bidding a job to fecal clean-up 
procedures, the industry field 
manual for urban bird control. For a 
professional dealing with birds on 
buildings, structures or signs, this 
book is the one. Includes chapters 
on bird identification, product installation, roof safety 
and more. Note: Does not cover controlling birds in 
open areas. Conveniently fits into a 3-ring binder or 
stands alone. 80 pages. 

WCStS-1000 $37.95

Pct Bird Management Field Guide 
by Richard Kramer
Find all the fundamentals in one 
handy book. This practical and 
illustrated bird control field guide 
has sections on basic knowledge and 
lingo, bird disease and prevention, 
tools and techniques and a list of 
product manufacturers. A complete 
resource for those in the business, 
or for owners looking to know more 
about bird control options. 118 pages.
NWSBMG $18.95

Managing canada Geese in an 
Urban Environment 
by Arthur E. Smith, Scott R. 
Craven and Paul d. Curtis
We call this the “must-have” booklet 
for NWCO’s handling Canada Geese. 
As well as information on bird biology 
and the rising population problem, it 
includes detailed discussions of control 
techniques (non-lethal and lethal) and how to improve 
their effectiveness. Plus info on regulations, suppliers and 
potential costs – extremely useful for consultation and job 
quotes. With photos and line drawings. 42 pages.
NWSMCG01 $15.95

coYotES / PREDatoRS

Leggett’s coyote trapping Methods 
by Pete & Ron leggett
56 pages of pure coyote trapping knowledge, including 
the deadly step-down dirthole. Learn how the Leggetts 
trapped 337 coyotes in just 16 days, with the same 
comprehensive knowledge they include in their Fox 
Trapping Methods. With line drawings and black & white 
photos. 56 pages. 
WCSLCt $15.00

autobiography 
of Leggett’s Fox 
trapping Methods 
by Pete & Ron leggett

The most celebrated father/son duo 
in fox trapping reveal their secrets. 
Whether you’re after red or gray fox, 
this book has everything you need to 
repeat their feats. Includes info on fox 
habits, pre-season planning and scouting, traps & stakes, 
trap treatment and adjustment, lures, urine, bait and set 
locations. Plus detailed set construction, pelt handling and 
troubleshooting untargeted catches. With line drawings 
and black & white photos. 52 pages. 

WCSLFt $12.00

alaska Wolf trapping Manual
By Alaska Trappers 
Association
The collective experience of 
Alaska’s very best wolf trappers 
is consolidated into this definitive 
reference.  The manual includes 
123 pages of firsthand practical 
information, including detailed 
drawings.  Learn wolf behaviors, 
bait & lure making and selection, 
setting traps properly for wolves, making, preparing 
and setting snares, preventing moose & caribou 
catches, and much more.
WCSWtM-1  $24.95

Snaring coyotes
by dr. Major Boddicker 
and Keith Gregerson
This book contains complete 
instructions for snaring, with 29 
illustrations and a great “trouble-
shooting” section.
WCSSCMB  $9.95

DEER

Reducing Deer Damage to Home 
Gardens and Landscape Plantings 
by Paul d. Curtis and Milo E. Richmond
A concise guide for urban and 
suburban landowners, compiled 
by experts at Cornell and the 
New York Wildlife Research Unit. 
Includes background on the current 
deer invasion and the actions 
professionals and landowners 
can take to combat it – including 
fencing, repellents, innovative 
measures and a list of plants deer don’t like to eat. 
22 pages. 

NWSRDD01 $8.00

Managing White-tailed 
Deer in Suburban 
Environments 
by Anthony J. deNicola, 
Kurt C. VerCauteren, Paul 
d. Curtis and Scott E. 
Hynstrom
The ultimate reference for professionals and city 
planners. Written by experts in the field of biology, 
this manual cuts through the clamor of special interest 
groups to show you what is actually going to work in 
your specific situation. Includes information on deer 
biology, estimating deer populations and lethal/non-
lethal control methods. Illustrated, with an appendix 
of suppliers.  
52 pages. 
NWSWtD01 $19.95

FiSHER

Fisher trappers Guide 
by Bob Noonan
You won’t find a more complete 
treatise on modern day methods of 
successful fisher trapping! It took 
Bob several years of fieldwork to 
compile this master manual, and 
he left nothing out - fisher biology, 
sets, location and fur handling. Whether you want to 
improve your techniques or you’re just starting out, 
this indispensable guide belongs on your bookshelf. 
95 pages.
WCSBNFtG $15.00

MinK/WEaSEL

ERMINE and How to Trap Them
by Matt Westmayer
This book is a modern, comprehensive 
guide to trapping Ermine (Winter 
Weasel). This book provides the 
knowledge to successfully trap 
ermine in significant numbers.
WCSeRMiNe  $8.95

Mink trapping: a Deep 
and complete Long Lining System
by don Powell
This book outlines a comprehensive 
system for trapping mink. It takes you 
from the pre-season, to the first day, 
then through stages of the season, and 
finally the post season. Includes the 
astonishingly simple secrets to catch 
mink without wasting time or effort. 
174 pages and lots of color pictures 
make this a great read for any trapper.
WCSDPMtB  $20.00

Books



MoLE 

the Joy & celebration  
of Mole control 
by Jeff Holper
Only Jeff Holper could provide this 
much cheerfulness and sound advice 
in dealing with the frustration of mole 
control. A seasoned vet of the mole 
wars, and recognized expert, he gives 
professionals the straight talk on what works and what 
doesn’t. 43 pages. Check out the accompanying DVD in 
our DVD section! 
NWS00B7 $8.00

Mole control
by Fred lawrence
A WCS customer favorite. This 
how-to handbook is short, smart 
and illustrated, covering the soup 
to nuts of mole control – biology, 
food habits, traps and locations. 
An essential reference for NWCOs 
or anyone with a rampant mole problem. 20 pages.

NWS00B8 $9.00

reFerence
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noMol Booklet  
by Steve Vantassel with 
Alan A. Huot
Our best seller! Learn how to 
set the NoMol trap – one of the 
most effective mole capture 
devices on the market – for 
optimum results (trap is sold on 
page 45). Along with step-by-step instructions 
and illustrations, Steve and Alan include practical 
tips on mole behavior and damage identification. 
16 pages.
WCSNMB01 $10.50

That is the fastest turn around 
I've ever gotten when ordering 
on the internet. Keep up the 
great work and get ready for a 
few more orders from me and 
my friends. – Nathan L., PA 

Raccoon

new age DP coon trapping 
Methods and More!
by leroy Renno
DP traps are very simple and efficient 
to use, there are still trappers out 
there that have not come to grips 
with the proper system of DP 'coon 
trapping. Leroy Renno, a very 
accomplished trapper, saw the 
need for a method book focusing 
specifically on their use
WCSDPBCK-1  $12.00

B
oo

ks RoDEnt contRoL

Pct Rodent control – 
a Practical Guide for 
Pest Management
by Robert Corrigan
The industry’s most 
comprehensive, practical guide 
to rodent control. Written for 
Pest Control Officers by seasoned pro Bob Corrigan, 
this book includes 350+ pages of in-depth info and 
hundreds of unique color photos and illustrations. 
With clear and detailed discussions of rodent biology, 
behavior and multiple approaches to control, this 
always gets great reviews. Hardcover.  
355 pages. 

WCSRCB01 $49.95

SKUnK

innovative Skunk control
by Rob Erickson
A runaway hit with our customers. 
The undisputed national expert in 
urban and odorless skunk removal 
gives ground breaking solutions 
to every problem – from grubbing 
damage on lawns and golf courses, 
to animals trapped in window wells 
and buildings, to pesky neighborhood roamers. With a 
section on skunk biology and behavior and a recipe for 
skunk odor removal. Softcover. 77 pages. 
WCSReiSC $15.95

odorless Skunk Removal
By Bob Noonan
In this concise volume, Bob describes 
his foolproof method for Odorless 
Skunk Removal.  He covers equipment 
and supplies, skunk “personality”, 
methods and techniques, and his 
secret recipe for a deodorizing 
formula.
WCSBNoSR  $9.95

the Problem with 
Skunks! (Methods 
of odorless Skunk 
Removal)
by Edward d. Kellems
Ed Kellems has this to say about 
his book. “I started trapping and 
removing skunks out of necessity, by 
that I mean that’s what most people were having 
problems with. Therefore, I concentrated on ways to 
remove them without odor. Methods and baits had to 
be worked out so that everything ran smoothly and 
with some amount of predictability.”
NWS00B4  $10.95

GLanDS: a trappers commodity 
with Kyle Kaatz
Join Kyle Kaatz to learn the basics of collecting, storing and marketing 
animal glands . Regardless of fur markets, animal glands are always in 
demand, and offer additional income opportunities to every trapper and 
predator hunter .  40 minutes .
WCSGAtC  $15.00

DvD’S 
GEnERaL

Birds, Bats and Snakes   
with Mike McMillan 
Birds, bats and snakes are often the 
most highly profitable jobs in wildlife 
control. Mike’s on-the-line training 
course shows you easy and effective 
methods, responsible to wildlife, that 
will increase your bottom line. 2 Disc Set. 2 hrs. 37 min.
WCSMMBB $39.95

Suburban Goose Management 
The number of Canada geese nesting 
and thriving in suburban areas has in-
creased dramatically in recent years, 
creating nuisance problems. Many 
affected communities have been 
forced to examine goose management 
issues. Though many questions on 
suburban goose management remain 
unanswered, this video is designed to 
help professionals and communities take the first impor-
tant step in developing an effective action plan. 
WCSSGMv-DvD  $25.95

Basic Wildlife Damage control
This comprehensive instructional video set 
by Paul Osborne of All Creatures 
Wildlife Services is an on-the-job 
training course for removing animals, 
repairing damage, and growing your 
Nuisance Wildlife business. Learn from 
Paul’s expertise and experience as he 
guides you through all the steps needed to control 
nuisance wildlife and deal with the associated damage. 
Volume 1, 55 min. Volume 2, 55 min. Volume 3, 35 min. 
ACWS-v1  $19.95 each  
ACWS-v3  $52.95 for all three.
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in the Lure Room:  a complete 
video Guide to Lure and 
Bait Making    
by Kellen Kaatz
Kellen Kaatz shares 17 years of 
experience in the animal attractant 
business.  This DVD walks you 
through the basics of preservatives, 
additives, equipment, and tincturing.  Once the basics are 
established, Kellen shares formulas and the processes of 
making over 15 different attractants. 2 Hours 13 Minutes.
WCSLURe-DvD $29.95

complete course (all Five DvDs)  
by Mike McMillan
Mike McMillan’s Introduction, A 
Year on the ADC Line, Birds, Bats 
and Snakes, Advanced Bat, and 
Urban Coyote Control. 
WCSMMCC $234.95

introduction to Professional  
techniques of Wildlife control   
with Mike McMillan
Build and grow your wildlife control 
business into a steady income stream 
with Mike’s no-nonsense techniques. 
Covers everything you need to 
know, including trapping equipment, 
exclusion tools and materials, 
fundamentals of cage trapping, bat 
work, groundhogs in cages, catching 
shy raccoons, skunk control, opossum control, flying 
squirrel, coons in attics & crawl spaces, ladder safety, 
exclusion and wildlife biology.  2 Disc Set. 3 hrs. 40 min. 
WCSMMP $39.95 

a Year on the aDc Line   
with Mike McMillan
Follow Mike for over a year on 
actual A.D.C. jobs and see his 
real results and profits. From 
professional cage trapping methods 
and specialty traps, to euthanasia, 
carcass disposal, animal welfare 
and biology, Mike gives you the 
full rundown on successful A.D.C. 
work. Animals covered include: beaver, otter, coyote, fox, 
groundhogs, grey squirrel, flying squirrel, skunk, muskrat, 
opossum and feral cats. 2 Disc Set. 7 hrs. 53 min. 
WCSMMY $74.95

Backyard Wildlife: the Fundamentals 
of Successful cage trapping   
A smart resource for property 
owners. Using a series of recorded 
training workshops, this DVD 
educates owners on attracting and 
living responsibly with wildlife. It 
also covers methods of preventing 
wildlife damage and mitigating 
problems when they occur. 68 min.

WCSBW-DvD  $22.95

the Dirt Hole and its variations   
by Charles l. dobbins
Over 50 years of experience using the 
dirt hole are crammed into this DVD, 
chock full of dirt hole technology. 
Discover the best trap positioning for 
targeting red fox, grey fox, coyote 
and raccoon, as well as bait and lure 
usage for different variations. Non-
target animal avoidance is also shown. 106 min. 
WCSDHPD $39.95

Farmland Snaring – Snaring in 
Rural america  
by Mark Steck 
Learn the secrets of the snare 
master. Filmed in the farmlands of 
South Dakota, Mark Steck shows 
you fast, effective techniques for 
snaring coon, beaver, mink and 
canines. This is the one if you’re 
looking for big catches of furbearers. 120 min.  
DLFarmland $34.95

Longline Road trapping  
(Dakota Style)   
by Mark Steck
How are huge catches of 500+ 
mink, 600 fox and over 1000 
coon possible?  Two words: road 
trapping. Sit back and learn from 
Mike about covering huge areas 
right off the roads, pipe trapping, 
line-management, blind setting for mink and keeping 
your traps operating under adverse conditions.  
120 min. 
DLRoad-DvD $34.95

RivER’n with clint & newt   
with Clint locklear and Newt Sterling
Join Newt and Clint on their river 
trap and snare-lines. Starting in the 
rivers and creeks of Tennessee and 
ending up in Eastern North Carolina, 
you’ll learn how to take red fox, 
coyote, bobcat, grey fox, raccoon 
and beaver from a boat and canoe. 
Covers footholds, body grips and 
snares. 120 min.  
WCSNSRN $39.95

Sixty Minute Snaring   
with Hal Sullivan
Get the lowdown on the steel 
cable snare, the most effective 
tool for capturing furbearing 
wildlife. Designed primarily for 
the beginning snareman, this 
instructional DVD provides the 
basics on design, use and application. With proper 
technique, this snare can be used both safely and 
effectively under a wide variety of conditions. 68 
min.
WCSSMS $24.95

teachers of the night   
by Predator Control Group
Curious about what happens after 
you’ve left your trap? Anxious to 
increase your success rate? Let Keith 
Harkleroad and Clint Locklear guide 
you through the nocturnal behavior 
of raccoon, beaver, fox and coyote. Using night vision 
footage, each DVD focuses on the fascinating habits of 
these animals and how they’ll react to your traps. 120 
min. each.
WCStNB  Beaver  $48.95 
WCStNR  Raccoon  $48.95
WCStNCDH Coyote “Dirt Hole”  $48.95
WCStNCFS Coyote “Flat Set”  $48.95
WCStNRF  Red Fox  $48.95

traps, Equipment & Modifications   
by Charles dobbins
Upgrade your favorite equipment to 
make it more efficient and humane. 
Renowned trapper Charles Dobbins 
takes you through a whole host of 
tuning procedures and modifications to 
improve both new and older traps in this 
comprehensive DVD. 119 min.
WCSteMPD $39.95

Show Me the Money 
(Pro Fur Handling)
with Charlie Masheck 
This DVD will help you improve your 
methods, techniques, and efficiency 
to produce a professionally “put up” 
skin. Skinning, fleshing, stretching, 
drying, final pelt handling, and tips on selling fur. 4 
hrs;30 mins.
WCSCM1  $34.95

DvD’S

WCS is Stocked  
and ready to Ship!

Hundreds of Items daily



Running a Wildlife Control 
Business
with Wildlife Control Training 
Group; Eric Arnold
Join Eric Arnold, one of the wildlife 
control industry’s top trainers, as he 
discusses key elements involved with 
starting and running a wildlife control business. 
2 hrs
WCt02  $19.95

Working with Slate for 
Wco’s
with Wildlife Control 
Training Group; Eric Arnold
Join Eric Arnold, one of the wildlife 
control industry’s top trainers, as he 
discusses the tools and techniques 
needed for working with slate roofs. 2 hrs
WCt01  $19.95

Wolverine trapping  
with Paul Trepus
This DVD takes you out into the field 
to learn the latest most up to date 
humane harvesting methods available 
for harvesting wolverine.
WCSPtWt2  $49.95 

Fur trapping tips tricks 
& techniques 
with Jeff dunlap
This DVD takes you along with 
professional trapper Jeff Dunlap on a 
two state trapping season. 2 hrs
WCSFtJD  $29.95 

Bat

the Facts about Bats: Exploring 
conflicts and Designing 
Solutions    
by Cornell Cooperative 
Extension
Get into the mind of a bat. This 
comprehensive DVD delves into the 
secrets of bat behavior and explains 
the habits that make bats so pesky. 
With tips and solutions on how to 
keep bats and humans coexisting peacefully. 29 min. 
WCSCUB1-DvD $36.95

Bat Free Belfries: a Guide Bat 
Proofing video    
by Penn State College of  
Agricultural Sciences 
Bat control made simple. Get the background on bat 
biology and protection, then discover the methods 
of dealing with a single bat or colony in a building. 
Identifying bat entrances, sealing buildings to prevent 
bat access, providing bat boxes for maternity colonies 
– they’re all explained and demonstrated. A great 
starting point for pest control operators and wildlife 
conservation officers. 23 min.
NWSBFB-DvD $44.95
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GEnERaL

DvD’S
advanced Bat control 
by Mike McMillan
An on the job training course for remov-
ing bats, exclusion techniques, and 
growing your business. Follow Mike 
from bat job to bat job as he shows 
exclusion methods and multiple bat 
removal techniques. 
WCSMMABC  $44.95

Bats Removal & Exclusion Simplified
with Alan Huot Featuring 
Jim dreisacker 
This DVD takes you through 
inspecting properties for signs of 
bats, effective exclusion methods, 
proven tools & supplies and 
important information to know about 
bats. 1hr:18 mins.
WCSBAtS  $24.95

BEaR

Fremont Humane Bear Foot Snaring  
Find out all you need to know about the Fremont Bear 
Foot Snare. Watch as Bruce Bertam and Al Fremont 
give detailed instructions on trap setting and then 
present sets in the wild. Shows captured bear. 40 min. 
FHBFS-DvD $24.95

BEavER / MUSKRat / ottER

the annihilation of trap Shy 
nuisance Beaver  
Discover a proven method of 
trapping and cleaning beaver out 
FAST! David Lafforthun's technique 
is the best open-water system for 
fur trapping on the market, and will 
catch even the smartest of trap-shy 
beavers. Within 2-3 days, you can 
clean out colonies of 6-8 beavers using only four sets. 
110 min.  

WCSDWL1-DvD $39.95 

Beaver Sites & Sets    
by Paul dobbins
You’ll have no trouble picking the 
best sets for the best sites after 
you’ve followed Paul around on his 
A.D.C. contract work. He shows you 
how to choose and construct your 
set for the area, plus when to use lures and visual 
attractors. Includes detailed construction info on 
footholds, bodygrip and snares. 109 min. 
NWSv003 $33.00

the Best Beaver Management 
Practices
by Mike Callahan
Learn how to resolve beaver-related 
flooding problems from Mike Callahan 
of Beaver Solutions. Mike has 
personally installed more successful 
flow devices than anyone else in North 
America.  This reference DVD offers long-term solutions 
to beaver dam flooding, and as a bonus includes 
downloadable documents with extensive technical and 
general interest information. Approx 45 Minutes.
WCSBS1  $24.95

catching the numbers 
By “Beaver Man” Kirk DeKalb is his 
latest DVD offering of a high quality 
instructional beaver trapping video.  
This professional trapper has caught 
11,000 beaver in the last 11 years. 
“Watch this video and you’re going 
to catch some beaver. A LOT of beaver. As many beaver 
as you have the ability and ambition to catch” says Kirk 
Dekalb.  Kirk shows you how to set traps, set snares, 
footholds, castor mound, Koro Trap and much more. DVD 
Length One hour and 10 minutes.  
WCSKD002  $29.95 

Master  Snaring – open 
Water techniques   
with Newt Sterling
Follow Newt Sterling to the swamps 
and flooded timber of North Carolina, 
snaring beaver with his one-of-a-kind 
methods and equipment. Learn how to avoid otters 
when they are out of season and still take beaver. 
Learn sets that you might not typically associate with 
snares and see how they are made. 120 min. 
WCSMBS $39.95

open Water Beaver trapping    
by Charles dobbins & 
Wayne Freebersyer 
Join Charles and Wayne on the 
trapline and discover their secrets. 
These guys hold nothing back – 
choosing baits and lures, setting 
footholds, bodygrips and snares, 
modifying trap equipment, using trap accessories 
– and they give insider tips like properly removing 
castors and the use of eye-appeal. With real-life 
footage of actual catch min. 
NWSv004 $33.00

Summertime Beaver control   
by Charles & Paul dobbins
Having trouble repeating the successes 
of late fall and winter in the heat? 
There’s help! Charles and Paul take to 
the field to explain why beavers react 
differently to baits, lures and sets in 
the summer. Then they show you how 
to alter summertime tactics for much 
better results. All sets in this video are also extremely 
effective during cooler months of year on open water. 
97 min.
NWSv002 $33.00

trappin’ tales: true Stories & 
Footage from “the Leading aDc 
Beaver trapper in america”   (DvD)
by Kirk deKalb
A rollickin’ four days of beaver 
trapping out on the trapline, with 
one of the profession’s largest 
personalities. In between Kirk’s 
entertaining stories of snakes, 
alligators and random critters, you’ll 
learn how to catch large numbers of 
beaver and otter from a bona fide expert. 114 min.
WCSKDBvR $30.00
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From WcS experts
BEavER… Live trapping techniques featuring  
Don LaFountain,    
hosted by Alan Huot
Get trapping with the help of national expert Don LaFountain! You’ll 
go into the field with this professional of 20+ years to learn all the ins 
and outs of beaver work, including the lowdown on biology, choosing 
a trap type, setting and safely handling Hancock-style traps, picking 
a bait and lure, constructing your set and using the transfer cage. 
Hosted by our own Alan Huot. 56 min. WCSBvR1 $24.95

Setting a Live Beaver trap featuring Don LaFountain,   
hosted by Alan Huot 
New to the Hancock-style (Koro) trap? No worries. Don LaFountain, our friend and national 
expert, agreed to give us an excellent step-by-step demonstration of how to set this 
sometimes tricky trap. 15 min. Note: if you’re looking for a more comprehensive guide to 
beaver trapping, try our Beaver DVD above. 
WCSBvR2 $9.95

BiRD

Suburban Goose  
Management  
by Cornell University
The first step in formulating an 
effective action plan. The experts 
at Cornell went out on-location to 
answer the big questions – what 
attracts geese and how do we discourage them? 
How many geese is too many? What are the most 
effective and socially acceptable control methods? 
From traditional (hunting, habitat control) to new 
(border collie) techniques, they demonstrate all the 
available options. Approx. 30 min. 

WCSSGMv $25.95

BoBcat

Bobcat trapping “the  
Road to Success”  
by John Graham
Ride along with veteran John 
Graham as he goes bobcat trapping 
in the wilds of Montana. With years 
of bobcat success in 5 states, John is the guy to 
teach you how to read new country, pick locations 
and equipment, make simple and effective sets and 
get into a bobcat’s head. Includes several catches of 
beautiful bobcats and bonus snare footage. 120 min. 
WCSJGv02 $39.95

Bobcat trapping ‘More Ways to 
catch cats” vol. 2  
by John Graham
Up your game. Expanding on his first DVD, bobcat 
expert John Graham shows you how to pick locations 
in a variety of terrains and experiment with different 
sets and snares. Using extensive field footage, he 
also reveals his own system to take them with ease. 
Bonus footage of bobcat habits and proper gland 
collection included.  
120 min.
WCSJGv02B $44.95

Under-ice Beaver 
Snaring   
by John lee & Harold 
linskey
Winter means time to trap more 
beaver. With over 40 years 
experience in trapping beaver, John 
and Harold brave the ice to show 
you the best techniques for snare making, snare sets 
and on-the-pond checking. 75 min.
JLDvD $29.95

Rat Race – over 60,000 
Rats in only 20 Years
with Gary Schumann
Teaches you everything you need to 
know about catching and putting up 
truck loads of muskrats. 2hrs;30 mins
WCSFtSRR  $32.95

Beaver trapping 
with Paul Trepus
This DVD covers safety, fall trapping, 
summer Animal Damage Control, 
winter under the ice trapping and 
snaring, spring trapping with floats, 
fur handling and more.
WCSPtBt  $49.95 

trapping Muskrats  
By the 1,000’s
with Rich Kaspar
Follow along with Rich Kaspar on a 
“muskrat marathon”, and watch him 
catch 1000 muskrats in 10 days.  Rich 
uses a system that includes floats, 
bank sets, colony traps and bodygrip 
traps.  On a working trapline, Rich 
provides instruction as he piles up muskrats in huge 
numbers. Filmed in Nebraska and South Dakota. 3 hours 
WCSRKM01  $39.95

cat collector  
with Clint locklear
Follow along with Clint Locklear from 
the Predator Control Group as he 
explains his system for taking num-
bers of cats anywhere in the country.  
For four hours, Clint drills down on 
commercial cat trapping, not hobby 
or sport trapping methods. You will understand how a 
cat works a set and why general predator sets are not 
a high percentage bobcat set. 4 Hours. 
WCSCLCC  $49.95

trapping the Elusive Bobcat  
with Gary Jepson
Pin down the how, when and where 
of successful bobcat trapping. 
Over two hours of intense footage, 
professional trapper Gary Jepson 
visits a host of different locations and 
explains why these areas guarantee 
exposure to bobcat. Then he 
constructs, step-by-step, proven sets for each terrain 
and area. With additional info on the bobcat family 
structure and habits. 110 min. 
WCSteB-DvD $39.95

Bobcat trapping  
with Mark June 
Ride along as professional trapper 
and biologist Mark June traps 
bobcats in the bluffs of Nebraska, 
along big rivers in Louisiana (with 
Terry Dowden), in the arid Texas 
desert, plus the piney woods of 
Georgia (with Rusty Johnson). Well known for his 
trapping expertise, high energy, and ability to catch 
large numbers of predators, Mark provides two hours 
of non-stop instruction and action packed trap line 
footage! 2 hours.
WCSMJ03-v1  $39.95

cage trapping Bobcats & Gray Fox
Jeff Yancy and Tracy Truman 
Come along with California cage 
trapping expert Jeff Yancy and gray 
fox authority Tracy Truman as they 
take you on the line to learn the 
secrets of cage trapping these two 
predators. You’ll get an in depth 
perspective on “caging” cats and 
fox.  Video footage of cats and fox 
working cages, with actual captures. See the baits 
and lures that work! 1 hour 30 minutes.
CtBGF $28.95



collarum instructional video    
Jumpstart your efforts to capture wily canines. Our patented Collarum (page 34-35) is a unique live capture device, 
catching these curious animals in a humane collar. This informative new and improved DVD covers all you’ll need to 
know about effective setting, including bedding, location and safety. 20 min.

WCSCvt-01 $12.95

caninE / coYotE / WoLF

alaskan Guide to 
Successful Wolf 
trapping
with Alaska Trappers 
Association Fairbanks, 
Alaska 
The Alaska Trappers Association 
presents the definitive visual guide 
to trapping and snaring the largest and most powerful 
and smartest of the North American furbearers.  
34 mins
WCSAGSDWt  $24.95

animalistics: trapping 
Winter coyotes  (DvD) 
with darin Freeborough
Come along with “The Animal” Darin 
Freeborough on his Winter Coyote 
Trapline.  He will teach you what it 
takes to catch coyotes in the cold 
weather and snow.  This is when most trappers stay 
home wondering what they could do to catch coyotes 
when the ground is frozen.  He catches many coyotes 
at this time of the year and you can too! This DVD has 
chapters discussing the different trap coverings, many 
sets, tools, traps and what to do in the five seasons of 
the winter. 2 hours.
WCSAWCt  $34.95

animalistics: Rattlin’ chains  
with darin Freeborough
Join “The Animal” Darin 
Freeborough again on his 
professional coyote trapline. This 
is another season with the Animal 
showing you down to earth methods 
that will make you a successful 
coyote trapper. Few can express 
what will make you a successful coyote trapper as 
well the Animal does. He traps in the small farmland 
and hills of the east where coyotes are trapped hard. 
2 hours.
WCSARAtC  $29.95

animalistics: trapping 
Eastern coyotes  
with darin Freeborough
Join professional trapper Darin (the 
“Animal”) Freeborough on his eastern 
coyote line.  This instructional video 
was filmed in Pennsylvania in the 
Allegheny Mountains under live, true-
catch scenarios.  This is life in the wild as it happens!  
Darrin covers all aspects of trapping canines and has 
a game of “counting the catches” while you watch! 2 
hours.
WCSAteC  $29.95

Urban coyote control  
by Mike McMillan
An on the job training course for 
removing animals and growing 
your business. This DVD includes 
information on urban fox control 
and a special feature on protecting 
agricultural crops. Follow Mike dur-
ing a summer heat wave, drought conditions, rain and 
freezing weather while Mike controls urban coyotes.
WCSMMUCC $48.45

Snaring coyotes    
by John Graham
If it’s snaring you’re after, then 
John Graham is the professional 
to accompany. Using his snareline 
in Montana, he shows you all the modern methods 
he uses for maximum results. Location, bait 
stations, snare height and loop sizes, cable and lock 
preferences, support systems, breakaway usage, 
trail and fence snaring – he lets you in on what 
works. 120 min. 
WCSJGv04 $39.95

trapping the Elusive coyote   
with Gary Jepson
Lose yourself in 2 hours of some of 
the most intense coyote trapping 
you’ll ever see. Taking to the 
field, professional trapper Gary 
Jepson starts with the coyote 
family structure and follows 
with the how, when and where 
of successful trapping. Practical steps for location, 
construction and attraction are all shown in detail. 
120 min. 
WCSteC-DvD $39.95

Wolf trapping  
with Paul Trepus
Paul Trepus of Inzana Outfitters has 
a vast knowledge of canines, from 
living and working with them, live 
trapping and radio collaring wolves 
for the Ministry of the Environment. 
Managing the wolves within his 1300 square mile 
guiding territory, Paul traps for community pastures 
and ranchers. In this video, Paul takes you out in the 
field and shows some of his successful wolf trapping 
techniques. Approx 1 hour 30 minutes.
WCSPtWt $49.95

High Speed Predator 
Trapping  
with Jeff dunlap
Follow along with pro trapper, Jeff 
Dunlap as he shows how to catch 
predators’ right along the road. Video 
covers locations, baits/lures, dirt hole, 
flat sets, cubby sets, baiting in and extra tips.
WCSJDPt-DvD  $29.95
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calling the Elusive coyote   
with Vern Howey
Speaking the language of the coyote 
is an art that professional caller 
Vern Howey has been practicing for 
over 35 years. During this period of 
time he has come to develop and 
understand coyote behavior and 
vocalization.
WCSCeCvH  $34.95

canine trapping “Six 
Days with Long Liner”   
by John Graham
Learn from a professional with 
thousands of coyotes in various 
states to his credit. Out in Montana with John, 
you’ll see several catches and find out all kinds of 
tips for choosing locations and equipment, making 
simple and effective sets, reading new country and 
understanding the canine brain. The scenery ain’t 
half bad either! 120 min.
WCSJGv01 $39.95

coyote trapping vol 1 or 2    
with Mark June
Ride along with one of America's top 
trappers as he shows you how to trap 
coyotes in all fur zones. Famed for 
his high energy and his huge canine 
catches, Mark provides 2 hours of 
non-stop instruction on effective 
techniques. With plenty of action-packed trapline 
footage. 120 min.
WCSMJ01-v1 $39.95 
WCSMJ02-v2 $39.95 

Leggett’s coyote trapping 
“coyotes by the thousand”   
by Pete & Ron leggett
In a top year, the sets and locations 
shown in this DVD produced 337 
coyotes in 16 days. Now you can go 
on the line with the Leggetts to see 
the exact methods they used for this 
incredible catch. Out in the remote 
west, you’ll learn how to identify 
coyote signs and damage, plus how to make sets that 
work equally well for fox. 90 min.  
WCSLCtv $39.95

cut throat coyote trapping  
by Tim Rose 
Tim averages over 100 coyotes each 
season while working a full time job 
and shows you how it’s done.  Tim 
has developed into one of the hard-
est working coyote trappers in the 
country. Tim shows that his actions 
speak louder than words. 
WCStRCtC $32.95
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Wolf Snaring  
with Paul Trepus
Paul is one of the foremost canine 
trappers in Western Canada. Wolf 
trappers will take a huge step 
forward from the information packed 
into this video. From state-of-the-
art snare technology to the tactics 
and techniques shown, wolf trappers will have the 
information and the tools to take their wolf trapping 
success to a much higher level. Set aside your 
traditional wolf capturing techniques and equipment 
and stand up and pay attention. Paul Trepus does a 
masterful job of instructing today’s wolf trappers with 
this one of a kind snare video.
WCSPtWS  $49.95

SnaRinG the Elusive 
coyote & Bobcat  
with Gary Jepson
SNARING The Elusive Coyote & 
Bobcat with Professional Trapper 
Gary Jepson. Enjoy two hours of 
intense coyote and bobcat snaring 
with professional trapper Gary Jepson. You’ll see 
basic snaring, set construction, locations catches 
and remakes. You’ll also see the types of snares, 
equipment and transportation he prefers.
WCSGJSeC-DvD  $39.95

cable Restraints
with Newt Sterling
Learn the fundamentals of cable 
restraints from what they are made 
of, how to build them, how to treat 
them, methods of anchoring and 
setting the on the line.
WCSNSCR  $34.95 

FiSHER/MaRtEn

Marten trapping 
Bob Noonan, owner of The Trap-
pers Post magazine, has trapped 
marten in Maine and Alaska, and has 
interviewed numerous American and 
Canadian marten trappers. This video 
is packed with detailed information 
from many sources and combined 
years of experience. It contains in-depth demon-
strations of modern equipment, a fast, re-usable 
anchoring system, bait and lure usage, and a number 
of different sets, including one using extremely light, 
portable, inexpensive equipment. 

WCSBNMARt-DvD  $38.95

the Fisher trappers Guide (DvD) 
Bob Noonan’s latest endeavor. This 
DVD is the culmination of several 
years of  compilation and writing on 
fisher biology, sets, location,  and fur 
handling. A more complete treatise on 
modern day methods  of successful 
fisher trapping applications does not 
exist. 

WCSBNFiSH-DvD  $38.95

Marten & Fisher trapping 
and Fur Handling 
with Bob Noonan
Bob Noonan and Mike Wilhite 
demonstrate a very effective 
combination marten/fisher set with 
the 5x5 and #155 double spring 
bodygrip traps on a northern Main wilderness line.  
You’ll see marten and fisher catches, and some great 
wilderness shots including moose and Canada Jays. 
The second half of the DVD, well-known Main trapper 
and fur buyer Jerry Braley give in depth step-by-step 
fur handling instructions for both of these valuable 
furbearers. 2 hrs.
WCSBNMAFi-DvD  $29.95 

FoX

Fox trapping   
by John Graham
Fall in Montana, and John Graham 
is on the trapline catching red fox. 
One of the true “numbers men”, 
with thousands of fox caught 
in four different states, John shares his knowledge 
of sets, equipment, line management and effective 
locations in this absorbing DVD. 120 min.
WCSJGv03-DvD $39.95

Leggett’s Fox trapping   
by Pete & Ron leggett
Go out on the trapline with the 
famed Leggetts! Known for their 
consistently huge catches, they’ll 
give you hands-on demonstrations of 
choosing locations, strategic setting 
and troubleshooting. Plus you’ll see a 
step-by-step construction of a tapered step down dirt 
hole. 90 min.  

WCSLFtv $29.95 

GoPHER

Easy Gopher & Mole control 
without Poisons  
by Gophers limited

A clear and simple step-by-step 
tutorial on setting a Cinch Trap 
(sold on page 47). Learn how to 
eliminate tedious digging and create a small footprint 
for nondestructive trapping in landscapes and gardens. 
Free of poison and safe for kids, pets and other wildlife, 
the cinch trap has surface indicators for easy spotting 
of catches. 60 min.

WCSeGC $21.95LE

Becoming a Mole Hunter    
by Jeff Holper
Win the battle with the how-to  
knowledge of mole expert Jeff  
Holper. Using lessons learned  
from catching over 10,000 moles, Jeff 
guides you through choosing the right 
gear and tools, setting traps and avoiding mistakes. A 
potent weapon for those new to mole control. 30 min. 

NWSJH-DvD $29.95

MinK

Bottom Edge Mink trapping   
by Bob Noonan
Bob Noonan has trapped mink for 
over 50 years, and has interviewed 
dozens of mink trappers across the 
continent. He is very familiar with the 
fluctuating water levels, ice, and snow 
that plague mink trappers. Bob has 
taken hundreds of mink, and in this 
DVD explains that location is the heart of this set and 
how to find and set up productive locations. You’ll see 
numerous set locations, and mink catches. 2 hours.
WCSBNMiNK-DvD  $39.95

Don Powell’s “Mink After Mink On 
Purpose” 
Don Powell’s “Mink After Mink On 
Purpose” DVD gives you a different 
perspective on mink trapping.  This 3 
DVD set will help you make catching 
mink a regular occurrence instead of a 
special event.  This DVD set contains 
over 5 1/2 hours of course study, with over 25 types of 
sets and 14 universal mink truths.
WCSDPMiNK-DvD $49.00
 
Raccoon

no BS coon trapping   
with Kendall obermier
Follow Kendall on his Iowa trapline as 
he teaches the “no pocket set system” 
to catch coon after coon. Kendall shows, 
in detail, set locations and what the 
usage of good baits can do on your 
line. Includes both line and set footage and many 
great catches.  You are sure to learn from this video 
whether you are a beginner or a seasoned pro. 1 hour 
30 minutes.
WCSNoBS-vol1  $24.95

no BS coon trapping 
volume 2 “the numbers 
Game” 
With Kendall obermier 
Obermier shows time-tested techniques 
and new gear used to nail down coon 
after coon. 2 hrs
WCSNoBS-2  $29.95

Learn mole removal 
from the master
MoLES: Removal 
Made Simple   
by Alan A. Huot
Nobody knows moles better 
than Alan – trust us, we work 
with him. And in this practical, 
“how-to” video, he takes you 
into the field to learn all about 
mole biology and habits, traps and trap choices, 
common mistakes and problem areas. Then he 
goes back for results, so you see what really 
works. If you’re dealing with moles, this is the 
best instruction you’ll find. 55 min.

WCSMoLe-DvD $19.95



one stop shopping gets it done fast.
We’re here to help with the widest selection of nuisance wildlife 

and animal handling equipment and supplies anywhere!

YOUR TIME IS 
VALUABLE!

Raccoon

cutting Edge Raccoon 
trapping  
with Trent Masterson
Follow Trent Masterson as he takes 
you along his working man’s Trapline.  
Hard-core to novice will enjoy info on 
equipment, sets, locations, scouting, 
early and mid-season, the rut, after the catch and 
working for our future sections.

WCSCeRt  $29.95

cold Weather Daytime 
Raccoon calling 
By david Sells and Mike Sells
David and Mike Sells share over 
twenty years of experience calling 
and hunting raccoon in the daytime 
with thousands of raccoon harvested. 
The most fun and exciting method you will ever 
experience.  Harvest raccoon when they are perfectly 
prime in cold weather and snow conditions.  David 
and Mike show you all the tricks they use to harvest 
raccoon when most people are at home trying to stay 
warm. 1 hour 30 minutes.
WCSMSCWR  $29.95

Dryland coon trapping  
(Unplugged)   
by Mark Steck
Pile up big coon in big numbers. 
Veteran trapper Mark Steck takes 
to the drylands to show you fast 
modern methods for catching coon. Discover 
keys to location, “on the line” instruction on low 
maintenance sets, proven techniques for populated 
areas and tips on trail trapping with snares and 
conibears. Plus a no dog method that really works. 
DLDRYLAND-DvD $34.95

Pipe trapping  
(the Motherload of Mink & coon)  
by Mark Steck
Careful – this DVD is going to change the way you 
trap. Come along with veteran trapper 
Mike Steck as he runs a water line 
using PVC pipes. Watch as he nails 
coon after coon (and mink after 
mink) in sets that are simple, fast 
and convenient. A truly versatile and 
deadly method. 120 min.

DLPiPe-DvD $34.95

Running Hard with  
the Grizz “a futuristic 
coon trapping system”   
by Mark Steck
Follow trapper Mark Steck on his 
South Dakota line as he traps 61 
raccoon in one check using the Sterling 
Grizz (sold on page 96). Fast paced and practical, this 
DVD exposes the viewer to a futuristic trapping system 
without many of the physical demands of old school 
methods. Includes lots of action and night vision footage 
of raccoon working the sets. 2 hrs. 40 min. 

DLGRiz $38.95

Pure Fun: Daytime Raccoon calling 
and Hunting 
by david & Mike Sells
This DVD takes you along with David 
and Mike to learn what they do to bag 
raccoon in the daytime.
WCSMSPFDtR  $29.95

Water trapping with “the Fish Set” 
and Grizz Super Secrets
Mike & david Sells
This DVD takes you along with Mike 
and David on their Iowa water line 
just like you were there with them 
getting personal instruction.
WCSMSWt  $29.95

SKUnK

SKUnKS: the Best investment 
You’ll Ever Make
By Kyle Kaatz
Join Kyle as he shares his methods 
of skinning, fleshing, and stretching 
skunks. Gland removal, essence 
extraction and storage, grading, and 
odor removal are all covered. Also 
includes additional information on 
packaging and shipping skunk essence. 43 Minutes.
WCSSK-DvD  $14.95

reFerence

WiLD HoG

Master Wild Hog Snaring   
By New Sterling
This 3 DVD set details effective neck 
and foot snaring systems. Wild hogs 
become very wary of pen-type traps 
after a few initial catches, and quickly 
avoid bait sites after being shot at. 
Snares are an effective, fast, mobile, inexpensive 
method of controlling hog populations, and are deadly 
on wild hogs. 2 hours 49 minutes.
WCSNSMHS  $39.95 

DvD’S
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WEaSEL

Porters Weasel trapping 
System
with George and Bill Porter
This DVD will teach you how to 
locate, harvest, and process weasel 
fast and effectively. 2 DVD’s
WCSPWtS  $24.95

40 cents and a Weasel
With Gary Schumann
This DVD shows you the who, 
what, when, where and why when 
it comes to weasel trapping. Gary 
covers baits, box building, locating, 
setting, catching, skinning and 
stretching weasels. 57 mins
WCSFtS40  $19.95

tURtLES

Snapping turtles from a to Z   
with Jerry Schilling
Jerry has been capturing turtles for 
over 40 years in the US and Canada. 
He shows you all the different 
methods for harvesting turtles under 
varying conditions. This includes 
before and after freeze-up and 
everything you need to know about turtle equipment. 
Also contains sections on processing, packaging, and 
cooking turtles. Approx. 3 hours.
JSStA2z  $30.95

turtles By the ton  
By Newt Sterling and Clint 
locklear
Follow Newt Sterling and Clint 
Locklear on their North Carolina turtle 
line. Learn how they use different 
styles of traps and locations to catch 1,100 pounds of 
turtles in 4 days! 2 hours.
WCStBt  $39.95
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Wildlife calls “Bring them in”

MoUTH BloWN CAllS

You’ll find two main types of mouth blown calls on the market – open reed and enclosed reed. The “open reed” call, is more like playing a saxophone than blow-
ing a whistle. This gives the user a versatile way to project sound over a larger area and to create a wider variety of sounds. All of our other calls are “enclosed 
reed” styles, which are easier to blow and learn on, and can be used for both long and short-range work. If you are just starting out, this is the style for you.

tally-Ho
Tally-Ho 
Predator Call
NWSTH01 $6.95  
One of the finest 
open reed calls on the 

market. Designed by a predator specialist 
and beloved by many expert hunters. 
By changing hand movement and mouth 
placement, you can make a slew of sounds 
at a hefty volume. Includes instructions.

open Season  WCS214  $12.95
This call allows you to go from making 
long distance calls to cottontail distress 

wails to close-in squeaks in seconds by manipulating the 
open reed with your teeth. This call creates great barks, 
yips and sub dominant howls that resonate from several 
hundred yards to just a few feet. This call has a compact 
open reed and is freeze proof. 

Close Range Coaxer WCSP6  $9.95
Has a higher pitched voice and produces 
less volume. This call is especially de-

signed for calling bobcat, coyote and fox in close, dense 
cover. This call features:

• Durable and weatherproof polyethylene material
• Non-corrosive stainless steel reed
• Hand-tuned
• Field proven

Coarse long Range  
Rabbit distress WCSP1  $9.95

This call produces the loud, gravelly 
scream of the rabbit in distress. It is 

great for extra-long range calling in open country or for 
windy days. This call has been known to bring in predators 
for well over a mile. 

Medium to long Range  
Cottontail distress WCSP2  $9.95

This call produces the high pitched 
scream of a cottontail rabbit in distress. 

It is most effective in wooded areas, after the jackrabbit 
call is used to start the predator coming your way. This call 
is very effective in coaxing game within gun or bow range.

Three Calls in one MVP4  $15.95
This call includes one jackrabbit, one 
cottontail and one coaxer voice. It is 

completely self-contained and quickly changes from voice 
to voice by simply twisting the top of the call. This call 
is great for long-range, mid-range and close in call-
ing.  

Standard  WCSCCSTd  $10.95
Used by state, federal, and private pro-
fessional trappers and predator control 

specialists all over the U.S.A. Coyotes, foxes, bobcats, 
bear, lions, deer, elk, and countless other wildlife species 
come in for a closer look. It makes mouse squeaks, jack-
rabbit and cottontail rabbit squalls, coyote puppy yelps, 
fawn bleats and many other sounds. 

Magnum WCSCCM  $12.95
The biggest, loudest predator call and 
howler on the calling market. Great for 

very long-range and windy days. It comes with an instruc-
tion booklet, 3 extra reeds, 2 extra reed blocks and one 
extra reed band. 

ciRcE calls

crit'R calls

Coyote Hooker CHP-1  $17.95
The Coyote Hooker Predator Call 
from Johnny Stewart® Wildlife Calls 

allows hunters to easily imitate coyote vocalizations with 
just the push of a button. The call features an internal 
reed design with a molded membrane on top. By blowing 
the call and changing pressure on the membrane, callers 
can easily change the pitch of the call. The Coyote Hooker 
predator call is lightweight and comes with a lanyard, 
making it easy to carry from stand to stand.

Song dog Sd-1  $10.95
Versatile predator call that 
mimics the yelps, whines, barks 

and howls of the coyote. Also can be used as a locator 
call for the North American wild turkey. 

Crit’r Getter Coaxer 8200  $12.95
This durable call imitates fox squir-
rel, gray squirrel or makes a baby 

squirrel distress call. It works in any weather. (Squirrel 
Call) 

Slammer Crow Call CC-2  $10.95
Reproduces authentic crow sounds, 
like distress cries, gathering, fighting 

and “come here” calls. The soft barrel allows quiet 
movement. Great for long range calling. 

Estrus Whimper Call EWP-1  $21.95
Features the Mac Daddy® mouth-
piece. Just depress the lever and 
blow to produce yips, barks, howls 

and whimpers. The Estrus Whimper is extremely effec-
tive during mating season. Includes instructional DVD. 

Johnny Stewart Calls
Variable Pitch  
Predator Call PC-1  $9.25  

The most versatile mouth call ever 
developed for predatory animals and 

birds. With a Rubber Button Pitch Control, this predator 
call easily produces pup squeals, high-pitched squeals, 
mid-range squeals and low-pitch and long-range squalls. 
It can also recreate the sounds of raccoon chatter and 
chicken cackles. 

Mini Predator Call  PC-2  $3.95
Small enough to be carried in your 
pants or shirt pocket, with a big 
enough sound to coax predators 

right to your feet. This “close-in” squeaker is compact 
and effective – an excellent short range call to have 
on hand. A series of rapid squeals taper off to painful 
squalls. 

Hammerin’ Crow Call 
CC-1  $6.95  

Bring in crows and spring gobblers with a sound loud 
enough to reach them at long range. The raspy-sounding 
reed imitates the distress, fighting, gathering and “come 
here” sounds of crows and comes in a water-resistant 
plastic casing. Less effort to use than conventional calls. 

Pee Wee WCSCCPW  $9.95
Designed to make tantalizing 
higher pitched squalls and squeaks. 

Engineered for Eastern and closer range calling. Mouse 
squeaks and rabbit squalls are very realistic. Deer fawn 
bleats for calling predators and deer are excellent. It 
works great to call red and gray fox, and is the best fox 
puppy call on the market.

Song dog WCSCCSd  $21.00
Makes great lone howls, group 
howls, challenge barks, ki-yi calls, 

whines, whimpers, and combinations of all coyote sounds. 
Provides excellent range from very quiet sounds to howls 
which can be heard three miles away. Comes in a kit with 
5 reeds, 3 reed blocks, 2 reed bands, 2 extensions and a 
54-page instruction book.

Song dog Jr.  WCSCCSdJR  $14.95
The Song Dog Jr. is the Song Dog 
without the extensions. Uses differ-

ent reeds – long range, great variety of sounds, makes 
magnum rabbit squalls and coyote talk.
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Mity Mouse Coaxer Md-183  $9.95
Produces the terrified scream of a small rodent. Used to coax 
predators in close after they have been called in by a long or 
medium range call. Durable and waterproof. Non-corrosive reed. 
Hand tuned. Field proven. 

Black – long Range Jack Md-182  $17.95
Long Range Jack MAD Predator Call was designed by Cham-
pion Caller and hunter Tad Brown, these unique calls feature 
rubber horns that blast explosive high pitched rodent screams 

or close in realistic squeaks. Sounds can be manipulated by distorting the horn dur-
ing your blow sequence. 

Green – Mid Range Cotton Md-181  $17.95
The Mid-Range Cotton is designed for mid-range calling of 
predators.

Yellow – Pip Squeak Coaxer Md-180  $17.95
Typically a low air pressure call the Pip Squeak Coaxer is 
easy to use and delivers results. The pip squeak Coaxer 
is specifically designed for calling prey in close. The Pip 

Squeak has a removable rubber cone to enable louder and longer distance calling. 

open Reed Predator Md-187  $19.95
The Open Reed Predator has a great range of sounds and 
produces close range squeaks to long distance cottontail 
and subdominant howls.

Closed Reed Howler Md-189  $24.95
The Closed-Reed Howler pro-duces Howls, Barks, Yips and 
Fighting sounds. Sounds can be heard over 1 mile. 

open Reed Howler Md-188  $24.95
The Closed-Reed Howler produces Howls, Barks, Yips 
and Fighting sounds. Sounds can be heard over 1 mile. 

Custom Cherry open Reed Howler Md-186  $21.95
This little open reed howler produces the entire coyote 
library including: yips, barks, whines, pup fights and 
low/high pitch howls, Finished in beautiful cherry and 

includes a lanyard for easy transport. 

MaD Predator calls
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WcS Excluder Series 
Our new 4" Excluder Series provides great flexibility for 
excluding squirrels and similar size animals . The trap has a one-
way door, mounting flanges and a hinged back door which 
can be left open to let the animal out or closed if you wish to 
relocate the trapped animal . Constructed of  1” x ½” Galvanized 
Wire and includes a handle . When used with the nose cones 
listed below, the mounting flanges are not used .

3 different type nose cones are available . Secure nose cone 
over entrance hole of animal . Once an animal is caught, you 
can replace the trap, leaving the nose cone secured . When all 
animals have been caught remove nose cone and repair hole .

a  Straight nose cone  - Secures trap perpendicular to 
structure .
B  Wall/Soffit nose cone - Secures trap against or under a 
surface .
c  angle/Gutter nose cone - Secures trap onto fascia board 
inside the gutter .

WcSoWt4W – One Way Door Trap with back door $28.75
WcSSnc – Straight Nose Cone $17.80
WcSGnc – Angle/Gutter Nose Cone $22.10
WcSWnc – Wall/Soffit Nose Cone $22.10
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 new from WCS!
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WCS exclusive
Posi-trigger for cage traps

Posi-Trigger is the 
latest in the technology 
evolution of conventional 
cage traps . Posi-Trigger 
completely eliminates the 
need for the triggering 
pan and rod in a live trap . 
An animal that is cage shy 
and hesitates to step on a 
trap pan, no longer needs 
to . All that is needed is 
for an animal to “bite & 
pull” on the bait which 
is suspended up off the 
floor of the trap . 

Two powerful springs 
pull back via an aircraft cable on the triggering hook, thereby 
capturing the target animal .

cMPosi-trig $54.95

icotEc Gc300
The ICOTEC GC300 is compact, durable and extremely 
effective electronic game caller . Great for attracting coyote, 
bobcat, fox, wolf, bear, crow and raccoon . 300 yard remote 
control range,  Plays up to 2 call sounds simultaneously with 
12 quality prey sounds, Volume control on the remote, 15 
Watt speaker, Rugged construction .

Calls: Coyote Female, Coyote Howl, Coyote Male, Crow Baby 
Distress, Raccoon Baby Distress, Woodpecker Baby Distress, 
Bobcat Adult, Cottontail Distress, Coyote Pup Distress, Fawn 
Distress, Gray Fox Distress, Jack Rabbit Distress 
Gc300 - $79.99

See more ICOTEC Callers at www.ShopWCS.com
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The Widest Choice of Traps in the Business
Whether you’re a wildlife control professional, animal control official, researcher or zoologist, we make it easy to choose the species-specific traps 
and accessories you need for success. As always, if you need help or advice, we’re here to answer your questions. Call us at 1-877-684-7262 or 
e-mail us at admin@wildlifecontrolsupplies.com anytime.

  WCS Specialty live Traps

collapsible 
Muskrat trap
Sometimes called 
the submarine trap, 
this multiple catch 

muskrat colony trap can be submerged 
in a muskrat’s runway or den for effective 
catching . A passive door on each end 
allows for entry while a central handle 
holds it in a rigid square shape . When 
the handle is removed from the trap, it 
folds flat for easy carrying and storage . 
28”L x 5”W x 5”H trap is made of 1” x 1” 
galvanized wire mesh . Note: If this trap is 
located in shallow water it can be used as 
a live capture device, however locating it in 
deeper water makes it lethal .
WCSMUSKC $15.00

WcS Floating Muskrat trap 
Works in only 
a foot of water! 
Our lightweight, 
innovative trap has 
two compartments 
– one 7" high above 
water and one 13" 
below – plus a 7" 
floating platform 

outside the trap . The muskrat sits on the 
platform, smells the bait and enters through 
the one-way door… trapped, and with 
plenty of room for the family to join him . For 
live capture, wire the interior spring loaded 
door open . 2 clear out doors . Sturdy 1" x 1" 
galvanized wire mesh .
WCSFMt2  18L x 16W x 20H  $104.95

Multi-catch 
Rodent trap 
Chipmunks, rats, 
and red or flying 
squirrels check-in 
but never out of our 
original multi-catch 

system. Removable bait compartment tempts 
rodents through counter-balanced doors. 
They try for the bait, door gently opens the 
counterweight closes it behind them. Bait with 
rodent bait (sunflower seeds, oatmeal, shell 
peanuts, etc.) Cleanout door allows for easy 
removal. Carry handle makes for easy and 
safe transport. Constructed of sturdy 1” x ½” 
galvanized wire mesh. Measures 20”L x 12”W 
x 6”H . 

WCSKBRt $62.95

Special Squirrel trap 
We created 
this easy-to-
set squirrel 
trap to prevent 
bait access 
from outside, 

stand up to years of service and always 
look professional . First we shrunk this live 
trap’s galvanized wire mesh to ½" x ½” 
and included an effective door lock to 
allow for one hand setting (great for use 
with ladders) . Then we added a handguard 
plate and sized its 18” x 5” x 5” dimensions 
precisely to squirrels . The result is a 
custom-designed trap that wildlife control 
professionals have told us is second-to-
none . A WCS exclusive!  

WCS535650CUStoM  $29.95 
Case of 15  $367.50

Modular Multi-catch  
Squirrel System 
Save precious time when trapping gray, red 
and flying squirrels . Our practical kits come 
with 2 one-way door modules, each with 
four wing-flanges and 2 nosecones, one 
with four wing-flanges and one made for 
use under soffits . Just mount the nosecone 
securely on the exit/entry point and attach 
a module with wire ties or dog clips . When 
squirrels leave the interior of the space and 
are captured, simply remove module and 
insert another . All components are made of 
1" x ½” galvanized wire mesh . Standard size 
(17 x 4 x 4) will hold up to 3 gray squirrels at 
a time . The Super measures 24 x 5 x 5 and 
can hold up to 5 gray squirrels .
WCSMMSt-4Kit $54.95  
2 trap modules & 2 nose cones 4” x  4” x 17”
WCSMMSt-5Kit $62.95  
2 trap modules & 2 nose cone 5” x 5” x  24” 
WCSMC01-4”  $21.95  
Trap only 4” x 4” x 17” 
WCSMC01-5”  $26.95 
Trap only 5”x 5”x 24” 
Nose Cones Indicate Soffit or 4-flange Style 
WCSNC05-1-4” $7.95  
Nose Cones for 4” Trap 
WCSMC02-2-5”  $9.95 
Nose cones for 5” Trap  

Simple Squirrel trap 
Inexpensive, easy to set 
and sensitive enough to 
catch chipmunks. Made 
in Pennsylvania exclusively for WCS, this 1" x ½” 
mesh trap comes with a spring-loaded door for 
quick, secure capture. Dipped in trap dye for rust 
resistance and ready to go.  
WCSJC002 Standard: 4 x 4 x 17˝  $14.50
WCSJC001 Narrow: 3 x 4 x 17˝  $13.50
WCSJC003-XL Xtra Large: 5 x 5 x 21˝  $16.50
Sized to fit in a gutter and easy to set from 
a ladder . 

Flyer Funnel  
Convert your standard 
single catch squirrel 
traps into multi-catch 
units for flying and red 
squirrels. The Flyer 

Funnel has a nose cone at one end for attaching 
to a standard 18”x5”x5” cage trap and four 
wing-flanges at the other for securing around a 
hole. Inside, a spring-loaded one-way door lets 
squirrels pass through but not back out. Keep the 
Flyer Funnel attached to the structure, remove 
the full cage and replace with an empty one 
until you’ve captured all the squirrels in the area! 
Made of 16 gauge galvanized wire, 1" x ½” mesh. 
Attach with wire ties or dog clips (not included).  
WCSFF01  $21.95

Lil Shorty Squirrel 
cage trap
The one you’ve been 
hearing about. Specifically 
designed to fit into 
areas like woodstoves, 
stovepipes, fireplaces and places where 
conventional traps won’t go. Rear trigger pan and 
spring-loaded front door mean a captured gray 
squirrel has plenty of room to turn around. Made 
of sturdy ½” x ½” galvanized mesh. 10”L x 4”W 
x 4”H. 
WCS52810 $32.50

odorless Skunk trap  
(Spray Control)

The “Odorless Skunk Trap” 
is constructed of round 6” 
PVC pipe, which means that 
when a capture is made 
the skunk is fully enclosed 
and out of view. The design 

minimizes the likelihood that the skunk will spray. 
The trap has a gravity-activated door which is easy 
to set. Can be set flush mount against an opening 
as the door functions vertically. A slide back door 
is great for releasing animal and when baiting. A 
great solution when you need to remove skunk 
from a property, with an added bonus that it 
doesn’t even look like a trap. 
WCSRCSNKtRP   $54.95

Scan for Video
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no-See 'UmtM  
chimney trap 
This is the best trap we’ve 
found for coons! The No-
See 'Um fits right down the 
chimney flue, hidden from 
sight. Raccoons climb up 
and through the passive 
door of the trap, triggering 
a wire and locking the 
door behind them. A visual 
indicator allows checking it 
from the ground. Made of 
1"x 1" galvanized mesh for 
years of service. End doors 
have sturdy 10.5 gauge ½" x 2" mesh, with 
flange at bottom. Fits 9 x 13 and 13 x 13 flues. 
WCSNoSee $169.95

chim traptM 
Trap stubborn coons on their 
way out to dinner. Placed over 
the chimney flue, this trap 
combines a vertically set trap 
with a double gate-locking 
door. With no place else to 
go but in, raccoons trip the 
trigger and are stuck for good. 
Quick and easy to set, with no 
complicated springs or wires 
and no bait required. Works 
vertically or horizontally and can fit all size 
flues, round or square. (a plywood base plate 
may be needed for larger flue openings) 15 
gauge steel, with 14 gauge 1" X 1" galvanized 
mesh. 36” x 10” x 12”
KBCHiMtRAP  $189.95

the coontroller™
An industrial strength 
exclusion device 
designed to allow 
raccoons to leave a 
structure but not allow 
them to return through 
the original access point. Appropriate for 
use when raccoons are in an attic, chimney 
or underneath an enclosed shed or deck. 
The excluder features a unique cam locking 
double door that allows wildlife to push 
through to gain access to the outside, but 
locks behind them so if they try to re-enter, 
they are stopped cold. The Coontroller is 
17” x 8” x 8” and is constructed of 1” x 
1” galvanized 14 gauge wire mesh. Also 
effective for groundhogs, skunks, feral cats, 
armadillo and other similar sized animals. 
Note: This is not a trap; it allows animal to 
leave but not re-enter.
KBCooNtLR  $78.95

Large Pigeon trap 
Just call it the Pigeon Hilton. Our extra-
large trap holds 45-60 birds and comes in 7 
convenient panels. Extra panel can be used as 
a separator when removing birds. 8 non-stick 
bobbin-type doors (4 each end), plus 1 large 
cleanout door. 14 gauge wire, 1” x 2” mesh. 
4’L x 3’W x 2’H.
WCSPPt  $169.95 

WCS tip – place on flat roof or plywood 
and bait with whole kernel corn to avoid 
attracting smaller birds . 

Pigeon trap  
 (LoW PRoFiLe) 
Perfect for tight 
spaces (ledges, 
patios, billboard 
catwalks – you name 
it). 2 bobbin-type 
doors have unique 
“feet” that prevent 
jamming and 1” 
x ½” mesh that 
prevents hawks 
from feeding on 

captured birds. Holds 6-10 birds. 24”L x 12”W 
x 7”H.
WCSPGLP  $36.95

Wooden Bird House 
trap for Sparrow
A spring-loaded door snaps 
shut when the sparrow 
lands on a perch below 
the opening. A convenient 
fluorescent orange sticker on the door shows 
you if it’s been closed. Trap inside is detachable. 
Remove birds promptly.
NWSStWH   $38.00 SPaRRoW

Sparrow Sled  
Live trap
A unique solution 
for use in “big box” retailers, 
factories and hangers. When suspended 
from rafters, this trap’s sled base allows for a 
landing spot (bait area) and keeps debris from 
falling on employees and customers. Front 
entry compartment has funneled door and 
cone funnel to back compartment, equipped 
with 2 water bottles for thirsty captured birds. 
Trap made of 1" x ½” mesh and measures 
24”L x 12”W x 12”H. Sled measures 33”L x 
13.5” 4”H. 

WCSSPWSLDe $119.95 

Multi-catch 
Sparrow trap
No fuss, no muss, no 
moving parts. Our 
super-sturdy Multi-

Catch Sparrow Trap has two entry points and 
a side release door. Just set in an area where 
sparrows are gathering and bait with seed or 
breadcrumbs. 8-10 bird capacity. 16”L x  
12”W x 8”H. 
WCSKBSPWt $34.95

“Starling catcher™” 
There is nothing like it on the 
market.  This wooden trap contains 2 
chambers for live capture. It measures 
14.5H x 8W x 9D and is perfect for 
capturing those pesky starlings.  A 
fluorescent circle helps to notify user 
once the trap has been triggered closed.   
WCSSC-1  $79.95 
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WcS “EZ” catch Bird trap
Proven to work, easy 
to use, safe for the 
birds – that’s why we 
trust our EZ Catch Bird 
Traps . A spring-loaded 
gentle nylon net closes 
like a clamshell over 

the birds when they trigger the bait pan, to trap 
them quickly and effectively . The metal mesh 
base frame is powder coated for rust resistance . 
Can be mounted on walls, buildings or placed 
in trees . Base and net are green to blend with 
surroundings .  
WCSRC17  $65.95 
17” x 17” x 2.5” – (Woodpecker)
WCSRC24  $77.95 
24” x 24” x 2.5” – (Crow/Duck/Grackles) 
WCSRC36  $117.95 
36” x 36” x 2.5” – (Duck/Chicken)

WcS “EZ” catch Bird 
trap with Remote 
trigger
We took our effective EZ 
Catch Bird Trap and added 

a unique remote trap trigger that provides an 
onsite, manned operation for selective capture. 
Rigorously field-tested, with a maximum effective 
range between 100’-150’ and success up to 200’ 
depending on terrain and interference. When 
you need to monitor capture and select specific 
targets, the EZ Catch with Remote Trigger is a 
powerful solution.
WCSRC36-Remote  $363.95 
36”x36”x2.5” (ships at 90lb rate)
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WCS Trap Accesories

animal Proof Bait 
Baskets - 3 sizes
Animal Proof Bait 
Baskets are available 
in three sizes 
depending on the 
size cage trap you are 

using or animal you are targeting .  These 
bait baskets can be hooked over any wire in 
the back of the cage trap and is suspended 
above and beyond the triggering pan .
WCSBB small  $5.40
 medium  $5.90
 large  $6.50

trap Dividers  
Our custom 
Trap Dividers 
allow you to 
confine animals 
in the rear of 
a trap while 
preparing them 
for transfer .  
Made from heavy duty steel rod and plated 
in yellow zinc chromate for rust protection .  
Available in 3 sizes:

WCSTd5 $17.00 
fits a 4” or 5” cage trap, 4 .5”W x 7 .5”H, 
3/16” steel rod and has 1/2” tine spacing 

WCSTd8 $18.50 
fits a 9” wide and smaller cage trap, 7”W x 
12”H, 1/4” steel rod with 1” tine spacing 

WCSTd12 $20.50 
fits a 12” wide and smaller cage trap, 11”W 
x 14 .25”H, 1/4” steel rod with 1” tine 
spacing 

nose cone for Raccoon & Skunk 
Sized cage traps

When the nose cone is 
placed over the front of a 
cage trap and anchored in 
place, using wire or plastic 
zip ties, it changes the 
position of the entry point 

to the bottom of the 
trap . This is a great 
addition to any cage 
trap, especially for 
catching animals 
inhabiting burrows .  

Simply dig the front end of the trap with nose 
cone attached over the front of an animals 
den or burrow and the only thing that will be 
captured is the animal in residence when it 
tries to leave its burrow . It “forces” the animal 
up into the trap .
WCSNC01   Skunk Size $11.95
WCSNC02  Raccoon size   $15.95

Gutter Grabber – Squirrel trap 
Bracket
The Gutter Grabber is an aluminum gutter 
hook made to fit snugly over the lip of the 
standard aluminum gutter, and holds a 5” x 
5” squirrel trap securely on the gutter .  One 
required per trap .  This ingenious gutter 
bracket eliminates the need for a custom 
platform or wiring the trap to the structure –  
a great timesaver for squirrel jobs!
NWSGXG01  
1-5 $3.75
6+ $3.50

trap Dock for Squirrel traps
The Squirrel Trap Dock is the perfect tool for 
mounting any 18” squirrel trap in almost any 
situation . The galvanized steel construction 
is durable and tough enough for pros to 
use over and over again . Keyholes on the 
sides and bottom allow for easy mounting 
to the sides or roof of almost any house . 
Additionally, the Squirrel Trap Dock serves as 
a trap cover, protecting the animal from the 
elements, and keeping it safely out of the 
view of passers-by .
Td1800 $35.00

Remote trap Monitoring!

CALL 1-877-684-7262 FOR DETAILS ON THE UNIT AND SERVICE OFFERINGS

Multi-trap Monitoring & alerting 
•  A Trap-Alert™ module can be connected to existing trap inventory 

and is capable of monitoring up to 4 traps per module, alerting 
personnel when and where a trap has been triggered, through 
email or SMS notifications.  

•   With GPS technology, Trap-Alert™ provides a real time web-based 
mapping tool showing the location and status of each Trap-Alert™ 
unit resulting in greater efficiency, accuracy and certainty in routing 
field personnel for collection of 
traps and trapped animals. 

•  Sensor kits are available for 
virtually any type of trap including 
Cages, Rat-Sized Snap Traps, 
WCS™ Tube Traps, the Collarum™, 
Body-Grips and Foot-Holds.  Call us 
to discuss your application.

•  Each unit requires a subscription 
plan.  Various terms available to 
meet your needs.

Popular Packages – call for pricing and  
configuration options

•  Starter Package:  One Trap Alert™ unit with charger, sensor 
cable, 16’ extender cable, universal mounting kit, magnets, 
continuity tester.

•  Four Cage Package: One Trap Alert™ unit with charger, (4) 
sensor cables, (1) expander cable, (2) 6’ extender cables (2) 16’ 
extender cables, (4) universal mounting kits, (4 sets) magnets, 

continuity tester.
•  Five Unit Special Package:  Five 
Trap Alert™ units, (2) chargers, (10) 
sensor cables, (5) expander cables, (5) 
6’ extender cables, (5) 16’ extender 
cables,  (5) sets of 2 dummy plugs 
(10) universal mounting kits, (10 sets) 
magnets, continuity tester.

Wooden Rabbit trap 
If you’ve tried 
to get a rabbit 
into a wire cage 
you know it’s no 
picnic. So we 
offer a unique 
all-wood, ¾” pine box that makes trapping 
easier. As the rabbit walks up the incline to the 
bait, their weight tilts the wooden pan forward 
and the door closes behind them. We’ve 
included 1 oz. of pure Apple Essence as an 
attractor. 24" x 7" x 8.5" 
WCSWRt  $54.95

collapsible turtle trap 
We got tired of lugging 
traps the size of 
refrigerators around . 
The result is a trap 
capable of handling 
the largest turtles, 

but flat enough to stack in your truck or shed . 
Built extra-tough with 3 D-shaped hoops of 
spring steel and zinc-plated for rust-resistance, 
this trap won’t roll in water and comes with 
spreader rods that hold it in its rigid “set” 
position . Durable net mesh is 2” square, with 
large funnel opening . A detachable bait bag 
hangs in the rear for ease of setting . Trappers 
confirm this one really works!  
WCSNSTT-2 $99.95

Trap-Alert™ is a combination of hardware, software, GPS and wireless 
technologies that enables wildlife control professionals to actively monitor 
the status and location of traps through a web-based application . The Trap-Alert™ 
system significantly increases the efficiency of managing a large number of traps .
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A favorite with Nuisance Wildlife Control Professionals, Animal 
Control Officers and Government Agencies. Safeguard has been in 
business since 1982 and offers a wide range of economical and com-
mercial-grade options for professionals.  Constructed with patented 
field-proven Galfan wire mesh that is much more corrosion resistant 
that galvanized wire. Made in the U.S.

Standard 
Slide Release 

Standard Front Release 

Standard (front release or sliding rear doors)       

 WCS Code Description Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price

 NWS50450 18" Front Release  squirrel, rat, chipmunk  18"L x 5"W x 5"H ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $26.95

 NWS50063 24" Front Release  skunk, rabbiit 24"L x 7"W x 8"H  1" x 1" 14 7 lbs. $32.50

 NWS51690 30" Front Release raccoon, skunk, woodchuck, feral cat 30"L x 11"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 13 lbs. $43.50

 NWS51700 36" Front Release raccoon, woodchuck, feral cat, armadillo  36"L x 11"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 30 lbs. $46.50

 NWS52000 42" Front Release fox, bobcat, small canine 42"L x 15"W x 18"H 1" x 1" 12 70 lbs. $122.50

 NWS50590 48" Front Release  bobcat, dog, jackrabbit  48"L x 15"W x 22"H 1" x 1" 12 29 lbs. $142.50

 NWS52818 18" Slide Release Rear Door  squirrel, rat, chipmunk  18"L x 5"W x 5H" ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $31.50

 NWS52824 24" Slide Release Rear Door  skunk, rabbit 24"L x 7"W x 8"H 1" x 1" 14 7 lbs. $35.50

 NWS52830 30" Slide Release Rear Door  raccoon, skunk, woodchuck, feral cat 30"L x 11"W x 12"H  1" x 1" 14 13 lbs. $49.50

 NWS52836 36" Slide Release Rear Door  raccoon, woodchuck, feral cat, armadillo 36"L x 11"W x 12"H  1" x 1" 14 30 lbs. $52.50

 NWS52842 42" Slide Release Rear Door fox, bobcat, small canine 42"L x 15"W x 18"H 1" x 1" 12 70 lbs. $143.50

 NWS52848 48" Slide Release Rear Door bobcat, dog, jackrabbit 48"L x 15"W x 22"H  1" x 1" 12 70 lbs. $147.50

 NWS52860 60" Slide Release Rear Door coyote, dogs 60"L x 20"W x 28"H  1" x 1" 12 90 lbs. dim wgt $285.50

 NWS52872 72" Slide Release Rear Door coyote, dogs 72"L x 20W" x 28"H 1" x 1" 12 Motor-freight $292.50

 NWS53000 Universal Trap  raccoon, skunk, woodchuck, feral cat 36"L x 11"W x 12"H 1"x 1" 14 30 lbs. $84.50
  (built in nose cone)  (Trap 30"x11”x12")

Professional choice cage traps        
Designed with the Wildlife Control Professional in mind! Feature improvements make this rugged trap even better . Again made with Galfan 
wire, each trap has a spring loaded door, a hand guard, 1” x ½” wire mesh on base and sides to prevent dirt collection, the operating rod has 
additional support rings to prevent bending and a thicker pan with travel limit stops to prevent raccoon damage . A heavy-duty cage trap for 
use by the busy professional .       

 WCS Code Description Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price

 NWS53124 24" Pro Front Release skunk, rabbiit  24"L x 7"W x 8"H 1" x 1" 14 7 lbs. $36.50

 NWS53130 30" Pro Front Release raccoon, skunk, woodchuck, feral cat 30"L x11"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 13 lbs. $58.50

 NWS53136 36" Pro Front Release raccoon, woodchuck, feral cat, armadillo  36"L x 11"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 30 lbs. $64.50

 NWS54124 24" Pro Slide Release Rear Door skunk, rabbit 24"L x 7"W x 8"H 1" x 1" 14 7 lbs. $43.50

 NWS54130 30" Pro Slide Release Rear Door raccoon, skunk, woodchuck, feral cat 30"L x 11"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 13 lbs. $68.50

 NWS54136 36" Pro Slide Release Rear Door raccoon, woodchuck, feral cat, armadillo 36"L x 11"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 30 lbs. $70.50

Humane cage traps 
With the exception of the 18” trap all others are made of Galfan corrosive resistant wire mesh . This 
revolutionary coating provides up to three times longer life than galvanized-after-weld wire . Before welding, 
the wire is dipped in an aluminum- zinc bath . During the welding process the zinc in the coating evaporates 

while the aluminum forms a new protective surface that makes the welded joints extremely resistant 
to corrosion . Over 24” sizes have 1” x 1” wire at the front and ½” x 
1” wire at the rear protect the bait area . Additional features include; 
support rings on the rod between door and pan, spring loaded 
doors, hand guard and each is available with either a front release or 
slide release back door . Solid traps with size flexibility to meet your 
animal capture needs .

  Safeguard Products

Awesome! I have trapped 11 raccoons, a groundhog and one skunk in four nights. The traps work 

great. Our sweet corn would not have stood a chance without them.  – Dennis, Camdenton, Mo

Universal
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 WCS Code Description Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price

 NWS53490 Pigeon Trap - 1 compartment, 8 doors holds 12-15 birds  28"L x 24"W x8"H  1" x 2" 14 9 lbs. $59.95

 NWS53500P Pigeon Trap - 3 compartment, 12 doors holds 30-40 birds 84"L x 24"W x 8"H  1" x 2" 14 87 lbs. $134.95

 NWS53835 Sparrow Trap - 2 funnel doors holds 40 birds 24"L x 16"W x 10"H ½" x 2" 14 10 lbs. $104.95

Trap Accessories       
Trap covers aid in protecting animals from the elements, while providing adequate ventilation .  
Covers are also useful from blocking view of captured animals from prying eyes .  The plastic 
material is non-porous and non-absorbent for easy cleaning .  An ultra-violet (UV) inhibitor blocks 
sun rays for long life . Covers collapse flat to store easily . Green .

 WCS Code Description Ship Wgt Price

 WCS53645-18 Trap Cover for 18" Cages 2 lbs. $18.95

 WCS53219-24 Trap Cover for 24" Cages 3 lbs. $27.95

 WCS53215-30-36 Trap Cover for 30"/36" Cages 5 lbs. $34.95

 WCS53240 Trap Isolator (Divider Fork) 8 lbs. $12.95 
        Used to control movement of animal inside trap to front or  
  back allowing replenishment of food & water or administer inoculations

 WCS Code Description Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price

 NWS53120 Squirrel Controller 3.5 x 3.5  squirrel 10”L x 3.5”W x 3.5”H ½” x 1” 16 2 lbs. $24.95 

 NWS53110 Squirrel Controller 5 x 5 squirrel  12"L x 5"W x 5"H ½" x 1" 16 2 lbs. $27.50

 NWS53820 Multi-Catch Extender for NWS53120 squirrel 24"L x 3-3/8"W x 3-3/8"H ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $38.95

 NWS53825 Multi-Catch Extender for NWS53110 squirrel 30"L x 4-7/8"W x 4-7/8"H ½" x 1" 16 6 lbs. $52.95

Controllers & Extenders       
The controllers are built from ½” x 1” 16 gauge wire mesh and exclude gray, red and flying 
squirrels from structures . Mounting wings allow attachment over the entry hole . The one-
way door allows animals to exit, but prevents reentry . The “New” Multi-Catch extenders are 
designed to attach to the Controllers to work as a repeating trap, allowing nuisance animals to 
be captured and removed from the Property .

Safeguard Bird Traps     
The Safeguard Pigeon traps are constructed of 1” x ½” -14 gauge galvanized wire with two 
sizes to provide flexibility to meet various bird control situations . If its smaller birds you’re 
looking to capture, the Safeguard Sparrow Trap is another solution to help you out . Made of 
1” x ½” 14 gauge wire mesh, it’s extra large capacity and repeating funnel doors provides 
capacity for up to 40 birds . Two side hinged unloading doors allow for easy removal .

Mouse and Rodent Traps       
Very easy to use . This galvanized “Rodent Trap” is a live trap with a very sensitive trip mechanism for indoor 
and outdoor use . Great for chipmunk! 
 WCS Code Description Target Species Dimensions Ship Wgt. Price Case of 6

 NWS53070 Rodent Trap Galvanized Metal chipmunk, mice 10"L x 3"W x 3"H  1 lb. $16.50 $91.95

 The “Multi-Catch Mouse” is a galvanized live trap for homes, farms, warehouses, plants and businesses – no 
setting required . Effective one-way doors on both ends of the trap, can hold up to 15mice . Hinged cover 
with clear plastic viewing window for easy checking .

 WCS Code  Description Target Species Dimensions Ship Wgt. Price Case of 12

 NWS53600 Multi-Catch Mouse mice  10”L x 6”W x 2”H   1 lb. $9.25 $99.95

The “EZ Set Live-Catch Mouse” is a versatile trap that can go virtually anywhere, including in or around any 
corner . Hinged in the center, the trap can be set in a standard box configuration or positioned straight, on an 
inside or outside corner or custom angle .    

 WCS Code  Description Target Species Dimensions Ship Wgt. Price Case of 12

 NWS54600C EZ Set Live-Catch Mouse Trap mice 10”L x 6”W x 2”H box 1 lb. $8.50 $92.95
    20”L x 3”W x 2”H straight

Controller

Extender

Sold Separately

Pigeon Trap

Rodent Trap

Multi-Catch 
MouseTrap

EZ Set live-Catch

  Safeguard Products (continued)
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 target animals trap Size

Raccoon, Woodchuck,  36” to 42”L 
Feral Cat 11” to 12” W
 12” to 14” H

Bobcat, 42”L  
Fox, Dog, 15” to 20” W 
Jackrabbit 18” to 20” H

Bobcat, Fox, Dog, 48”L  
Jackrabbit, Coyote 15”to 20”W
 22” to 26” H

Large Dog, Coyote 60” to 72” L 
 20”W 
 26” to 28”H

animal trap Scale

Chipmunk 16"Lx5"Wx5"H

Squirrel,  18” to 19”L 
Chipmunk, Rat 5” to 6”W
 5” to 6” H

Rabbit, Skunk  20” to 24”L  
 7” W
 8” H

Raccoon,  30” to 36” L 
Skunk, Opossum, 10” to 11”W  
Feral Cat 12” to 14”H

Here’s a general guide on what size cage trap to use for various animals. Circumstances 
and animal sizes do vary, but this is a good “rule-of-thumb” starting point.  

 target animals trap Size
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tLt108

 Tomahawk live Traps
original Series: Rigid Traps with one Trap door     
 
These professional-grade, heavy-duty traps operate reliably in practically any situation – even upside down! All styles have a fast 
spring-loaded V door with automatic locking that activates as soon as the animal steps on the rear trip pan . A special locking system 
and heavy trap door reinforcement stops captures from forcing the door open, even if trap is upside down . Super-tough frame is 
welded with galvanized steel rods for extra support and endurance and bait areas are welded with galvanized ½” x ½” wire mesh 
openings to prevent animals reaching in from outside . Most styles are equipped with a galvanized sheet under the safety handle to 

 WCS Code Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 TLT102 Chipmunk/Rat  16"L x 5"W x 5"H  ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $29.50 $26.90 

 TLT103 Squirrel/Muskrat 19"L x 6"W x 6"H 1"  x 1" 16 4 lbs. $29.50 $26.90 

 TLT104.5 Skunk   20"L x 7"W x 7"H 1" x 1" 14 4 lbs. $34.50 $31.40 

 TLT105 Skunk   24"L x 7"W x 7"H 1" x 1" 14 4 lbs. $35.50 $32.40 

 TLT105.2 Enclosed Skunk   24"L x 7"W x 7"H 1" x 1" 14 7 lbs. $67.75 $61.70 

 TLT106 Cat/Rabbit   26"L x 9"W x 9"H 1" x 1" 14 7l bs. $49.75 $45.30 

 TLT106.3 XLong Cat/Rabbit   29"L x 9"W x 9"H 1" x 1" 14 8 lbs. $55.00 $50.10 

 TLT108 Raccoon/Feral Cat   32"L x 10"W x 12"H 1" x 2" 12 14 lbs. $64.50 $58.70

 TLT108.1  Raccoon/Feral Cat   32”L x 10”W x 12”H 1”x 1” 12 14 lbs. $69.50 $63.30

 TLT108.2 Flush Mount Raccoon   36"L x 10"W x 12"H 1" x 2" 12 36 lbs. $74.50 $67.80 

 TLT108.5 XL Raccoon/Woodchuck   42"L x 12"W x 12"H 1" x 2" 12 42 lbs. $84.50 $76.90 

 TLT109.5 Bobcat   42"L x 15"W x 20"H 1" x 2" 12 83 lbs. $145.75 $132.70 

 TLT110A Small Dog/Coyote   48"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12 150lbs + $45 surcharge $295.50 $269.00 

 TLT110B Medium Dog   60"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12 150lbs + $45 surcharge $305.50 $278.10 

 TLT110C Large Dog  72"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12 150lbs + $45 surcharge $315.50 $287.20 
      

 WCS Code Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 TLT602 Chipmunk/Rat Animal   16"L x 5"W x 5"H ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $33.75 $30.80 

 TLT603 Squirrel/Muskrat Animal  19"L x 6"W x 6"H 1" x 1" 14 4 lbs. $33.75 $30.80

  TLT604.5 Skunk/Opossum 20"L x 7"W x 7”H 1” x 1” 14 4 lbs. $38.50 $35.10

 TLT605 Skunk/Opossum   24"L x 7"W x 7"H 1" x 1" 14 4 lbs. $39.75 $36.20 

 TLT606 Cat/Rabbit   26"L x 9"W x 9"H 1" x 1" 14 8 lbs. $57.00 $51.90 

 TLT606.3 XLong Cat/Rabbit  29"L x 9"W x 9"H 1" x 1" 14 8 lbs. $63.25 $57.60 

 TLT608 Raccoon/Feral Cat  32"L x 10"W x 12"H 1" x 2" 12 14 lbs. $74.25 $67.60

 TLT608.1  Raccoon/Feral Cat  32”L x 10”W x 12”H 1" x 1" 16 17 lbs. $79.50 $72.40

 TLT608.2 Flush Mount Raccoon  36"L x 10"W x 12"H 1" x 2" 12 36 lbs. $85.50 $77.90 

 TLT608.5 XL Raccoon/Woodchuck  42"L x 12"W x 12"H 1" x 2" 12 42 lbs. $97.25 $88.50

 TLT609  Raccoon/Woodchuck 36"L x 12"W x 14"H 1” x 1” 14 25 lbs. $97.25 $88.50

 TLT609.5 Bobcat  42"L x 15"W x 20"H 1" x 2" 12 83 lbs. $167.50 $152.50 

 TLT610A Small Dog  42"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12 150 lbs. + $45 surcharge $315.50 $287.20 

 TLT610B Medium Dog  60"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12 150 lbs. + $45 surcharge $325.50 $296.30

 TLT610C Large Dog  72"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12 150 lbs. + $45 surcharge $335.50 $305.40 

original Series: Rigid Traps with one Trap door and Easy Release door   
Makes baiting, animal removal and resetting ten times easier than with fixed entries .  These Transfer traps use the same 
rock-solid and innovative construction as the Single Door traps, with the added convenience of a rear sliding door . The 
sliding door offers easier and safer animal releases because you can stay well clear of striking distance . No more reach-
ing inside to bait beyond the trip pan either!

 WCS Code Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 TLT102C Muskrat   28"L x 5"W x 5"H  1" x 1" 14 3 lbs. $16.00 $14.60

 TLT104 Squirrel   24"L x 6"W x 6"H  1" x 1" 14 5 lbs. $39.75 $36.20 

 TLT105.5 Skunk   24"L x 7"W  x 7"H 1" x 1" 14 5 lbs. $48.50 $44.20 

 TLT107 Cat/Rabbit   32"L x 9"W x 9"H 1" x 1" 14 9 lbs. $66.00 $60.10

 TLT108.6  Raccoon/Cat 36"L x 10"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 16 14 lbs. $89.45 $81.40

 TLT108.7 Armadillo   48"L x 10"W x 12"H 1" x 2" 12 50 lbs. $128.75 $117.20 

 TLT109 Fox/Jackrabbit   42"L x 15"W x 15"H 1" x 1" 14 50 lbs. $138.50 $126.10 
      

original Series: Rigid Traps with Two Trap doors   
Features the same sturdy frame and construction as Tomahawk’s proven single door traps, with an extra door for twice 
the effectiveness . In their set position, double door traps have no wires or doors to obstruct the animal’s view and allow 
entry from either end, improving capture chances . Trip pan is located in middle of trap and, once activated, shuts and 
locks both doors . If desired, the Double Door can be set in single door position, making it a versatile option in the field . 

Made in the U.S.
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 WCS Code Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 TLT201 Single Door Chipmunk/Rat  16"L x 5"W x 5"H ½" x 1" 16 4 lbs. $37.75 $34.40 

 TLT202 Single Door Squirrel/Muskrat  19"L x 6"W x 6"H 1" x 1" 14 4 lbs. $37.75 $34.40 

 TLT202C Double Door Muskrat  28"L x 5"W x 5"H 1" x 1" 14 5 lbs. $16.00 $14.60 

 TLT203 Double Door Squirrel  24"L x 6"W x 6"H 1" x 1" 14 5 lbs. $49.25 $44.90 

 TLT205 Single Door Cat/Rabbit  26"L x 9"W x 9"H 1" x 1" 14 8 lbs. $65.25 $59.40 

 TLT206 Double Door Cat/Rabbit  32"L x 9"W x 9"H 1" x 1" 14 12 lbs. $86.25 $78.50 

 TLT207 Single Door Raccoon/Feral Cat  32"L x 10"W x 12"H 1" x 2" 12 14 lbs. $97.00 $88.30 

 TLT208 Double Door Fox/Jackrabbit  42"L x 15"W x 15"H 1" x 2" 12 83 lbs. $192.50 $175.20 

 TLT209.5 Single Door Bobcat Trap  42"L x 15"W x 20"H 1" x 2" 12 83 lbs. $209.00 $190.20 

 TLT210A Small Folding Dog Trap with Transfer Door  48"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12 50 lbs. $316.85 $290.20 

 TLT210B Medium Folding Dog Trap with Transfer Door   60"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12 50 lbs. $334.70 $304.60 

 TLT404 Turtle Live Trap for up to 100 lbs.  40"L x 24"W x 11"H 1" x 2" 12 50 lbs. $138.25 $125.90

original Series: Collapsible Traps      
For professionals with high volume and tight storage needs . Made in the same durable 
fashion as all the other Original Series traps, the Collapsible folds flat and sets up in seconds, 
and requires only 1/10 the storage space of its siblings . Available in both Single Door and 
Double Door models - completely assembled and ready to use .

Professional Series Traps
Tomahawk Professional Live Traps are the strongest, 
most durable, and most effective traps available . 
These traps surpass the legendary Tomahawk 
“Original Series” traps when it comes to toughness . 
They feature a very strong frame with tighter mesh 
and heavier gauge wire .  The construction prevents 
animals from reaching through from the outside to steal bait 
and also prevents trapped animals from reaching outside to 
damage surroundings .

Professional Series: One Trap Door
   WCS Code Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 TLT102SS Chipmunk, Rat, Gopher 16”L x 5”W x 5”H ½” x 1” 14 2 lbs. $33.75 $30.80

 TLT103SS Squirrel, Muskrat  19”L x 6”W x 6”H ½” x 1” 14 3 lbs. $33.75 $30.80

 TLT105SS Skunk, Opossum, Prairie Dogs 24”L x 7”W x 7”H ½” x 1” 14 6 lbs. $45.25 $41.20

 TLT106SS Cat, Rabbit 26”L x 9”W x 9”H ½” x 1” 14 11 lbs. $57.50 $52.40

 TLT108SS Raccoon, Feral Cat, Badger, Groundhog, Armadillo 32”L x 10”W x 12”H ½” x 1” 14 15 lbs. $77.50 $70.60

Professional Series: One Trap Door and Easy Release Door
   WCS Code Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 TLT602SS Chipmunk, Rat, Gopher   16”L x 5”W x 5”H ½” x 1” 14 3 lbs. $39.75 $36.20

 TLT603SS Squirrel, Muskrat  19”L x 6”W x 6”H ½” x 1” 14 3 lbs. $39.75 $36.20

 TLT605SS Skunk, Opossum, Prairie Dogs 24”L x 7”W x 7”H ½” x 1” 14 7 lbs. $49.25 $44.90

 TLT606SS Cat, Rabbit 26”L x 9”W x 9”H ½” x 1” 14 11 lbs. $65.50 $59.70

 TLT608SS Raccoon, Feral Cat, Badger, Groundhog, Armadillo 32”L x 10”W x 12”H ½” x 1” 14 17 lbs. $89.75 $81.70

 TLT608.2SS Flush Mount for Raccoon, Feral Cat, Badger,  
  Groundhog, Armadillo 36”L x 10”W x 12”H ½” x 1” 14 18 lbs. $99.50 $90.60

 TLT608.4SS Universal Mount for Raccoon, Feral Cat, Badger, . 
  Groundhog, Armadillo 36”L x 10”W x 12”H ½” x 1” 14 19 lbs. $99.50 $90.60
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Professional Series: Two Trap Doors
  WCS Code Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

TLT105.5SS  Skunk, Opossum, Prairie Dogs 30L x 7W x 7H 1/2 x 1 14 gauge 8lbs $59.75 $54.40
TLT107SS Skunk, Woodchucks, Cats 32L x 9W x 9H 1/2 x 1 4 gauge 9lbs $77.75 $70.80
TLT108.6SS Raccoon, Woodchuck, Armadillo 42L x 10W x 12H 1/2 x 1 14 gauge 18lbs $109.75 $99.90



  WCS Code Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

TLTMP100 Skunk, Opossum, Prairie Dogs 30L x 8W x 8H ½” x 1” 14 14 lbs $79.50 $72.40

TLTMP200 Woodchuck, Raccoon, Armadillo 36L x 10W x 12H ½” x 1” 14 15 lbs $99.50 $90.60 

TLTMP300 Raccoon, Large Groundhog, Armadillo 42L x 12W x 12H ½” x 1” 14 20 lbs $119.50 $108.80 

Professional Series: Multi-Purpose Traps
The new Tomahawk Professional Series Multi-Purpose Traps are positive set traps that do it all . They 
have an opening in the bottom of the trap which allows placement directly over an animal’s burrow, 
and they can also be flush mounted against a den opening in a structure or tree . 

 Tomahawk live Traps (continued)
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All traps are 9”W x 11”H with ½” x 1” wire mesh  Standard (14 gauge wire)  Heavy Duty (12 gauge wire) 
and are available in 18”, 24”, 30” and 36” lengths Code Price  Code Price 
 
a   Double Door Trap CB911DD (-18, -24, -30, -36) $89.50 CB911DD (-18HD, -24HD, -30HD, -36HD) $99.50 
  (example CB911DD-18)

B   Double Door With One Flush Mounted Door CB911FD (-18, -24, -30, -36) $99.50 CB911FD (-18HD, -24HD, -30HD, -36HD) $109.50

c   Single Door Trap CB911SD (-18, -24, -30, -36) $69.50 CB911SD (-18HD, -24HD, -30HD, -36HD) $79.50

D   Single Door With Rear Bait Door CB911BD (-18, -24, -30, -36) $79.50 CB911BD (-18HD, -24HD, -30HD, -36HD) $89.50

Comstock Series Wire Triggered Traps
• Super strong coil springs. Powerful trap doors instantly snap into place when the trap is triggered . 
This prevents animals from backing out when the trap fires .

• Function In Any Position. Can be set standard, upside down, sideways, or vertically .  Locking trap  
doors prevent animals from escaping, even if the trap is flipped upside down .

• No Trip Pan To Avoid. Trap is triggered by a swing bar push through wire trigger mechanism which allows 
you to capture the most trap shy animals .

• Standard and Heavy Duty Series . Both are powder coated and available in the four styles below . These are 
incredibly strong traps, will last for years, and will stand up against the strongest critters .

See More Comstock traps and accessories at our website www.ShopWCS.com/comstock

comstock Beaver trap
Custom Cage Live Beaver Double-Door Trap is one of the most versatile 
live beaver traps on the market .  It can operate on land, in water, or entirely 
submerged underwater .  The CCC Beaver Trap can be set in channels 
underwater and is fully effective when set both sideways or upside down 
because of the double spring-loaded doors . The wire trigger eliminates the 
possibilities of beavers “skipping” over a pan . The trap features a durable 
construction of 2” x 2” wire with handles for convenience .
CB39dd  $229.50

a

B

c

D



 WCS Code Description Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 TLT502 Double Door Folding Pigeon Live Trap  24"L x 16"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 9 lbs. $72.95 $66.40 

 TLT502R Double Door Rigid Pigeon Live Trap  36"L x 16"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 80 lbs. $72.95 $66.40 

 TLT503 Double Door Ridge Grackle Live Trap  36"L x 16"W x 12"H 1" x 1" 14 46 lbs. $47.25 $43.00 
      

tLt503

Bird and Pigeon Traps   
Bird control simplified . Unique funnel design of double trap doors encourages birds to move forward to-
ward the bait until they’ve locked themselves in . Tomahawk suggests building a platform 5-6 feet above 
the ground with 6-8 inches beyond the trap for perching, then pre-baiting before introducing trap . Pre-
assembled with small wire mesh openings, the Pigeon Trap is available in both folding and rigid versions .

traps - Live
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 WCS Code Description Target Species Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

tomahawk Rodent Removal Kits  
Let the critters remove themselves with the Tomahawk “Squirrel 
Pack” systems . Each kit consists of one excluder and two repeating 
traps . Slide one of the repeating traps over the excluder and hook 
into place . As critters exit, the excluder will direct them into the 
repeating trap . To remove trapped animals, unhook the repeating 
trap and replace it with the other one included with the kit .   

Squirrel Packs with 1 Trap Door and Sliding Door – For Easy Release of Captured Animals. 
 TLTSP30-kit Small - includes one E30 excluder and two SPT30  Flying & Red Squirrels, ½” x 1” 16 3 lbs $64.00 $58.30 
  repeating traps (with sliding release door).  Chipmunks   

 TLTSP40-kit Medium - includes one E40 excluder and two SPT40 Squirrel ½” x 1” 16 4 lbs $69.75  $63.50 
  repeating traps (with sliding release door).  

 TLTSP50-kit Large - includes one E50 excluder and two SPT50 Large Squirrel ½” x 1” 16 6 lbs $74.50  $67.80 
  repeating traps (with sliding release door).   

 Squirrel Packs with 2 Trap Doors – To Allow Capture of Animals Both Leaving and Entering the Den.   

 TLTSP35-kit Small - includes one E30 excluder and two SPT35 Flying & Red Squirrels, ½” x 1” 16 3 lbs $64.00  $58.30 
  repeating traps (with two trap doors).  Chipmunks 

 TLTSP45-kit Medium - includes one E40 excluder and two SPT45 Squirrel ½” x 1” 16 4 lbs $69.75 $63.50 
  repeating traps (with two trap doors).  

 TLTSP55-kit Large - includes one E50 excluder and two SPT55 Large Squirrel ½” x 1” 16 6 lbs $74.50  $67.80 
  repeating traps (with two trap doors). 

 A

 B

 A  B

 WCS Code Description Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 E30 Excluder 10"L x 3"W x 3"H ½" x 1" 16 2 lbs. $23.00 $21.00 

 E30D Excluder w/rear sliding door  20"L x 3"W x 3"H ½" x 1" 16 2 lbs. $34.50 $31.40

 E35 Excluder 10”L x 3 ½”W x 3 ½”H ½” x 1” 16 2 lbs. $23.25 $21.30 

 E40 Excluder  10”L x 4”W x 4”H ½” x 1” 16 2 lbs. $24.00 $21.90 

 E40D Excluder w/rear sliding door   20”L x 4”W x 4”H ½” x 1” 16 2 lbs. $36.00 $32.80 

  E50 Excluder  12"L x 5"W x 5"H ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $24.50 $22.30 

 E50D Excluder w/rear sliding door  20"L x 5"W x 5"H ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $37.25 $33.90 

 E60 Excluder  10"L x 6"W x 6"H 1" x 1" 14 3 lbs. $29.75 $27.10 

 E60D Excluder w/rear sliding door 20"L x 6"W x 6"H 1" x 1" 14 4 lbs. $44.75 $40.80 

 E70 Excluder  12"L x 7"W x 7"H 1" x 1" 14 5 lbs. $35.00 $31.90 

 E70D Excluder w/rear sliding door  24"L x 7"W x 7"H 1" x 1" 14 5 lbs. $52.50 $47.80 

 E80 Excluder  14"L x 8"W x 8"H 1" x 1" 14 7 lbs. $39.75 $36.20 

 E80D Excluder w/rear sliding door   28"L x 8"W x 8"H 1" x 1" 14 7 lbs. $59.75 $54.40

one-way door Excluders     
Remove unwanted animals from homes and buildings without trapping! Simply attach the 
Excluder’s 4 moveable wings to the exterior of the building to surround the rodent’s access 
hole . As animal exits, it pushes its way through the one-way spring-loaded automatic door, 
locking itself out of the building . For trapping and counts, the rear sliding door model is avail-
able with extra holding room . Attaches with screws or nails (not included) .



 WCS Code Dimensions Mesh Gauge Ship Wgt Price (1-5) Price (6 +)

 N35 7"L x 4W" x 4"H for M35, E30 ½" x 1" 16 2 lbs. $15.50  $14.20 
 N40 7"L x 4 ½"W x 4 ½"H for M40, E40, etc. ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $15.50 $14.20 
 N50 9"L x 5½"W x 5 ½"H for 102, 12, 602, M50, S50, etc ½" x 1" 16 3 lbs. $17.50 $16.00 
 N60 13"L x 7"W x 7"H for 103, 13, 104, 201, 202, 203, 603, E60 1" x 1" 14 3 lbs. $19.00 $17.30 
 N70 13"L x 8"W x 8"H for 104.5, 105, 105.5 204, 605, E70, S70 1" x 1" 14 4 lbs. $21.00 $19.20 
 N90 14"L x 10"W x 10"H for 106, 16, 66, 107, 205, 206, 606, S90 1" x 1" 14 4 lbs. $23.75 $21.70 
 N120 18"L x 13"W x 13"H for 108, 207, 608 Series 1" x 2" 12 7 lbs. $26.50 $24.20 
      

directional Nose Cones      
Point your target species in the right direction . Set over the holes of animals that have burrowed into 
trees, buildings or underground, nose cones force the animal into a live trap at the opposite end . Can be 
used with almost every Tomahawk Live trap . When using with a Rigid trap, nose cone opening should be 
½” to 1” larger than trap opening . With Collapsible, nose cone opening should be 1” to 1½” larger .

  TC24TUF 24 Tuffy Cage Trap squirrels, weasels, minks 24"L x 8"W x 9"H 1” x ½” 14 $49.95

  TC30D 30D Heavy Duty Cage Trap  w/rear door raccoons, cats, skunks, rabbits 30"L x 9"W x 11"H 1” x ½” and 1" x 1" 14 $89.95

  TC30LTD 30LTD Light Duty Cage Trap cats, skunks, rabbits 30"L x 9"W x 11"H 1” x ½” and 1" x 1" 14 $69.95

  TC30LTF 30LTF Folding Deluxe Cage Trap cats, skunks, rabbits 33"L x 11"W x 13"H 1” x ½” and 1" x 1" 14 $89.95

  TC36D 36D Classic Deluxe Cage Trap w/rear door cats, small dogs, raccoons 36"L x 12"W x 14"H 1” x ½” and 1" x 1" 14 $99.95

  TC42D 42D Homesteader Deluxe Cage Trap medium dog 42"L x 17"W x 24"H 1" x 1" 14 $158.95

  TC48F 48F Folding Cage Trap large dogs 48"L x 20"W x 28"H 1" x 2" 12.5 $350.95

  TC48HD 48HD Elite Deluxe Cage Trap w/rear door large dogs 48"L x 20"W x 26"H 1" x 2" 12.5 $277.95

  TC60HD 60HD Elite Deluxe Cage Trap w/rear door large dogs 60"L x 22"W x 28"H 1" x 2" 12.5 $405.95

  TCRC24 R24 Resister Skunk Trap - Galvanized steel panel body skunks, armadillos 24"L x 11"W x 12"H N/A N/A $116.95
 
Tru-Catch Carriers     

  TCRC18 RC-18 Animal Restraint Carrier with Top Door and  
 Sliding Restraint Panel cats, rabbits 18"L x 12"W x 14"H 1” x ½” 16 $95.95

  TCRC24 RC24 Animal Restraint Carrier with Top Door and  
 Sliding Restraint Panel cats, rabbits, raccoons 24"L x 12"W x 14"H 1” x ½” 16 $116.95

  TCT18E T18E Single Door Animal Carrier cats, rabbits, raccoons 18"L x 9"W x 11"H 1” x ½” 16 $48.95

  TCT18TE T18TE Animal Carrier with Top and End Doors cats, rabbits, raccoons 18"L x 9"W x 11"H 1” x ½” 16 $59.95

  TCT24TE T24TE Animal Carrier with Top and End Doors cats, small dogs, raccoons 24"L x 12"W x 14"H 1” x ½” 16 $75.95

  TCT42E T42E Animal Carrier with Top and End Doors medium & large dogs 42"L x 17"W x 24"H 1" x 1" 14 $113.95
 
Tru-Catch Accessories     

  TC30TRAY Model 30 Tray for use with 30LT-D, 30D traps and  
 T18T and T18TE carriers  32" x 10" x 1"   $33.50

  TCTD-1 TD-1 Large Trap Divider  26" x 21"   $28.99

  TCTD-2 TD-2 Small Trap Divider  17" x 12"   $20.95

Cage Traps
A favorite of animal control departments, humane societies and other organizations seeking the 
most humane way to capture or relocate lost pets, feral animals and wild critters that wander 
into urban areas . Traps are quiet and contain no dangerous springs or hinges, and feature a 
durable powder coated finish . Tru-Catch traps are proudly made in South Dakota .

 Tru-Catch Traps

  WCS Code Description Target Species Dimensions Mesh Gauge Price 
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Dura-Poly Plastic catch
Great for trapping 
skunk or raccoons 
in attics . This easy-
to-set, solid-walled 
plastic trap with 
galvanized steel door 
minimizes the chance 
of captured wildlife 
damaging the space 
outside of the trap by pulling in debris . 
Made in Canada, each high grade trap 
is super heavy-duty and comes in white 
only . Skunk trappers love ‘em!  
NWS924W $71.95  
Skunk 9” x 9” x 24”
NWS1232W $80.95  
Raccoon 12” x 12 “ x 32” 

Havahart
A trusted and 
amateur-friendly 
brand for over 60 
years . All Havahart 
traps are made of 
sturdy wire mesh that is galvanized to 
resist rust and corrosion .  
WCS1020 $14.95  
Mice, 1020 10” x 3” x 3” 
NWS1025 $21.00  
Squirrel, 1025 18” x 5” x 5” 
NWS1078 $35.95  
Skunk, 1078 24” x 7” x 7” 
NWS1050 $55.00  
Woodchuck, 1050 42” x 10” x 13” 
double door 
NWS1079 $47.95 
Raccoon, 1079 - 32” x 10” x 12” 
NWS1081 $70.00  
Fox/Small Dog, 1081 42” x 15” x 15” 

Havahart Easy Set Live animal 
cage traps
This unique and 
innovative design 
enables this trap 
to be SET with one 
hand . Simply pull 
back on the lever 
located on top of 
the trap and the door is raised and locks 
in position . When an animal steps on the 
triggering pan the door is released and is 
securely closed .  This trap is constructed 
of high-tensile wire mesh, making the trap 
more durable without making it heavier .
NWS1084 $39.99 
For rabbits, squirrels, skunk, mink and 
similar sized animals    
NWS1085 $56.95    
For raccoon, armadillo, woodchuck, opos-
sum and similar sized animals  

Wickencamp cage traps
One of the most heavy-duty traps on the 
market today . Constructed by hand in the 
heartland with an incredible 12 gauge 
wire and ¼” rod, these extra-tough traps 
are made to handle the most aggressive 
raccoon . Gravity door provides for quick 
release of non-target species . Owners boast 
years and years of hard use and they’re still 
holding up!

NWS121030-302 $58.25  
Raccoon size, 12” x 10” x 30”
NWS81028-28 $48.00  
Skunk/Raccoon, 8” x 10” x 28” 
NWS7724-24 $38.00 
Skunk size, 7” x 7” x 24” 
NWS50LW $81.00  
Small Dog, 36” x 12” x 15”

Wickencamp aDc Models
The Wickencamp ADC (Animal Damage 
Control) traps feature the same heavy duty 
construction and durability with a tighter 
wire mesh patterns for additional strength 
and to prevent animals from reaching out 
of the trap and damaging lawns, roofs, 
decks, and other property .  Both models 
constructed of 14 gauge wire with  
1” x 1/2” mesh . 
NWS121030-302ADC  $65.25 
12” x 10” x 30” Raccoon Size   
NWS81028-28ADC  $52.00 

KoRo Live Beaver trap
Shut them up tight . The KORO trap’s 
“clamshell” style construction has been in 
use since 1932 and enjoys many satisfied 
customers . Suspended from two metal 
fence posts, with one closing surface 
parallel to the bottom, this trap is very 
adaptable to high and low banks, swift or 
shallow streams, etc . And because the trap 
is off the bottom, you don’t have to worry 
about it sinking in the mud . All-aluminum 
frame will last a lifetime . 
NWSKt04 KORO Live Beaver Trap  $379.95
NWSKt05  $55.00  
Replacement Springs (pair) 
NWSKt09  $55.00  
Replacement Chain Link Kit  

tomahawk Bailey Beaver trap 
Pack up beavers safely and humanely in the 
Bailey’s suitcase-like trap . Mesh frame is 
made of chain link fencing, with aluminum 
base bar and cross bar for years of service . 
Trap closes firmly as beaver swims over and 
trips its T-bar . Once sprung, half of the trap 
remains in the water and half out, keeping 
the beaver unharmed and allowing it to 
breathe . After removal, trap can be reset 
immediately . (39 x 21) Galv Chain Links .  

tLt801  $378.75 

comstock Beaver trap
The Comstock  
Custom 
Cage Live 
Beaver 
Double-
Door Trap 
is one of 
the most versatile live beaver traps on the 
market .  It can operate on land, in water, 
or entirely submerged underwater .  The 
CCC Beaver Trap can be set in channels 
underwater and is fully effective when set 
both sideways or upside down because 
of the double spring-loaded doors . The 
wire trigger eliminates the possibilities of 
beavers “skipping” over a pan . The trap 
features a durable construction of 2” x 2” 
wire with handles for convenience .
CB39DD  $229.50
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  WCS Code Each Dozen
 Description  (add - # for qty)   (-1) (-12)

The “Original” Tube Trap™ 4.5" diameter, 15" long WCSTUBE $32.50 $359.40 

Plated Tube Trap™ for rust resistance WCSTUBERR $39.50 $438.00  

WCS’s popular  
answer to pesky  
squirrels – now  
new and improved!  
Powered by a beefy  
double torsion spring,  
our 21-gauge steel  
Tube Traps work both baited  
and unbaited. Curious squirrels can’t resist 
them. Use the regular style wherever 
squirrels are a problem When a lethal capture 
is made, the squirrel is hidden from public 
view. Measures 4.5” diameter, 15” long; Note: 
This is a lethal body grip trap. 

Replacement parts  
Tube Trap™ pan WCSTS03-1 $2.50 
Tube Trap™ Dog WCSTS04-6  $2.25 
(6-pack)

Call us for Tube Trap™ replacement spring 
options.       

WCSTUBE

Body Grip traps

 The "original" WCS Tube Trap

    WCS Code Each Six Dozen 
 Model Description (add-# for qty)  (-1)  (-6)  (-12)

 #110 Super X Single Spring - 4.5” x 4.5” jaw spread for mink, muskrat, squirrel, weasel WCS110X $10.95  $61.95  $114.95 

 #120 Super X Double Spring - 4.5” x 4.5” jaw spread for mink, marten, muskrat, squirrel, weasel WCS120X $13.95  $75.95  $144.95 

 #160 Super X Double Spring - 6” x 6” jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, opossum, raccoon, skunk WCS160X $15.50  $85.75  $157.75 

 #220 Super X Double Spring - 7” x 7” jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, opossum, raccoon, skunk WCS220X $17.25  $95.75  $176.75 

 #280 Super X Double Spring - 8” x 8” jaw spread for beaver, bobcat, lynx, otter WCS280X $23.50  $124.50  $240.00 

 #330 Super X Double Spring - 10” x 10” jaw spread for beaver, bobcat, lynx, otter WCS330X $28.00  $153.75  $284.00 

WCS Provided Plated option     

#330 Super X-PLATED Double Spring - 10” x 10” jaw spread for beaver, bobcat, lynx, otter WCS330X-1-PLATED   $34.50 WCS330X-6-PLATED    $207.00  WCS330X-12-PLATED   $359.00 

Belisle 
Built in Canada to be super strong and super 
tough . Zero-clearance traps (no space between 
the jaws in closed position) with unique bends 
in jaw frames to ensure extremely fast and 
humane death . Special security safety hooks on 
the springs and a one-piece trigger .

   WCS Code Each Six Dozen 
 Model Description (add-# for qty)  (-1)  (-6)  (-12)

 #110 Body Grip Single Spring - 4” x 4” jaw spread for mink, muskrat, rats, squirrel, skunk WCSB110 $3.95  $23.00  $44.00 

 #120 Body Grip Double spring - 4” x 4” jaw spread for fisher, marten, mink, muskrat, opossum,  
  raccoon, skunk WCSB120 $6.50  $35.00  $68.00 

 #160 Body Grip Double spring - 6” x 6” jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, opossum, raccoon, skunk WCSB160 $10.50  $59.95  $116.50 

 #220 Body Grip Double spring - 7” x 7” jaw spread for marten, mink, muskrat, opossum, raccoon, skunk WCSB220 $11.95  $67.00  $132.00 

 #280 Body Grip Double spring - 8” x 8” jaw spread for beaver, bobcat, lynx, otter WCSB280 $15.25 $85.00 $164.00

     (FOUR)  
 #330 Body Grip Double spring - 10” x 10” jaw spread for beaver, bobcat, lynx, otter WCSB330 $19.75  $77.00  $224.00 

Bridger
Worth the money . These well-built body grip traps are a favorite with many trappers . All models now 
feature Magnum style jaws and have been upgraded with heat treated springs for longer life .

Bridger Body Grip Traps

Belisle Super-X Body Grip Traps

 Parts for Belisle Body Grip Traps
  
 
 
  
 Dogs Triggers 
 (each)  (each)
#110, #120 $1.35 $1.35
#150, #160 $1.40 $1.40
#220 $1.45 $1.45
#280 $1.55 $1.50
#330 $1.65 $1.55

In those situations when live capture is not practical, you want products that enable a quick and humane death. 
Single springs, double springs, unique triggers, square or round, we have the variety and the ideas for effective 

WCS Tube Trap Cap
The WCS Tube Trap Cap is just the tool for increasing the versatility of our 
popular Tube Trap. Available in two styles – with or without an access hole. 
Choose Model A to close down the opening on the Tube Trap, or Model B to 
close off one end all together. It mounts easily just by sliding onto the end of 
the trap. Additionally, with its feet, the Tube Trap Cap serves as a stabilizer 
with mounting holes allowing the user to easily mount on a variety of surfaces.

TTC-A-1    WCS™ Tube Trap Cap with Access Hole   $7.95
TTC-B-1    WCS™ Tube Trap Cap Solid    $7.95
TTC-3PK    WCS™ Tube Trap Cap 3-PACK  
 (2 with access holes & 1 solid)   $19.95

  Proudly MAdE IN U.S.A. – Accept no substitutes

Trap not included
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WCS Modified with Mounting Bracket   
   WCS Code Each Dozen 
 Model Description & Species (add-# for qty)  (-1)  (-12)

c Round 2.5” w/bracket Single Spring 2.5” round with mounting bracket for squirrel, weasel NBRBG25WB $13.95  $143.95 

D Round 3.5” w/bracket Single Spring 3.5” round with mounting bracket for squirrel, weasel NBRBG35WB $13.95  $143.95 

E Square 3” w/bracket Single Spring 3” square with mounting bracket for squirrel, weasel NBSQR3WB $13.95  $143.95 

    WCS Code Each Dozen 
 Model Description & Species (add-# for qty)  (-1)  (-12) 

a Round 2.5” Single Spring - 2.5” round for squirrel, weasel WCSBCRBG2.5 $10.50  $115.95 

B Round 3.5” Single Spring - 3.5” round for squirrel, weasel WCSBCRBG3.5 $10.95  $119.95 

C.T.M 
A variation on the original square-shaped body grip traps, the C .T .M . round body grip brings traps “full circle” .  When setting over 
burrows or openings on the side of a structure, the round shape provides the necessary fit for varying situations . Made of rolled steel .

CTM Round Body Grip Traps

 WCS Code Description & Species Each

 NWSKT01-1 Rodent Trap (fits in a gutter) 3 ½” deep x 3” W x 3 ½” H - Single Spring for squirrel, rat $11.95

 NWSKT02 Large Rodent Trap 4 ½” deep x 5” W x 4 ½” H - Single Spring for squirrel, muskrat $16.95

 NWSKT02DBL Large Rodent Trap 4 ½” deep x 5” W x 4 ½” H - Double Spring for muskrat $20.95

 NWSKT03 #1 Double Spring - 7” x 6” for woodchuck $23.95

 NWSKT10 #2 Double Spring - 8” x 6” with double strike bar (Canada I.H.T.S certified) $25.95 

Koro Traps (Made in Canada) 
Versatile, well-constructed traps made in Canada . 
Design allows for entry from sides or front, 
increasing capture opportunities .

 Koro Traps

   WCS Code Each Six Dozen 
 Model Description (add-# for qty)  (-1)  (-6)  (-12)

#110 Body Grip  Single Spring - 4" x 4" jaw spread for muskrat, mink, weasel, squirrel D110BT $3.75 $19.95 $36.95

#110 Magnum Body Grip  Double Spring - 4" x 4" jaw spread (Magnum jaws for complete closure)  
  for muskrat, mink, weasel, squirrel D110BT-MAG $3.95 $21.95 $39.95

#120 Body Grip  Double Spring - 4" x 4" jaw spread for muskrat, marten, mink, weasel, squirrel D120BT $6.25 $33.95 $61.95

#155 Body Grip  Double Spring - 5" x 5" jaw spread for fisher, raccoon, groundhog, marten D155BT $6.75 $37.95 $68.95

#160 Body Grip  Double Spring - 6" x 6" jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, raccoon, groundhog, opossum D160BT $7.75 $40.95 $76.95

#220 Body Grip  Double Spring - 7" x 7" jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, raccoon, groundhog, opossum D220BT $9.50 $49.95 $93.95

#280 Body Grip  Double Spring - 8" x 8" jaw spread for beaver, otter, bobcat, lynx D280BT $12.75 $69.95 $129.95

#330 Body Grip  Double Spring - 10" x 10" jaw spread for beaver, otter, bobcat, lynx D330BT $15.95 $84.95 $159.95

#330 Magnum Body Grip  Double Spring - 10" x 10" jaw spread (Magnum jaws for complete closure) D330BT-MAG $17.95 $97.95 $179.95
  for beaver, otter, bobcat, lynx

duke
Duke Body Grip traps are available with jawspreads to 
accommodate animals from squirrel to beaver and bobcat . 
The magnum models feature an inward bend, sometimes 
referred to as a “Canadian Bend” to create a complete 
closure when the trap is fired .

 duke Body Grip Traps
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I would like to thank you very much for your excellent service and we wouldn't 
hesitate to use you again and recommend you to other colleagues.   
– Nicky W., United Kingdom

   WCS Code Each  Dozen 
 Model Description & Species (add-# for qty)  (-1)    (-12)

 MB-1216  MEGABEAR Beaver Body Grip 12” x 16” jaw spread for beaver  MB-1216-JC $34.00  $132.00  $379.00
     (4 pack) 

Minnesota Brand Body Grip Traps 
The MB-1216 was the first of the Minnesota brand line of heavy duty body grip traps . The Megabear 
has the strongest springs on the market . The MB-160 –AC is the second of the Minnesota Brand line 
of heavy duty body grips traps .  This trap was designed to increase the lethality over existing body 
gripping traps . The quick, humane dispatch prevents fur damage and preserves set location .

Minnesota Brand Body Grip Traps

  MB-1216 

traps - Lethal

   WCS Code Each Six Dozen 
 Model Description & Species (add-# for qty)  (-1)  (-6)  (-12)

 #50 body grip Single Spring - 4 1/2” x 3 1/2” jaw spread for mink, muskrat, squirrel, weasel WCSOV0405 $6.50  $35.95  $65.95

 #60 body grip  Double spring - 4 1/2” x 3 1/2” jaw spread for mink, muskrat, squirrel, rats, weasel  WCSOV0406 $10.50  $58.95  $107.95

 #110 body grip Single spring - 4 1/2” x 4 1/2” jaw spread for mink, muskrat, rats, squirrel, skunk WCSOV0400 $6.25  $34.95  $65.95

 #120 body grip Double spring - 4 1/2” x 4 1/2” jaw spread for fisher, marten, mink, muskrat, opossum,  
  raccoon, skunk WCSOV0410 $10.50  $58.95  $111.95 

 #160 body grip Double spring - 6” x 6” jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, opossum, raccoon, skunk WCSOV0466 $15.95  $87.95  $165.95 

 #220 body grip Double spring - 7” x 7” jaw spread for marten, mink, muskrat, opossum, raccoon, skunk WCSOV0420 $16.95  $92.95  $174.95 

 #280 body grip Double spring - 8” x 8” jaw spread for beaver, bobcat, lynx, otter WCSOV0425 $18.95  $90.50  $199.95 

 #330 body grip Double spring - 10” x 10” jaw spread for beaver, bobcat, lynx, otter WCSOV0430 $25.75  $123.00  $269.95 

oneida Victor Products 
Used by wildlife management professionals, trappers and furriers, these lightweight 
Conibear® traps work well in all conditions (suspended, submerged, under ice etc .) 
Made of rolled steel and manufactured in Ohio since 1852 .

oneida Victor Body Grip Traps
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   WCS Code   
 Model Description (add-# for qty)  Each  

 #660 Super Bear 660 Super Bear modified 330 body grip to 26” width WCS660SB $42.00 $152.00 (4 pack)

  RK Trapline Super Bear Traps

WCS660SB 
 

R.K. Trapline Super Bear Traps  
660 SuperBear is a modified 330 bodygrip trap . The width of the trap has been 
increased to 26” using 1/2” steel rod and the dog and trigger assembly has 
been replaced to accommodate the larger diameter jaws . The factory trigger 
has been beefed up and is tension adjustable via a nylon tipped screw . These 
traps close extremely tight . 
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  CdR Foot Hold from Adirondax Manufacturing

The CDR 7 .5 is one of the best 
foothold traps on the market for 
Beaver . As implied, this trap has a 
7 .5” jaw spread, including the jaw 
thickness . legal in NY State as 
when measuring with its specifica-
tion, trap is 7 1/8” jaw spread.

 WCS Code  Each Six Dozen
 (add-# for Qty) Style (-1) (-6) (-12)

a NWSCDR75 Original $33.95 $203.70 $390.00

B CDROS Offset $36.50 $219.00 $420.50

c CDRLAM Laminated $37.25 $223.50 $427.00

D CDROSLAM-1 Offset Laminated $38.50  $231.00 $441.00

E CDRPAD Padded $48.75 $279.00 $540.00

  KB Manufacturing Foot Hold 

a B c D E

  

Stainless Steel Body Grip Traps
Never worry about corrosion again! Completely stainless steel, right down to the trigger wires. These 
custom-made traps, originally designed for the fur trapper in salt marshes, are great for squirrels and 
have a unique trigger latch with positive locking dog.

  WCS Code Each Dozen 
 Description & Species (add - # for qty)   (-1)  (-12)

 Stainless Steel Body Grip 4” x 3”  for squirrel, rat (smaller than #55) WCSNJ044-SS $8.95 $89.95

 Stainless Steel Body Grips

Foothold Traps 

Scan for Video

 WCS Code  Each Six Dozen
 (add-# for Qty) Style (-1) (-6) (-12)

 WCSKBCOR Standard Offset $26.95 $147.95 $269.95

 WCSKBCLOS Laminated Offset $28.25 $156.95 $285.95

 KBKUSH Padded $37.95 $211.95 $384.95

 KBKUSHKIT Retrofit Kit for $8.95  $90.00
   Standard Offset traps

The KB Compound 5 .5 Predator Trap is built the 
way a trap should be, ready to go "out of the 
box!" This is a totally unique design with features 
not found on any other trap on the market today . 
The KB Compound 5 .5 with ¼" offset has a 5 3/8" 
inside jaw spread, and a 6 1/8"outside jaw spread .  
The 4 coils of this trap act as the shock absorber, as the animal pulls the jaws slightly compress increasing the holding power, as the 
animal relaxes, so do the jaws . A very unique feature!  Available in Standard, Laminated or Padded jaw models .

 MODEL Description WCS Code  Single Six Dozen

#450 Body Grip Single Spring - 4.5" jaw spread for muskrat, mink, weasel, squirrel WCSSC450 $5.75  $33.75 $62.75 

#455 Body Grip Double Spring - 4.5" jaw spread for muskrat, mink, weasel, squirrel WCSSC455 $8.75  $46.75  $86.75 

#600 Body Grip Double Spring - 6" jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, raccoon, groundhog, opossum WCSSC600 $14.50 $78.75 $147.75 

#610 Body Grip Single Spring - 6" jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, raccoon, groundhog, opossum WCSSC610 $13.50 $73.75 $137.75 

#700 Body Grip Double Spring - 7" jaw spread for fisher, marten, nutria, raccoon, groundhog, opossum WCSSC700 $14.50 $79.75 $144.75 

#1000 Body Grip Double Spring - 10" jaw spread for beaver, otter, bobcat, lynx WCSSC1000 $28.25 104.75*** FOUR

  Sleepy Creek Body Grip Traps

Sleepy Creek     
Designed by and made for the serious trapper, Sleepy Creek body grips are superior walk through trap 
suited for both land and water .  Sleepy Creek products  are made and assembled in the USA . 
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Bridger Foot Hold Traps (Coilsprings)

  Model Coils Jawspread Target Species WCS Code Each(-1) Six(-6) Dozen (-12)

Regular Jaws 

#1 Standard 2 3 9/16" inside Raccoon, Mink, Nutria, Muskrat B1C $6.75 $36.25 $68.95

#1 1/2 Standard 2 5 3/16" outside Raccoon, Fox, Opossum, Bobcat B15DC $6.95 $38.25 $72.75

#1 1/2 OffSet 2 5 3/16" outside Raccoon, Fox, Opossum, Bobcat B15DCOS $7.00 $38.25 $72.75

#1.65 Standard 2 5 3/8" inside Fox, Raccoon, Opossum B165DC $9.25 $50.50 $95.95

#1.65 Standard 4 5 3/8" inside Fox, Raccoon, Opossum B1654C $11.50 $63.25 $120.75

#1.65 OffSet 2 5 3/8" inside Fox, Raccoon, Opossum B165DCOS $9.25 $50.95 $97.25

#1.65 OffSet 4 5 3/8" inside Fox, Raccoon, Opossum B1654COS $11.75 $63.95 $121.95

#1.65 OffSet, Modified 4 5 3/8" inside Fox, Raccoon, Opossum B1654COSFM $16.45 $92.45 $177.25

#1.65 Standard, Modified 4 5 3/8" inside Fox, Raccoon, Opossum B165FMRJ $16.75 $92.25 $175.95

#2 Standard  2 5 5/8" inside Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Raccoon B2DC $12.25 $66.50 $126.95

#2 Standard 4 5 5/8" inside Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Raccoon B24CSRJ $14.50 $79.50 $151.50

#2 OffSet 2 5 5/8" inside Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Raccoon B2DCOS $12.25 $67.25 $128.50

#2 OffSet 4 5 5/8" inside Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Raccoon B24COS $14.50 $79.95 $152.75

#2 Modified  4 5 5/8" inside Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Raccoon B24CRJ $18.50 $101.50 $193.25

#2 OffSet Modified 4 5 9/16" inside Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Raccoon B24COSM $18.50 $101.75 $193.75

#2 OffSet, Canadian Jaw 4 5 1/8" inside Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Raccoon B24CLCJ $23.25 $128.50 $244.95

#3 Standard 2 6 1/8" inside Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter BT3CRJ $13.75 $76.25 $145.25

#3 Standard 4 6 1/8" inside Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter B3CRJ4X $16.25 $89.75 $170.95

#3 OffSet 2 6 1/2" outside Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter BT3COS $13.95 $76.95 $146.50

#3 OffSet 4 6 1/8" inside Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter B3COS4X $16.50 $89.95 $171.95

 #3 OffSet, Modified 4 6 1/8" inside Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter B3COS4XM $20.50 $110.50 $204.50

#3 OffSet, Canadian Jaw 4 5 5/8" inside Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter B34CLCJ $29.75 $163.95 $312.50

#3 Standard, Modified,  4 6 1/8” inside Bobcat, Coyote, Beaver, Otter B3CRJ4XM $20.50 $110.50 $204.00

#5 Standard 4 7 1/4" outside Beaver, Coyote, Wolf, Bobcat, Otter, Mt. Lion  BT5CSRJ $24.50 $134.95 $257.25

#5 OffSet 4 7 1/4" outside Beaver, Coyote, Wolf, Bobcat, Otter, Mt. Lion BT5COS4X $27.95 $154.25 $293.95

#5 Alaskan Laminated 4 7 1/4"" Beaver, Coyote, Wolf, Bobcat, Otter, Mt. Lion BT5CSALOS $37.95 $224.95 $437.95

  Model Coils Jawspread Target Species WCS Code Each(-1) Six(-6) Dozen (-12)

#2 Dogless Offset 2 5 9/16” inside Coyote, Bobcat, Fox, Raccoon BT2COSD $13.50 $73.75 $140.25 

#2 Dogless Offset 4 5 9/16” inside Coyote, Bobcat, Fox, Raccoon BT2COSD4X $15.75 $86.50 $164.95 

#2 Dogless Offset Modified 4 5 9/16” inside Coyote, Bobcat, Fox, Raccoon BT2COSDM $19.95 $109.25 $207.95 

#3 Dogless Offset 2 6 1/16” inside Coyote, Bobcat, Beaver, Otter BT3COSD $15.95 $86.50 $164.95 

#3 Dogless Offset 4 6 1/16” inside Coyote, Bobcat, Beaver, Otter BT3COSD4X $17.95 $99.50 $189.50 

#3 Dogless Offset Modified 4 6 1/16” inside Coyote, Bobcat, Beaver, Otter BT3COSDM $20.95 $115.50 $220.95

Bridger dogless Traps
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Minnesota Foot Hold Traps (Coilsprings)

Minnesota foot hold traps are proudly made in the U .S .A . Various sizes provide for the right trap for many applications . Quality materials and 
workmanship make these a favorite among sportsman and professionals .

  Model  Springs Jawspread Target Species WCS Code Each Six Dozen

Regular Jaws

MB-450-FH 2 5" outside Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk MB-450-FH $17.50 $90.00 $180.00

MB-450-FOX 2 5" outside Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk MB-450-FOX $16.00 $93.00 $186.00

MB-450 OffSet 2 5" outside Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk MB-450-OS $15.90 $92.50 $185.00

MB-550 Closed Jaw 2 5 1/2" outside Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon MB-550-2C-CL $17.60 $102.00 $204.00

MB-550 Closed Jaw 4 5 1/2" outside Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon MB-550-4C-CL $18.80 $109.00 $218.00

MB-550 OffSet 2 5 1/2" outside Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon MB-550-RC-2C $17.60 $102.00 $204.00

MB-550 OffSet 4 5 1/2" outside Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon MB-550-RC-4C $18.80 $109.00 $218.00

MB-650-IL Inside Laminated 4 5 3/4" inside Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter MB-650-ILAM $20.30 $125.00 $235.00

MB-650-OL Outside Laminated 4 6 1/8" inside Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter MB-650-OLAM $20.30 $125.00 $235.00

MB-650 Malleable Cast Jaw 4 5 7/8" inside Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter MB-650MCJ $25.75 $154.75 $288.95

MB-650 OffSet 4 6 1/8" inside Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter MB-650-OS $19.90 $113.00 $209.00

MB-750 Beaver Straight Jaw 4 7 1/4" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter MB-750 $25.50 $145.00 $274.00

MB-750  Beaver Laminated 4 7 1/4" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter MB-750-L Beaver $28.00 $171.00 $303.95

MB-750 Beaver OffSet 4 7 1/4" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter MB-750-OS Beaver $27.75 $158.75 $296.95

Padded Jaws

MB-550 Rubber Jaw 2 5 1/2" outside Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon MB-550-2C-RJ $18.30 $106.00 $212.00

MB-550 Rubber Jaw 4 5 1/2" outside Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon MB-550-4C-RJ $19.70 $114.00 $228.00

MB-650 Rubber Jaw 4 5 7/8" inside Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter MB-650-RJ $25.95 $153.95 $289.00

  Model Coils Jawspread Target Species WCS Code Each(-1) Six(-6) Dozen(-12)

Regular Jaws

#1 Standard 2 4” Mink, Muskrat, Weasel WCSDCS1 $5.50 $28.95 $54.95

#1 Double Jaw 2 4” Mink, Muskrat, Weasel WCSDDCDJ $6.50 $34.95 $64.95

#1 1/2 Standard 2 4 3/4” Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk WCSD15DC $5.75 $29.95 $58.95

#1 1/2 Double Jaw 2 4 3/4” Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk WCSD15DCDJ $7.00 $36.95 $68.95

#1 1/2  Standard Laminated 2 4 3/4” Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk WCSD15DCL $7.95 $42.95 $81.59

#1 3/4 Standard 2 5 1/4” Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCSD134DC $7.25 $39.95 $74.95

#1 3/4, Standard 4 5 1/4” Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCSD1344C $9.50 $52.25 $94.95

#1 3/4 Offset Jaw 2 5 1/4” Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCSD134DCOS $7.60 $42.95 $78.95

#1 3/4 Offset 4 5 1/4” Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCSD134OS4C $9.90 $54.00 $98.95

#2 Standard 2 5 1/2” Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Lynx, Otter WCSD2C $8.00 $43.95 $79.95

#2 Offset 2 5 1/2” Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Lynx, Otter WCSD2COS $8.70 $47.95 $86.95

#3 Standard 2 6” Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCSD3C $10.00 $54.95 $99.95

#3 Offset 2 6” Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCSD3COS $10.70 $58.95 $106.95

#4 Standard 4 6 1/2” Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCSD4C4X4 $12.20 $67.00 $121.95

#4 Offset 4 6 1/2” Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCSD4C4X4OS $12.40 $68.00 $123.95

Padded Jaws

#1 1/2 Rubber Jaw 2 4 3/4” Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk WCSD15RPJ $9.75 $52.95 $97.95

#3 Rubber Jaw 2 6” Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCSD3RPJ $13.00 $71.95 $129.95

#4 Rubber Jaw 2 6 1/2” Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCSD4RPJ $17.00 $93.95 $169.95

duke Foot Hold Traps (Coilsprings)
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oneida Victor Foot Hold Traps (Coilspring) 

Soft Catch Replacement Pads 

   WCS Code Pair 50 pads/25 
 Model Description (add - # for qty)   (-pair) screws (-50) 

 #1 Soft Catch for #1 Soft Catch  WCS0973 $2.75 $54.95 

 #1 1/2” & #1 1/2” for #1 1/2” & #1 1/2”  Soft Catch  WCS0975 $2.75  $54.95   
 Soft Catch

 #3 Soft Catch for #3 Soft Catch WCS0980 $3.95 $71.95  

 #3 Soft Catch for #3 Soft Catch  WCS0980 $3.95  $71.95 
 extra thick  

 

oneida Victor Soft Catch Foothold Traps (Coil Spring)

 Model Coils Jawspread Target Species WCS Code Each(-1) Six(-6) Dozen(-12)

 #1 Soft Catch 2 4 3/16" Mink, Muskrat, Weasel WCS0472 $14.50 $80.95 $149.95

 #1.5 Soft Catch 2 5 3/16" Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk WCS0473 $15.50 $85.95 $156.95

 #1.75 Soft Catch 2 5 3/8" Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCS0480 $18.25 $98.95 $183.95

 #1.75  Soft Catch 4 5 3/8" Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCS0680 $22.95 $121.95 $229.95

 #3 Soft Catch 2 5 15/16" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCS0474 $20.95 $111.95 $209.95

 #3 Soft Catch 4 5 15/16" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCS0674 $25.95 $141.95 $261.95

 #3 Soft Catch  
 Slight OffSet 2 5 15/16" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCS0574 $20.95 $114.95 $214.95

 Model Coils Jawspread Target Species WCS Code Each(-1) Six(-6) Dozen(-12)

 #1.5 Standard 2 4 7/8" Fox, Opossum, Nutria, Raccoon, Skunk WCS0470 $10.25 $54.95 $101.95

 #1.75 Standard 2 5 3/8" Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCSO475 $12.25 $68.95 $125.95

 #1.75 OffSet  2 5 3/8"  Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCS0476 $12.95 $74.95 $130.95

 #1.75 Forged  
 On OffSet 2 5 3/8" Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCS0477 $13.95 $76.95 $139.95

 #1.75 K-9 Pro Forged  
 On OffSet 4 5 3/8" Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Raccoon WCS0479 $17.50 $99.95 $177.50

 #2 Standard 2 5 1/2" Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Lynx, Otter WCS0490 $10.95 $60.95 $110.95

 #2 Forged On Jaw 2 5 1/2 Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Lynx, Otter WCS0491 $12.95 $72.95 $129.95

 #3 Standard 2 5 13/16" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCS0500 $14.25 $80.95 $144.95

 #3 Forged On Jaw 2 5 13/16" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCS0501 $14.95 $79.95 $154.95

 #4 Standard 2 6 1/4" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCS0502 $15.95 $89.95 $159.95

 #4 Forged On Jaw 2 6 1/4" Beaver, Bobcat, Coyote, Lynx, Otter WCS0503 $14.25 $85.50 $162.00

traps - Foothold
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 Model Jaw Springs Target Species Item No. Each(-1) Six(-6) Dozen(-12)
  Spread      

Bridger long Spring Traps
#1 LS  4” 1 Muskrat, mink, etc.  B1LS $7.50 $41.75 $78.75

#1 LS Sure-Grip 4” 1 Muskrat, mink, etc. B1LSSG $8.95 $49.50 $93.50

#11 LS 4” 2 Muskrat, mink, raccoon, fox, etc.  B11DLS $8.95 $49.50 $93.50

#4 LS  6” 2 Beaver, coyote, etc.  B4DLS $17.50 $96.25 $181.50

#5 LS  7 1/4” 2 Beaver, otter, coyote, wolf & cougar. B5DBL $26.25 $145.75 $275.50

#5 LS OS 7 1/4” 2 Beaver, otter, coyote, wolf & cougar. B5DBLO $28.75 $159.95 $302.75

duke long Spring Traps
#0 LS  3 1/2” 1 Gopher and weasel. WCSDLS0 $6.50 $32.50 $62.95

#1 LS  4” 1 Muskrat and mink. WCSDLS1 $6.95 $34.95 $67.95

#1 LS DJ 4” 1 Muskrat and mink. WCSDLS1DJ $7.25 $35.95 $69.95

#1 LS Guard 4” 1 Muskrat WCSDLS1G $9.25 $46.95 $90.95

#11 LS 4” 2 Mink, muskrat and raccoon. WCSDLS11 $7.95 $39.75 $76.95

#11 LS DJ 4” 2 Mink, muskrat and raccoon. WCSDLS11DJ $8.25 $41.50 $80.95

#5 LS  7 1/2” 2 Beaver, Otter, etc. WCSDLS5 $30.50 $169.95 $307.95

Sleepy Creek long Spring Traps
#1 LS  4” 1 Muskrat, mink, skunk and opossum. WCSSCLS1 $9.95 $52.50 $99.95

#1 LS Sure Grip 4” 1 Muskrat, mink and raccoon. WCSSCLSG1 $11.95 $63.50 $121.95

#1 ½ LS 4 3/4” 1 Skunk, mink muskrat, raccoon, marten and opossum. WCSSCLS15 $10.95 $59.95 $115.95

#11 LS 4” 2 Muskrat, mink, skunk, raccoon, opossum and nutria. WCSSCLS11 $11.95 $63.25 $121.75

#11 LS DJ 4” 2 Muskrat, mink, skunk, raccoon, opossum and nutria. WCSSCLS11DJ $12.50 $65.95 $126.95

#2 LS  4 15/16” 2 Nutria, raccoon, fox, fisher, beaver and otter. WCSSCLS2 $14.95 $76.75 $147.50

#3 LS  5 13/16” 2 Badger, beaver, bobcat coyote, fox, lynx and otter. WCSSCLS3 $21.75 $114.95 $219.95

#3 LS OS 6” 2 Badger, beaver, bobcat coyote, fox, lynx and otter. WCSSCLS3O $23.95 $119.95 $229.95

#4 LS  6 5/16” 2 Coyote, beaver, otter and wolf. WCSSCLS4 $23.95 $121.95 $234.95

#4 LS OS 6 1/2” 2 Coyote, beaver, otter and wolf. WCSSCLS4O $25.95 $129.95 $249.95

#4 ½ LS 7 1/2” 2 Beaver WCSSCLS45 $39.95 $139.95/4 $399.95

#4 ½ LS OS 7 1/2” 2 Beaver WCSSCLS45O $39.95 $139.95/4 $399.95

long Spring Traps

LS = Long Spring
DJ = Double Jaws
oS = off-Set Jaws



 Model Description WCS Code Each

a CDR 7.5 Wolf Trap The CDR 7.5 WOLF Trap has a 7.5” jawspread with a .25” offset. The jaws are fully laminated NWSCDRWOLF $55.00 
  (TIG). The CDR 7.5 WOLF has four powerful coilsprings and wire levers which makes it 
  extremely fast. It has a Paws-I-Trip Step Down Pan System with an extra heavy dog 
  with a dimple, so when you pull the pan into position you can hear an audible “click”!   
  The CDR 7.5 WOLF comes baseplated with a heavy duty D-ring on the bottom and comes 
  complete with a wolf swivel for ease of attaching a chain, etc. Chain not included. 

B  Sterling MJ-800 The MJ-800 features cast jaws with 3/8” offset, positive locking hooked ends, heavy duty 1/4” D-Ring  MJ800 $134.75 
 Coil Spring Trap and heavy duty swivel. The single rod lever holds both jaws down utilizing a unique jaw rod 
  system that eliminates a fold over dog which allows for a superior catch rate and eliminates 
  problems associated with a dog. This is a top quality wolf and mountain lion trap. 

c MB-750 Alaskan The MB-750 ”WOLF” has a heavy frame and jaws, plus extra heavy music wire springs and a super  MB-750Wolf $33.95 
 Wolf & Mt. Lion Trap heavy-duty wolf swivel with welded rivets coming off the D-Ring baseplate. Offset jaws  
  with 3/16” thick x 1/2” wide flat lamination strips. Chain not included. 

D  #9 Bridger  The #9 Bridger Brawn has a 9 1/8” jaw spread from outside to outside jaws. This trap is offset with rubber BB9WRUB-1 $94.95 
 Brawn Wolf Trap jaw inserts, and can be used as an offset or rubber jawed trap. It has four extra heavy duty  
 Rubber Jaw springs and is heavy base plated and center swiveled with an extra heavy duty D-ring. Excellent for wolf, 
   mountain lion or larger sized animals. Very powerful. Chain not included. 

not  #9 Bridger The #9 Bridger Brawn Wolf Trap with offset laminated jaws. The Brawn’s  
pictured Brawn Wolf Trap unique spring design incorporates an acceleration ramp to speed the jaws up. BB9WOL-1 $86.95
 Laminated Jaw 

E Koro Wolf The Koro Wolf Trap is a powerful and strong trap capable of handling the largest wolves, mountain lions NWSKT16 $96.95 
  and other large predators. Made in Canada for the serious trapper, the Koro is equipped with four coil 
   springs made with top quality North American spring steel. and laminated jaws measuring 8.5” x 9” inside diameter  
  with a ¼” offset. The trap is also fitted out with a large D-ring at the bottom of the trap for anchoring.

F Sleepy Creek Sleepy Creek #5 Double Longspring Trap is used for capturing wolf and mountain lion. The frame is WCSSCLS5-1 $113.95 
 #5 Wolf Trap 2-piece, 3/16” thick x 1 ¼” wide. With reinforced D-Ring Chain Strap and 1¼” D-Ring. The #5 has a 9” 
  jawspread, 1/4” thick x 7/8” wide jaws, w/ 3/8” cut in offset & teeth. Jaws are riveted between the chain 
  strap & frame. The chain is #2/0 Twist Link Machine Chain, Self-colored, w/4 swivel points & ring. 
  Lift tested to 440 lbs.

Mountain lion & Wolf Traps

a B c D
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John Graham  
Fur country  
Badlands Heavy 
Duty canvas Bag
Features: Large 2 gallon 
capacity in main pockets, 

two outside pockets, inside pockets for 
covers, screens, tools, etc. Two sturdy 
handles make carrying easy. Just the 
ticket for land trapping fox, coyote, 
moles, rodents, etc.

WCSBBAG $29.95

John Graham  
Fur country  
coon River 
carryall
This bag is made on the 
same basic design as 
the Badlands Bag - 2.5 
gallon capacity, 2 large 
inside pockets, and sturdy handles. An 
inside middle divider has been added to 
keep bait jars, lure, etc., separate from 
tools and traps. This bag is made super 
tough “poly-vinyl” which is what truck 
tarps are made of. The CRC is green in 
color, and is easily washed.

WCSJGCRCl $36.00

Fiber-tuf Packbasket
Fiber Tuf pack-
baskets are 
constructed 
of durable 
fiberglass and 
were made 
with the beaver 
trapper in mind. The opening of the basket 
is especially wide for easy carrying of 330 
bodygrip traps. Comes complete with a 
harness. Two models available; one with a 
pouch or compartment on the rear of the 
basket for carrying lures, pliers, etc.; and one 
without the compartment.  
(17L x 13W x 18D)
FTB-WP with Pouch  $79.95
FTB without Pouch  $72.95

the Loring Pack Basket
The world’s strongest and toughest made pack. Fashioned 
after the  traditional North American pack baskets made of 
ash, these packs are crafted by hand from synthetic materials 
and fastened with stainless and nickel hardware.  Built to last, 
Loring Packs  promise years of hard use without ever cracking, 
rotting, staining, or mildewing. The “Ultimate Trapper” model 
features padded shoulder straps and a scent lure pouch. 

 Code description Price

A Loring-Orig-24 Loring Pack Basket - Original - 24" $109.95 
  Black or Green/Black 

B Loring-Trapper-22 Loring "Ultimate Trapper"  $147.97 
  Pack Basket - 22"  
  Green/Black

C Loring-Orig-22 Loring Pack Basket - Original - 22" $99.95  
  Black or Green/Black
    

John Graham  
Fur country  
trappers trail Pack
Made of Heavy O.D. Green 
canvas Just the ticket 
for Beaver Trappers. 
Adjustable Shoulder Straps. Carrying 
Handles Straps. Great for Snaring.

WCSTTP  $48.50

traps - Foothold
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 Pack Baskets & Bags

 Model Description WCS Code Each Six Dozen

a Bandit Buster Highly effective on dry land placed vertically in the ground, and as a pocket set at water’s edge placed  WCSDPBB $9.95 $55.95 $107.95 
   horizontally into the bank.

B Bridger T3 Features integral stake, heavy duty machine chain with swivels, bracket attached to spring to aid  WCSBDPT3   $12.95 $71.95 $139.95 
   in setting, ring trigger, and strong music wire spring.

c Coon Cuff Simple to use & highly effective. Solid steel construction, 2/0 double loop chain and an MB crunch  WCSCC $16.95 $95.95 $187.95 
   proof swivel. This trap has a 2 inch opening and a trigger that fires when pushed back. 

D Coon Dagger A push-pull trigger reduces bait theft by a 12-to-1 margin over conventional pull-only type traps! No more bait WCSCD01 $14.95 $87.95 $164.95  
   clean-out with no catch! Can be pre-set and pre-baited in safety position, saving time on the line. 

E Duffer's Raccoon One of the smallest dog proof coon traps on the market. This trap comes double swiveled  NWSDUF01 $19.00 $111.95 $216.00 
 Trap and does not require any special tools for setting.

F Duke Dog Proof Fully enclosed dog proof design with powerful coil springs, sensitive trigger system & DukeDPT $12.95 $71.95 $139.95 
    straight spade stake. Now with a powder coated brown finish. 

G Freedom Brand FB1 Quick set design make setting this trap fast, comfortable and easy.  Trigger and dog design of  FB1DP $13.95 $76.95 $149.95 
   allows trap to fire when the trigger is pulled or pushed.     

H Freedom Brand FB2 Traditional style dog proof raccoon trap that features a strong music wire spring, a  FB2DP $12.95 $71.95 $139.95 
   sensitive trigger system, and an innovative staking system.    

i Soup can You supply the body using a standard soup can which protects the body and  WCSSCC $10.95 $54.95 $124.95 
   components!  Easy to set.  One-way push trigger.

J Sterling Grizz Completely self-contained. Trigger is adjustable for different baits. Fastest setting procedure ever –  WCSSGRIZ $17.95 $99.95 $184.95 
   the exclusive “Twistloc Anchor System” makes it possible for the Grizz  to be placed practically anywhere.

K Z-Trap Stabilizer stake allows you put Ztraps where the coon are like in rocks near waterways,  White WCSZTW $13.95 $76.95 $149.95   
   inside concrete or steel culverts, in bridge pilings, or frozen ground. Cross fire push or pull Brown WCSZTB 
   trigger. The Ztrap comes powder coated in brown or white.    

a B c D E F

Dog Proof (Species Specific) Raccoon traps

G H i J K
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a  Dot Grip Gloves 
WcSBDWG1  $2.25/PaiR
Cool and comfortable, these economical gloves are excellent for land trapping. They are also an 
excellent warm weather work glove. 

B  12” Waterproof Super Flex Gloves 
WcSFnG  $3.95/PaiR 
These 12” waterproof gloves have a fabric liner and a good gripping surface making them good 
for both land trapping and for trapping in shallow water.

c  Knit Wrist Waterproof Gloves 
WcSBFKG  $3.95/PaiR 
Knit wrist, coated, waterproof and reinforced with neoprene to allow them to be flexible even 
when cold. 

D  Palm Dipped Lightweight Gloves 
WcS546M  WcS546L  WcS546XL  $3.95/PaiR 
An excellent warmer weather land trapping glove. They are also excellent for providing extra 
warmth when worn inside uninsulated water trapping gauntlets. Available in Medium, Large and 
X-Large.

E  Palm Dipped Medium Weight Gloves 
WcS524M  WcS524L  WcS524XL  $4.95/PaiR 
An excellent mild weather land trapping glove. They offer more cushioning protection and the 
thumbs are fully coated for added protection. Available in Medium, Large and X-Large. 

F  Palm Dipped Winter Lined nitrile Gloves    
WcS555M  WcS555L  WcS555XL  $4.95/PaiR 
A glove within a glove!  Nylon knit outer shell with a full knit brushed hi bulk acrylic liner for cold 
weather warmth. Fully coated palm and thumb with a 3/4 back coating of foam nitrile. Water 
resistant.  Great flexibility and dexterity for cold weather use.  Precurved design for better fit and 
comfort and less hand fatigue from use! Elasticized cuff keeps out the cold. Available in Medium, 
Large and X-Large. 

G  Edmont Wilson 12” Fox trapping Gloves    
WcSFnG1  $6.95/PaiR 
These gloves are flexible and comfortable, but are tough enough to be an excellent land trapping 
glove. 

H  18” Elbow Length Gloves  
WcSBSG1  $7.95/PaiR 
18” elbow length gloves with a fabric liner and a good gripping surface. Very flexible. Popular 
water trapping glove. 

i   Jomac Full Length non-insulated Gauntlets 
WcSJG31  $24.95/PaiR
These full length gauntlets allow for excellent manual dexterity due to their lack of insulation and 
the high flexibility of the gloves. 

J   Bemac Full Length insulated Gauntlets 
WcSBicG  $26.95/PaiR 
These gauntlets come with an elastic strap to go behind your neck. The uppers are fabric 
lined, and the glove portion is insulated with heavy neoprene. The rough palm surface provides 
excellent gripping.

K  “Gripper” Gauntlets 
WcSMiGGG-L  $27.95/PaiR 
Designed and tested in conjunction with veteran trappers and commercial fisherman. Specially 
textured to provide a sure grip in all conditions. Rubber/neoprene – triple dipped. 31” length.

L   WcS™ Full Length insulated trapping Gloves 
WcSRG32  $39.95/PaiR 
WCS™ Full Length Insulated Trapping Gloves are 32” long and a great water trapping 
glove.  These gloves are constructed of rubber, not PVC or neoprene. They will not become stiff 
in cold weather. The hands are textured for a secure grip and the added sleeve grommets can 
be threaded for easy “over the shoulder” transport. These gloves are waterproof, rugged, and 
designed to keep you dry and warm.

M  Polar Paw Full Length insulated Gauntlets 
WcSPP1  $29.95/PaiR 
Polar Paw Full Length Insulated Gauntlets have fabric lined uppers and an elastic strap. These 
insulated gauntlets are extremely comfortable and provide great finger dexterity. The glove 
portion of the gauntlets are very flexible. 

tRaPPinG SUPPLiES
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trapping suppLies

Bolt-on Body Grip Replacement triggers
Bolt-on body grip replacement triggers are easy to 
install and they work on all brands of body grip traps . 
WCSBo110  #110/#120 $1.05/ea. $11.95/doz.
WCSBo160  #160/#220 $1.10/ea. $12.00/doz.
WCSBo330  #330 $1.20/ea. $12.95/doz.

Hardwood Body Grip Pans
Minimize body grip trap avoidance . Slide the trig-
ger wire through the pre-drilled holes in the hard-
wood pan, bend the trigger wire over to hold the 
pan on and you're ready to set the trap . Works on 
all sized body grip traps (#110/#120 may require 
sanding)
WCSHWP110  #110/#120 $1.95/ea. $19.95/doz.
WCSHWP160  #160/#220 $2.25/ea. $20.95/doz.

Barker's coni-Pans
Coni-Pans are very effective and very easy to 
install . Simply bend the trigger wires over and clip 
the pan on . There are no trigger wires hanging 
down to cause the animal to shy away .
WCSBCP-1  #110/#120 $8.95/doz.
WCSBCP-2  #160/#220 $9.95/doz.

Beaver Bait trigger 
Forget wiring bait bundles and positioning 
bait – this new and improve trigger helps you 
quickly, easily and SAFELY make a bait set . 
Simply “screw” a piece of bait (poplar) onto the 
trigger or clip and let the jaws of your body grip trap 
hold the Beaver Bait Trigger in position, forming a friction fit . 
When the animals attempts to take the bait from either direction, 
the trap fires . And a nickel-plated ring holds the trigger onto your 
trap so you’ll never lose it .

WCSRC008 Pack of 6 $13.95

Sullivan’s circle triggers
These triggers help reduce "trigger avoid-
ance" frequently encountered with regular V 
shaped triggers . The round opening provides 
an attractive pathway for the target animal . 
They are made of heavier gauge wire to resist 
bending . Each trigger comes complete with a two-piece bracket 
and bolts for quick and easy installation on your body grip traps .
NWSSCT-110 (-1) (-12)  $1.10/ea.  $12.50/doz.

aDaX "terminator" Body grip triggers
Comes with a bolt-on assembly that is tension adjust-
able . Trigger wires are stainless steel which makes them 
impervious to acidic and salt water and are plated for 
added protection and camouflage purposes . These 
trigger wires can be bent and straightened numerous 
times without breaking . The #220 Terminator model 
has 6" trigger wires . The #330 Terminator model has 8 
1/2" trigger wires – longer than most replacement trig-
gers currently on the market . 
WCSTT220  #220 $2.50/ea. $22.50/doz.
WCSTT330  #330 $2.80/ea. $23.50/doz.

aDaX “Bulls-Eye” Replacement triggers
Bulls-Eye Replacement Triggers are made of heavy 
duty stainless wire ( .104) and complete with the 
hardware to replace your stock trigger . These stain-
less trigger wires are factory plated for added pro-
tection and camouflage . Will withstand years of use 
without breaking . The #220 Bulls-Eye “circle” has a 
diameter of 4 .5”, and the #330/#280 has a diameter of 6 .5” .
WCSBET220  #220  $3.00/ea. $27.00/doz.
WCSBET330  #330/#280 $3.00/ea. $27.00/doz.

MB Body Grip combo triggers
Combo triggers come with an extra heavy 
duty one-piece crimp-on bracket with one 
hole in the center . You can use either a 
rivet or a bolt and nut, both of which are 
included .
WCSMB110  #110/#120 $1.10/ea. $11.95/doz.
WCSMB220  #220 $1.15/ea. $12.50/doz.
WCSMB330  #330 $1.25/ea. $13.25/doz.

oneida victor conibear® 4-Way  
Replacement triggers
WCS4W110  #110/#120/#160 $1.05/ea.
WCS4W220  #220/#280 $1.25/ea.
WCS4W330  #330 $1.35/ea.
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 Body Grip accessories  
 (triggers, coni-Pans, Brackets, add-ons)

MB coni Bracket
The MB Coni Bracket is a handy little bracket that 
can be nailed to a tree, board, rafter, floor joist, or 
welded on a stake or lag bolt . When nailing to wood, 

just bend the flange down with pliers and you have two holes to nail 
through . Fits 110, 120, 160 & 220 body grip traps . Except Belisle .  

Barker’s coni-Mount Brackets
These brackets are used to hold body grip traps of 
all types . They’re made of formed steel and have 
three holes located in the center to allow fast, easy 

fastening to any wood surface .

   Price 

 Code Style Traps Each Dozen

 WCSBCM1 Coni-Mount I #110/#120 $1.50 $14.50

 WCSBCM2 Coni-Mount II #160/#220 $1.75 $16.95

 WCSBCM3 Coni-Mount III #280/#330 $2.50 $23.25

 Code Style Traps Dozen Hundred

 WCSMCB MB Coni-Bracket #110/#120/#160/#220 $8.95 $47.95 
  

As I always tell everyone who will  
listen and post on blogs and Facebook, 
WCS gives us the tools to be true 
professionals and WCS is the best.  
Your quick response shows just that.
– Charles H., OH



 Dogs

Double Loop chain
For use on smaller traps when the primary 
target animals are mink and muskrat . Work-
ing load limit 255 lbs .
WCS2TlC-1  #2-0 $0.40/ft.  
 $2.95/100 ft.

For use on larger traps . This is the chain that 
comes standard on most Victor traps from 
#1 .75 up . Working load limit 305 lbs .
WCS2TlC-12  #3-0  $0.50/ft.     
 $28.95/100 ft.

Straight Link imported chain
For use on smaller traps when the primary target 
animals are raccoon, fox, etc. 
WCS2SlMC  #2  $0.52/ft. 
 $47.95/100 ft.
For use on larger traps when the primary target ani-
mals are coyote and bobcat.
WCS3SlMC  #3  $0.54/ft. 
 $49.95/100 ft. 

Straight Link Select Quality chain
This heavy duty, top quality #2 & #3 straight link chain 
is tough enough to hold animals up to coyote size, and 
is the perfect size for fox, fisher and raccoon.
WCSMB2Hd  #2  $0.59/ft. 
 $55.95/100 ft.
WCSMB3Hd  #3  $0.69/ft. 
 $63.95/100 ft. 

The #5 chain is for large coyote, wolf, mountain lion 
and wolverine, and is often used with drags as the 
chains weight will assist with keeping the drag on the 
ground.
WCSMB5XHd  #5  $0.80/ft.  
 $69.95/100 ft. 
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4-coil Springs for 
Bridger traps (Pair)
Bridger coil spring 
traps come with long 
spring pins so all that is 

required to 4-coil them are these springs .
BR15-4CS #1 ½ $0.85/pair
BR165-4CS #1.65 $0.90/pair
BR2-4CS #2 $0.90/pair
BR3-4CS #3 $0.95/pair
BR5-4CS #5 $1.10/pair

4-coil Springs for MB-550-Rc
Made for 4-coiling MB-550-RC 
traps .
MB550-4CS  $0.95/pair

Bob custer’s “top Dog” Replacement Dogs
Heavy duty replacement trap dogs that are coyote and beaver resistant. They 
will help to eliminate bent or lost dogs, saving time on your trapline Dog #1 - 
Universal trim to fit. Dog #2 - Off set universal trim to fit. Dog #3 - For #3 coil 
spring, #3/#4 Long Spring and Paws-I-Trip pans. Dog #4 - For #5 Long Spring, 
CDR and Paws-I-Trip Pans.
A   WCSBC-1  #1 Dog $0.95/ea.  $9.95/doz.
B   WCSBC-2  #2 Dog $1.05/ea.  $10.95/doz.
C   WCSBCUD  #3 Dog  $1.05/ea. $10.95/doz.
D   WCSBCCDR  #4 Dog $6.75/6 pack  $12.00/doz.

A
B

C D

 chains

Paws-i-trip “Pit” Pan tension Kits
Attach easily to conventional traps to provide automatic tension. They provide an audible 
"click", minimal pan creep and virtually no pan wobble. Easily adjusted by bending the 
special dog up or down. Simple to install and require no special tools or welding.

PIT-01 $4.95/ea. $42.95/doz. 
For most #3 & #4 long spring traps
PIT-07 $4.25/ea. $42.95/doz. 
For #5 Bridger & #44 Blake & Lamb longspring traps .
PIT-09 $3.25/ea. $32.95/doz. 
For #2 & #3 Bridger & Northwoods coil spring traps .
PIT-11 $3.25/ea. $32.95/doz. 
For #3 Victor Soft Catch coil spring traps .
PIT-13 $3.25/ea. $32.95/doz. 
For #3 Victor coil spring traps . 

 Foothold Pans & Replacement Springs

Barker’s Mink Pans
Fasten onto the trap pan to increase the pan size . Greatly increase the chances of 
the minks foot hitting the pan . Extensive trapline testing has shown catches increas-
ing by 80% . Buck mink travel long distances so you may only have one chance to 
catch them . Change your pan, and increase your odds!
WCSBMP1 Mink Pan I $8.95/doz. 
For #1 and #2 traps
WCSBMP2 Mink Pan II $9.95/doz.
For #1 1/2, #1 3/4 & #2 traps . 

cDR Bobcat Pans
CDR “Bobcat Special” Expanded Trap 
Pan specifically made for retrofitting CDR 
Traps for bobcat trapping, as seen in Clint 
Locklear’s Cat Collector DVD . The CDR 
“Bobcat Special” measures 5” wide x 4 .5” L 
and is laser cut from durable 12 gauge steel . 
(Pan Only, Trap Sold Separately)
CdRBCS  $8.25



tear Drop Rings
Handy connecting rings for 
use with body grip traps . 
No need for special tools . 
Place ring on trap spring, 
and push on . Place J-hook 
through small eyelet holes 
and attach chain . Works 

best on 220's .
WCKBtR (-12) or (-100) $4.95/doz.
Plated Option 
WCSKBtR-12-plated $6.95/doz.

Quick Links
Small 220 lbs . limit 
1⁄8" steel, 1½" L and 
1⁄8" jaw opening . 
Medium - 620 lbs . 
limit, 3⁄16" steel, 2" long, and 5⁄16" jaw open-
ing . Large 880 lbs . limit, ¼" steel, 2 1¼"L x 
1"W  . X-Large 1760 lbs . limit, 5⁄16" steel, 7⁄16" 
opening, 3"L x 1 5⁄16W . 
18QL-12 1/8” Small  $3.95/doz.  
18QL-100  $29.95/100 pack
316QL-12 3/16” Medium $5.95/doz.  
316QL-100  $43.95/100 pack
14QL-12 1/4” Large $6.95/doz.  
14QL-100  $44.95/100 pack
516QL-12  5/16” X-Large $7.95/doz.  
516QL-100  $64.95/100 pack

Lap Links
The larger lap-links are 
for 1/2" stakes and the 
smaller Lap-Links are for 
3/8" stakes . By using two 
lap links on your trap chain 

you can cross stake at your set for greater 
holding power .
WCS38LL-12 Small  $3.50/doz.  
WCS38LL-100  $24.95/100 pack
WCS12LL-12 Large  $3.95/doz.  
WCS12LL-100  $29.95/100 pack

Heavy Duty Split Rings
Strong connecting links that 
can be used without tools or 
welding .
WCSSR-12 $4.95/doz.  
WCSSR-100  $34.95/100 pack

Quick snaps
Quick snaps can be used in many different 
ways when constructing sets, where a 
quick hook-up is needed . Quick snaps are 
spring-loaded and thumb operated . Very 
convenient .
WCSQS-1 $1.49 each
WCSQS-12 $15.95/doz.

Spring Hooks
Spring Hooks measure 
2 3/8” long x  .25” 
in diameter and are 
made of stainless steel . Very handy in 
many trapping situations for quick and 
easy attachments or anchoring . 
WCSSH-12  $4.75/doz.
WCSSH-100 $34.95/100 pack

Quick connectors 
SHORT are used for anchoring to railroad 
plates, connecting two chains together, 
attaching drags to a trap or using inside 
bait stations when using a disposable 
anchor. Many uses.  LONG are used for 
primarily water applications. Use a piece 
of cable and attach to a KB Stabilizer 
to convert to No-Loss. Attach traps to 
drowning rigs.
SHORT 
WCSRC010-12   $3.95/doz.   
WCSRC010-100  $17.95/100 pack
LONG 
WCSRC010B-12 $4.50/doz.   
WCSRC010B-100  $23.95/100 pack

Double Stake Links
Single or double staking made 
easy . Use with rebar or other 
rod to stake traps in place . 
WCSDSL1-12  $11.95/doz . 
WCSDSL1-100 $75.00/100pk   

trapping suppLies
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 Quick Links, Lap-Links &  
 Misc. connectors

J.c. conner taos Lightning Spring 
4-coil Kits 
$2.75/ea.  $24.95/doz.
Taos Lightning Spring kits are easy to 
install. The double torsion springs are 
made from the highest quality music wire 
available. The spring pin is made from 
high tensile steel and will not bend. Each 
kit also includes a heavy spring lock which 
makes it easy to slide the spring off or on 
depending on the ground conditions and 
the power you need at a particular set 
location.

WCSJC1TlK   
Kit #1 For #1 ½ Northwoods RJ & SJ,#1 ¾ 
Northwoods RJ & SJ,#1.75 Victor pro 2x2 
and #1.65 Bridger.

WCSJC2TlK   
Kit #2 For #3 Victor RJ & SJ (w/ 2 7/8” 
pin), #3 Victor Soft Catch, #3 Duke and #4 
Victor Coyote 2 x 2(w/2 7/8” pin).

WCSJC3TlK   
Kit #3 For#1 ½ Victor,#1 ½ Victor Soft 
Catch,#1 ½ Duke,#1 ½ Bridger and #1 ½ 
Blake & Lamb. 

WCSJC4TlK  
Kit #4 For #1.75 Victor Pro,#1 ¾ Victor 
Round Jaw,#2 Victor Round Jaw,#1 ¾ 
Duke and #2 Duke.

Call us for other Taos Lightning Spring Kits .

Standard S-Hooks
The light duty S-Hook (9 
gauge) and the heavy duty 
S-Hook (3/16”) both have 

multiple uses on the trapline . The heavy 
duty S-Hook will fit over the end of a 1/2" 
drag or stake .
WCSLDSH-12  Light Duty  $1.05/doz.
WCSLDSH-100 $7.95/100 pack
WCSRC002-12  Heavy Duty $1.95/doz.
WCSRC002-100 $12.95/100 pack

Mighty Hooks
Mighty Hooks are strong . 
These S-Hoooks are made 
of tempered 3/16" steel .
WCSMH-12   $1.50/doz. 
WCSMH-100 $10.95/100 pack

J-Hooks
Standard 3/16" J-Hooks 

WCS316R-12  $1.50/doz. 
WCS316R-100 $21.95/100 pack

Heavy Duty 6 Gauge J-Hooks
JHooKS-12 $1.60/doz. 
JHooKS-100 $12.95/100 pack

 S-Hooks & J-Hooks



 Shock Springs
Paws-i-trip “Pit” inline cushion 
Spring (Standard or w/J-Hooks)
The first in-line 
cushion springs 
of this style to be 
introduced to the 
trapping industry . 
Thousands sold 
since 1988 and are 
in use today by many satisfied trappers . 
Above in 3 pull weights . 
Standard 
WCSPIT35 $2.20/ea. $23.95/doz. 
35lb . pull for smaller fur bearers, i .e . fox .
WCSPIT53 $2.50/ea. $24.95/doz. 
53lb . pull for coyotes on short chains .
WCSPIT78 $2.75/ea. $25.95/doz. 
78lb . pull for coyotes on long chains and 
larger sized animals .
With J-Hooks (see lb pull above) 
WCSPIT35B $2.50/ea. $25.95/doz. 
WCSPIT53B $2.60/ea. $26.95/doz. 
WCSPIT78B $3.00/ea. $27.95/doz.

 Swivels
Multi-Purpose  
Swivels
Used as in-line swivels, 
single stake swivels and drowner locks . 
Comes with two #6 gauge J-Hooks .
WCSMBES-12 $4.50/doz.  
WCSMBES-100 $35.95/100 pack

St500  
in-Line Swivels
All around universal 
4-way swivels . Each ST500 swivel comes 
complete with 2 heavy-duty J-Hooks .
ST500-12 $4.50/doz.
ST500-100 $35.95/100 pack

MB crunch Proof  
in-Line Swivels
The body of this swivel 
is much thicker than other swivels, making 
it virtually impossible for coy toes or other 
large animals to damage the swivel . Each 
swivel comes with two 6 gauge J-Hooks .
WCSMBCPS   $5.95/doz.
 $47.95/100 pack
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Double Stake Swivels
Double stake swivels make 
it easy for you to use two 
stakes for cross staking at a 
set . Each comes with a 6 gauge J-Hook .
NWSBdSS $6.95/doz. 
 $45.95/100 pack 

Single Stake Swivel
Single stake swivels work 
with 1/2" and 3/8" stakes . 
Comes with a 6 gauge J-
Hook .
WCSSSHd $5.95/doz.
 $37.95/100 pack

Box Swivels
Used as an in-line swivel 

or drowner lock . Each swivel comes with 
two 6 gauge J-Hooks . 
WCSBoXSW $5.50/doz.
 $39.95/100 pack

MB Heavy Duty in- 
Line Wolf Swivels
These heavy duty swiv-
els come with 1/4" rivets and are excellent 
for use with any brand wolf & Mt . Lion trap . 
Rivets should be welded after closing .
WCSMBWS-1 $1.75/ea.

Stainless Steel #8 HD Bear Heavy 
Duty  Swivel
Heavy duty in-line 
swivels,  
easy to change out 
equipment . Can be 

used for wolf, mt . lion, bear, etc . Secure 
threaded rods with a wire wrap .
WCSSSBS-1 $7.95/ea. 

 Fastening & Modifying

coil Spring tool
This tool makes it easier to insert spring 
ends behind the levers when modifying 
coil spring traps .
WCSCSt1  $2.00

trap Jaw tool 
Helps you remove and install trap jaws . 
This is the tool used in Charles Dobbin's 
Traps, Equipment and Modification video .
WCStJA-1  $7.95

trap Pan adjuster
Fits all coil  
spring and long 
spring traps . You 
can use it to bend the cross frame of the 
trap where the dog attaches towards the 
center of the trap to lower the pan or away 
from the center of the trap to raise the pan . 
This tool is much easier to use than a flat 
head screw driver and gives a much more 
uniform bend to the cross frame .
WCSFHtPA  $13.95

#14 Drill Bit
Used to drill 
the pan post 
and pan shank of the traps so that they will 
accommodate a #10 bolt . This takes the 
"pan slop" out of factory new traps . 
WCSHSDB-1  $1.95

Sullivan’s trap tester  
Easily and accurately measure the pan ten-
sion on foothold traps . 1 lb . to 4 lbs . in 1 
lb . increments .
WCSStt $12.95

Heavy Duty  
J-Hook tool
Ideal for open-
ing and closing 
J-Hooks . This tool 
also works well on 
some styles and sizes of S-Hooks .
WCSJHt $19.95

trapper's Pliers
6" pliers with side cutters and flat jaws . 
Many uses for land lines, water lines and 

snare lines .
WCStP1 
$6.95

Pit center Locators
Paws-I-Trip center locators 
provide a very easy way to 
center swivel your traps . 
Low profile and require 
no welding . PIT-15 Center 
Locators are for traps with 1" 
baseplates and have a pull 

rating of 1,000 lbs . PIT-16 Center Locators are 
for traps with 3/4" baseplates and have a pull 
rating of 800 lbs . 
WCSPIT-15 $17.95/doz.
WCSPIT-16 $14.95/doz.

Pit Swivels for center Locators
Can be attached to any of a traps inline 
chain components, but they are mainly 
designed for use with PIT-15 and PIT-16 
center locators . These swivels are com-
pletely closed and have no weld . They 
have a pull rating of 350 lbs .
WCSPIT-20-doZ   $11.95/doz.

 center Locators

WcS P-i-t 
inline Wolf 
Shock Spring 
(180 lbs)
P-I-T Inline Wolf 
Shock Spring, 
5"L x 1" in 

diameter, this spring is rated at 180 lbs . of 
compression . This spring will handle the 
largest of wolves .
PITIlSW-1  $7.95
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colony trap Parts 
J-Clip Pliers 
For closing the J-clips used in the construction of cage 
traps and colony traps. Pliers have plastic sleeve grip 
handles for comfortable use.
JPl51612  $18.95 

J-Clips 5/16” x 1/2” Zinc Plated
These J-clips are the standard size used for making colony traps with 
14 gauge or 16 gauge cage wire. Approximately 380 clips per pound. 
J51612Z-1 1lb. $5.95   
J51612Z-5  5lbs.  $27.95   
J51612Z-10 10lbs. $52.95
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 Fastening & Modifying

Leather Sheath for trapper’s Pliers
Accommodates trapper’s pliers and Heavy 
Duty J-Hook tool .
WCSTPlS1  $4.95

Standard S-Hook & Rivet tool
Used for opening and closing S-Hooks and  
J-Hooks . New heavier built tool .
lWSHT  $12.95

Heavy Duty S-Hook & Rivet tool
Excellent for use in opening and closing  
S-Hooks and J-Hooks .
TNTHdSH  $31.95

All you need to keep 
your traps in top shape.

additional D-Rings for J.c. conner Base Plates
WCSdRING34 3/4” $2.50/doz. $17.95/100pk
WCSdRING1 1” $2.95/doz.  $19.95/100pk

#10 Brass Bolts
1/2” B1024-50 
(-12, -100)   $2.75/doz. $19.95/100 pack
3/4” B1024-75   
(-12, -100) $3.25/doz. $24.95/100 pack
1”  B1024-100  
(-12, -100) $3.95/doz. $27.95/100 pack

Used as a replacement for the nut/bolt that comes with many traps in 
order to get the play and slop out of the pan. Simply drill the pan post 
and pan shank with a #14 drill bit. Includes nut and washer.

tRaP PREPaRation anD taGS

 Dips & Dyes

Red Logwood trap Dye
Red Powder dye turns traps black. Approximately 1 
bag is needed for every 5 gallons of water. Direc-
tions are included with each bag. Packaged in 1 lb. 
bags.
WCSRTd  1 Bag   $3.25
 5 Bags   $14.95
 10 Bags   $28.95 

Black Logwood trap Dye
Dye turns traps a dark blue-black. Each 10 gallons of 
water requires approximately 1 bag of dye. Direc-
tions for use are provided on each bag. Packaged in 
1 lb.  bags.
WCSBPd  1 Bag $9.95
 3 Bags $25.95
 5 Bags $41.95 

Dakota Line trap & Snare Dip
DakotaLine Trap & Snare Dip is a product that 
Mark Steck developed over a period of 7 years. 
This product has no tackiness, no petroleum 
products, is odorless and dries quick. This dip 
mixes with WATER, NOT gas. 
WCSdlTdBlKQ-1   $12.75
WCSdlTdBlKG-1   $31.75
WCSdlTdBRNQ-1   $12.75
WCSdlTdBRNG-1   $32.75

Formula one trap Kote
Mixed with water to produce an excellent finish for 
both traps and snares. Dries in a day or two, provides 
excellent protection for traps, and deodorizes both 
traps and snares. 
NWSJd01   Black/Quart   $17.95
NWSJd02   Brown/Quart   $17.95
NWSJd03   Black/Gallon   $56.95
NWSJd04   Brown/Gallon   $56.95

Speed Dip trap Dye
Speed Dip is mixed with white gas (WCS recom-
mends white Coleman Fuel) to produce a lasting, 
protective coating on traps. Works well for water 
traps and land traps, and usually takes 2 to 4 days 
to dry.
NWSSd01-blk   Black/Quart $9.95   
NWSSd01-brn   Brown/Quart $9.95 
NWSSdd-Gal-blk   Black/Gallon $31.75
NWSSdd-Gal-brn   Brown/Gallon $31.75

Full Metal Jacket trap & Snare Dip
Full Metal Jacket is a clear dip that wears like iron. You 
can dip over 60 footholds per gallon. No need to add 
anything. Odor free after 24 hrs. Seals in theodor and 
stops the rust from giving your equipment away. Great on 
old, new, painted, dyed or un-dyed traps and snares.
WCSFMJ Gallon  $24.95 

J.c. conner D-Ring  
Base Plate Kits  $1.25/ea.  $13.95/doz.
Kit #1	 3/16”	x	3/4”	and	fits:	#1	½	Victor,	#1	½	Duke,	#1	½	

Northwoods, #1 ½ Montgomery, #1 ½ Montana Special, #1 ½ 
Bridger, #1 ½ Sleepy Creek, #1 ¾ Northwoods and #1 ¾ Sleepy 
Creek.   WCSBP1-1   WCSBP1-12/doz.

Kit #2	 3/16”	x	3/4”	and	fits:	#1.65	Bridger,	#1.75	Victor,	#1	¾	Duke,	#2	
Victor,	#2	Duke	and	#2	Herters.			WCSBP2-1   WCSBP2-12/doz.

Kit #3	 3/16”	x	3/4”	and	fits:	#2	Bridger	and	#3	Herters. 
  WCSBP3-1   WCSBP3-12/doz.

Kit #4	 3/16”	x	1”	and	fits:	#3	Victor	Double	Longspring. 
  WCSBP4-1   WCSBP4-12/doz.

Kit #5	 3/16”	x	1”	and	fits:	#2	Bridger,	#2	Montgomery	and	#2	
Northwoods. WCSBP5-1   WCSBP5-12/doz.

Kit #6	 3/16”	x	1”	and	fits:	#3	Montgomery,	#3	Montana	Special,	#3	
Sleepy	Creek	and	#4	Victor	Double	Longspring. 
  WCSBP6-1   WCSBP6-12/doz.

Kit #7	 3/16”	x	1”	and	fits:	#3	Victor,	#3	Bridger,	#3	Duke,	#3	
Northwoods, #4 Montgomery, #4 Herters and #4 Sleepy Creek. 
  WCSBP7-1   WCSBP7-12/doz.

Kit #8	 3/16”	x	1”	and	fits:	#5	Bridger	and	#44	Blake	&	Lamb.
   WCSBP8-1   WCSBP8-12/doz. 
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copper trap tags
NWStt50  50 Tags  $13.50
NWStt100  100 Tags $19.00
NWStt200  200 Tags  $30.00
NWStt300  300 Tags  $37.00
NWStt500  500 Tags  $54.00
NWStt1000 1000 Tags  $88.00

Make your mark with these industry staple Copper Tags . These tags measure 2 ¼” x ½” and are soft 
enough to be wrapped around a cage trap, chain or snare cable . Tag are machined stamped – each 
tag must have the same wording . Tags hold 3 lines with a maximum of 19 characters or spaces per line . 
Legal in all states . Come with fasteners .

Zinc Write-on trap tags (25/pk.)
WCSCCWott-1 1 Pack $2.75
WCSCCWott-2 2 Packs $4.95
WCSCCWott-4 4 Packs $9.00

These zinc trap tags can be embossed with the 
requirements of your particular State or area . Simply write 
on the tags with a soft lead pencil . The information on the 
tags won't come off and will stand out more as time goes 
by . Tags come complete with copper wires to attach the 
tags to your traps .     
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 trap Wax
 
White trap Wax
Excellent for use on traps used for both land and 
water trapping. Odorless.
NWSPWW   1 lb.  $2.95
 5 lbs. $12.95
 10 lbs. $24.95 

Black trap Wax
Black wax is odorless and has special binding 
qualities. Used for both land and water trapping.
NWSPWBlK   1 lb. $3.85
 5 lbs. $16.95
 10 lbs. $32.95

Flake Wax
Has the consistency of granulated sugar. Spread dirt 
on a cookie sheet. Heat your sifted dirt by artificial 
means or use the solar during the offseason. Sprin-
kle Flake Wax over the dirt until a nice white cover-
ing, turn your dirt and repeat. Store your waxed dirt 
in containers with tight fitting lids.
WCSFW10 10 lbs.  $24.95  

Blackie’s Wax-B-Gone
Economical and effective at removing wax, etc. 
from traps. A liquid that mixes with water and 
is faster, easier and safer than using lye or Sani-
Flush. Wax-B-Gone cleans traps thoroughly, 
including all cracks, bends, coils and crevices. 
One quart of Wax-B-Gone solution should clean 
4-6 dozen 1 1/2 coil spring traps – depending 
on the condition of the traps.

WCSWBG  $10.95/Quart
 $19.95/2 Quarts
 $37.95/4 Quarts (Gallon)
  

WCS has hundreds of products 
in stock ready to ship.
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 anti-Freeze & cover Hulls

 
WcS Flake anti-Freeze  
Sprinkle in the dirt when making your sets, and give a lasting 
sprinkle over entire set when finished.
WCSFAF  $2.25/1 lb.   

   $10.50/5 lbs.  
   $19.95/10 lbs.

Propylene Glycol
Works well as an anti-freeze at sets by spraying on dirt. 
NWSPB3  $5.95/16 oz.  $23.95/gallon

andy Stoe's cover Hulls
Pure and odorless. Used the same as you'd use dirt when making 
sets. Excellent during freezing weather. Approximate weight is 22 lbs. 
WCSBH01  $21.95 

 Pan covers & trap covers

Fiberglass Pan covers 
Keep dirt out from under your trap 
pans so that the traps fire freely. 
These fiberglass pan covers are cut 
to size, free of odors and ready to 

use on your trapline right out of the package.
WCSPC1  #157 Round for #1 1/2 trap   $3.25/24 pack
WCSPC2  #175 Round for #1 3/4 trap   $3.25/24 pack
WCSPC3  #230 Rectangle for #2 & #3 trap   $3.25/24 pack
WCSPC4  #320 Round for #3 trap   $3.25/24 pack

Barker's Latex Pan & trap covers
These covers are thin and flexible and are free of human 
scent. They keep dirt from getting under your trap pans, and 
keep water out of your triggering mechanism so they don't 
freeze and stop working properly. 
WCSBl4X4  4" x 4" Pan Covers for #1 & #1 1/2   $7.95/24 pack  
WCSBl5X5  5" x 5" Pan Covers for #2 & Up    $9.95/24 pack  
WCSBl6X6  6" x 6" Trap Covers #1 & #1 1/2    $7.50/12 pack  
WCSBl7X7  7" x 7" Trap Covers for #2 & Up    $7.95/12 pack  
WCSBl8X8  8" x 8" Trap Covers for #3 and #4    $11.25/12 pack

 Underalls    

Underalls are odorless urethane foam pads that fit 
under the pans of traps to keep dirt and other debris 
out so that the traps will fire. Underalls eliminate the 
need for pan covers. 
"A" - 24 pad/pack for #1 1/2 Victor, Sleepy Creek, 
Duke, Bridger and Montana.
"B" - 24 pads/pack for Victor #1.75 and #2.
"C" - 24 pads/pack for Square Pan Traps.
WCSUNdERA  $5.25/24 pack 
WCSUNdERB  $5.25/24 pack 
WCSUNdERC  $5.25/24 pack

A B C

 augers

RK Dirt Hole augers
Drill augers help punch in those dirt holes and trap 
beds easily and fast. These augers are used with 
a power drill with a 1/2" chuck and are available 
with 2" and 3" diameter auger heads and two 
lengths.

WCSAUG-2 2" Auger  18"l  $21.95  
WCSAUG-3 3" Auger  18"l  $21.95
WCSAUG-2l  2" Auger  35"l  $27.95 
WCSAUG-3l 3" Auger  35"l  $27.95  

RK Dirt Hole Hand auger
This hand auger is 45" long. Available in 2 1/2” 
and 3 1/2" auger head sizes. It is solidly built 
and makes drilling holes for dirt hole sets a 
snap.
RKTAUG-2  $39.95  RKTAUG-3  $39.95

coon cuff auger 
The Coon Cuff auger digs holes the diameter 
needed for Coon Cuffs. This auger has a 3" 
diameter auger head and is very easy and fast to 
use. 30” long.
WCSAUG-CooNCUFF  $23.00

 Flagging

Fluorescent Flagging
orange, Blue, Green, or Pink
Fluorescent flagging has a number of uses on the trapline.  
Great indicator for quickly locating your sets.
WCSFF4  $2.25/roll
     

 trap Bedders

Mitlyng’s trapbedders
A fast, safe and easy way to bed a 
foothold trap. When the trapbedder is 
in place, it makes the trap impossible 
to fire when making a set. Works 
great when making land or water 
sets. Great for beginners.

WCSMTB1 Model 1 Trapbedder – for 1 ½ through  $6.95 
 3 longspring; 1 ½ & 1 ¾ coilsprings   

 Model 2 Trapbedder – 4 longsprings; 2 & 3  $6.95 
 coilsprings  

 Model 3 Trapbedder – for BMI coilsprings $6.95  
 except Cushion Catch

 Hammers

Sod Buster Hammer   
The Sod Buster weighs 4 lbs. and has a welded on 
solid steel cutting edge. The handle is designed to 
provede excellent gripping capabilities. 
WCSFH1  $18.95

3 in 1 Digging tool & Hammer
The “groundhog” hammer serves as a trowel, 
hammer, and a hoe. It weighs approximately 3 lbs. 
and measures 20” long. 
WCS3I1B  $16.95 
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 artificial attractants

Lucky Duck trap Bait Digital caller  
Helps to draw bobcats into your live traps and predators to your 
foothold sets. Simply turn it on, set it inside the cage trap or by the 
foothold set and leave. This caller will help lure predators to your 
set. Plays 3 random sounds continuously for up to 3 weeks on 4 AAA 
batteries (not included).
LDtBDc  $17.95

clip-on Rubber Baits
These baits can produce excellent results on raccoon and 
mink. Just clip to the trap pan in shallow water.
WcScRaY  crawdads  $7.95/doz.
WcSFRoG  Frogs  $8.95/doz.
 

coon Grabbers 
Designed for use in dog proof traps, and can be reusable. The 
projections will protrude around the trigger giving the coon 
something to feel, making them work the trap harder. Coon 
Grabbers are designed to make the trap go off when the coon 

tries to remove them from the trap. They are freeze-proof, water-proof and have the scent 
cooked right into them. Sold in dozen packs. Available in Anise, Cherry/Nut Blend, Fresh 
Shrimp, Grape, Raspberry, Shad and Shellfish. (See page 6 for more info.)

WcSG01 through WcSG08  $7.95/doz.

 Sifters

PRo Metal Sifter
Excellent for land trappers in making land sets. This sifter 
measures 8" x 10". A favorite of many long time trappers.
WCSPMS-1 $6.95
 
Standard Wood Sifter

The standard wood sifter is the old standby for many land 
trappers. This economical sifter does its job of removing 
stones, clods, and debris from dirt when constructing sets.
WCSPWS-1  $5.95
 
KB Slide Pan Sifter

The KB Slide Sifter has a slide bottom to help 
carry dirt without it sifting out before you get to 
the set location. This sturdy sifter is a very helpful 
trapline tool for dirt trappers who like to be as 
efficient as possible.
KBPS  $14.50

 
J.c. conner Dirt Buster Sifter
Al all aluminum, heavy wall dirt sifter with a handle for easy 
gripping. It has a 7" x 10" opening with tapered sides and a 
slide bottom for the convenience of carrying dirt to and from 
the set.
WCSJCdB  $32.50 
 
J.c. conner’s texas teacup - Sifter 
Texas Teacup by J.C. Conner is a heavy duty dirt sifter, available in Aluminum or 

Stainless Steel with easy grip handle.  Sifter is 6 1/2” 
in diameter and 6” deep at the handle with heavy duty 
expanded metal bottom, welded inside and out, which 
makes one strong sifter.
WCSJCTT-A    Aluminum $32.50 
WCSJCTT-SS Stainless  $32.50

 
 

 trappers caps
A tool designed to bed traps firmly. When 
properly used, Trapper's Caps will eliminate the 
use of pan covers over 90% of the time. When 
you eliminate pan covers you eliminate one more 
possible odor problem. Will prevent accidental 
firing while dirt is being packed inside the jaws. 
Instructions included.
Fits Victor & Duke  #1 1/2 & Blake & Lamb #1 1/2 and #2 coil spring traps 
WCSTCA  Plastic Model A  $4.95
Fits Victor & Duke #1.75 and #2 coil spring traps 
WCSTCB  Plastic Model B  $7.95
Fits Victor& Duke #3 and #4 coil spring traps & Victor #3 Softcatch coil spring traps 
WCSTCC  Plastic Model C  $7.50

 trowels & Diggers

Standard trowels
22” long with a straight handle. The standard digging blade is 
2 7/8” wide, and the narrow digging blade is 1 3/4” wide.
WCSST2N  Narrow Blade   $9.25
WCSST3N  Standard Blade  $9.50

D-Handle trowels
26” long with a D-style handle. The standard digging blade is 
2 7/8” wide, and the narrow digging blade is 1 3/4” wide.
WCSST2d  Narrow Blade   $13.25
WCSST3d  Standard Blade  $13.50

Replacement D-Handle   
A durable handle that will take heavy use on your trapline. Comes 
with bolts/nuts for installation.
WCSSTHANd  $5.50

J.c. conner  
“Jim Digger” trowels
“Jim Digger” measures 23" in length 
with a 2.5" wide blade. All steel 
construction to stand up to rugged 
trapline use.
WCSJC02  $20.50

J.c. conner “Mink Digger” trowel 
40" long all steel construction.  
This trowel is excellent  
for the water trapper and has many uses.
WCSJC04  $27.50

J.c. conner D-Handled “Mink Digger” trowel
WCSJC04-dhand  $34.50

J.c. conner “Sod Devil” Hoe
All steel construction to stand up to rugged non-
stop trapline use. 19" in length.
WCSJC03  $20.50

J.c. conner “the Badger” Digger/Hoe combo  
Two diggers in one. All steel construction to stand  
up to rugged trapline use. 27" in length.
WCSJC01  $38.95

3 in 1 Digging tool & Hammer
The “groundhog” hammer serves as a trowel, 
hammer, and a hoe. It weighs approximately 3 
lbs. and measures 20” long. 
WCS3I1B  $16.95
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adlee t-500 Body Grip Safety Setter 
aEt-500  $5.95
This chain style setter will set #110 through 
#330's. Easily fits in your pocket. 

Pull type Body Grip Setter  
aEt-200  $5.95
A fast and easy way to set body grip traps 
ranging in size from the #220 through #330.

Sleepy creek Model 3  
WcSScSEt3  $10.95
14” Long Aluminum Setters that weigh only 
10 oz. Sets #110, #120 and #160 body grip 
traps plus #11 through #2 long spring traps. 

Sleepy creek Model 4  
WcSScSEt4  $19.95
24” Long Aluminum Setters that weigh only 
24 oz. Sets up thru #330 body grip traps and 
up through #5 long spring traps. Comes with 
two U-clips for setting long spring traps. 

GEM Body Grip trap Setter 
WcSGtS  $12.95
Place the setter on the ground, 
insert the spring of a body 
grip trap into the setter guides 
and then pull up on the setter 
handle. Easy method for 
closing and latching the springs 
of body grip traps.

Self Locking Body Grip Setter 
WcSSLSEt  $34.95 
Excellent for use in setting all sizes of 
body grip traps.

adlee t-400 H.D. trap Setter  
aEt-400HD  $44.95
This setter allows you to compress a body 
grip spring using only one hand. It is small 
and light and works on all sizes of body 
grip traps. Anyone can set body grip traps 
with this setter. 

Standard Dog proof Setters 
WcS0962  $3.95
These setters help to compress 
the springs on the Duke DP and 
similar traps. 

coil Spring Setters 
WcScccS-1  $9.95
The handles of these 
trap setters slip 
over the 
traps' 
levers 
giving you 
extra leverage when setting 
strong springed traps. For all 
sizes of coilspring traps up to 
#4's. Painted RED.

MB-750 trap Setters 
WcSMB750SEt  $9.75
Makes setting MB-750's 
easy. Setters go under 
springs and against 
levers.

MB-650 trap Setters  
WcSMB650SEt  $9.95
Easily set the MB-650. Set traps 
while kneeling or standing

c.D.R. trap Setters   nWScDRSEt  $9.95
For the C.D.R. 7.5 Beaver coil spring trap. Made heavy 
duty to last a lifetime. Setters slide easily onto the wire 
trap levers. Set these traps with a minimum of effort. Can 
be used to set the J.C. Conner JAKE trap as well.

WcS™ Maine Style trap Setters  WcSFootSet $19.95 
Specifically made for setting coilspring traps 
#1.65 and above. The Maine Trap setters are 
used as a pair, one fitting on each trap lever 
on opposing sides of the trap. Center each 
trap lever within the slot and then draw the 

Maine setter handles together. This depresses each lever to a 
point where the jaws fall open, allowing you to set the trap. You 
can also hold the set trap in one hand utilizing the setter handles.

Step Down #5  
Long Spring trap Setters  
WcSLS5S  $24.95
Very easy to use. Simply “step 
down” on the setters and both 
springs are depressed at the same 
time. These setters are very handy 
for removing a beaver from a #5 
long spring trap.

trap tweezers  
WcStWEEZE  $19.95
These setters help to compress 
the springs on the Duke DP, 
Sterling Griz  and similar traps. 

RtS Heavy Duty trap Setter
RtSSEt $54.95

Don't Get 
"Caught" 
Without 
One!  This 
is a very 

effective tool for setting springs on 
all body grip traps with only one 
hand.  It easily removes stiff or frozen 
catches.  Requires only one hand to 
operate.  It's lightweight, fits easily in a 
pack or clipped to a belt.  It measures 
15" in length and works on all size body 
grip traps.

WcS Brand Steel Setting tongs
WcSDD16  Small  $9.95
WcSDD30  Large  $12.95
WCS Brand Steel Setting Tongs are 
available in two sizes.  Small is X” long 
and is designed for use with #50, #60, 

#110, #120 and 
#160 body grip 
traps.  Large is X” 
long and is designed 
for use with #220, 
#280 and #330 body 
grip traps. Both 
models are powder-
coated bright Yellow 
for ease in locating 
and recovery.  

 Body Grip Setters
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trap Safety Pin 
Keep your hands OUT of 
the strike zone. Our one-
of-a-kind safety pin can 
be used for any size body 
grip trap and is attached 
to the top of the jaws. 
Powder-coated with a bright yellow chip 
proof, flake proof and rust-resistant finish 
that provides excellent visibility in deep, 
dark water. Includes lanyard and nickel-
plated ring for attaching to basket, belt 
loop, buttonhole, etc. A safety device is 
STRONGLY recommended for anyone 
handling body grip traps. 

WCSRCPIN  $9.95

Ram Lok Plus 
Safety
Built tough by 
RAM in Canada. 
This spring-loaded 
safety lock for body 
gripping traps 

works on all sizes of traps and is very easy 
to position over the top of the jaws. When 
the trap is placed in position, the last thing 
you do is compress the spring of the safety 
device and remove the lock off the top of 
the trap. Your hands are never in danger of 
the trap inadvertently closing on them. A 
safety device is STRONGLY recommended 
for anyone handling body grip traps. 

WHRALoPL  $11.95

 trap Safeties

For all types of traps in all 
types of settings.

Rc Best Supports
Made of rolled steel, this versatile 
body grip support not only offers 
three points of contact with the 
ground or mud, but also allows you to place 
the trigger on the bottom. No other stabilizer 
on the market offers this feature!
WCSRC110-6  for #110 (six)  $15.00
WCSRC110-12 for #110 (dozen)  $24.00
WCSRC220-6  for #160 & #220 (six)  $21.00
WCSRC220-12 for #160 & #220 (dozen)  $36.00
WCSRC330-6  for #330 (six)  $27.00
WCSRC33012  for #330 (dozen)  $48.00

 
 
 
 
KB Stabilizers 
A field-tested time saver. Great for culverts, 
snow sets, bottom edge sets, coon trails, 
otter crossovers, bridge abutments, soft 
peat or muck bottoms and nuisance work. 
One size fits all, will hold 110 thru 330 body 
grip.
WCSKB01-12  (dozen) $33.95 
 (six) $22.50

H-type Stabilizers
Berkshire H-Type Stabilizers, 
very fast and easy to use. They 
provide excellent stability and 
body grip traps securely. Holds 
your traps in the correct position 
to make efficient captures. Forget 

looking for sticks, or trying to prop your trap up, these are quick & 
easy!  Great for use in trails, at dam crossovers, at bait sets, etc.

KB “no-Loss” Stabilizer 
Never lose another KB Stabilizer! Just slip  
the T-Bar of the Stoploss through the 
spring coil of your body grip trap. When 
the trap fires, the stabilizer stays attached 
to the trap, but out of the way. Just as 
easily disconnected.
WCSKBSL (dozen)  $40.50 
 (six)  $27.50

Killer clips
Spring steel clips, extremely lightweight, 
that are for supporting 110 thru 220 size 
body grip traps. For 220’s that require 
more stability you simply use two clips 
spaced appropriately apart.  The two points 
on the underside makes it easy to hammer 
into any wood surface or you can use the 
center hole for screw placement.
WCSKC (dozen) $7.95 
 (hundred)   $58.95

 Stabilizers

a  Deep Water 330
Stabilizers - 48”
WCSDWS-1   $7.95
WCSDWS-6   $42.95
WCSDWS-12  $79.95

B  Adjustable 330
WCSDWSM-1 $12.95
WCSDWSM-6 $74.95
WCSDWSM-12 $145.95

Deepwater Stabilizers

Code  Fits Six(-6) dozen(-12)

WCSBBG_120H #110 & #120 Body Grip $12.95 $22.95

WCSBBG_160H #160 Body Grip $13.95 $23.95

WCSBBG_220H #220 Body Grip $13.95 $24.95

WCSBBG_280H #280 Body Grip $15.95 $29.95

WCSBBG_330H #330 Body Grip $17.95 $32.95

c  Deep Water Short 110
WCS11021-1 $2.95
WCS11021-6 $12.95
WCS11021-12 $23.95

D  Deep Water Long 110
WCS11038-1 $4.95
WCS11038-6 $16.95
WCS11038-12 $26.95

Deepwater stabilizers or stands are perfect for those deep water 
runs, holes, bait sets, etc.  Even where the water isn't that deep, 
forget looking around for sticks, and bracing your bodygrip trap. 

Simply find your location and drive the legs into the bottom and 
your trap is held securely in the proper position. 

a B c D



Duckbill Earth anchors With cable
Duckbill Earth Anchors are 2 
3/4"L and weigh only 1 oz . 
They are cast aluminum and 
provide a quick and easy in-
stallation . An instant point of 
anchoring and 300 lbs . of holding 
power . 3/32” cable attached .

dB4012  12"  $16.95/doz.
dB4015  15"  $18.95/doz.
dB4018  18"  $19.95/doz.
dB4020  20"  $20.95/doz.

Rebar Stakes (1/2")
 Single Dozen
NWSRB18  18" $2.75 $24.95
NWSRB24  24” $3.00 $27.50

WCS112-5 $6.50 
9 gauge wire, 3 .5 lb . roll  

SPSW910 $16.95   
9 gauge wire, 10 lb . roll  

WCS113-5  $6.25  
11 gauge wire, 3 .5 lb . roll

WCS143-5 $4.95
14 gauge wire, 3 .5 lb . roll  

WCS163-5 $4.95   
16 gauge wire, 3 .5 lb . roll,  
Black Annealed  

This Lexan wire reel will hold 
(1) 3 .5 lb . 14 or 16 gauge wire 
roll .
WCSWR $16.95 
Wire Reel   

Wire

Berkshire Disposable Stakes 
Light and comparatively inexpensive, 
Berkshire Disposable Stakes can be used 
with traps or snares, and they come  in 
three styles for different soil conditions and 
situations . These disposable stakes can be 
driven into the ground with any pencil point 
type 3/8" steel driver . 

WCSSdS   Standard Stake Ends only  
$4.95/doz. $34.95/100 pack 
Best when used in Normal Soil Conditions

WCSSNSC   Standard Stakes w/15" of 
3/32" cable $12.95/doz.

WCSHddS   Heavy duty Stake Ends 
$6.95/doz. $48.00/100 pack 
Meant for Hard or Frozen Ground

WCSHddSC  Heavy duty Stakes w/15" 
of cable  $15.95/doz.

SGdS  Soft Ground Stake Ends 
$9.95/doz. $80.00/100 pack 
For water trapping, specifically in marshes 
and soft mud or sandy locations .

SGdSC  Soft Ground Stakes w/30"  
of Cable $21.95/doz.

Driver for Berkshire Disposable Stakes
This 3/8" x 24"L driver is made for use with 
Berkshire disposable stakes . 
WCSGoWdSd  $10.95
 

t-Bar Stakes (3/8")
 Six Dozen
WCSKBTB24  24” $12.95 $20.95
WCSKBTB30  30” $16.95 $29.50

2-Prong trap Drags
The 2-Prong 1/4" drag is made of 
1/4" steel and is best suited for fox 
and raccoon . This drag is 7" long 
and 5" wide . The 2-Prong 3/8" 
drag is made of 3/8" steel and is 
best suited for coyote and bob-
cat . This drag is 10" long and 
7" wide . The 2-prong 1/2" drag 
is made of 1/2" steel and is best 
suited for large coyote, Mt . Lion, 
and Wolf . The 1/2" drag measures 9 1/2" 
long by 9 3/8" wide . 
WCSKBd2  1/4" $1.50/ea. $13.95/doz.
WCSKBd1  3/8" $2.75/ea. $24.95/doz.
WCSKBd3  1/2" $3.50/ea. $36.95/doz.

Heavy Duty Stake Puller
This 46" Heavy Duty Stake Puller gives you 
the needed leverage to pull disposable 
stakes and rebar stakes . Features dual-
action design, with an integrated hook for 
the first pull and a cam device to grasp the 
cable for the second pull .
WCSCSP  $34.95

Bulldog Stake Puller
The Bulldog Stake Puller is an  
excellent steel stake and disposable  
stake puller which provides superior  
leverage when pulling stakes . 
BdSP  $35.95

trapping suppLies 
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Fox Hollow’s Super Stakes
original Super 
Stake ends
Bullet point, one 
piece, cast, mal-
leable steel stake 
ends . Attach to cable and these  stakes are 
ready to go .
WCSoSS  $14.95/doz.  $119.95/100

  original Super  
  Stakes with Cable
 WCSoSSWC  18” x   
 3/32” cable  $24.95/doz.

original Super  
Stakes with Chain
MBCS-12  16” x  
#2 Straight link  
Machine Chain  $30.95

Super Stake Driver 
The Super Stake Driver is 9/16" cold-rolled 
steel with a turned down machined end .
WCSSSd-1  $7.95

Wolf Fang Earth anchors with 
cable – Ready to Use

WCSWFWC15 $13.95/doz.   
with 15” x 3/32” Cable  

WCSWFWC18 $17.95/doz. 
with 18” x 1/8” Cable

Wolf Fang Earth anchors (Points only)
Wolf Fang Earth Anchors have a large surface 
area and were designed by Clint Locklear to 
be tough enough to be used 
in all soil conditions, including 
frozen ground . Once set, this 
anchor stays put . 
WCSWF12  $5.45/doz.
WCSWF100  $42.95/100 Pack

Wolf Fang Earth anchor Drivers
Wolf Fang Earth Anchor Drivers are custom 
made for use with Wolf Fang earth anchors 
and are available in two styles . The standard 

driver is 24” long and has a large 
nut welded to the top for a broad 
striking surface .  The T-Handle driver 
is 30” long and has a nut welded 
to the top for use with a hammer, 
but also has a T-Handle which is 
good for pushing the driver into 
soft ground and is also excellent 
for helping to pull the driver out of 
hard ground . 
WCSWFdRIV  $9.95 
Standard 24”
WCSWFdRIVTWIRE  $16.95 
T-Handle
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 Foot SnaRES & PoWER SnaRES

Bear Foot Snares
aDaX-12 Bear 
Foot Snare
This Bear Foot 
Snare is fast becom-
ing the standard 
among bear 
trappers whether 
it be for sport or 

nuisance control. The ADAX-12 Bear Foot 
Snare consists of two components; 1. A 
12” Launcher with specially shaped jaws 
to hold and propel the cable up and onto 
the bears paw. 2. A 3/16” 7 x 19 cable 
snare with a custom stainless Tripp lock 
and a 40” compression spring that runs 
the entire length of the cable. The cable 
loop comes equipped with a heavy-duty 
stainless swivel on the end for anchoring.  
The ADAX-12 DOES NOT depend on the 
movement of the bear to close the cable 
loop.
AdX-12BFS $129.95/ea.
Replacement ADAX Cable Assembly 
12BFSCABlE $24.95/ea.

WcS Bear Foot Snare  
(aLDRicH StYLE)
Due to popular demand, this Aldrich type 
bear foot snare is back in 
production.  Used 
extensively by the 
USDA-WS and 
state wildlife agency 
personnel, the improved Aldrich 
now has a safety latch to prevent premature 
triggering. When properly set, non-target 
animals can be released and captured bears 
can be tranquilized, released or relocated. 
Made exclusively in the U.S.A. for WCS.
WCSABS-KIT-1  $54.95

M15 Bear Foot Snare
Versatile, easy to 
bait and incredibly 
effective! To set, 
mount the M15 to 
a 5-gallon bucket 
(not included) with 
the spring-activated 
cable loop nestled 
inside the bucket lid. 
A bear reaching into 
the bucket to pull on the bait hook is imme-
diately snared by the paw. The deer proof 
M15 comes complete with instructions, M15 
snare mechanism, snare, HD high tie cable 
anchor and a quick link. 
Bear Foot Snare Complete 
WHM15-kit1  $54.95

Fremont Bear 
Foot Snare 
The Fremont Bear 
Foot Snare comes 
complete with 
the spring-loaded 
throwing mecha-

nism, one snare cable and one high tie ca-
ble for  anchoring, and a quick link for easily 
detaching the snare cable after a capture.
WHFRBEFo-KIT1  $41.95/ea. 

Replacement Snare
(fits aldrich, M15 & Fremont)
WCSBSCABlE-1 w/ Steel lock $9.95
WCSBSCABlE-2 w/ Stainless Steel 
lock $14.95

Replacement High tie anchoring 
cable
6’L x 3/16” diameter cable with a fixed 
loop at either end
WCSBSTIEoFF $7.95

Belisle Foot Snares
Belisle 6" Foot Snare
The Belisle 6" foot snare 
has a 6" loop spread. 
For use in taking coyote, 
fox, bobcat and lynx. 
WCSBFS6  $21.95
 $125.95/six 
 $230.95/doz.

Belisle 8" Foot Snare   
The Belisle 8" foot snare has an 8" loop 
spread. Recommended by Belisle for use in 
taking wolf.
WCSBFS8  $52.50/ea.   $314.95/six            
 $587.95/doz.  

Belisle 12" Foot Snare                               
The Belisle 12" foot snare has a 12" loop 
spread. Recommended by Belisle for use in 
taking bear. 
WCSBFS12  $89.95/ea.    $539.70/six. 
 $1049.95/doz.

Belisle Replacement cables 
lACET6-1/8 $2.95 
6”- 1/8” cable, fits 6” Belisle
lACET6-3/32 $2.95 
6”- 3/32” cable, fits 6” Belisle
lACET8-1/8 $4.50 
8”-1/8” cable, fits 8” Belisle
lACET12-5/16 $9.00
12”- 5/16” cable, fits 12” belisle 

 
Fremont Foot Snares
Fremont Fox Foot Snare Recommended by 
Fremont for use in taking fox, coyote, bobcat, 
lynx.
FREFoX-KIT  $29.95/ea.
Replacement Cables
FREFoXCABlE for Fox Snare   $2.95/ea.

Fremont Hog Foot Snare  
Recommended by Fremont for use in taking 
wild pigs.
FREHoG-KIT  $39.95/ea.
Replacement Cables
FREHoGCABlE for Hog Snare  $4.95/ea.

RaM Power Snares
Ram Mini Power Snare     
Recommended by RAM for 
use in taking mink, mar-
ten, rabbit and squirrel.
WMINIRAM  $15.00

RaM #1 Power 
Snare        
The RAM #1 is recommended for taking 
coyote, beaver, fox,  wolverine, lynx, and 
raccoon.
WRAM1  $23.00 

RaM #2 Power Snare        
The RAM #2  is recommended by Ram for 
use in taking fox, raccoon, and lynx.
WRAM2  $17.00
 
RaM WolfMaster Power Snare          
Recommended by RAM for use in taking wolf, 
cougar, wild boar, and problem bears. 
WRAMWolF  $27.00

RaM  Power Snare Replacement  Snares
WMINIRAM-CAB-doz   
Ram Mini $22.00/doz.
WRAM1-CAB-doz 
Ram #1 $22.00/doz.
WRAM2-CAB-doz   
Ram #2 $24.00/doz.
WRAMWolF-CAB-doz   
Ram Wolf $24.00/doz.

Black Magic Bruin 
Another time tested 
favorite, particularly 
among Canadian 
outfitters, primarily 
used to help Black 
Bear find bait stations. 
Bear will relish it and 
return for more. Use 
as a trailing scent, 
this cannot be over applied and is 
completely edible. Apply single drop 
to an ounce or more of your favorite 
bait and set every few feet.

WCSBNBMB-gal  Gallon $24.95
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Round-Up Special Snare
The Round-Up Special is a universal snare that is 
excellent for raccoon, coyote, fox and beaver. Built 
with five feet of 7 x 7 3/32” cable, micro lock, universal 
support collar and a #9 gauge swivel. 
SNARE101-12  $15.50/doz.  
SNARE101-72 $75.95/six doz. 

Fox Hitch Snare
Excellent for fox, bobcat and raccoon. This snare is built 
with 42”  of 7 x 7 5/64” cable, micro lock, universal 
support collar and a #9 gauge swivel.
SNARE105-12   $14.95/doz.  
SNARE105-72  $75.95/six doz. 

Bobcat Snare
Excellent for bobcat and fox. This snare is built with 
42” of 7 x 7  1/16” cable, micro lock, universal support 
collar and #9  
gauge swivel.
SNARE511-12  $14.95/doz.   
SNARE511-72  $75.95/six doz.

coyote Eliminator Snare 
This snare features the Berkshire modified L-lock  and 
universal dispatch spring on a  
7 foot length of 1 x 19 strand 5/64” diameter cable. This 
snare also has an adjustable  
loop end.
SNARE510-12 $16.25/doz.  
SNARE510-72  $92.00/six doz.

Mink/Squirrel Snare
This is a fast action snare that is excellent for mink, 
squirrel and rabbits. This snare is built with 30” of 7 x 7 
3/64” cable, small micro lock, universal support collar 
and #11 gauge swivel.
SNARE512-12 $12.95/doz.  
SNARE512-72 $70.95/six doz.

Brush Buster Snare
This is a universal snare that is excellent for use 
in snaring coyote, fox and raccoon in heavy brush 
situations and along fence rows.  It is built with five feet 
of 7 x 7 3/32” cable, micro lock and universal support 
collar. This snare has an adjustable loop end.
SNARE104-12   $13.50/doz.  
SNARE104-72  $72.95/six doz.

amberg Dispatch Snare
The Amberg Dispatch Snare has a government tested 
93% kill rate on neck snared coyote. It is built with 
seven feet of 7 x 7 3/32” cable, Amberg Wedge Lock, 
#25 dispatch spring and universal support collar. It has 
an adjustable loop end. 
AMBSN-12   $20.50/doz.   
AMBSN-72  $117.95/six doz.

Penny Lock Snare
Excellent for fox, raccoon, coyote and beaver. It features 
a small lock that closes extremely smooth, universal 
support collar for fast & solid support, #9 gauge swivel, 
and solid steel ends. It is built of 5 feet of quality 7 x 7 
3/32” preformed cable. 
SNARE205-12   $15.50/doz.  
SNARE205-72  $79.95/six doz.

Mo-Pa cable Restraint
Meets all the regulations for use in Missouri and 
Pennsylvania; and is also legal in several other states. 
Built with the micro lock on 5 feet of 7 x 7 3/32” cable, 
a heavy duty #9 gauge anchor swivel, a release ferrule 
(Rated at 350 lbs.) and a deer stop that prevents the 
loop from closing to less than 2.5” in diameter. It also 
has a stop that doesn’t allow the loop to be greater 
than 12” and a universal support collar for  
quick setup.
SNARE520-12   $18.50/doz.    
SNARE520-72  $104.95/six doz.

Sure-Lock Snare
This snare is a reliable non-relaxing snare that is 
excellent for coyote, raccoon, fox and beaver. It is built 
with five feet of 7 x 7 3/32” cable, Berkshire Sure-
Lock, universal support collar and a #9 gauge swivel.
SNARE301-12   $15.50/doz.     
SNARE301-72  $79.95/six doz.

Mo-Wi-Pa cable Restraint
Built with the ADC washer relaxing type lock on 5 
feet of 7 x 7 3/32” cable. This cable restraint has a 
heavy duty #9 gauge anchor swivel, a commercially 
manufactured break away J-hook (Rated at 285 lbs.) 
and a deer sotp that prevents the loop from closing to 
less than 2.5” in diameter. A universal support collar 
for quick set up and solid support is also on this cable 
restraint. Meets all regs. for WI, PA, MO and several 
other states. Great for fox and coyote.
SNARE518-12   $17.50/doz.   
SNARE518-72  $99.95/six doz.

new Jersey Fox Snare
The New Jersey Fox Snare is perfect for raccoon and 
fox. It is built with 42” of 7 x 7 5/64” cable, penny 
lock, universal support collar and a #9 gauge swivel. It 
has a 12” loop limit.
WCS105dS-12   $15.25/doz.    
WCS105dS-72  $79.95/six doz. 

Michigan approved
coyote cable Restraint
Meets the updated standards which were 
implemented in Michigan before January 2006 
season. Cable restraints used for coyotes in Michigan 
must have two swivels, including one swivel at the 
anchor point. They must also have a stop to prevent 
loop closure to less than 4.25” and a 285 lb. break-
away device.
WCS519-12   $21.95/doz.    
WCS519-72 $118.95/six doz.

canadian Dispatch Snare
Made to dispatch coyotes very quickly. Built with 
six feet of 1 x 19 1/16” cable, quick kill dispatch 
spring, cam lock, universal support collar and a break 
away S-hook (Rated at 280 lbs.). This snare has an 
adjustable loop end, and is designed to be used with a 
6’ snare extension cable for a total length of 12 feet.
SNARE400-12   $25.95/doz.    
SNARE400-72 $147.95/six doz. 
 
north Bay Under ice Beaver Snare
This snare features a Micro Lock on 1 x 19 1/16” cable 
that opens to form a  10” diameter loop. The terminal 
end can be stapled directly to bait pole or wooden 
stake.
SNARE506-12 $12.95/doz.     
SNARE506-72  $72.00/six doz.

northern Beaver Under ice Snare
This snare features 33.5" 1 x 19 1/16" cable, makes 
a 10” loop. 3' #9 ga. support wire, easily attaches to 
bait poles.
SNARE508-12   $19.50/doz.    
SNARE508-72  $105.95/six doz.

alaskan Wolf Snare
Excellent for wolves and hogs. This snare is built 
with 8 feet of 7 x 7 1/8” cable, Berkshire wolf lock, 
universal support collar, and has an adjustable loop 
end.
SNARE500-12   $19.50/doz.   
SNARE500-72  $105.95/six doz. 

Self Supporting Wolf Snare
Excellent for wolves. This snare is built with 5 feet of 
1 x 19 3/32” cable, Berkshire Wolf Lock, built in swivel 
and is attached to 5 feet of #9 gauge support wire.
SNARE502-12   $23.95/doz.    
SNARE502-72  $137.95/six doz.

Professional Live catch coyote Snare
This snare is designed to catch and restrain coyotes. 
It has a total length of 7 feet. It consists of 4 feet of 7 
x 7 7/64” cable which is used for the snare loop. The 
snare loop is attached to 3 feet of 7 x 7 1/8” cable 
with an inline #9 gauge swivel. This snare is built with 
a heavy duty relaxing washer lock, universal support 
collar and a live catch coyote stop.
SNARE503-12 $20.95/doz.    
SNARE503-72  $119.95/six doz.
  
coyote catcher Snare
Utilizes a cam lock and is excellent for use in snaring 
coyote and beaver. It is built with seven feet of 7 x 7 
3/32” cable, cam lock, universal support collar and a 
#9 gauge swivel. 
SNARE402-12   $18.50/doz.    
SNARE402-72  $99.95/doz.

Safe, lightweight and easy to fit in tight spaces, snares are a useful alternative to body grip traps.
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Beaver Snares
Finally, a snare with a #9 swivel where it 
needs to be – as close to the animal as 
possible . Made from 3/32” galvanized 
aircraft cable and 8 ½’ long, this snare also 
has a whammy for ease of positioning . A 
Hanson style washer lock makes it easy to 
remove the snare from the animal when 
doing live relocation work yet it still runs fast 
and smooth . With an adjustable tie-off end . 

WCSBNBS dozen $25.95

coyote Snares
The ones preferred by pros . These 10’ 
long snares have a heavy-duty #9 swivel in 
a midswivel design and whammy for easy 
positioning . The front 5’ section is made of a 
light, high quality 5/64" diameter 1x19 cable 
that reduces visibility but remains strong 
and holds a round loop . A reusable camlock 
ensures exceptionally smooth and fast 
running, while the extension section, 5’ of  
7 x 19 3/32" diameter galvanized aircraft 
cable, has an adjustable tie-off end for 
anchoring .      

WCSBNCS   dozen $30.95

Hog Snares with cam-Lock
A heavy-duty hog solution! Built with a 
positive locking camlock, this snare has 6’ of 
7x7 (7 strands, 7 bundles) 1/8” galvanized 
aircraft cable and a super-tough #9 gauge 
wire swivel for anchoring . 

WCSBNWS  dozen $26.95

Fox & Raccoon Snares
These are quality constructed snares target-
ing fox and raccoon . The total length of the 
snare is 5 ft ., which consists of a 3 ft . snare 
cable and an attached 2 ft . extension for easy 
anchoring and positioning .

WCSBNFS  dozen $22.95

WcS Snare  
Extension 
cables
WCS snare exten-
sion cables are 

constructed of 3/32" 7 x 7 galvanized 
aircraft cable. One end has a #9 gauge 
wire swivel, the other end has an ad-
justable loop. 
WCSSo03-12  dozen   $8.95 
3’ Cable
WCSSo06-12  dozen   $12.95 
6’ Cable
WCSSo010-12  dozen   $14.95 
10’ Cable

amberg Snare Supports                               
These supports are 30” long and can 
be driven into even frozen ground 
easily.  These supports don’t spin in 
the wind and securely support your 
positioning of the snare loop.
WCSJGASS-12  dozen  $28.95 

RK Snare Supports 
One of the best and 
widely utilized support 
systems on the market today. 
Very easy and simple to use. 
The RK Snare support has made 
positioning that snare loop 
extremely easy with 13 inches 
of #9 wire wrapped and welded 
to a 16 inch 1/4” steel support 
rod.  The 4 inch spike which is 
welded to the bottom of the 
rod is off-set, making it easy to 

pound into hard or frozen ground. Grip the 
top of the spike with vise-grips for removal 
from frozen soil.
RKSSS-12  dozen $19.95   
 
RK Snare Supports – Soft 
Ground
The most popular snare support 
system on the market today, 
especially for soft ground 
applications. Very easy and simple 
to use. The RK Snare Supportfor 
soft ground  has made positioning 
that snare loop extremely easy with 
12 inches of #9 wire wrapped and 
welded to a 20 inch 3/16” steel 
support rod. The 2 inch flat metal 
spade which is welded to the bottom of the 
rod prevents spinning in the wind. Can be 
hammered into hard soil types.
RKSGSS-12   dozen  $17.95
 WcS Small Game Snare

Excellent for rabbit, groundhog and 
opossum, and is also strong enough 
to hold fox . This snare is built with 21” 
feet of 7 x 7 1/16” galvanized aircraft 
cable, micro lock, #9 support wire 30” in 
length with built-in swivel .
WCSSGS01   $21.00/doz.  
 $114.95/six doz.

Basics of Snaring
The principal of snares is simple and 
effective . They are extremely effective on 
fox, coon, beaver and coyote . By nature 
such animals travel the path of least 
resistance such as deer trails, ravines, 
fence holes, logs over deep ditches, 
culverts under roads, beaver dams in 
deep water, dead furrows, truck tracks 
through tall grass and trails they have 
established between their dens and food 
supplies .

To set a snare, put the snare and your 
favorite Snare Support and stake it next 
to the trail . Adjust the snare loop to the 
desired diameter and attach to your 
Snare Support . The Snare Support can 
now be bent to adjust the height and 
-position of the snare . When the snare 
loop is the right size and height and 
is in the center of the trail, the set is 
complete .

If you do not have any Snare Supports, 
soft nine gauge wire is the best 
substitute . Be sure the nine gauge wire is 
wrapped several times around the stake 
so the snare is in a stable position . If the 
snare doesn't have a support collar, wrap 
the support wire around the snare next 
to the snare loop . 

 Loop Loop Height 
Target Diameter (off the ground)

Groundhog,  
Opossum 5-6" 2"    
Fox 8" 8"  
Bobcat 8" 8"    
Coon 6-8" 3-5"    
Coyote 10-12" 10-12"    
Wolverine 8" 8"    
Beaver 10" 2-3"    
Wild Hog up to 18" 10-12"    
Wolves 18" 10-12"    

Stake snares down better than you 
would stake a trap, because your catch 
will be pulling with all four legs .

Make sure to check all State and Local 
Laws for approved use of snares in your 
area.



Steel cable Ends
These 3/16”annealed non-
cracking nuts make excellent 
ends for all cable up to 1/8”.

WSPSTE  $3.95/100 Pack

amberg Release Ferrules
When properly applied 
to galvanized aircraft 
cable, Amberg Release 
Ferrules will release at 
approximately 270 lbs. 
of pressure.
AMB-332  3/32”  $2.95/doz.    
 $14.95/100
AMB-564  5/64”  $2.95/doz.    
 $14.95/100

cable Specifications

aluminum Double Ferrules
Aluminum Double Ferrules can be crimped 
or hammered in place and are available for 
1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32”, 1/8” & 3/16”.

100 Pack

AdF116 1/16” $5.50
AdF564 5/64” $5.85
AdF332 3/32” $5.95
AdF18 1/8” $6.95
AdF316 3/16” $13.00

aluminum Stop Buttons
Aluminum Stop Buttons can be crimped or 
hammered in place and are available for 
1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32”, 1/8” & 3/16” cable.

100 Pack

WAS116 1/16”  $5.55
WAS564 5/64” $7.50
WAS332 3/32”               $5.95 
WAS18 1/8”  $6.75
WAS532 5/32” $10.00
WAS316 3/16” $10.50

snares & snaring equipment
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aircraft cable 7 x 7
 Diameter Approx. Weight Nominal Breaking
 (inches) Per 1000 ft. Strength
 3/64” 4 .2 lbs . 270 lbs .
 1/16” 7 .5 lbs . 480 lbs .
 5/64” 11 lbs . 650 lbs .
 3/32” 16 lbs . 920 lbs .
 7/64”  1380 lbs .
 1/8” 28 lbs . 1700 lbs .
 5/32” 43 lbs . 2600 lbs .
 3/16” 62 lbs . 3700 lbs .
 1/4” 106 lbs . 6100 lbs .

aircraft cable 7 x 19
 Diameter Approx. Weight Nominal Breaking
 (inches) Per 1000 ft. Strength

 3/32” 17 .4 lbs . 1000 lbs .
 1/8” 29 lbs . 2000 lbs .
 5/32” 45 lbs . 2800 lbs .
 3/16” 65 lbs . 4200 lbs .
 7/32” 86 lbs . 5600 lbs .
 1/4” 110 lbs . 7000 lbs .

aircraft cable 1 x 19
 Diameter Approx. Weight Nominal Breaking
 (inches) Per 1000 ft. Strength

 3/64” 5 .5 lbs . 400 lbs .
 1/16” 8 .5 lbs . 500 lbs .
 5/64”  800 lbs .
 3/32” 20 lbs . 1200 lbs .
 7/64  1800 lbs .
 1/8” 35 lbs . 2100 lbs .
 5/32” 55 lbs . 3300 lbs .
 3/16” 77 lbs . 4700 lbs .

Galvanized aircraft cable

    
 Size Cable  Type Breaking  Strength 100/ft. 500/ft. 1000/ft.

 1/16” 7 x 7 480 lb . $8 .95 $29 .95 $49 .95

 5/64” 7 x 7 680 lb . $8 .95 $29 .95 $49 .95

 3/32” 7 x 7 920 lb . $9 .95 $29 .95 $57 .95

 1/8” 7 x 7 1700 lb . $10 .95 $44 .95 $78 .95

 1/16” 1 x 19 480 lb . n/a n/a $47 .95

 5/64” 1 x 19 680 lb . n/a n/a $52 .95

 3/32” 1 x 19 920 lb . $9 .95 $35 .95 $62 .95

 SnaRE MaKinG tooLS & HaRDWaRE

Ram Spring Support
Makes setting any RAM 
Power snare easy on any 
terrain. Drive the support 
stand into the surface 
where you are setting 
the RAM, then attach the 
spring coil with a piece of 
tie wire or tie wrap. RAM 
Power snare must still be 
anchored separately.

WRAMSUP  $3.95

Ram Lok Plus Safety
Works with ALL Power 
Snares from the Mini RAM 
to the RAM Wolf Master. 
Also works with ALL body 
grip traps. 
WHRAloPl  $11.95

Ram Foot  
Setter
The Ram Foot 
makes the set-
ting the Ram#1 
and the Wolf 

Master easy on any surface. The “ram foot” 
stabilizes the Ram Spring. The steel “whis-
kers” keep the safety hook in an upright 
position. 
WRAMFooT  $10.00

 Snare accessories Squeeze-on Deer Stops
These squeeze-on deer 
stops can be added to 
already constructed snares, 
and fit all cable sizes.
WSPdSSQ   $5.95/100 pack

Standard Deer Stops
Sized for: 1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32” or 1/8” cable. 
Please be sure to 
specify size as these 
standard deer stops 
are cable size specific.
WSPdS  1/16", 5/64", 3/32"  $3.95/100 pack
 1/8"   $4.25/100 pack 
  



Snare Quick Kill Spring
Delivers air stopping power from begin-
ning to end and won’t allow locks to back 
off . Once it is compressed it still applies 
constant pressure . This spring can be used 
over and over again . 
Standard 
WSPQKSSTd-12   $4.95/doz.    
WSPQKSSHd-100  $35.95/100 pack
Heavy duty 
WSPQKHd-12   $4.95/doz.     
WSPQKHd-100  $35.95/100 pack 

snares & snaring equipment
Snare Dispatch Springs

Steel coated with black 
oxide and wax for corrosion 
resistance . These are 
proven to dispatch coyote, 
fox and bobcat efficiently . 

They work with a wide variety of locks when 
used with break away J-Hooks . Available in 
two strengths, 25# standard and 50# heavy 
duty .
WSPSPRING-STd  $8.95/100 pack
WSPSPRING-Hd  $8.95/100 pack
 
Mini Steel  
cable Ends
Easy to pound on, 
fits 3/32” diameter 
& smaller cable . Has 
threads on the inside to 
grip the cable .
WSPMCS  $5.95/100 pack  
 $49.95/1000 pack
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Snare Locks

a  Slim lock
WSlIM-116-12 1/16” $3.95 
WSlIM-116-100  $29.95

WSlIM-332.564-12   3/32” $3.95 
WSlIM-332.564-100  $29.95

The Slim Lock is a fast, low profile lock, very small in size.

B  Micro Snare lock
WSlMICRo-116-12 1/16” $2.25 
WSlMICRo-116-100  $15.95

WSlMICRo-332.564-12   5/64”, 3/32” $2.25 
WSlMICRo-332.564-100  $15.95

The Micro Snare Lock is a smooth sliding lock with a very small profile.

c  Cam lock
WSlCAM-116-12  1/16” $4.95 
WSlCAM-116-100  $36.95

WSlCAM-332.564-12    5/64”, 3/32” $3.95 
WSlCAM-332.564-100  $29.95

WSlCAM-18-12  1/8” $4.95 
WSlCAM-18-100  $36.9

The Cam Lock is a fast, reusable snare lock that will not slip.

D  Small Washer Snare lock
WSlWAS-116-12   1/16” $2.25 
WSlWAS-116-100  $14.00 

WSlWAS-564-12    5/64” $2.25 
WSlWAS-564-100  $14.00

WSlWAS-332.564-12    3/32” $2.25 
WSlWAS-332.564-100  $14.00
The small washer snare lock is a penny sized, smooth sliding, 
relaxing snare lock.

E  Sure lock
WSlBSl-116-12   1/16” $2.25 
WSlBSl-116-100  $15.95

WSlBSl-332.564-12 5/64”, 3/32” $2.25 
WSlBSl-332.564-100  $15.95

This is a positive locking snare lock.

F  Cam lock w/teeth
WSlCAMT-116-12 1/16” $5.95 
WSlCAMT-116-100  $41.95

WSlCAMT-332.564-12  5/64”, 3/32” $5.95 
WSlCAMT-332.564-100 $41.95
These cam locks have teeth on the cam portion of the lock. This 
means there is absolutely no relaxing, no slippage. An excellent 
option for dispatch snares.

G  Kaatz Bros. Relax-A-lock
WRAl-12   5/64”, 3/32” $3.50 
WRAl-100  $24.95
The Relax-A-Lock is a fast, low profile, lightweight relaxing 
snare lock. Works on 5/64” and 3/32” cables.

H  Heavy duty Relaxing Washer lock
WSlHdWAS-116-12   1/16” $2.25 
WSlHdWAS-116-100  $17.95

WSlHdWAS-18-12 1/8” $2.25 
WSlHdWAS-18-100  $17.95
These work on 1/16”, 3/32” and 1/8” cable respectively. Can 
also be used as a drowner slide lock.

i  AdC Washer Snare lock
WCSRBWl-12 5/64”, 3/32” $2.95 
WCSRBWl-100  $19.95
The ADC washer snare lock is relaxing and approved in many 
States with cable restraint requirements. This lock will work on 
3/32” and 5/64” cables.

J  Berkshire Washer lock
WSlBERK-332.564-12 3/32” $2.50 
WSlBERK-332.564-100  $17.95

The Berkshire Washer Lock is a relaxing lock for 3/32” cable.

K  Grawes Bullet Snare lock
WSlGRAW-116-12  $3.85 
WSlGRAW-116-100  $29.95

WSlGRAW-332.564-12  $3.85 
WSlGRAW-332.564-100 $28.95

Hansen style, quarter diameter, machine punched.

L  Kieper lock 
WSLKiEP-MED-12   1/2” $5.95 
WSLKiEP-MED-100  $47.50

WSLKiEP-LG-12   5/8” $5.95 
WSLKiEP-LG-100  $47.50

a B c D

E F G H

i J K L

WCS is Stocked  
and ready to Ship!

Hundreds of Items Daily
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SnaRE SUPPoRt WiRE
For use by the water trapper for beaver slide wires, and excellent support wire for positioning snares

WcS Drowners & Slides
Constructed of 7 x 7 galvanized aircraft ca-
ble. Both ends on each drowner/slide have 
adjustable loops, and come equipped with 
a drowner lock. 1/8" cable drowners/slides 
are recommended for beaver  
and otter. 
SlId8   8' $15.95/doz. 
SlId10 10' $16.95/doz. 
SlId15 15’ $20.95/doz.

Drowner Locks  
Short  
Best used for smaller ani-
mals like mink, raccoon and 
muskrat.
WSl160  $2.95/doz. $17.95/100 pack
Long 
Best used for larger animals like beaver, otter, 
coyote and raccoon.
WSl161   $2.95/doz.  $18.95/100 pack
Heavy Duty X-Long  
WSl162   2.95/doz.  $23.95/100 pack

chain Drowner Locks            
Medium - Designed to 
be used with #2 straight 
link chain, #1/0 double 
loop chain, or 3/8" rebar.

WCSCdl38   Single $1.25  $12.95/doz.
Large - Used on #2/0 Double Loop Chain or 
1/2" rebar. A favorite among beaver trappers.
WCSCdl12   Single $2.00   $23.00/doz.

combo Snare Ends - 
Quick Set tie offs
For use on the terminal 
end of a snare for a 
quick way to tie-off the 

snare. Available in two styles & are for use on 
cable up to 1/8".
Standard
WSPCENd  $3.75/doz.  $22.95/100 pack

Snare Swivels
Designed for use with 1/2" 
stakes and most larger washer 
topped 3/8" stakes. Heavier #9 
gauge snare swivels are more 
commonly used for snaring coy-
otes and other larger animals.
WCS11GWS  11 Gauge
$2.50/doz.  $17.95/100 pack
WCS9GWS  9 Gauge
$2.95/doz.  $18.95/100 pack
 

9 Gauge Wire

WCS112-5  3.5 lb. Roll $6.50
 

Snare Swivel Washers
Snare swivels washers are used in conjunction with 
snare swivels to provide greater swiveling action.
WSPSW   $2.95/100 pack   $19.95/1000 pack 

Mini Swivel Washers
Use with Amberg BAW's, Snare Shop ferrules, #11 gauge wire swiv-
els, miniature cable ends, and small aluminum stops.
WSPSWMINI  $2.95/100 pack   $19.95/1000 pack

Snare Support collars "Wammys"
Wammys provide excellent support when using 
support wire to position snares. Please indicate 
wire size (9 gauge or 11 gauge) and cable size 
(1/16", 5/64", 3/32" or 1/8") when ordering.
WSPC9  9 gauge   $9.95/100 pack
WSPC11  11 gauge  $9.95/100 pack

twist-on Snare Support collars “Wam-
mys”
From 1/16" to 1/8" cable with 16 gauge to 9 
gauge support wire. This support collar is easy 
to install on your already built snares and is 
easy to use.

WSP200  $8.95/100 pack   $65.00/1000 pack

Break-away Hooks
Break-away S-Hooks & J-Hooks are designed 
to retain targeted furbearers in snares, while 
releasing unwanted deer.
WSP220BAWJ  J-Hooks  $25.95/100 pack
WSP285BAWJ  J-Hooks  $21.95/100 pack
WSP285BAWS  S-Hooks  $20.95/100 pack 

Sullivan’s Break-away Hooks
(280 lbs.) 
WCSBASH  $2.95/doz.   $20.95/100 pack

Standard cable cutters
These standard cable cutters will handle up 
to 3/16" cable.
WACC-1  $22.95
 
compact cable cutters
Pocket sized. 7" in length. Compact cutter, 
cuts up to 3/32" cable. Made in the USA. 
WCCC-1  $21.95

aRM Sangyo Heavy Duty cable cutters
ARM Sangyo heavy duty cable cutters have 
spring action handles for fast cutting and will 
handle cable up to 3/16". Excellent cable 
cutters at a very reasonable price.
RC-8  $34.95
 
Swiss c-7 cable cutters
Durable, spring action cable cutters that will 
accommodate cable up to 3/16".
WCSC7  $52.00

Heavy Duty J-Hook tool
Ideal for opening and closing J-Hooks. This 
tool also works well on some styles and sizes 
of S-Hooks.
WCSJHT  $19.95

trapper's Pliers              
6" Trapper's Pliers have side cutters and flat 
jaws. Great for land lines, water lines and 
snare lines, alike. 
WCSTP1  $6.95
 

11 Gauge Wire

WCS113-5  3.5 lb. Roll  $6.25

Tools for Snare Making
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Leather Sheath for trapper's Pliers              
Accommodates trapper's pliers and other 
similar sized tools. 
WcStPLS1  $4.95 

Leather Holster for cable cutters
This quality made leather holster will accom-
modate the Standard cable cutters, the Swiss 
C-7 cable cutters and the ARM heavy duty ca-
ble cutters as well as other similar sized tools. 
WCSCClS-1  $6.95

amberg Release Ferrule Swager
A single cavity quality crimper, specially 
calibrated to apply all sizes of John Graham's 
Amberg Release Ferrules.
WCSJGASW   $28.95

Standard S-Hook &  
Rivet tool
Used for opening and closing S-Hooks and 
J-Hooks. Standard S-Hook tool used by many  
trappers and wildlife control operators.
lWSHT  $12.95 

Heavy Duty S-Hook tool
This heavy duty S-Hook tool is excellent for 
use in opening and closing S-Hooks.
TNTHdSH   $31.95
 
Standard Bench Mount Swager
The Standard Bench Mount Swager has multi-
compression Teklock jaws to swage 1/16", 
5/64", 3/32" and 1/8" aluminum double fer-
rules and aluminum stops. Made in China. 
THSC600B-HIT  $159.95

aRM Sangyo Bench Mount Swager
The ARM Sangyo Bench Mount Swager has 
multi-compression jaws to swage 1/16", 
5/64" , 3/32" and 1/8" aluminum double fer-
rules and aluminum stops. This swagger bolts 
to your work bench and is excellent for mass 
production of snares, drowner slides, cabled 
stakes, snare extension cables, etc. Made in 
Japan.
THSC600B   $219.95

aRM Sangyo Hand Swage tools
Excellent for swaging aluminum double 
ferrules and aluminum stops. They work 
great for fast production of snares, drowner 
slides, cabled stakes, snare extension cables, 
etc. The standard model is 17" long, has 3 
swaging cavities and is designed for use with 
1/16" through 1/8" ferrules. The large model 
is 25" long, has 5 swaging cavities and is 
designed for use with 1/16" through 3/16" 
ferrules. Made in Japan.
THSC350  Standard  $112.95
THSC600  large   $159.95
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 Human Resource Department

Meet our 4-legged friends who are always 
welcome at the office

addie Molly

artie 

Jackie Henry

Shooz

Maggie
Frankie
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 How to order

order on-line: Visit us at www .ShopWCS .com, or  
www .wildlifecontrolsupplies .com for simple access to all the 
products we carry . We’re adding new items all the time, so check 
out the “New Products” tab on our web store to see the latest 
additions to our product offering .

order by Fax: 1-860-413-9831 Use the convenient order 
form(s) in our catalog and fax your order 24 hours a day 

order by Phone: 1-877-684-7262 Call Toll Free to reach us 
directly or if you get voice mail, leave your order (with your 
telephone number) and we’ll call you back if we have any 
questions . For International customers please call 1-860-844-0101 .

order by Mail: Complete our order form and mail to us at: 
WCS, P .O . Box 538, East Granby, CT 06026

International orders: Please contact us at admin@
wildlifecontrolsupplies .com or call 860-844-0101

Sales Tax: Orders shipped to or to be picked up within CT add 
6 .35% for State Sales Tax

Things Happen! We make every effort when creating the 
catalog to be accurate with our photos, specifications and 
copy . Unfortunately, sometimes errors do occur . We reserve 
the right to make changes and correct errors to products and 
specifications at any time . We appreciate your understanding!

 Payment   
 
 
 

Payment Terms: All U .S . orders are shipped prepaid via Bank 
Check, Money Order or Major Credit Card . We gladly accept: 
American Express, Visa, MasterCard and Discover . We also 
accept PayPal . (We cannot accept C .O .D . orders or Personal 
Checks .) Government purchase orders are gladly accepted.

Payment for International orders: For international orders we 
accept payment via PayPal or via a direct Bank Wire Transfer . 
(There is a $45 .00 surcharge added to each wire transfer order to 
cover the bank fees associated with the wire transfer .) Products 
must be PAID IN FULL prior to shipment . All broker fees, duty & 
taxes are the responsibility of the customer .

Pricing disclaimer: We do all we can to hold pricing 
although we reserve to right to change prices without 
notice . Check our website www .ShopWCS .com or call 
us toll free at 877-684-7262 to confirm pricing before 
ordering . If a price has changed for an item on your order, 
we’ll contact you before the order is shipped to confirm 
whether you still want the item(s) .

 Shipping                                                                                                                                            

Packing & Shipping your order: We make every effort to 
process, pack and ship your order within 1 business day from 
receipt . If an item is not available, it will be put on back order 
and shipped out immediately once available . We will contact 
you for all back orders . Our main shipping method is Standard 
with delivery in 1 to 5 days depending on destination . We also 
offer optional expedited services for 3-Day, 2-Day or Next Day 
Air delivery . Our Super Saver is an economical offer for lower 
weight packages which may take 2 to 8 days depending on 
destination . See our website for latest shipping methods, pricing 
and specials .

damage Inspection & Claims: It’s important that you inspect 
all of the packaging and items delivered immediately upon 
receipt . Although very rare, packaging and items may be 
damaged during shipment . If you find any damaged item(s), 
contact us immediately . You must keep damaged items and 
original packaging for refund or replacement . Discarding original 
packaging will void claim . We will coordinate the shippers claim 
process for any lost or damaged item(s) .

Shipping outside the U.S.: Orders will be quoted at current 
rates . Also, any special handling costs or shipping fees will be 
added to your order . Customer is directly responsible for all 
broker, duty, taxes and fees applied to product delivery . No 
refund or returns allowed on international orders .

 Returns

Should you decide to return an item, please contact us toll 
free at 1-877-684-7262 for return authorization . Items must be 
returned unused and in their original packaging for refund 
or exchange. Returns for refund or exchange must be made 
within 30 days of purchase. A 20% restocking fee may 
be charged. Original shipping and handling charges are not 
refundable . (No returns/refunds on Baits & Lures or Reference 
Materials)

 our Pledge 

We take our mission to “Provide Superior Customer Service by 
Delivering Quality Products, in a Timely Manner, at Competitive 
Prices” seriously . We want you to be satisfied, so if for any 
reason the products do not perform or you are not happy with 
something, we want to know . We’ll do all we can to make it right!



oRDER FoRM
Mail:  Wildlife Control Supplies, Po Box 538, east Granby, Ct 06026
Fax:   860-413-9831   Phone: 877-684-7262 

Date:  

Ship to:  Bill to:
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**  Actual shipping will be charged. Call for shipping  
estimate before sending order.

Ct Residents add 6.35% for Sales tax

** estimated Shipping 

total
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Wildlife Control Supplies
P.O. Box 538
East Granby, CT 06026
Toll free 1-877-684-7262
www.ShopWCS.com

Why WCS?
We offer the largest selection of wildlife 
and animal handling equipment and 
supplies available anywhere, backed 
by the expertise to help you effectively 
handle nuisance wildlife and animal 
management situations of all kinds.

Unsurpassed Expertise 
We’ve been dedicated to helping 
wildlife and animal control professionals, 
wildlife biologists and animal handling 
specialists capture and control wildlife 

“We provide Superior Customer Service to the Wildlife Control Professional by delivering Quality Products  
in a Timely Manner at Competitive Prices.”

WCS Mission

 Follow us on Twitter
 www.twitter.com/shopwcs 

Find us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/Wildlife 
ControlSupplies

in the field, in commercial buildings 
and in residential environments for 
over 15 years. We have developed 
our own WCS Premium Grade Bait 
products and breakthrough inventions 
such as the Collarum®, Tube Trap™, 
Sparrow Sled™, Multi-Catch Rodent 
Trap, NoMol®, Special Squirrel Trap and 
Coontroller™ along with many more in 
response to customer needs. 

Widest Selection of Products
WCS provides the most complete 
selection of wildlife and animal control 
products that enable the safe, humane, 
and effective capture and control of 
targeted species. We listen to our 
customers and add new products to 
our inventory regularly to support your 
needs. We truly are your one-stop 
resource for nuisance wildlife and animal 
control products, and are dedicated to 
saving you time and money. 

Unparalleled Support 
Professionals trust WCS as a resource 
that is committed to helping their 
business succeed. Just starting out? We 
can help you get your business up and 
running quickly with equipment, supplies 
and advice. Already in business? We can 
help you expand by providing technical 
support, industry information, training 
resources and much more! 

Outstanding Service 
Whenever you face a 
wildlife or animal control 
problem, we’re here to 
help. Our knowledgeable 
staff can help you select 

the right products and provide helpful 
advice on how to get the job done right. 
We process orders quickly to get your 
products on the way, typically within 1 
business day. 

Wildlife Control Supplies
Products for Professionals™
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www.ShopWCS.com

The most complete selection of  
wildlife & animal control products on the market.
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